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A formula is given by which a Gegenbauer polynomial whose argument is the cosine of twice an 
angle can be equated with a finite, alternating series of products of Gegenbauer polynomials 
whose arguments are all cosines of the angle. 

Gegenbauer polynomials are a particularly useful set of 
functions in mathematical physics. They include, as specific 
cases, the Legendre and Chebyshev polynomials, and are 
related to other special functions, such as the associated Le
gendre functions and the Hermite and Jacobi polynomials. 
Definitions and results concerning Gegenbauer polynomials 
appear in numerous sources and have been collected and 
compiled in various invaluable reference texts. 1-4 

Among the known results concerning the Gegenbauer 
polynomials C~(x) are the following (A=F0; m = 0, 1): 

C' (x) = r + mn!r(A + n + m) 
2n + m (2n + m )!r (A ) 

Xxmp~ - 1/2,m - 1!2(2x2 _ 1) (1) 

and 

C tl(x)=(_I)n r(n+U) 
n n!F(2A) 

( 
1 I+X) X 2F, -n, n +U;A + 2;-2- , (2) 

where p~,!3 (y) is a Jacobi polynomial iny, 2F, (a,b;c;y) is a 
hypergeometric function, and the F(y) are gamma 
functions. 

If the substitution x = cos!O is made in (1) and 
x = cos20 is made in (2), then these equations are seen to be 
"half-angle" and "double-angle" formulas, respectively. 
They represent Gegenbauer polynomials of the correspond
ing argument by other special functions which are functions 
of cosO. It may prove useful, however, to have half-angle and 
double-angle formulas which express Gegenbauer polyno
mials in terms of themselves. Although no particularly ele
gant formula presents itself for the half-angle case, it is possi
ble to obtain such a result for the double-angle case, as will 
now be done. 

In order to proceed, the following results will be need
ed. First, a generating function for Gegenbauer polynomials, 

(1 - 2xz + Z2) - tl = I c~(x)zn, Izl< 1, A=FO, (3) 
n~O 

and second, a statement of parity, 

c:,( - x) = ( - lYC:'(x). 

An essential decomposition 

(4) 

(1 - 2cos20z2 + Z4) = (1 - 2cosOz + z2)(1 + 2cosOz + Z2) 

(5) 

can easily be verified by using the trigonometric identity 
cos20 = 2cos 20 - 1. 

Using (3) and (5), the following can be written, 

f C ~(cos20 )z2n = I I C 1( coso )C t (cosO )Zl +k. 
n=O I~Ok=O 

(6) 

The product of series on the right-hand side of (6) can be 
rewritten as a "Cauchy product" 5 so that (6) becomes 

00 00 m r c:,(cosO)z2n= r L C~_dcosO)ct(-coso)zm, 
n=O m~Ok=O 

(7) 

Equating coefficients of like powers of z in (7) and using (4) 
gives, for m = 2n 

2n 
C~(cos20) = I (- Ilct(cosO)C~n _ k(COSO), (8) 

k~O 

and for m = 2n + 1 
2n + I 

0= I (- l)kCt(cosO)C~n +, _ k(COSO), (9) 
k~O 

The result (9) is not particularly noteworthy since its right
hand side is identically zero (the first half of the summation 
cancels the second halt); (8), however, is a new and perhaps 
more notable result: a double-angle sum formula for Gegen
bauer polynomials (..1,=1=0). 
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The applicability of the widely used method of variation of action is discussed by investigating the 
transverse stability of the kink solution of the nonlinear Schrodinger equation and the bell 
solution of the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili equation. An exact calculation shows that neither 
instability nor stability can be predicted correctly by the variation of action method. The reasons 
for that defect are discussed and the correct stability regions are presented. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In many areas of nonlinear physics 1-3 field equations 
occur which allow solitary wave solutions. Some of these 
systems are completely integrable and the initial value prob
lems have been solved by the inverse scattering technique. 4 

In one dimension, emerging from multisoliton collisions the 
solitary wave solutions have the same shapes and velocities 
with which they entered, thus satisfying the requirements for 
considering them as solitons (kinks). I 

However, the so far undivided picture of stability 
breaks down when a second space dimension is allowed for. 
Calculations show that the soliton solutions of the nonlinear 
Schrodinger (NS) equation are transversely (perpendicular 
to the soliton motion) unstable 5 and that the kink solution of 
the sine-Gordon equation is transversely stable. I For two
dimensional Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equations, the sta
bility behavior depends on parameters which discriminate 
between different types of generalizations. 6 Beyond that, the 
situation is not very clear for other solutions or different field 
equations. For example, one is tempted to conjecture that 
the shock solutions of the NS equation are transversely sta
ble, in agreement with the claim for the Higgs field equa
tion. 7 The latter statement as well as calculations for other 
field equations are based on a widely used method, the so 
called variation of action method (V AM). 8 

In this paper, we discuss the applicability of this meth
od by investigating the NS and KdV equation, which de
scribe a broad class of nonlinear physical systems. 9 

We show that some previous proofs of transverse stabil
ity of kink solutions were incomplete. In the case of the NS 
equation, instead of stability instability occurs, in agreement 
with the small k prediction by Zakharov and Rubenchik. 5 

On the other hand, the V AM can predict instability in some 
region where a more exact calculation proves stability. The 
latter failure of the V AM will be demonstrated for the exam
ple of the Kadomtsev-Petviashvili (KP) form of the KdV 
equation. We shall therefore conclude that neither instabil
ity nor stability can be precisely predicted by the V AM. 

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we review 
the V AM and summarize the results for the kink solution of 
the NS equation which follow by that method. In Sec. III, we 
reconsider the transverse stability of the kink solutions of the 
NS equation. Deriving a general energy principle we prove 
instability of the kink solution. In Sec. IV we reinvestigate 
the transverse instability of the KP equation and compare 
the results with the predictions by the V AM. 10 We explicite-

ly show that previously unstable regions are actually stable. 
Possible generalizations for other field equations are dis
cussed in Sec. V. 

II. THE VARIATION OF ACTION METHOD 

To demonstrate the VAM 8 we consider the NS 
equation 

it/JI + V2t/J - t/J2t/J* = a, (1) 

and discuss the transverse stability of the plane kink-type 
solution 

t/J = G (x) exp( - 2i'T/ 2t ), 

where 

G (x) = V277tanh77x. 

(2) 

(3) 

The longitudinal stability of this solution has been investi
gated previously. II 

For the NS equation, the variation of action can be writ
ten in the form 

(4) 

Here, the vacuum has been subtracted and the Lagrangian 
:f is given by 

,Y' = - [~i(t/Jt/J; - t/J,t/J*) + Vt/J·Vt/J* + ~(t/Jt/J*)21. (5) 

In the V AM, the test functions are constructed from the 
solitary wave solution by perturbing its shape and phase. 

In the present case, the appropriate choice, being identi
cal to that used by Makhankov, 7 is 

t/J = A tanhBx exp(i<P). (6) 

Here, the coefficients A, B, and <P depend on the transverse 
coordinate y and the time t; the unperturbed values are 
Au = (2) 1/2'T/, Bo = 'T/, and <Po = - 2'T/ 2. 

Inserting Eq. (6) into the Lagrangian (5) and perform
ing the x-integration in the action integral, we obtain 

S = 2 f dy dt [A 2(<P, + <P/)lB + fA 41B 

_ ~A 2 B + A 21 B + ~(A 2) (1 I B) - fA 2 B 21 B 3] (7) 
3 Y 2 Y Y y' 

where f = J!)dz z2sech4 z, > a., 
Taking the variations with respect to <P, A, and B we 

obtain the Euler equtions 

(A 2IB), + 2(A 2<P/B)y = a, (8) 
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(<PI + <P/) + ~A 2 - iB 2 - (A/B)yB IA - ;(lIB)yyB 

_ IB 21 B 2 = 0, (9) y 

(<P + <P 2) + ':'A 2 + ':'B 2 + A 21 A 2 _ ~A 2) / A 2 
I Y 3 3 Y 2 y>" 

- 2I(A 2B/B 3)yB 21A 2 - 3IB/IB 2 = O. (10) 

Linearizing in the form 

A = Ao + Y2A I exp(iky + yt), 

B = Bo + BI exp(iky + yt), 

<P = <Po + <PI exp(iky + yt), 

we get the dispersion relation 

(~+K2/2+2K2I)r2= - r(~+~)(~+~I) 
333 

(11) 

+ (~+ K2/2)(~ + ~)], (12) 
3 3 

where the abbreviations K = k 11/ and r = ylk1/ have been 
used. Equation (12) clearly shows 

r 2 <0, (13) 

corresponding to stable perturbations. 
In principle, the more general ansatz t/J = A tanh(Bx 

+ C) exp(ic,6 ) should be used instead of(6). However, for the 
present case, the linearized Euler equations yield 
CI = const, and the dispersion relation (12) will not be 
changed. 

At this stage one comment is in order: By this method, 
in general, stability cannot be concluded since it restricts the 
perturbed states to a certain subclass, here the translation 
mode and odd functions in Bx + C. And indeed, in Sec. III, 
we derive an energy principle from which instability can be 
concluded in the present case. 

III. AN ENERGY PRINCIPLE FOR THE NS EQUATION 

We now reconsider the transverse stability of kink solu
tions of the NS equation and derive a sufficient criterion for 
instability. Here, we only report the linear calculation; the 
generalization to the full nonlinear treatment is similar to 
that presented previously by the authors. 5 

Writing a perturbed solution ofEq. (1) in the form 

t/J = (G + a + ib) exp( - 2i1/2t ), (14) 

where G is the zeroth order solution (3), we obtain 

a,=H_b, 

b, = -H +a. 

The operators H + and H are defined by 

H - V2 + G 2 - 1/2
, 

H + = - V2 + 3G 2 - 21/2
. 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

After Fourier transformation, they can be written in the 
form 

d 2 

- + k 2 - 61/2sech21/x + 41/2, 
dx2 

(19) 

d 2 

- + k 2 - 21/2 sech21/x, 
dx2 

H (20) 

where k is the transverse wavenumber. 
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The spectra of these operators are well known 12: H _ 
has only one discrete eigenvalue k 2 - 1/2 and the continuum 
starts at k 2. H + is positive definite (for k=l=O) with discrete 
eigenvalues k 2 and 31/2 + k 2; the continuum starts at 
41/2 + k 2. We note that the eigenfunction of H _ corre
sponding to the eigenvalue k 2 - 1/2, i.e., sech1/x, is even. 

H + can be inverted and the functional 

L =; f dx qJ *H:;: IqJ, 

where qJ = H + ak , satisfies 

(L,IL )1>0. 

(21) 

(22) 

This result is similar to an energy principle derived by Laval 
et al. 13 in a completely different connection. The growth rate 
is 

,;1. - SdXqJ *H _qJ 
r = sup , 

'P SdxqJ *H :;: IqJ 
(23) 

As long as the discrete eigenvalue of H _ , i.e., k 2 - 1/2
, is 

negative, transverse instability occurs. This sufficient insta
bility criterion suggests a cutoff at k = kc = 1/, and indeed a 
Ljapunov functional for stability proves the result k < 1/ be
ing a necessary and sufficient criterion for transverse insta
bility of kink solutions. 

We want to emphasize that the method proposed in this 
section has several advantages: It clearly shows which 
modes cause instability, i.e., those modes must have a com
ponent in the direction of the eigenfunction belonging to the 
negative eigenvalue of H _ . Since that eigenfunction is 
sech1/x, i.e., an even function in x, it is obvious why the V AM 
fails. Furthermore, Eq. (23) is the result of a variational prin
ciple for the growth rate and allows the determination of the 
values of y in the whole unstable k region by standard nu
merical methods. The derivation of a necessary and suffi
cient instability criterion was beyond the scope of previous 
instability calculations by Zakharov and Rubenchik, 5 who 
investigated only the small k limit. 

IV. A LJAPUNOV FUNCTIONAL FOR THE KP EQUATION 

We now turn to the question whether at least the predic
tions of instability by the V AM are correct. For this discus
sion we choose the KP form of the KdV equation as a con
crete example. 

The transverse stability of soliton solutions of the KP 
equation, 

qJtx + (qJqJX>x + qJxxxx - qJyy = 0, (24) 

has been already investigated analytically 6.10 and numeri
cally. 14 The result of the calculation by the V AM 10 is that 
instability exists below a certain cutoff, k < kc' where 

kc = 61/2. (25) 

Here, k is the transverse wave number (normalized by the 
inverse electron Oebye length) and the parameter 1/ follows 
from the zeroth order plane soliton solution, 

qJ = 121/2sech21/(x - Xo - 41/2t ). (26) 

The analytical result of Kadomtsev and Petviashvili 6 is re-
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stricted to the small k limit. Zakharov 6 has presented a suffi
cient criterion for instability in the regime k < (3) 1I2TJ 2; the 
stability outside that region has only be treated by the V AM. 
We shall show that the V AM result of instability is not cor
rect in the region 

(27) 

This actually means that a stable physical system with a peri
odicity length Ly < 21T/(3 112TJ 2), is found to be unstable by 
theVAM. 

In order to prove the assertion that in the region (27) the 
system is stable we derive a sufficient criterion for stability 
using Ljapunov's lemma. 

For a reversible system, a Ljapunov functional for sta
bility should be constructed from the constants of motion. 
This leads to the ansatz 

(28) 

Now we discuss whether L fulfills all conditions of Ljapun
ov's stability lemma: The condition dL / dt<,O is trivially sat
isfied; it remains to show that an upper and a lower bound of 
L can be constructed in terms of the norm Iltp - tpo 112. 

We define the norm by 

Iltp112= fdr{( ~~r + [( !)-1 ~;r +4TJ2tp2}.(29) 

Introducing the even and odd parts of the perturbed state tp, 
i.e., 

da 
a' = Htp (x,y) + tp (- x,y)] dx' 

(30) 
db 

b'=Htp(x,y)-tp(-x,y)] dx' 

we can, to lowest order in the norm of the perturbation, 
express the functional L in the form 

L 1 = f dr (aHa + bHb ). (31) 

The fourth order operator 

d 4 
2 d 2 d 42d2 k2 

H= -+ 12TJ -sech TJx-- TJ -+ , 
dx4 dx dx dx2 

(32) 

has the lowest eigenvalue - 3TJ 4 + k 2. The corresponding 
eigenfunction is sech 7]X tanh 7]X. Thus, for k> 3 1I2TJ 2, the 
functional L 1 is positive and can be estimated in terms of the 
norm. The higher order contribution L - L 1 can also be 
estimated by the norm using standard mathematical tools, 
e.g., Schwarz's and Sobolev's inequalities. Therefore, L is 
indeed a Ljapunov functional for k> (3) 112 TJ 2 and in con
trast to the previous result 10 perturbations with wavenum
bers k in the region 

y"3 TJ2 <, k <, 6TJ2, (33) 

are stable. This yields to the additional conclusion that even 
the instability predictions by the V AM are sometimes doubt
ful. Somehow this is expected: The variational principle is 
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for the action and not for the growth rate. Therefore, trial 
functions approximating the action do not necessarily imply 
a proper dispersion relation. In other words, it is by no 
means clear that those trial functions are approximate solu
tions of the dynamic equations, when the whole x-depen
dence is retained. 

We note that it is possible to derive an energy principle 
analogous to that found in Sec. III. The evaluation of this 
principle leads-in agreement with findings ofZakharov 6_ 

to the result that for k < 3 1/2TJ 2 instability occurs. The deri
vation of a necessary and sufficient criterion for stability was 
beyond the scope of previous works. 6 

v. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

In this paper, we discussed the transverse stability of 
some one-field solitons. We showed that conclusions based 
on the V AM should be used with care: In some cases, neither 
stability nor instability can be predicted correctly. We be
lieve that this defect is somehow inherent to this method 
since the variational principle is for the action and not for the 
growth rate. As the interrelation between these two different 
problems is not clear, the proper choice of the trial functions 
is somehow a game of chance. 

We have exemplified the failure of the V AM for two 
systems: On the one hand, we demonstrated for the KP soli
tons that a physically stable system can be V AM unstable. 
We showed this by constructing a Ljapunov functional for 
stability. It is noteworthy that this calculation can be ex
tended to find a necessary and sufficient criterion for stabil
ity. The reason why the unstable trial functions approximat
ing the action do not yield the correct dispersion relation is 
that they are not approximate solutions of the dynamic equa
tions when the whole x-dependence is retained. 

On the other hand, we showed that the kink solution of 
the NS equation are actually unstable but V AM stable. An 
explicit expression for the growth rate was obtained in the 
whole k range which can be evaluated by standard numerical 
methods. It is important to note that this procedure can also 
be extended to give a necessary and sufficient instability cri
terion. The reason why the prediction of stability by the 
V AM cannot be accepted in general is obvious. By the latter 
method the possible forms of the perturbed states are re
stricted in an unjustified manner. 

We conclude with the remark that also for other field 
equations, e.g., the complex Higgs field equation, the pre
vious predictions based on the V AM should be critically 
reinvestigated. Our results of the NS equation indicate that 
the kink solution of the complex Higgs field equation should 
be also transversely unstable, 15 in contrast to the result of 
the V AM. 7 The reason is that in the limit of a weak time 
dependence (i.e., small phase shifts and growth rates) the 
Higgs field equation reduces to the NS equation. 
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In analogy to Kolmogorov's classical extension theorem, we establish necessary and sufficient conditions 
under which a family I W(" ..... to) I of state operators, defined on the finite tensor products 
H,,0'" 0 '" of some family 11,: tE Tl of complex Hilbert spaces, extends to a state operator on 
the infinite tensor product 0 rcrH,. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the fundamental theoremsl. 2 of classical prob
ability theory establishes the conditions under which a fam
ily [,u("",,,) 1 of probability measures, defined on the finite 

products 0 ;'= Ml,.,d,) of some family [(flww,): tET 1 of 
measurable spaces, has a unique projective limit, that is an 
extension to a probability measure on 0 'El{flw rlJ, This 
theorem, originating with Kolmogorov,J is equally funda
mental for the interpretation4 and for the application' of the 
classical probability calculus, Accordingly, any systematic 
development of a non-Boolean probability theory has to in
vestigate the analogous problem. 

The most important and most studied case of a non
Boolean probability calculus is found in the Hilbert space 
formalism of quantum mechanics. 5

-) In this frame, the event 
structure is represented by the lattice ;? (oW) of all ortho
gonal projection operators on a complex separable Hilbert 
space. J7"; the classical probability measure is replaced by the 
quantum state,' defined as a o--orthoadditive functional m: 
,'lj(J7')~[O,I] with mel) = I; and the composition of the 
event structures of different systems is accomplished via the 
tensor product of the corresponding Hilbert spaces. 9 As 
shown by Gleason,'o every quantum state m can be repre
sented (in the case dimjy";> 3) as m(P) = tr WPby means of a 
unique positive linear operator Won ,57" with tr W = I which 
is therefore called the state operator or statistical operator 
(STO) corresponding to m. And since every positive linear 
operator Von ,ff with trY = I yields a quantum state by 
PI--+tr VP, it is natural and justified to regard the state opera
tors themselves as the quantal counterparts of the classical 
probability measures. 

These parallels between the classical and the quantum 
probability calculus raise the following question. Given a 
family [ W(t".,,,) 1 of STO's defined on the finite tensor pro
ducts.J?' ,,0···0.ff '" of some family [,)1', : tET I of complex 
separable Hilbert spaces: On what conditions does the family 
! W(I".,,,) 1 have a projective limit (i.e., an extension to a STO 
on 0" r'li I) and when is this limit unique? The first part of 
this question has recently been answered by Christensen" 
for the special case that all given STO's are tensor products 
of "one-particle states." For this case, Christensen estab
lished a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence 
of a projective limit. 

In the present paper, we give a general answer to the 

first part of the above question. In Sec. 2 we establish neces
sary and sufficient conditions under which a family 
[ W(I".,,,) I of STO's has a projective limit. In contrast to the 
classical result mentioned at the beginning, such a projective 
limit (if it exists at all) is in general not unique; this ambiguity 
will be investigated in a forthcoming paper. 12 In Sec. 3 we 
consider the case of product STO's and show how to recover 
Christensen's condition as a special case of our conditions of 
Sec. 2. Finally we add an Appendix where we compile the 
definition and some basic properties of the partial trace. 

After this manuscript was completed, the author re
ceived a preprint by A. Bartoszewicz'] which contains a re
lated result on the extension of a family of STO's to a STO 
defined on an incomplete tensor product of given Hilbert 
spaces. 

2. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS 

In the following, "Hilbert space" stands for "complex 
Hilbert space of dimension;> 1." Let % be a Hilbert space. 
By .d1C~Y), ,;T(.5Y), (.,'), 11·11 and 11·11, we denote the algebra 
of all bounded linear operators on .5Y, the trace class in 
.J6'(.5Y), the scalar product in .Y, the operator norm on 
siJ(.;f") and the trace norm on ,:;-(.))/'), respectively.14,1S To 
tackle our problem, we need some preliminaries on the infi
nite tensor product of Hilbert spaces (cf. Ref. 16): Let [/7'/ 
: tET 1 be a nonempty collection of Hilbert spaces. To every 

0*M<;;;; T, we associate the complete tensor product 
,jy'M: = 0 /d!'jy,,; for :J('I we write .W. An element 
a = 0 Ida, in ,/y with Ila, II = 1 ('\ftET) is called a product 
unit vector (PUV). Two PUV's a, {3 are called equivalent 
(written a ~(3), if L'd! 11 - (a,,{3,) I < 00 .The equivalence 
relation ~divides the PUV's into equivalence classes a, h ... · 
the set of which we denote by r. The PUV's in aEE' span a 
closed subspace ,~>" of.r which is called the incomplete 
tensor product (lCT) of the ,J7','s with respect to a. If 
a = 0 ,a/Ea, then the set of all PUV's 0/(3, such that a/ 
= (3/ for all but a finite number of tET contains many com

plete orthonormal systems of PUV's in ,)Y' which we call a
bases for short. Thus ,)Y'" can be thought;f as being "gener
ated" by any PUV in a; if we want to refer to a particular 
generating PUV in a, say a"" we also writeW'[a] for .W". The 
complete tensor product % is the direct sum of all ICTs, 
,W' = J: mI')Y'ty( By Qa we denote the orthogonal projection 
from. /7" onto ,/7' a' Hence Lor r Qa = 1 I where 1 M denotes 
the identity operator on ,:;Y'M, If K*tIJ is a finite subset of T, 
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then all operators of the form Y ® IT,K with YE.%'(JY'K) 
commute with Qa for all aET'. If [E, : tED ], De T, is a collec
tion of unit vectors E,EJY'" then we abbreviate ® ,EDE, by 
E[D]; expressionslikeQl ® E[¢ ] or Y ® 10 are to be read aSQl or 
Y, respectively. 

For 0*A S:,BS:, T, we denote the partial trace from 
.T(JYIl) to .::F(W A) by 0 (A,B) and write 0 A for 0(A,T). 
The defini tion and several properties of the partial trace are 
complied in the Appendix. 

After these preliminaries we can now state our problem 
more precisely. Consider a family [,r, : tET], T*0,ofHil
bert spaces 17 and let .'7 be the directed set of all finite non
empty subsets of T directed by inclusion. 

Definition: A family [WK : KEY] ofSTO's WK 
EeJ'-(W K

) is called a projective system, if W x;,...,= 0 (K,H) Wu 
for all K,HE.'7 with KeH. A STO VEY(JY') is called a 
projective limit of [ W K ], if W K = e K V for all K E.'7. 18 

As in the classical case we search for a necessary and 
sufficient condition under which a family [ WK : KEY] of 
STO's WK on FK has a projective limit. According to Cor
ollary A.5(i), the consistency of [ WK ], i.e., the property WK 

= 0 (K,H) W H for K e H, is an obvious part of such a condi
tion. Therefore, we need only consider projective systems. 

Theorem 2.1: A projective system [ W K : KE.'7] of 
STO's has a projective limit if and only if there exists a count
able set [PaElR : crES, PeT> 0, !.oPrr = 1] and, to every crES, 
there exist families [[3;' : tET], [Ql 'k : KE.'7] of unit vectors 
[3 ;T E. 'l( " and Ql ~-EJt'K such that 

(2.1) 

and 

lim( su.p IIQl ~ - Ql ';; ®[3rT[H \K] II) = O. 
1\ HE'/ 

K<:;;,H 

(2.2) 

If these conditions are satisfied, then the nets 
(Ql ';; ®[3<T[ T \K])K converge to unit vectors €/> rT in $' and 

the STO !.'T<'S P ~ (€/> ") is a projective limit of [ W K ]. 

Proof (I) Assume that the conditions (2.1) and (2.2) are 
satisfied. If we define ¢ 'k: = Ql 'k ® [3 arT \K], then 

II¢ 71 - ¢ 'kII = IIQl71 - Ql 'k ®[3<7[H \K] II 

for all ~HE.'7 with KS:,H, and by (2.2), (¢ 'k)K is a Cauchy 
net in .W . As a consequence there exists, for every crES, ex
actly one unit vector €/> <T: = limK¢ 'k in $' and we get 

(2.3) 

for all XE.%'(JY). For H,KE.Y, KS:,H, and YE.'%f(dY'K), 

(¢7/,Y® IT'K¢~) = (Ql~,Y® I H'.KQl7{), 

and so by (2.3) 

tends to 

li:JI trH(Y® I HK ) (~/,)'(Ql7{)] 

= tr r [ (Y ® IrK) Is p~(€/> ")]. (2.4) 

With UK: = WK - !.a p,), (Ql n, condition (2.1) implies 
that 

lim trH [(Y ® IHK )Uf{] = O. (2.5) 
II 

From o (K,H)WII = WK we get 

t r K [ YW K 1 = tr II [ ( Y ® 1 II . K) WII ] 

= tr ll r(y® 111 ',K)Ulll + tr ll [ (Y® 1 11 ... J 

(2.6) 

Combining (2.4)-(2.6) we obtain 

trd YWK ] = trT[ (Y® 1/ .K) ~ p~(€/> ")], 

for all YE.%'Py'K), KE.7 which implies, by Theorem A.I, 
that 

WK = 0 K I p~(€/> ,,), 
fTE'S 

for all KEY. This proved the sufficiency of our conditions 
and the second assertion of the theorem. 

(II) To prove the necessity, we begin with 

Lemma 2.k Let a = ® fl, be a PUV in (W' and let €/> be a 
unit vector in ,JY[a]. Then there exists a collection [QlK 
: KE.Y] of unit vectors Ql Kin .rK such that 

(2.7) 

and 

li~ ( !~e IIQlII - QlK ®a[H \K] II) = O. (2.8) 

Kt;;,11 

Proof: Let [s '0 : vEl] be an a-basis of PUV's S ,0 

= ®, S ;. in ~ a]. Then there exists a countable subset 
M S:, I such that 

€/> = I X,6", I Ix,r = 1. 
l'EM VEM 

To every vEM we have a smallest finite set B" S:, T such that 
S;' = a, for tW, .. Hence Z: = UVEcMB,. is countable and 

€/> = (1 X,.S"[Z 1) ®a[T\Z 1. 

We fix some element l' in M with xT*O and associate, to 
every KEY with BrS:,K, the unit vectors 

I x,.(K)S ''[K], in /j('K, 
B.t;;,K 

By (AI) and the dominated convergence theorem, this ex- and 
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¢K: = q:>K®a[T\K 1 = L i,,(K)S", in~, 
B,,;'K 

where 

iJK): =x,{ L IXv l') 
B,<;;'K 

Hence 

lim d K = 1 (2.9) 
K 

and 

II<P-¢KII=II L (xv-il'(K»S"+ )' Xvs"11 
B.<;;'K B~K 

< L IXl'-il'(K)I' + )' lxvi' ( )
1/2 ( )112 

~<;;'K B~K 

for all KEY with Brc;;;,K. By Corollary A.4(c), 

<9KP(¢K) = P(q:>K)' 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

From (2.9)-(2.11) and from Corollary A.4(t) we finally con
clude that 

In analogy to (2.10) one finds 

11q:>/I-q:>K®a[H\K11I<dH (I-dK)+dH (1-di(2yn, 

which yields assertion (2.8). 0 
To finish the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have to extend 

the result of Lemma 2.2 to an arbitrary STO on~. We first 
A 

consider a unit vector ¢ in Jr and set r w: = ! aET : Qa¢=I=O I 
'Ya: =IIQa¢II·ForaET""'¢a: =Ya-1Qa¢isaunitvectorin 
,:W"a and 

(2.12) 

tr(Y® :ll.rK)P(¢) = L (¢,Qa(Y® :ll.r'K)Qa¢) 
aEr 

= L Y~(¢a'Y® :ll.T,K¢a) 
af'r" 

= tr~(Y® :ll.T,K) at;.Y~(¢a)1 

for all YES8(JrK
), KEY which implies that 

<9KP(I/J) = <9K L y~(l/Ja) (2.13) 
aEr,! 

for all KE.7. 

Finally we consider an arbitrary STO W on ~. If 
W = };iEr:? (;)is a diagonal representation of Wwith Ci > 0 

('rJiEf), then it follows from (2.12), (2.13), and Corollary 
A.4(h) that 
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<9K W = L L c,yJa<9KP(;ia)' (2. 14a) 
iEI aEr, 

where r i : = ! aET: QaS,*O 1, Yia: = IIQaSill, and Sia 
: = Yi; 1 QaSi' Ifwe replace the double index i, a in (2. 14a) 

by a single index (T and set P,,: = Ci y7a. then (2.41a) reads 

<9KW = L PCT<9KP(;a)' (2. 14b) 
(1F-S 

with };CTESPrr = 1 and p" > 0 for all (TES = UiE1ri. Here every 
unit vector Sa is contained in an ICT generated by some 
PUV, say f3CT = ® 1f3~. Applying Lemma 2.2 to each sum
mand of (2.14b) we obtained, for every (TES, a family !f3 ~ 

:tET I of unit vectorsf3 ~EJYlanda family [q:> K:KE.'T I of unit 
vectors q:> 'kE,W'K which satisfy (2.2) and 

(2.15) 

From 

II<9KW - ,YaP(q:>'k)111 

= II (~CT{<9KP(;a) - P(q:> 'k)} III 
< L p"II<9KP(;a) - P(q:> 'k )111 <2, 

(:rES 

and from (2.15) we finally obtain 

lim II <9KW - L p,,.P(q:> 'k) II = 0, 
K ~S 1 

which shows the necessity of our conditions. 0 

It can be seen from (2.13) or (2.14a) that even if [ WK I 
has a projective limit, this limit is in general not unique, 
which is in striking contrast to the classical situation. In a 
forthcoming paper!2 we will investigate the structure of the 
set of all projective limits belonging to a given projective 
system of STO's. 

Applications of theorem 2.1 will often be concerned 
with the special case T = N .19 In this case it is expedient to 
use N itself with its natural ordering, instead of Y, as the 
directed set: Let (Jri ) iEN be a sequence of Hilbert spaces and 
(Wn)"EN asequenceofSTO's WnEJ(Jlrn),Jr": = ®';Jlri • 

The sequence (Wn ) is called projective if, in self-explanatory 
notation, <9(n,n + l)Wn + 1 = W" for all nEN. A STO Von 
~ = ® I' Jlt'i is called a projective limit of (Wn ) if W" 
= <9 n V for all nEN. By an obvious adaptation of the proof of 

Theorem 2.1 we obtain 

Corollary 2.3: A projective sequence (Wn ) has a projec
tive limit if and only if there exists a countable set [PO' 
ER : (TES,pu > O'};"P(7 = I) and, to every (TES, there exist se
quences (f3 :liEN' (q:> ~)nE" of unit vectors f3 7EJ1t'i' q:> ~ EdY"" 
such that 

lim II WIl - LPCTP(q:>~11 =0, 
n ~ x: UES I 

and 
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In this case, the sequences (rp ~ ® ® i> n f3 f) converge strong
ly to unit vectors if> "in ~ and the STO ~"P" P (if> J is a 
projective limit of(Wn). 

3. SYSTEMS OF PRODUCT STATES 

In this section we consider projective systems of prod
uct STO's. It turns out that, in this special case, the necessary 
and sufficient conditions of Theorem 2.1 take a particularly 
simple form. 

Let (,JY, : tET I, T::1=0, be a family of Hilbert spaces and 
let a STO Xt on JY't be given for all tET. Each Xt has a diag
onal representation 

X t = f qr/'(a t ), (3.1 ) 
i= 1 

with <ati,atl ) = bu' qt l>qt2>"'>O and ~i':oo lq'i = 1. Let Gbe 
the set of all mappings g:T -N such that g(t) = 1 for all but 
finitely many tET; in particular, G contains a mapping e with 
e(l) = 1 for all t. The family [X, I uniquely determines the 
nonnegative real numbers 

for all gEG, 0*K k T. 

Lemma 3.1: 

Proof Obviously, B>qe>O, and qe = 0 implies that 
B = O. Let H be any nonempty finite subset of G and define 
Tg : = [tET:g(t)* 1), T (H): = UgEH Tg and 
H I:= [gEG:TgkT(H)j. Then 

~ qg < g~ qg = { J1f) i~l qti} qe(T\T(H» 

Since H was arbitrary, B < 1. So it remains to show that q e > 0 
implies that B> 1. Assume qe > O. Then there exists an as
cending sequence of finite subsets of T, 0*KI kK2 k'" k T, 
such that 

lim qe(T \Kn) = 1. 

With Gn: = [gEG: Tg kKn I we find 

B> g~qg = { IL~1 q,i} qe(T \Kn) = qiT \Kn) 

for all nEN which implies that B> 1. o 
Theorem 3.2: Let [X,: tET J, G and qiK) be defined as 

above. Then I ® ,EKX, : KEY J is a projective system of 
STO's; and this system has a projective limit ifand only if 
IltETllXt II> o. In this case 

V: = I q~( ®a,g(,)) 
gEG IE7 

(3.2) 

is a projective limit of I ® tEKXt j. 
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Proof (I) Obviously, ! ® tEKXt I is a projective system. 
Suppose that it has a projective limit. Then we infer from 
Theorem 2.1 that, in the notation of this theorem, 

limlj ®Xt - Ip~(rp'K)11 =0. 
K IEK O'i'S 1 

By IIX - YIII>IIX - YII>I IIXII - IIYII I, this yields 

Ii:? I llllXtil-11 kPap(rp'K)111 =0. 

Since II~aP~(rp 'K)II>max!p,,:O'ES I> 0, we obtain 

IIIIXtll>max!p(T: O'ES 1>0. 
lET 

(II) Suppose that II'ET IIXt II > O. By "XI II = qt I and 
Lemma 3.1, this implies that ~gEG qg = 1. Hence the sum 
(3.2) contains only countably many nonzero terms and we 
conclude from Corollary A.4(h) that Vis a STO on~. With 

rp'k: = ® atg(t), 
IEK 

we get 

Il rp~-rp'k® ® atg(t)ll=o, 
tEH "K 

for all KCHE.7. 

(3.3) 

+ II I q/(rp'iJII-SI(K) + SlK), (3.4) 
gEG.'(K) 1 

where GI(K): = !gEG: g(t) = l'tfteK J, G2(K): = G \ GI(K). 

SI(K) = I Iqg(K) - qg I 
gEG,(K) 

= (I - qe(T\K» I qg(K) 
gEG,(K) 

= (1 - qe(T\K» IT f qti = 1 - qe(T\K); 
tEK i= I 

SlK) = I qg. 
gEG,(K) 

Since ~gEG qg = 1, the nets (SI(K »K and (S2(K»K converge 
to zero and we conclude from (3.4) that 

li~ II t~K X t - k qgP(tpk)III = O. (3.5) 

Equations (3.3), (3.5), and Theorem 2.1 show that Vis a 
projective limit of (® ,EKX, J. 0 

Theorem 3.2 can be proven just as simply without re
course to Theorem 2.1. But the above proof shows explicitly 
how the conditions of both theorems are related in the spe
cial case of product STO's. 
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APPENDIX: THE PARTIAL TRACE 

In this Appendix we give a short survey of some impor
tan t properties of the partial trace. 

Preliminaries: LetJl1"be a Hibert space. For AE.%' (JI1"), 
we define IA I: = (A *A )ll2and IIA III: = triA I; hence 
IIA II<IIA III' ThetraceclassY(JI1"): = (AE.%'(£):IIA III 
< 00 ] is a Banach space with norm 11·111 which contains AX 
and XA for AE.% (JY'), XEY(£). The trace has the proper
ties trAX = trXA and 

I trXA I < IIX II dl A II (AI) 

for all X EY (£), A E.%' ( £). For further details, the reader is 
referred to Refs. 14 and 20. 

We consider now two Hilbert spaces Y I , Y 2 and set 
j)/,: = ,5Y I ® .5Yz and Y j: = ,7(.5)/'), .%';: = .%'(Y) for 
i = 1,2,3. By tr; and 1; we denote the trace on Y; and the 
identity operator on .5Y;, respectively. 

Theorem A. P: To every X in Y" there exists exactly 
one X in ';/1 such that 

tr,x(A ® 1 2) = trlXA 

for all AE.'iJ I' 

This theorem establishes a mapping 0:Y]"---"Y I by 
X~Xwhich is called the partial trace (or reduction)from 
.'T j to Y I' This name indicates that the mapping X I-+tr,x 
can be divided in two steps, X~0Xf--+trI0X = tr,x, at 
which the mapping X f--+0X appears as the partial evaluation 
of the trace on ,7,. 

TheoremA.2 21
: Let (cp;] be a complete orthonormal sys

tem in .5Yz• Then 

(a,0X(3 > = L (a ® cp;,X(3 ® cp;> 
1".1 

(A2) 

for all a,(3E.5Y I and XEY j • There relations determine the 
mapping 0 uniquely. 

Theorem A.3: 110XII I<IIXII I for aIlXEY,. For X;;'O, 
110XII I =IIXII I. 

Proof22: 110X III: = tr l 10X 1= tr1U*0X = tr,(U* ® 12)X 
<IIX IIIIIU* ® 1211 = IIX III where Uis the partial isometry in 
the polar decomposition 0X = U 10X 1.14 The second asser
tion is an immediate consequence of (A2). 0 

We note in passing that, if dimY2 > 1, 0 is not a con
traction with respect to the norm 11·11. From Theorems A.l to 
A.3 one easily derives a lot of interesting properties of 0. 

Corollary A.4: (a) 0 is linear. 

(b) 0 preserves order, positivity and self-adjointness. 

(c) 0(X® Y) = (tr2 y)Xfor allXEYh YEY2• 

(d) 0 is surjective. 

(e) If dimY2 = 00, then 0 is neither II'II-bounded nor 
II· II-continuous. 
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(t) 110P(cp) - 0P(¢')111<2Y2I1cp - ¢'II for any two unit 
vectors Cp,¢'EY,. 

(g) 0 is continuous in the II·III-topology. 

(h) Let ~l'Cj be an absolutely convergent series of com
plex numbers and let (X;) be a uniformly 11·11 I-bounded se
quence of X;EY,. Then ~l'CiXi is in Y, and 

o f CiXi = f ci0Xi 
i= 1 ;= I 

where the sums are understood in the 11·111 topology. 

(i) 0 [(A ®B)W] = A0 [II ®B)W], 
o [W(A ®B)] = 0 [W(II ®B)]A, for aIlAE.%' h BE.%' 2 and 
WEYj . If dimY I < 00, then these relations hold also for all 
AEYh BEY2 and WE.%' ,. 

Proof (a) follows from Theorem A.I. (b), (c) and (i) 
follow from (A2). (d) and (e) follow from (c). (g) follows 
from Theorem A.3 and (h) follows from (g). 

Proofofif): By Theorem A.3, 
110P(cp) - 0P(¢')III<IIP(cp) - P(¢,)lkP(cp) - P(¢') is a self-
adjoint operator of rank two whose nonzero eigenvalues are 
easily calculated to be c1 2 = + (1 - I (cp,¢') 12)112. Hence, 

IIP(cp) - P(¢,)III = Icil ~ Ic21 -: 2(1 - I (cp,¢,> 12)112<2Y2 
Ilcp - ¢'II· 0 

Finally we state two properties of the partial trace 
which apply only to tensor products of more than two Hil
bert spaces. Let (Y i :iEM 1 be a finite non empty family of 
Hilbert spaces. For 0=#A CB~M, Theorem A.l establishes 
the partial trace from Y B: = Y( ® iEBY;) to Y A 

: = Y( ® iEAY;)which we denote by 0 (A,B); 0 (A,A )isde
fined as the identity map on Y A • Since the Hilbert space 
tensor product is not ordered, 0 (A,B) has all the properties 
established above for 0. In addition, we find the following. 

CorollaryA.5: (i) For 0=#A ~B~C~M, 

0(A,B)o0(B,C) = 0(A,C). (A3) 

(ii) Let M = CuDJEuFbe a partition of M into disjoint 
non empty subsets and set A: = CuD, B: = EuFand 
G: = DJE. Then 

o (G,M)(X® y) = [0 (D,M)(X® Y)] 
®[0(E,M)(X® Y)] 

= [0(D,A )X] ® [0 (E,B)Y], 
forallXEYA , YEYB· 

Proof Both assertions are easily derived from (A2). 0 
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Birman-Schwinger bounds on the eigenvalues of - 6. are described, where - 6. is the self adjoint 
operator obtained from the three-dimensional Laplacian by imposing boundary conditions at N 
distinct points in R3. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Let - L1 be the self-adjoint operator acting in L 2(JR 3) 
obtained by imposing boundary conditions on the three-di
mensional Laplacian at distinct fixed points X I ,X2 "",XN ElR 3 

lim(~ r; - ar;)1JI = 0, i = 1,2,.··,N, r; = Ix - x;l· 
r,IO ar; 

(1.1) 

As is well known, the resolvent kernel for this operator can 
be expressed, 

( _ L1 + k 2) - I(X,y) = _1_ exp( - k Ix - yl) 
411" Ix-yl (411")2 

N exp( -k IX-X;I) exp( -k Iy-xil) XI Tij(k) , 
;J lx-x'! !y-Xi ! 

where T (k ) is the matrix inverse of A (k) defined by 

Ai/k ) = 
1 exp(-kIX,-Xil) 

411" Ix; - Xii 

- _1_(k + a), i =j. 
411" 

i=l=) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

The operator - L1 provides a very simple model for scatter
ing; in terms of the matrix T, the scattering amplitude for 
- L1 is given by 

f (kowkin ) = -=--!. f exp( - ikou,'x;) Tij( - ik ) 
411" iJ 

xexp(ikin·x), (1.4) 

where kin,kou, are the incoming and outgoing momenta. 
Two-body potential scattering with suitably scaled negative 
potential supported about XI ,X2 "",XN has a scattering am
plitude asymptotic to (1.4) at low energy. For a discussion of 
the operator - L1 with a single "pin" (along with a discus
sion of a related three-body operator) see the survey article of 
Flamand.' 

The purpose of this note is to provide Birman
Schwinger bounds2

•
3 on the eigenvalues of - L1 (see Theo

rem 1). Estimate (2.1) of the theorem has the following sta
tistical mechanical interpretation: If N non-self-interacting 
fermions are attracted to the N pins via the boundary condi
tions (1.1), their resulting energy exceeds a negative constant 
times N plus another negative constant - c times the sum of 
the inverse square of the distances between pins. Thus if a 

a)Partially supported by NSF MCS 74-07313-A03. 

potential between pins is added which is at least as repulsive 
as clx; - Xi I - 2, thermodynamic stability is attained in the 
sense that the resulting Hamiltonian HI\' for the N fermions 
and pins satisfies Hs > - const N with the constant inde
pendent of N and the pin configuration (cf. Ref. 4). 

The derivation of inequality (2.1) is reminicent of that 
for the potential case; we first obtain a bound on the number 
of eigenvalues less than a given energy, inequality (2.2). We 
remark that this bound is not particularly applicable if, for 
example, the pins are placed in a rectangular lattice of fixed 
lattice spacing and we take N ----+ 00 ; rather, the bound is more 
applicable in the "collapsed" situation, where more and 
more pins are added to a given fixed finite region lR 3. 

II. BIRMAN-SCHWINGER BOUNDS 

Let N (k), k>O, be the number of eigenvalues of - L1, 
including multiplicities, which are less than or equal to 
- k 2. Let kl ,k2 , ... ,kl\' I be the positive numbers defined 

as follows: Set 

Assume, by relabeling the x; 's if necessary, that the supre
mum is attained for i = N. Next, set 

k N _ 2= sup (NIl !X;_Xi l-
2)112. 

I· ,.)\ - I j~; 

Again by relabeling, assume that this supremum is attained 
for i = N - 1. The remaining k; 's are defined by continuing 
in this manner. Note that k ~ + k ~ + ... + k ;, _ I 

= L;:JXi - Xjl 2. For notational convenience, set ko = 0, 
kJ\' = 00. Finally,letK=Oifa;>O,K= -aifa<O. 

Theorem 1: The eigenvalues ( e; 1 of - L1less than - K 2 

satisfY 
iii 

I le;1 <,2K2(N-I)+cIlx;-xi l- 2 
(2.1) 

with c independent of N,a. For k > K, N (k) satisfies the 
inequality 

, 
N(k +K)<,4I[exp( - 2(k +K) Ix; -Xj j)] 

i<j 

X(k2IX;-XjI2)+exp(-2(k+K)IX,-Xjl) I 

+(N-l), k'_I<,k<k" 
1= 1,2, ... ,N. (2.2) 

Remark: In the particular case a = 0 (K = 0) the eigen
values of - L1 are homogeneous functions of degree - 2 in 
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the Xi'S. For this case, with N = 2, the only eigenvalue is 
e~ - 0.3221x l - x 2 1 - 2. An estimate for the constant C 

with a = 0 based on the discussion below is about 2.35. 
We begin the proof of the theorem by recalling that the 

eigenfunctions of -..:1 are of the form 

1 N exp( - k I X - x;!) 
1[1 _ k ,(x) = -4 L I _ I qi 

1T,=1 X Xi 

with eigenvalue - k 2; here q = (ql ,oo.,qN) is a solution to 
A (k )q = 0 with k such that this equation has a homogeneous 
solution. Thus, at least for k > 0, N (k )is the number of values 
k '>k, times multiplicities, for which the self-adjoint matrix 
function A (k') has eigenvalue zero. 

Rather than working with A (k) directly, we consider 
the matrix function 

B(k) C- I !2(A(k)+C)C- I!2, (2.3) 

where C is a diagonal matrix with strictly positive entries C;, 

i = 1 ,2,oo.,N as yet unspecified. Note that A (k) has eigenva
lue zero if and only if B (k) has eigenvalue one. Further, the 
multiplicities are the same (the respective eigenvectors are 
related by q---+C l!2q). Consequently N (k) is the number of 
values k '>k for which B (k ') has eigenvalue one. 

The derivative of B (k) with respect to k can be written 

d di:Bij(k) = - (C;) - 1/2 exp( - k Ix; -Xjl) (cj ) -1/2 

(2.4) 

which is a negative definite matrix. It follows from first order 
perturbation theory that if A (k )isaneigenvalueofB (k), then 
as a function of k it is strictly decreasing in k. Since A (k ) goes 
to - 00, k---+ 00, we have that N (k) is the number of eigenva
lues of B (k ) greater than or equal to one. But this is estimated 
by 

N exp( - 2k Ix. - x·1 ) 
N (k ) <;trB 2(k ) = I '2 J 

iJ cilXi -Xjl Cj 
'=!-j 

N (k + a - C)2 + I ' . 
i= I C i 

(2.5) 

Now if a is positive, we can replace Ci by ci + a and use the 
inequality (ci + a) - I <;(ci ) - I in (2.5). If a is negative we 
simply make the variable substitution k ' = k + a. In either 
case we can write 

(2.6) 

Estimate (2.6) holds for arbitrary ci's > 0 and by con
tinuity holds for any of the ci's infinite; in particular they can 
be taken as functions of k. We attempt to minimize the rhs by 
differentiating with respect to the Ci 's and setting the deriva
tives to zero. This leads to the matrix equation with k> 0, 

N' 1 
Ci -

I + ILij(k)cj- 1 = -, i= 1,2,oo.,N'<;N, (2.7) 
j k 

where 
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(2.8) 

~ i=h 
and where for later purposes, we consider the equations 
N' <;N dimensional. 

Lemma 1: Equations (2.7) are solvable with ci's > 0 
provided 

N' 

sup ILi/k) < 1. 
, jTi 

In this case, each Ci (k) satisfies 

c;(k)/k>sup( I,Ly(k)J, i,jEl,2,oo.,N'. (2.9) 

Proof of Lemma: Equation (2.7) can be written 

(1 + L )X = X 0 with X o,X the vectors with entries x7 = 1/ k, 
Xi = Ci- I. The hypothesis of the lemma says that the Shur
Holmgren norm of the self-adjoint matrixL is < 1 so that the 
operator norm of L is also < 1. The hypothesis also implies 
that (1 - L )X 0 has positive entries. Thus X is given by the 
convergent Neumann expansion X = (1 + L 2 + L 4 + ... ) 
X (1 - L )X 0 which has strictly positive entries and so ci > 0 
for each i. Finally, we have 

N 

x7 = Xi+ ILijXj> LijXj 
j 

and x7 - Xi> 0 by the matrix equation which combine to 
give (2.9) .• 

Returning to the proof of the theorem we define the 
Ci (k)'s as follows: For k,_ 1 <;k < k" 1= 1,2,oo.,N set 
c,+I(k)=C'+2(k)=oo·=cN(k)= 00 and let 
c,(k ),oo·,c,(k) be the solution to Eq. (2.7) with N' = I. The 
solution is assured by the lemma and the definition of the 
k, 's. Substituting these values for the c;'s into the estimate 
(2.6) and using the inequality 

k 2L(k) 
--L(k) lj 

'J < c,(k) 1 + Lij(k) 
(2.10) 

which follows readily from the estimate (2.9) of the lemma, 
we obtain 

which is estimate (2.2) of the theorem. 
From estimate (2.11) we have 

e,<~k, led = -1:0 k 2
dN(k) 

= K2N(K + 0) + 2 (00 kN(k)dk 
Jno 

<;~(N - 1) + 4 f (oo(k + K)Lij(k) dk 
i)O 1 +L,/k) 

(2.11) 

+2~t,'(N-/) i~' 1 (k+K)dk, (2.12) 

where we have estimated the sum on the rhs of (2.11) by a 
sum up toN. 
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A typical term from the middle sum on the rhs of (2.12) can be estimated 

(k + K)LIj(k) dk 1 lcc (p + K Ix; - Xj I) exp( - 2p - K Ix; - Xj I) dp 

I+L,j(k) Ix,-xj l2 o p2+exp(-2p-2KIX;-Xjl) 

« p p + K Ix; - Xj I P 1 (1= e- 2p d 1= d ) 
Ix;-xj I2 

0 p2+e~2P 0 p2+ exp (-2Klx;-xj l) 

« pe f +1T!2Klx;-x1 Iexp(-Klx;-xj l) «constlx;-Xjl 1 (1=- 2p d ) 
Ix,-xj l2 

0 p2+e 2p 
(2.13) 

Here we have made the substitution p = k Ix; - x) and used the facts that the function u(1 + u) ~ I is increasing, u>O, and 
ue ~ U is bounded, u>O. 

It remains to estimate the last sum in (2.12). We have 

<~II(N -I) f' , (k + K) dk = '~~llk 7 + 2<~>/«2 ~~llk 7 + K2(N - 1) = 2 ~IX; - Xjl ~ 2 + K2(N - 1) (2.14) 

since 2Kk,«K2 + k;' Combining (2.13), (2.14), with (2.12), we obtain (2.1), which completes the proof of the theorem. 
We conclude with some remarks concerning the case when the boundary condition parameter a is pin dependent, i.e., 

lim (~r; - a, r,)1f/ = 0, i = 1,2, ... ,N. (2.15) 
r,IO Jr, 

In this situation [cf. Eq. (1.3)] the diagonal elements of A (k) areA" (k) = - (l/41T)(k + aJ and the off-diagonal elements are 
as before. The argument expressing N (k) as the number of eigenvalues of B (k) greater than one still holds. To indicate the 
dependence of N(k) on the a;'s we write N(k,a l ,a2 , ••• ,aN ) and set Na(k) = N(k,a,a, ... ,a). 

Lemma 2: N(k,a l ,a2 , ..• ,aN ) is monotone decreasing in each o/the a, 'so I/a = infa" f3 = supa" then 
Na(k »N (k,a l ,a2, ... ,aN ) > N(3 (k ). (2.16) 
Proof By first order perturbation theory, the eigenvalues of B (k) are decreasing functions of the a, 's .• 
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On rotating plane-fronted waves and their Poincare
invariant differential geometry 

H. Urbantke 

Inslilul fur Theoretische Physik. Universiliil Wien. Austria 
(Received 9 October 1978) 

After reviewing the rotating plane-fronted wave type solutions of the scalar wave equation and Maxwell's 
vacuum equations in flat space (we point out that there are Yang-Mill analogs as well). we study their 
Poincare-invariant geometry by discussing their characteristic differential invariants and a noninertial 
curvilinear coordinate system canonically associated with them. In one of the appendices we treat the 
shearfree and the nondiverging null hypersurfaces in complex Minkowski space, in another one we derive 
the Yang-Mills version of Robinson's theorem on null electromagnetic fields. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Rotating plane and plane-fronted waves as solutions to 
the scalar wave equation and to Maxwell's and Einstein's 
vacuum equations have been discussed in the literature. For 
the former, we may in particular refer to Ref. 1, where they 
appear under the title "functionally invariant" solutions. We 
review them here (Sec. 2A) together with a derivation in 
Appendix A which we also extend to the complex case. For 
the latter, we refer to Ref. 2, where a particular coordinate 
system is used to simplify the field equations. One gets, in 
fact, explicit solutions in terms of these coordinates which 
are in complete analogy to the case of nonrotating plane
fronted waves, and the whole gain in generality is hidden in 
the metric coefficients or in the relations between these co
ordinates and the Cartesian ones (Sec. 2B). It is easy to see 
that these solutions have exact Yang-Mills analogs, an ob
servation which parallels Coleman's3 for the nonrotating sit
uation (Sec. 2C). Some general features of Yang-Mills null 
fields, in particular the analog of Robinson's theorem,4 are 
given in Appendix B. Section 2D comments on the rotating 
plane-fronted gravitational waves of Ref. 2 and mainly ex
plains why the present flat space considerations of the fol
lowing sections are irrelevant for this case. In Sec. 3 we treat 
the differential invariants of a rotating one-parameter family 
of null hyperplanes: In general, there is a distinguished pa
rameter and two differential invariants which, when regard
ed as functions of that parameter, describe the family in the 
sense of "natural geometry." The relation between the Lo
rentz group and the Moebius group in two dimensions has 
allowed us to borrow most of the development from existing 
theory of conformal differential geometry of plane curves. 5 

In Sec. 4 we discuss the various envelopes which are associat
ed with a rotating one-parameter family of null hyperplanes. 
The above-mentioned coordinate system turns out to be inti
mately related to these envelopes, which explains why it is 
possible for it to be "canonical" without there being any a 
priori symmetries in the arrangement of the hyperplanes. 
This relation is obtained in Sec. 5, where we derive the rela
tion between the canonical and Cartesian inertial 
coordinates. 

Notations: 

Metric signature 
ds2 = 11,,,. dxl'dx",1]", = diag (1,1,1, - 1). 

Greek indices range and sum over 1,2,3,4. 
cl'mf3 is the permutation symbol, Cl2J4 = + 1. 
Comma: partial derivative. 
Electromagnetism: F',,,. = A,.", - A""" 

Yang-Mills theory: A" = (A;') = (A /" ... ,A ;,), where 
Latin indices range and sum over 1 , ... ,r = dimension of 
gauge group. 

A XB is defined by a XB)' = C:,0 °B h, where C~h 
are the structure constants of the gauge group. The field 
tensor is then 

~ ~ ~ 

F',11' = A v ", - A".,. + AI' XA, .. 

2. ROTATING PLANE-FRONTED WAVES 

A. Scalar rotating plane waves 

A scalar field f/> in Minkowski space is called a plane 
wave if the hypersurface f/> = const. are lightlike, or null, 
hyperplanes. This means that the family of hypersurfaces 
f/> (xf1) = 7 must also be expressible in the form 
k" (7)XI' = p(7), where kl' (7)k /"(7) O. If the direction of 
kl' (7) is constant, we have the usual plane waves with paral
lel rays. Here we want to consider the rotating ray case where 
k '(7)isnotproportionaltok (7)(' : = d /d7).Fromk 2 = Owe 
have kk I = 0, and thus in the rotating case k I is spacelike, 
k'2>0. 

Conversely, givenp(7) and k (7) with k 2 = 0, we can as
sociate with the family of null hyperplanes k (7)X = p(7) a 
scalar field f/> (x), given by the implicit equation 

k(f/»x =p(f/». (2.1) 

By implicit differentiation, we find 

k
" f/> = _--.C~_ 

.1' p' _ k'x' 

p" -k"x k;,f/>,.+k;.f/>" 
f/>./l' = - f/>.I' f/>, ,. + . , 

p' - k 'x p' - k IX (2.2) 
p" -k" 

+ I k' x cJ>./,f/>" - On(p' - k 'X ».I'cJ>.l' p - x 
- On(p' - k 'x»."cJ>,/,. 

From k 2 = 0, kk I = 0 we see that cJ> satisfies the wave equa
tion Of/> = 0; its gradient field VcJ> is null, geodesic and di
vergence-free, which (flat space!) also implies the absence of 
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shear! It is well-known that all null, geodesic, hypersurface
orthogonal, shear and divergence-free vector fields can be 
obtained this way. (For a method of showing this, cf. Appen
dix A.) 

Our scalar fields may also be characterized by another 
property: They are what has been termed "functionally in
variant" solutions of the wave equation. This means, if </> (x) 
is a solution ofO</> = ° and F(·) is an arbitrary function of 
one variable, then </>,(x): = F (</> (x» again satisfies the wave 
equation. In fact, this condition is immediately seen to be 
equivalent to O</> = 0, (V</»2 = 0, whose simultaneous solu
tions are-as we pointed out-given by (2.1), which in this 
context has been called the "Smirnov-Sobolev formula.'" 
The following side remark may be interesting: Because of the 
linearity of the wave equation, it makes sense also physically 
to ask for complex-valued functionally invariant solutions. 
In this case not all solutions are given by (a complex version 
of) (2.1), except for space dimensions lower than 3, as found 
by Erugin. ) Because of the inaccessibility of this reference, 
we rederive his results in Appendix A, following the geomet
ric ideas of Friedlander, 8 thereby achieving considerable 
simplification and unification. 

B. Electromagnetic rotating plane-fronted waves 

An electromagnetic field F,,,.(x) is called a null field if 
its invariants F,,,.F'''' and F,,,. *F"v both vanish. One can de
duce that F,,,. is then ofthe form F,,,. = all kv - a" k" where 
k ' = 0 = al' k 1'. When the source-free Maxwell equations 
hold, k must be geodesic and shearfree; conversely, for a 
given null geodesic and shearfree k one can find ai' such that 
a,lk" = 0 and F,,,. = a"k,. - a"k" satisfies the source-free 
Maxwell equations (Robinson's theorem, cf. Refs. 4 and 6). 
When the vector field k is twistfree, i.e., hypersurface ortho
gonal, one can take k

" 
= u,,' and then find a gauge for the 

vector potential so that A'l = aU,II' where a is some function. 
The field then becomes F,,,. = a", u,' - a,vu.11 • Fields of this 
kind have a "functional invariance" property in the sense 
that if F,,,, satisfies Maxwell's equations, then 
F I,,,: = F,,,.F(u) with arbitrary F also satisfies them, and 
conversely, if some F,,,. has this property, it must be of the 
above form. 

We will now call a null field F,,,, a plane-fronted wave, if 
the ray vector field k is twist- and divergence-free, i.e., 
k = Vu, where (Vu)' = 0 = Du. Thus k is the gradient of a 
scalar plane wave, and the term "plane-fronted" is intro
duced only because the amplitude a"l may in general not be 
constant over the wave surfaces. We shall be interested here 
in the rotating ray case. Maxwell's equations F,,,'" = 0 then 
become 

(2.3) 

using Ou = 0, VuVa = O. According to Ref. 2, this may be 
simplified further by observing that U,ILl' has the form [cf. 
(2,2)] 

(2.4) 

Here r is determined only up to addition of an arbitrary 
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function of u, with a corresponding change in /3, and may be 
checked to satisfy 

e- Gl'=r Il + r r"l =0 - ,It ./1 . (2.S) 

The conditions to be satisfied by a may then be written 

Vu·Va = 0, D (e Ja) = O. (2.6) 

Explicit solutions for a may then be obtained using a 
curvilinear noninertial system of coordinates u,v,t,Y/ which 
is particularly adapted to the rotating ray system and in 
which the Minkowski line element takes the following form, 

4v 
ds' = dt 2 + dY/' - .:..:-cftdu + 2du dv 

t 
+ (;', + tA (u,t,Y/) )dU

2
, (2.7) 

whereA: = h (u) + j(u)(t + iy/) + j*(u)(t - iy/) with some 
real function h and some complex functionj of u. These 
functions characterize the particular rotating ray system un
der consideration, as will be discussed in the subsequent sec
tions. The existence of this coordinate system can be de
duced from Kundt's canonical form of the rotating plane
fronted gravitational waves' upon recognition' of their 
Kerr-Schild form. The relation to Cartesian inertial coordi
nates will be given later; for the moment it may suffice to 
state that the flatness of the metric ds' can be checked by 
calculating its Riemann tensor and that the properties 
(Vu)' = 0 = Du can be checked directly in terms of the new 
coordinates, The inverse metric is 

(~)2 = a~ + a;, + ~"a" + 2aua" + (tA - ~)a;" (2.8) as' t· t2 
where symmetrized tensor products are understood, as in 
ds'. Using the appropriate Christoffel symbols, we find 

V 
u',l1= t,U,lu"-(lnt),l'u,-(lnt),,,u,JL' (2.9) 

so that p' - k 'x [cf. (2.2)], e- Y, and S may differ from each 
other only by u-dependent factors. Equations (2.6) now be
come in the new coordinates 

~: = 0, (a~ + a;,)a = 0, 

so that 

a = Re.7(u,t + iy/), 

where.7 is analytic in the complex variable S + ir,. 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

In the nonrotating case (u;1l" 0) the same formula for 
a holds with s,Y/ replaced by the original Cartesian inertial 
coordinates. Thus the gain in richness of the solutions con
sidered here is hidden in the functionsj(u), h (u) that appear 
in (2.7). In fact, the new coordinates are quite canonical in 
the sense that (2.7) is form invariant only under 

v, 
v= - + 

j' 
differen tiable), 

if monotonic, three times 

h---h,(u,) = h (f(u,»j"(u,), 

j-Nu,) = j(f(u,»j"(u,) + I (f(u,», 

H. Urbantke 

(2.12) 
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where 

f'" 3 (f" )2 
I (f(.»: = T - 2 T (2.13) 

is "Schwarz' derivative," to be discussed later (Sec. 3); 

(b) 7] = 7]1 + C (c a real constant), 
(2.14) 

h-h,(u) = h (u) - cIm}(u). 

We see that under (a) h (u) du 2 and Im}(u)du 2 are invariant 
differential forms, and therefore h 11m} is invariant under 
(a), but changed by a constant under (b). We must now dis
tinguish two cases: 

I. Im}(u)~O. Here 

€: = sgn Im}(u) = ± I 

is an invariant, and 

(2.15) 

is an invariant coordinate, i.e., a distinguished choice for u. 
From the formal properties of I (f(.», to be listed in Sec. 3, 
we also find that 

R 
.() Re}(u) - I (a(u» 

€ eJ a = 
Im}(u) 

(2.16) 

is an invariant. Finally, by our remarks above, 

~~ = IIm}(u)I-'I2~~ =€dh(a) 
da 1m} du Im}(u) da 

(2.17) 

is an invariant. 

II. Im}(u) O. In this case, h (u) is not affected by (b), 
and by (a) we can reach Re}(u)-O, i.e.,}(u) 0, which deter
mines the coordinate u up to "projective" transformations 
u-(au + [3)/(yu + 8) with real a,[3,y,8 satisfying 
a8 - [3y:1=0 [see Sec. 3 for the relevant properties of I (f(.»)]. 
Under these transformations h (u) remains a "relative" in
variant, so that h (u)=O represents an invariant subcase. 

Thus, in order to understand our solutions, it will be 
important to understand these invariants and the canonical 
coordinates geometrically. In particular, one has to realize 
that these coordinates will be valid only in a part of Min
kowski space, and will eventually develop singularities. This 
is connected to the existence of various kinds of envelopes 
associated with the rotating ray system. We will discuss 
these topics in the subsequent sections. 

C. Yang-Mills fields 

Coleman l has pointed out the existence of (nonrotating) 
plane wave solutions in non-Abelian gauge theory. Here we 
proceed to construct rotating plane-fronted Yang-Mills 
(YM) waves. 

~ A null YM field F;", is defined to be of the form 
F;" = a"k, - a,k

"
, k 2 = 0 = apkl'. We show in Appendix 

B that Robinson's theorem holds in the non-Abelian case. 
We also show there that if kp is twistfree and thus can be 
taken as a gradient u.J4 the~there is a gauge where the poten
tials are of the form AI' = au.p ' where (VU)2 = O. In this 
gauge the nonlinear terms in the expression of the field in 
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--. -> 
terms of the potential drop out: AI-' XAy = 0, due to the anti-
symmetry of the structure constants. Thus we may take 
ap = a.1-' and must have va·vu = O. It follows that the non
linear terms in the YM field equations also vanish: 
AVXFI-'Y = O. This means that we can copy everything about 
rotating plane-fronted electromagnetic waves from Sec. 2B, 
putting arrows over the a. 

D. Remark on gravitational waves 

Rotating plane-fronted gravitational waves were given 
by Kundt. 2 They are of the same form as in (2,7), but 
A (u,S,7]) is now of the more general form ReY(u,s + i7]), 
where .'7 is analytic in 5 + i7], but not linear. They can be 
written in an infinity of ways in the "Kerr-Schild form" 

ds 2 = dS6 + Hdu', i.e., as a perturbation of a flat background 
dS6, which is given by (2.7),10 This is because we can split off 
arbitrary portions linear in 5 + i7] from H. Since basically 
only the total metric ds2 is essential, such a splitting could 
only be useful physically if it were unique. Thus in general 
relativity the invariants considered in Sec, 2B and to be con
sidered later lose their significance, 

We also remark here that, because of the form (BS) of 
the energy-momentum tensor, it is easy to construct com
bined gravitational and Yang-Mills rotating plane fronted 
waves, using Kundt's formulas. But we stress that we want 
to consider only flat space in this article and therefore want 
to leave out gravitation further on. 

3. DIFFERENTIAL INVARIANTS OF THE RAY SYSTEM 

For fixed u = const, the rays generate the null hyper
plane k (r)x = per). In writing this equation, we introduce a 
twofold redundancy, as we can reparametrize r by letting 
r = f(rl) and we can recalibratekby lettingk = AkhP = API 
(a null vector has no preferred Lorentz invariant normaliza
tion). We now study the question whether it is possible to 
find quantities which are Poincare invariant as well as invar
iant under reparametrization and recalibration and which 
characterize our one-parameter family of null hyperplanes 
k (r)x = per). Note that p has a nontrivial translational be
havior. For visualization we imagine some arbitrary inertial 
observer who observes the three-dimensional ray direction 
as a point ("searchlight spot") on his "celestial" sphere. This 
point will then trace a curve on the sphere which we may also 
study via its stereographic projection. It is well known that a 
Lorentz transformed observer will see a conformally trans
formed curved (on his sphere as well as on the stereographic 
plane); the conformal transformation sends circles into cir
cles. 11 We shall now find a conformallY invariant parameter 
on this curve and a conformally invariant kind of "curva
ture" that will characterize the curve up to conformal trans
formations, in the sense of "natural geometry." Finally we 
will find an invariant characterizing the kinematical aspects 
of how the point traces over the sphere. 

A. The Pick-Liebmann parameterS 

Consider acurve of null directions: k = k (r), k 2(r) = 0, 
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where (dk Id7)2 > 0; then (' : = d Id7) 

J 
IE pk Ilk "'k "ak "'(31 112 

0' = I" 'a d7 
k" 

(3,1) 

is a natural parameter for the curve (in the general case; we 
shall see the significance of dald7 ° in a moment), in the 
sense that it is 

(1) manifestly Lorentz invariant 

(2) invariant against recalibration k,,( 7)-S( 7)k,,( 7) 

(3) invariant against reparametrization 7-/(7), 

When we introduce the complex coordinate Y (7) for the 
representative point of the null direction in the stereographic 
plane of an inertial observer as 

kx + iky 
Y: = , (3,2) 

kz +k, 

then under Lorentz transformations, Y -(a Y + {3)! 
(yY + 8) with complex constants a".,,8 satisfying 
a8 -{3y=l=O, 

An important quantity in the sequel will be "Schwarz' 
derivative" 

I(Y(7»: = - - - - (InY')" -l(lnY')" Y'" 3 (Y")2 
Y' 2 Y' 2 

'1'_( 1 )" - -2 Y'--
(Y')112 

(3,3) 

Some easily verified properties of it are: 

(1 ') It is invariant under Y -(a Y + {3 )/(y Y + 8), 

(2') Under reparametrization 71 = 71(7), Y (7) = Y I (7 1), 

it behaves as 

(3.4) 

(3')1 (Y(7)) = ° iff Y(7) = (a7 + {3)/(Y7 + 8) for some 
complex constants a, ... ,8 satisfying a8 - {3y=l=0. 

(1') and (2') imply that SIIrnI (Y(7»I I12d7 has the same 
invariances as the parameter 0' above; in fact, from the ste
reographic formulas 

kx = Y2ReY, ky = Y2ImY, 

k _ l-IYI2 k _ 1+IYI' 
z - (2)1/" I - (2)112 ' (3,5) 

one may verify by straightforward calculation that 

-Irl'k "'k "ak '''13 
E,lla!r = IrnI(Y(7», 

(k ")' 
(3.6) 

If this is not equal to 0, its sign 10 is also invariant. Ifit is equal 
to 0, we see that by (3.4) we can reach ReI (YI(71»_0 by a 
suitable choice of 71, and then from property (3') of I (Y (7» 
that we can find an observer for whom Y(7)=7: the stereo
graphic point traces the real axis, the celestial point traces a 
great circle, and thus traces some circle for any other observ
er as well. Hence 0' may be used as a parameter for noncircu
lar curves, (There is no invariant parameter in the circular 
case, because the Lorentz group acts multiply transitively on 
circles,) 
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B. The Thomsen-Takasu invariantS 

In the non circular case one can find a curvaturelike 
invariant, using the preferred parameter 0', When Y is re
ferred to 0', we have 1m Y (0') = :10 = ± 1 and see at once that 
ReI (Y (0'» is an invariant. In terms of the arbitrary param
eter 7, this equals 

ReI (Y(7» -1(0'(7» 

IrnI(Y(7» 
(3,7) 

and is therefore of the fifth differential order. Specifying it as 
a function of 0' will fix the curve on the celestial sphere up to 
changes of inertial observer. For instance, it is a constant iff 
the curve is a (generalized) loxodrome, i,e., an isogonal tra
jectory of a family of circles that have two points in common 
(the stereo graphic image is conform ally related to a logarith
mic spiral), In this case, its value is related to the angle of 
intersection. 

To express this invariant in a manifestly Lorentz covar
iant form, k (7) is equipped with a preferred calibration; 
namely, one defines 

IE k"k"'k ""k '''13 1112 k V(7): = --'.1_"--''<113'--_____ _ 
k " (k ")112' 

(3,8) 

which is independent of the original calibration and parame
trization of k. When referred toO', we have V'2 = 1, and v'" is 
the lowest order differential invariant one can form, Again a 
tedious but straightforward verification shows that 

K: = V"2 = 2Rel(Y(a». (3.9) 

All other differential invariants depend functionally on 
K and its derivatives. This is because 10 = det(vv'v" v''') 
= ± 1=1=0 says that v, v', v", v'" form a basis, and all scalar 

products between them follow once K is known (cf. Table 
C5) in Appendix C)-hence all expansion coefficients of 
higher derivatives v iv,. .. may be calculated in terms of K. We 
shall need the result 

vi"(a) = (1 -}.K ")v - 2K 'v' - Kv". 
2 2 

(3.10) 

In Appendix C we show that K is indeed minus the invariant 
defined by Thomsen, who gives a geometric interpretation in 
terms of certain circles associated with the curve and angles 
between them, 

C. The kinematical invariant 

We now want to extract from the function p( 7) an invar
iant that characterizes the temporal behavior of the rays. We 
can use our preferred parameter 0' and preferred calibration: 
k = v(a), i,e" put p = pea). Since p is a Lorentz scalar, we 
have only to overcome the difficulty of its nontrivial transla
tional behavior: p-p + ka under x-x + a, However, this is 
easy with the help of(3, 10): Multiplying it with a, we see that 
ka is annihilated by the invariant linear operator 

d d' d' 
(!...K" -1)+2K'- +K- +-

2 2 dO' da2 do'" 

which therefore, when applied to p, produces the desired 
invariant, 

p'" + Kp" +!.K 'p' + (!...K" - l)p 
2 2 
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(3.11) 

An interpretation of it will be given in the next section. In the 
circular case, where we canot use a, we have a linear depen
dence among k, k " k ", k ,,, which can replace (3.10). Using 
the calibration (3.5) and a parametrization plus Lorentz 
frame where Y(7) 7, this relation is simply k ", 0. 

4. ENVELOPES ASSOCIATED WITH A ONE
PARAMETER FAMILY OF NULL HYPERSURFACES 

In general, our family k (7)X = p(r) of null hyperplane 
will have no simple symmetry properties. Nevertheless, the 
canonical coordinates are remarkably well adapted to it. 
This is because the ray system has certain singularities in the 
form of enveloping curves, surfaces and a hypersurface, and 
the coordinates are tied intimately to these objects. This will 
be shown in the following section; here we just describe the 
various envelopes. 

Let k (r)x = p(7), where k 2(r) = 0, be the family to be 
considered; if we assume k 1\ k ' *0 (1\ indicates exterior 
multiplication) as before, we have from kk ' = ° that k '2 > 0, 
i.e., k' is spacelike. 

(a) Intersecting the hyperplane r with its neighbor 
r + Dr (Dr-O), we get a characteristic 2-plane within each 
hyperplane, defined by the pair of equations 

k (r)x = p(7), k'x = p'. (4.1) 

(Note the assumption k 1\ k '*0.) Because of 
(k 1\ k ')2 = k 2k '2 - (kk ')2 = 0, the characteristic 2-planes are 
null (i.e., touch the light cone at each of their points). As 7 
varies, they trace a hypersurface whose equation is obtained 
by eliminating 7 between Eqs. (4.1). For those points where 
k "x*p", we may solve k 'x = p' for r as 7 = ifJ (x); then on 
our hypersurface F(x): = k (ifJ (x»x - p(ifJ (x» = 0, hence 
V F = k (ifJ (x», i.e., the hypersurface touches the hyperplanes 
along the characteristic 2-planes, thus forming their envelop
ing hypersurJace and therefore being null. (It may be charac
terized by the relation () 2 = I al 2 between its expansion and 
shear.) 

[One could think of an exceptional case where the char
acteristic 2-planes all coincide and do not trace a hypersur
face. However, for this to happen one must have 
(k 1\ k ')' 0: k 1\ k " whence k 1\ k ' 1\ k " = 0; but 
(k 1\ k ' 1\ k ")2 = - (k '2)3 < 0. Thus the characteristic 2-
planes cannot even be parallel.] 

(b) Intersecting the hyperplane r with two neighbors 
gives, in the coincidence limit, a characteristic line within 
each characteristic 2-plane, satisfying 

k(7)X=p(7), k'x=p', k"x=p". (4.2) 

Vectors along this line are orthogonal to k, k', k" and thus 
parallel to I: = * k 1\ k ' 1\ k " (where * means dual). One cal
culates 12 = (k '2)3 > 0, thus these lines always exist and are 
spacelike. On varying 7, these lines generate a 2-surface with 
normal bivectors k (7(X» I\k '(7(X» at points where 
k "'x*p"'. Hence this 2-surface is null and is the envelope of 
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the characteristic 2-planes, touching them along their char
acteristic lines. 

There may be an exceptional case where all characteris
tic lines coincide and do not generate a surface. Necessary 
for this is I' 0: I or (k 1\ k ' 1\ k ")' 0: k 1\ k ' 1\ k ", which 
generally characterizes parallel characteristic lines. This 
condition is equivalent to k 1\ k' 1\ k " 1\ k ", ° and will be 
treated later. 

(c) Continuing, we get a characteristic point on each 
characteristic line by the simultaneous solution of 

k(r)x=p(r), k'x=p', k"x=p", k"'x=p"'. (4.3) 

Varying 7, this point will in general (k 1\ k ' 1\ k " 1\ k "'*0) 
trace a curve x = X(7) which makes (4.3) into identities. Dif
ferentiating these with respect to 7 and using them once 
more, we find the conditions kx' = O,k 'x' = O,k "x' = Oand 
k it'x + k '''x' = P it· for the tangent to this curve. From the 
first three of them x' = A * k 1\ k ' 1\ k " = AI, which shows 
that the curve touches the characteristic lines and is their 
(spacelike) envelope. A may be calculated from the last con
dition, since k iI' may be expressed linearly in terms of 
k,oo.,k "'. Using the invariant parameter a and the preferred 
calibration introduced in Sec. 3, we get X'2 = A 2, and from 

(3.10) thatAE = pit. + Kp" +:"K 'p' + (:"'K" - l)p, which is 
2 2 

just the kinematical invariant of Sec. 3C. Thus its integral is 
nothing but the arc length on the envelope of the characteris
tic lines. The invariants of this curve are expressible in terms 
of K and A. In particular, our curve turns out to have vanish
ing (first) curvature (i.e., null first normals) and character
izes the whole family k (7)X = p(7) in the following sense: 
Given a spacelike curve which is not contained in a hyper
plane and has vanishing (first) curvature, its tangents sweep 
over a nu1l2-surface. The tangent planes of the latter sweep 
over a null hypersurface whose tangent hyperplanes form a 
one-parameter family of null hyperplanes. 

We now turn to the exceptional cases. One of them oc
curs when the characteristic point does not trace a curve, but 
remains fixed, X'(7)_0. Then A = 0, i.e., the kinematic in
variant vanishes. All hyperplanes of the family pass through 
this point, and shifting it to the origin makesp(7)-0. We 
may refer to this case as the "conical case." 

The other exceptional cases arise when the characteris
tic points do not exist or remain undetermined on the char
acteristic1ines. Theconditionforthisisk 1\ k ' 1\ k " 1\ k ", 0, 
orequivalently,det(kk' k "k "') = O,i.e.,k "'depends linearly 
onk, k', k ". In this case we have already seen that thecharac
teristic lines are parallel, or coincide ifthere is the same rela
tion amongp(7),oo.,p'''(7) as is among k (7),oo.,k "'(7) [so that 
by a translation we can reachp(7) 0]. Since we know that 
there exist inertial observers for which the spatial part k (7) 
traces a great circle on their celestial spheres, this case may 
be called "cylindrical," or "axial" in the subcase. 

It should be remarked that our analysis is nothing but 
the standard treatment of the envelopes associated with a 
one-parameter family of planes in Euclidean R 3, adapted to 
four-dimensional Minkowski spacetime and the possibility 
of null hyperplanes, nu1l2-planes,oo.,therein. 
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5. RELATION BETWEEN CANONICAL AND INERTIAL 
COORDINATES 

We now want to establish the relation between the ca
nonical coordinates (2.7) and Cartesian inertial coordinates. 
In principle, there is a systematic procedure for this: If ds' is 
flat as checked by calculating its Riemann tensor, one can 
use the fact that the gradient of a Cartesian inertial coordi
nate is a geodetically parallel vector field. Thus one can par
allelly transport some vierbein from a given point to all oth
ers, no matter along what curve, to obtain four independent 
gradient fields, whose "potentials" are Cartesian inertial co
ordinates. Using a spinor dyad and the associated null tet
rad, this procedure can be reduced to the solution of one 
single (complex) Riccati equation and some quadratures. 1O 

In the present case this Riccati equation cannot be solved 
explicitly, except for some very special choices of)(u), h (u). 
However, it is possible to find an expression of the canonical 
coordinates in terms of Cartesian ones which is explicit, ex
cept for the fact that u(x) has to be imagined as being a 
solution r = u(x) of k (r)x = per). This is achieved using the 
fact that there is also a systematic procedure for constructing 
the canonical coordinates. The most elegant version of it 
uses Cartan's structure equations of flat space in terms of 
null tetrads together with some modest amount of exterior 
form technology and will be presented first. (We are special
izing from unpublished work of Plebanski.) 

A. Construction of the canonical coordinates 

We choose a null cotetrad, i.e., four one-forms el, e', el, 
e' such that the metric becomes 

ds' = 2(ele' + ele'), el,e' real, e l = e' * complex, 
(S.l) 

and orient it such that e) is along the r~ direction k"dx" . The 
freedom left consists of boosts along k, together with rota
tions around it, which may be written 

(S.2) 

and of "null rotations" 

e" = e' - Cel - C*e' - CC*e' . (S.3) 

U sing the notation of Ref. 12, the Cartan structure equations 
of Minkowski space may be written 

del = - el /\rl2 - e l /\rj't - e'/\r4" 

de' = + e'/\rl2 - el /\r)1 - e'/\rt2' 

del = el /\ r:2 + e'/\ r" - el /\ r]4, 

de' = el /\ r 'l + e'/\ r jl + e'/\ r J4 , 

dr'2 + r 4,/\ (r12 + r 14) = 0, 

d (rl, + r]4) + 2r4,/\ r)1 = ° and c.c. 

dFlJ + (rl, + r J4)/\r,1 = 0, 

(S.4a) 

(S.4b) 

(S.4c) 

(S.4d) 

(S.Sa) 

(S.Sb) 

(S.Sc) 

where r ah are the connection forms: r
" 

is real, r l, is pure 
imaginary, F'l! and r" are complex. Under (S.2) they trans
form as 
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r ~2 = e'u + icP F", r ; 2 + r ~4 = Fl2 + rJ4 + d (w + i¢i ), 
r ~l = e - (,>.,. iq, lrJI , (S.6) 

while under (S.3) they undergo 

r~2 = r 4" r;2 + ri4 = F I , + F)4 + 2Cr42 , 
(S.7) 

F~l = r 'l + C(rl, + r J4 ) + C'F" + de. 

The fact that the ray system considered here should be geo
desic, twist- shear-, and divergence-free but rotating may be 
expressed I , as 

(S.8) 

From (S.Sa) we have r'2/\ dr., = 0, implying the existence 
of two complex functions A and B such that F42 = - AdB. 
By (S.8) r t2 is proportional to r42, hence there is a complex 
function K such that dB * = KdB = KK *dB *, i.e., a real t/! 
such that dB * = e2icbdB, where dt/! /\ dB = 0. Therefore, 
eicbdB = e - icbdB * is real and closed, so locally there is a real 
function r with dr = e iif'dB. From r 4, = - Ae - iifdr we can 
reach by (S.2), 

r ~2 = - dr, e1 ex. dr. (S.9) 

In the new frame dr ~2 = 0, thus (S.Sa) gives 

r;2 + r;4 ex. F ~2' and by (S.3) we can reachr ;'2 + r ~'4 = 0, 
i.e., r ;'2 = 0, r ~4 = 0. (S.Sb) now gives F ~2/\ r ~1 = 0, i.e., 
r ~'J = - V dr with some function), for which we deduce 

from (S.Sc) ° = dr;'J = - !d) /\dr, i.e.,) = )(r). By 

r ~2 = - dr,dr ;'2 = ° = r ~4' r ~J = - !)(r) dr, 
(S.lO) 

we have now satisfied (S.S), obtaining simple expressions for 
the r's. 

Inserting (S.lO) into (S.4), we obtain (observe e)" ex. dr) 

del" =e4
" /\dr=de'" and c.c., (S.lla,b) 

de)" = - (e l
" + e''') /\dr, 

de'" = - !(jel" + )*e''')/\dr. 

(S.llc) 

(S.lld) 

At this point the following easily proved lemma is useful: 

Lemma: If r is a function and a is a one-form, then 
da /\ dr = ° is necessary and (locally) sufficient for a to be 
expressible as a = da + bdr for some functions a, b. Apply
ing this to el", e''', e''', we may write 

el" = d; + (w + f*)dr and c.c, e'" = dw - Adr, 

where;,f are complex, wand A real. Inserting this back into 
(5.11), we get from (S.llc), putting e' " = gdr 

0= del" + (d{; + d{; *) /\ dr = d (e' " + c; + (; *)dr), 

i.e., (g + (; + ; *)dr is (locally) a perfect differential dF (r), 
where F is real. Introducing ;1: = ; - !F', we get 

g = - c;l + ;i), thus 

el" = - c;l + {; i)dr, 

e l
" = d;1 + (!F" + w + f*)dr = d{;1 + (w + fi)dr, 

wherej; = f + 1F". Now (S.IIc) is satisfied, and we turn to 
(S.lla) which gives 

(dw + dfi) /\ dr = dw /\ dr, i.e.,j; = j;(r). 
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We can write 

el" = dS
' 
+ (w + Rej; - ilmj;)dr 

= d (;1 - if I mj; dr) + (w + Rej;)dr 

=dsz + wzdr, 

el
" = - (;z + s i)dr, e4

" = dwz - !Azdr, 

where 

S2: = Sl - ilmj;dr, WZ: = w + Rej;, !Az: = A + Refl' 

and have now satisfied (5.lla,b). Finally, (5.lld) requires 

o = ( - dA Z + j(r)dsz + j *(r)ds i) 1\ dr 

= d ( - Az + j(r)sz + j*(rK i) 1\ dr, 

which means that the last bracket equals some function 
- !h (r) of r. This determines the form of A z, and (5.lld) is 

now satisfied. 

Omitting the indices 2, we conclude that we have rotat
ed the original cotetrad [el, .. ·j to a new one [e l

" ,. •• J such 
that there are functions r, w, S in terms of which 

e l
" = dS + wdr, eZ" = dS* + wdr, 

e l
" = -(;+S*)dr, (5.12) 

e4
" = dw - !Adr, A: = h (r) + jerK + j*(r)S*· 

Calculating 
el" l\e2

" I\el
" l\e4

" = -(;+S*)dSl\dS*l\drl\dw, we 
find that r, w, ReS, ImS may be used locally as coordinates 
where S + S*=#O. Ifwe finally write 

S + i'Tj U v 
s=~, r= (2)112' w=-Y' (5.13) 

dsz = 2(e'" eZ" + el
" e4

") goes overinto (2.7). We shall use the 
coordinates S, w, r in the following, however. 

B. Relation to Cartesian inertial coordinates 

After having seen how to construct canonical coordi
nates "out of thin air," i.e., out of any given null cotetrad 
with e l 

C( k
l
,dx J.1, we can establish the relation to inertial co

ordinates by making a suitable choice for the original [ e a J in 
terms of inertial coordinates. Following Ref. 12, we write the 
ray vectors k as in (3.5), and introduce Cartesian null 
coordinates. 

Z= x + iy Z* 
(2)112 ' , 

U= z+t 
(2)112 ' 

z-t 
V=--. 

(2)I/Z 
(5.14) 

Then 

and 

k
l
,dxl'=dU-IYI 2dV+ Y*dZ+ YdZ* (5.15) 

dsZ = dxz + dyZ + dzz - dt Z_2(dZdZ* + dUd V) 

-2«dZ - YdV)(dZ* - Y*dV) + dV(dU 

-IYlzdV+ Y*dZ+ YdZ*»). (5.16) 

Thus we may take as the initial cotetrad 

e l = dZ - Y dV, eZ = c.c., e3 = kdx, e4 = dV. 
(5.17) 
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One finds for the connection forms (cf. Ref. 12) 

F42 = - dY, Fn + Fl4 = 0, r J, = O. (5.18) 

Our rotating family of null hyperplanes k (r)x = p( r) is given 
by specifying p( r) and Y (r). If r is used as coordinate, 
r = r(x) has to be taken from this implicit equation. Thus 
Y = Y' dr, and F 4Z = - Y' dr may be transformed into F ~2 
= - drby(5.2)and (5.6) withw + i¢ = -lnY',sothatwe 

may take r = rex), as expected. We shall write 

Y' = Re - iv', R > 0, if! real. (5.19) 

In the new cotetrad, F 12 + r 34 = - (In Y,),dr,r 31 = 0, 
and we remove r 12 + F 34 by (5.3) and (5.7) with 
C = - !Y" /Y'. This gives 

I " iv, I 1 Y *" e1 

e =e e - ----, 
2 y*' R 

(5.20) 

e4 " = Re4 + _-e"/Jel + ___ e-II/Jez_ 1 Y" . 1 y*" . _1 I-Y" 12_el 
2 Y' 2 y*' 4 Y' R' 

and the connection forms 

F ~2 = - dr, r 1'2 + F 3'4 = 0, r 3'1 = -!I (Y(r»)dr, 
(5.21 ) 

where again Schwarz' derivative appears. Now we can read 
off the functionj and see immediately that one of the invar
iants encountered in Sec. 2B agrees with the Thomsen-Ta
kasu invariant of Sec. 3. To see the agreement between the 
other ones, we must fullow through identification of the co
ordinates, comparing (5.20) with (5.12). From 
- (; + S *)dr = e l

" = kdx/ R we read off, using kx = p, 
kdx = (p' - k 'x)dr 

P' - k'x p' s + S * = - = eiU'(Z - YV) + C.c. - -. 
R R 

(5.22) 

Next observe that el
" - eZII should be a perfect differential 

d(; - S*), 

e l
" - eZII = eil/J(dZ - YdV) - C.c. 

- iif!'(~ - 2Ree i I/J (Z - YV) )dr 

= d [eil/J(Z - YV) - C.c. - J P:' dr], 

where we have expressed Y II /Y' in terms of (5.19). Thus 

s = e (Z - YV) - - - - .I....!.:.-dr il/J p' ifif!'p' 
2R 2 R 

(5.23) 

up to an imaginary constant of integration. 

We now calculate w = (e lll 
- ds)/dr to find 

'R' " R' 
w=RV- P- + L + -Re[eil/J(Z_ YV)l 

R2 2R R 

+ if!'lm [e'1/J(Z - YV) 1 

= p" - k "X _ ~(p' _ k 'x). (5.24) 
2R RZ 

This already ends the determination of the coordinate trans
form, and the comparison of both expressions for e411 only 
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serves to express h (r) in terms of k, i.e., of Y. After some 
calculation, expressing everything in terms of R, ¢, one finds 

h (r) = R (~ (~)) + ~ ¢" + R (~)J ¢/ dr. 

(5.25) 

To see that this leads indeed to the kinematical invariant 
(3.11), we assume that 7 has been chosen to be the distin
guished parameter fJ (in the noncircular case). In terms of R, 
¢, this means 

R '¢' (¢')' ~ -t/J"= -R Ii. = ImI(Y(fJ») =c= ±1, 

(5.26) 

while the Thomsen-Takasu invariant is 

(R" 3 (R ')") K=2ReI(Y(fJ») =2 R - 2 R - +¢". 

When we observe that pin (3.11) corresponds to k calibrated 
such that k " = 1 we see that we have to replace p with Rp in 
(5.25) before comparing with (3.11). Now a partial integra
tion and the use of (5.26) at several places leads, after some 
algebra, to the coincidence of (5.25) with the bracketed ex
pression in (3.11). [In the circular case we can take Y (7) T, 

¢-O, which makes k '" = 0, corresponding to h = p'''.] 

We can now discuss the significance of the canonical 
coordinates. By construction, T = r describes the various 
null hyperplanes kx = p. Re~ = ° gives their envelope, 
whereas r = const, Re~ = const are 2-planes parallel to the 
characteristic 2-plane within each null hyperplane. [An
other interpretation of Re~ follows from (5.8) which gives 
T ~2-' = (2Re~ t 1

, since in Ref. 6 it is shown generally that 
ITml is the angular velocity of the spatial ray direction with 
respect to a geodesic observer; this can, of course, be checked 
directly for our ray system.] w = const cuts out from each of 
these parallel planes offamily of lines parallel to the charac
teristic line. Im~ is the arc length on each of them. These 
results follow from (4.1), (4.2), (5.23), (5.24), and (2.7). It is 
therfore geometrically clear that such a coordinate system 
must have singularities. 

APPENDIX A: SHEARFREE AND NON DIVERGING NULL 
HYPERSURFACES IN COMPLEX MINKOWSKI SPACE, 
AND COMPLEX FUNCTIONALLY INVARIANT SCALAR 
WAVES 

Erugin' has obtained the complex functionally invar
iant solutions of the scalar wave equation and has, in particu
lar, pointed out the existence of solutions not given by the 
complex version (2.1). We rederive his results here by a geo
metric method borrowed from Ref. 8, thereby achieving 
considerable simplification, avoiding to discriminate be
tween several cases. Since this method continues to consider 
<1> (x) = c as the equation of a hypersurface even for complex
valued <1>, we must assume <1> (x) to permit a differentiable 
extension to complexified space-time, i.e., we must restrict 
ourselves to analytic solutions. (It seems to us that Erugin 
has made this assumption somewhere in his paper as well 
without mentioning it.) 
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To study the simultaneous solutions of (V<1»' = 0, 
0<1> = 0, we consider the two-dimensional wave surfaces 
cut out from <1> = const by hypersurfaces t = const (too. iner
tial time in the real case, nonnull Cartesian coordinate in the 
complex case) which carry ordinary Euclidean geometry. It 
is known (although we are aware only of Refs. 10 and 13 and 
three-dimensional expressions in Refs. 14 and 15 from which 
it is easily deduced), that vanishing shear for the hypersur
faces <1> = c means H 2 = K, and vanishing divergence means 
H' = K = 0, where Hand K are the mean and Gaussian 
curvature, resp., of the two-dimensional wave surfaces. 
Standard texts on surfaces in real Euclidean space now in
form us that H 2 = K=/=O implies that the wave surfaces are 
spheres, whileH' = K = ° requires plane wave surfaces. The 
corresponding shearfree hypersurfaces are therefore light 
cones in the diverging, and null hyperplanes in the nondi
verging case. Some texts, e.g., Ref. 16, also contain the re
sults for complex Euclidean space: H 2 = K=/=O characterizes 
Monge surfaces, i.e., metrically nondegenerate surfaces 
ruled by complex, null, nonparallel straight lines, while 
H' = K = ° characterizes "isotropic cylinders," cylinders 
with complex null generators. Spheres and planes are special 
cases. [One can obtain the results in the complex case by 
referring the surface to null coordinates: then the Gauss 
equation(s) associated with the zeroes) in the matrix of the 
second fundamental form following from H' = K ( = 0) 
yield straightness (and constant direction) for the null co
ordinate lines of one of the two families.] 

To obtain the null hypersurface whose t = ° section is a 
given isotropic cylinder we proceed as follows. Let 1 be a 4-
vector parallel to the generators of the cylinder. Then 1 is a 
null vector also in the four-dimensional sense. If y(a) de
scribes any curve (different from a generator) on the cylin
der, then the normals k of the hypersurface are null and also 
tangent and have to be chosen orthogonal to dy/da and to I. 
Since it is generated by its null tangents, the hypersurface 
will have a parametric representation of the form 

x(a,(3,y) = yea) + (31 + yk (a), (AI) 

where the first two terms on the right describe the cylinder. 
To pass from a parametric representation to an equation, i.e., 
to eliminate a,(3,y, we appeal to the fact that all null vectors 
orthogonal to the given fixed null vector 1 are contained in 
two fixed 2-planes (one self-dual, the other anti-self-dual) 
each of which we imagine as spanned by 1 and another fixed 
vector m satisfying m' = ° = mi. Hence k (a) has the form 
k (a) = A. (a)1 + f1(a)m, and since it varies differentiably, it 
must stay in one of the planes. Therefore, we may easily 
eliminate (3, y from (A 1) by forming 

Ix = {yea), mx = my(a), (A2) 

and may now eliminate a in the formf(lx,mx) = 0. 

A family of null hypersurfaces of this kind is obtained 
by considering a family of isotropic cylinders, i.e., taking a 
family ofcurvesy(a,T) and a family of null vectors leT). 
Then, of course, we must also have m = meT), satisying 
m'(7) = m(T)1 (T) = 1'(7) = 0. The above elimination proce
dure leads tof(1 (r)x,m(T)x,r) = 0, and if this is to be the 
same hypersurfaceas <1> (x) = Tfora1l7, then <1> (x)isgiven by 
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the implicit equation 

f(1 (i/> )x,m(i/> )x,i/» = O. (A3) 

One may check by implicit differentiation that i/> satisfies 
(Vi/»2 = 0, Oi/> = O. In the real case, land m must be propor
tional, which gets us back to (2.1). If, in the complex case, I 
and m are constant, one gets Erugin's explicit solutions 
i/> = <p (lx,mx). Erugin's implicit solutions, not given in Ref. 
I because of their complicated form, correspond to the gen
eral case (A3). 

APPENDIX B: YM NULL FIELDS AND ROBINSON'S 
THEOREM 

We call a YM field null iff all isospin components of the 
field are null with the same degenerate principal null direc
tion. The field can then be written Ff'v = aft kv - avkf' , 
where k 2 = 0, (1" k f' = O. From this, one derives that the 

r -> -> 
symmetric spin or i/>MN corresponding to Ff'v (cf. Ref. 17 for 
spinors) must be of the form 

lPMN =7KMKN' (Bl) 

where K is the spin or corresponding to the null vector k. It 
has been pointed out!8 that the source-free YM equations 
imply the geodesic-shearfree condition of the null congru
ence tangent to k. Indeed, these equations have the spinor 
formD MM'lPMN = 0, whereD MM ' is the gauge covariant (in 
curved space, the combined Riemannian and gauge covar
iant) derivative in spinor form. Inserting (Bl), we get (V .. · 
Riemannian covariant derivative) 

MM'-> 
O=D (fKMKN) 

MM;-> -> MM' MM' ) 
=KMKND /+f(KMV KN+KNV KM)' (B2 

Transvecting with K N, we arrive at the geodesic-shearfree 
condition 

0KM VMM'KN = 0 (B3) 

(Refs. 6 and 18.) Thus the non-Abelian character of the YM 
theory plays no role in the argument, since the unknown 
potential enters only the D MM7term in (B2) which drops 
out. 

One would like to know whether the converse state
ment (and thus Robinson's theorem) will hold in the non
Abelian case as well, namely that from a geodesic-shearfree 
k one could always construct a sourceless null YM field by a 
suitable choice of aft (or 7). We shall show now that this is 
indeed the case. (B3) implies the existence of some ft1' such 
that 

MM' ,.M' 
KMV KN=O K N· 

We want to show that the system 

KAlJ MM7+7egM' +VMM'KM)=O 

(B4) 

(BS) 

has a solution7, because multiplying (BS) with K N and using 
(B4) then gets us back to (B2). The existence of solutions to 
(BS) depends on the question whether the integrability con
dition to it is satisfied identically in! Spinorially, this is 
obtained by applying0DNM , to (BS). Using (BS) and (B4), it 
can be written as 

~?DNM'DMM7 + 7(gM,VMM 'KM 
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+ ?VNM ,ft1 , +?VNM,VMM'KMJ =0 (B6) 

Now the curly brackets vanishes on the basis of (B4)-noth
ing of the non-Abelianess enters here- as one can see by 
some straightforward spinor algebra (and, in the curved 
space case, using a ~inorial Ricci identity). To treat the first 
term, we note thatfis a space-time scalar, such that the 
spinor form of the relevant isospin Ricci identity is just [( ... ) 
means symmetrization] 

D(NM'DM)M.f lPMN X7, (B7) 

which vanishes byiBl). Thus also the first term in (B6) is 
zero identically inf, QE.D. LVecto!jally,iB5) is equivalent 
toasystemofformDkf = Kf, Dmf= Mf, wheremf' is the 
vector corresponding to K Mil t-" Il M being a spinor satisying 
KMJ1.M = 1; Dk,Dm are covariant directional derivatives. In
tegrability is checked using the commutator [Dk ,DM ]7. 
which by the relevant isospin Ricci identity equals 
D[k,m 7+ kf'mvpf'v x7, wher![k,m] is the Lie bracket. By 
the definition of the null field, Ff'v k f' = 0, which reduces the 
problem to the Abelian case. J 

It has been pointed out!8 that for null fields with a twist
free (i.e., hypersurface orthogonal) ray congruence k a par
ticularly simple gauge for the potential may be found. In
deed, in this case kf' is (prop0!1iona!l0) a gradient u,f" such 
that the YM curvature form F: = !Ff'vdxf' Adxv may be 
written as a A du, vanishing upon restriction to the hyper
surfaces u = const. Thus the potential form::( dxf' = ;;; 
may be gauged away within each of these, i.e., may be gauged 
to be,4 = ifdu, whence F = dif A duo 

For null fields, the energy-momentum tensor Tf'v 
becomes 

(B8) 

where a scalar product in the sense of an invariant group 
metric is understood. For any observer with 4-velocity v v, 
the Poynting 4-vector Sf' = Tf'vvv of the null field is light
like. It has been remarked!8 that the converse is also true (if 
the invariant group metric used is definite). 

APPENDIX C: THOMSEN'S INVARIANT 

Thomsen defines his conformal invariant of a plane (or 
spherical) curve as follows. (We give only the formal descrip
tion without geometrical motivation.) Start from v(a) as de
fined in (3.8), satisfying V'2 = 1. Let the 4-vector yeo) be a 
solution of the conditions 

yv =yv' =yv" = 0, y2 = 1. (el) 

Define 
x: = v +y. 

Let vbe the solutin of the conditions 
v 2 = vx = vx' = 0, vv = 1. 

Then the invariant is 
b: = - 2(vx")(vx"). 

We wish to verify that b = - V"2 = - K. 

(e2) 

(C3) 

(e4) 

First we assemble the following table of scalar products 
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between v, v', v", v'" by differentiating the relations v' = 0, 
v" = 1: 

v v' v" v'" 

v 0 0 -1 0 

v' 0 1 0 - K 
(C5) 

v" - 10K !K' 

v'" 0 - K ~K' K 2 + 1 

The entry v"" = K' + 1 follows from 
det(vv'v"v''') = E = ± 1 using 1 = (det)' = - determinant 
of table = v"" - K 2. Differentiating the determinant, we 
find det(vv'v"v iu) = 0, i.e., v iv is a combinatin of v, v', v" with 
coefficients that are found from the scalar products vv iv

, 

v'v "',v"viu
, which in turn are obtained by differentiating the 

last line of the table. This way we obtain (3.10). 

Next we needy of(CI), which obviously must be a mul
tiple of *v A v' A v", whose square is just (minus the first up
per 3 X 3 minor of the table) = 1. Thus 

y = *v A v' A v" , 

y' = *vAv' Av"', 

y" *(v A v" A v'" + v A v' A ViU) 

*vAv" Av'" - Ky, 

where in the last step we have used (3.10). y' satisfies 

y'v' = 0, y" = 0 

(C6) 

(C7) 

(C8) 

(C9) 

(the second equation comes from another minor of the ta
ble). Thus when x is defined as in (C2), it satisfies [by (C5), 
(CI), (C9)] 

x' = 1, x" = 1 (CIO) 

as required in Thomsen's procedure. Also, from (C5) and 
(C8), 

vx" = - 1. (CII) 

Making an ansatz 
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v = av + f3v' + yv" + c5v''', (CI2) 

the conditions (C3) in the order vv = 1, VX = 0, vx' = 0, 
v' = 0 determine the coefficients as (use vy = c5v'''y = - c5E, 
vy' = yv"y' = y€) 

Y = - 1, c5 = €( = ± I), 

f3 = E(K + 1), 2a = €K' - K - 2. (CI3) 

Inserting (CI2), (Cl3), (CII), into (C4) yields the desired 
result 

b= -K. (CI4) 
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The role of the Onsager-Machlup Lagrangian in the theory of stationary 
diffusion process 
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The Onsager-Machlup Lagrangian is shown to have a direct relevance to a cost function for a 
stochastic control problem. It is found that any stationary diffusion process can be regarded as a 
solution to the stochastic control problem, that is, it is controlled optimally by the 
Onsager-Machlup Lagrangian. A deterministic limit of the stationary diffusion process is also 
obtained as a solution to an ordinary (nonrandom) control problem which is equivalent to the usual 
variational problem with respect to the Onsager-Machlup Lagrangian. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent nonequilibrium statistical mechanics one en
counters the problem of finding deterministic paths (or most 
probable paths) for dynamical systems described by stochas
tic differential equations of Ito type (or equivalently by 
Fokker-Planck equations). I shall call it the Onsager-Mach
lup (OM) problem hereafter. 

Beginning with On sager and Machlup's monumental 
work, 1 many authors have approached the OM problem 
with different methods. They seem to be classified mainly 
into three groups, that is, those who utilized the path integral 
formalism, 2-5 those who worked with the canonical opera
tor formalism, 6--8 and those who preferred the probabilistic 
formalism. 9,

10 1 have also proposed a fundamental approach 
to the OM problem in the light of Onsager and Machlup's 
original spirit. 11 

In the present paper, reformulating the OM problem as 
a stochastic control problem, I will show a basic role of the 
OM Lagrangian in the theory of stationary diffusion 
process. 

The main sources for the stochastic calculus fully uti
lized in this paper were Nelson's lecture note 12 and Ito's 
papers. 13,14 

II. STATIONARY DIFFUSION PROCESS 

By the notion of an n-dimensional stationary diffusion 
process, I denote an Rn-valued Markov process X (t), 
tE[O, 00), described by a stochastic differential equation ofIto 
type, 

dX = a(X)dt + dB, X (0) = X o , (1) 

where the drift vector field a is assumed to be bounded and of 
class C 2, B (t ), tE[O, 00 ), denotes an n-dimensional standard 
Brownian motion (i.e., an R n-valued Wiener process with 
diffusion constant equal to unity), andxoERn. It is a Markov 
process with invariant measure,u(d nx) (i.e., stationary prob
ability distribution). A probability distribution of X (t ), 
p'(dnx) = Prob!X(t)Ednxj, solves the Fokker-Planck 
equation, 

!!..-p' = - div(ap') + div gradp', at (2) 

weakly, and it has an asymptote lim,~ooP' =,u in Loo(Rn). 
Let! Y, l'E[o,oo) be an increasing family of CT-algebras of 

measurable events such that X (t ) is Y, -measurable for each 
tE[O, 00). Then one can introduce the notion of mean deriva
tive of X(t) by 

DX(t)=limE[X(t+h)-X(t) I c7,], (3) 
hlO h 

where E [·IY,] means to take a conditional expectation with 
respect to the CT-algebra Y,. Equations (1) and (3) give us 

DX(t) = limE[dX«t,t+hj)lhIY,l =a(X(t». (4) 
hlO 

The mean derivative off (X (t », wherefis a function of class 
C 2, is also defined 

Df(X(t» = limE[f(X(t+h»-f(X(t»ly,], (5) 
hlO h 

obtaining 

Df(X(t» = limE [df(X)«t,t + h j)lh IY, 1 
hLO 

= (a·gradf + div gradf)(X (t », (6) 

Here I have made use of the chain rule in stochastic calcu
lus 13 and ofEq. (1). 

A considerable number of stationary diffusion pro
cesses with which physicists have encountered are of the gra
dient type, i.e., the drift vector field is written 

a = - grad A, (7) 

whereA is a positive bounded R-valued function of class C 3. 

I shall restrict myself to such a case as Eq. (7). 
Now, following Nelson, 12 I shall define the mean veloc

ity and the mean acceleration of the stationary diffusion pro
cess X (t), tE[O, 00), by 

DX (t ), tE[O, 00 ) (8) 

and 

D 2X (t), tE[O, 00), 

respectively. A straightforward calculation gives us 

D 2X(t) = DDX(t) 

= (a·grada + div grada)(X (t» 

(9) 
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= grad(~laI2 + diva)(X(t», (10) 

where the gradient property of the drift vector is essential in 
deriving the last expression in Eq. (10). Then a question 
arises: What does Eq. (10) tell us about? This is the very 
starting point of the present approach to the OM problem 
which will be developed in the following sections. 

111. STOCHASTIC CONTROL PROBLEM 

Prior to proceeding with the OM problem it seems 
worthwhile to make here a remark on the role of Newton's 
equation of motion 

(mass) X (acceleration) = (force). (11) 

It has complementary characters; on the one hand, when 
(mass) and (force) are known a trajectory of the particle 
should be obtained by integrating (acceleration), on the oth
er hand, when (mass) and (acceleration) are known (force) 
acting on the particle should be found (mass) times (accel
eration). The latter property of the equation of motion gives 
us the following reformulation of the OM problem. 

Let us introduce an lR-valued function 

(12) 

call it OM potential. Regarding the boundedness of a, I can 
make Va negative by adding a constant. So Va is assumed to 
be negative hereafter. Then one may interpret from Eq. (10) 
that the stationary diffusion process X (t), tE[O, 00 ), is con
trolled as if it obeys the equation of motion 

(13) 

By the notion of a reduced OM Lagrangian, I denote an lR
valued function 

(14) 

where z(t), tE[O, 00), is a path of class C \ in lR nand 
i(t) = dz(t )/ dt. The theorem below allows us to reformulate 
the OM problem as a stochastic control problem. 

Theorem 1: The stationary diffusion process X (t ), 
tE[O, (0), described by Eq. (1) is a solution to the stochastic 

control problem, 

dZ = b (Z )dt + dB, Z (0) = X o , (15) 

where the drift vector b oj class L (LipschitzJunctions) is con
trolled to minimize a cost/unction 

Cost(b) = E [ lim ~ (L ;)M(Z (t ),DZ (t »dt], (16) 
I ·x T Jo 

and E [.J means to take an expectation. 

It is worthwhile to notice that the theorem is essentially 
the same statement as that of Holland, \ 5 and here I follow 
his proof. 

Proof I have an identity 

div grad A - ~lgradA 12 - Va = 0, (17) 

which can be written 

div grad A + min(b.grad A + ~ Ib 12 - Va) = 0, (18) 
I> 

where the minimum is taken over alllR n-valued functions of 
class L. Then for any b, I have an inequality 
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div grad A + b·grad A + !Ib 12 - Va >0. (19) 

SubstitutingZ (t )in theinequality,integratingover[O,TJ and 
dividing it by T, I obtain 

~ (b.grad A + div grad A )(Z (t »dt 
T Jo 

+ ~ r7(~lb 12 - Va)(Z(t»dt>O. (20) 
T Jo 

The chain rule in stochastic calculus gives us 

LT (b·grad A + div grad A )(Z (t »dt 

= (dA (Z (t)) = A (Z (T» - A (xo), Jo 
which yields 

(21) 

A (Z (T» A ( ) T 
____ - __ xo_+ ~ r (!Ib 12 - Va)(Z(t»dt>O. 

T T Jo 

Taking the expectation I find 

E [A (Z(T»] -A (xo) 

T 

(22) 

+ E [ ~ 1/(~lb 12 - VJ(Z(t»dt ]>0. (23) 

Now what is left for us is to pass to the limit T -+ 00, obtaining 

E[ lim ~ (!lbI2_ Va)(Z(t»dt]>O. (24) 
7-00 T Jo 

This claims Cost(b »0. To complete the proof I claim 

DZ(t) = b (Z(t», (25) 

and that the cost function is minimized by a, that is, 

Cost(a) = O. (26) 

This is because the equality in Eq. (20) is achieved by setting 
b = - grad A = a. QED. 

I have found a basic role of the reduced OM Lagrangian 
(14) in the theory of stationary diffusion process. Notice that 
Theorem 1 gives us a global characterization of the original 
stationary diffusion process X (t ), tE[O, 00), because the cost 
function contains the long-time average lim T __ oo (I/T) 
SJ· .. ·dt. However it is also possible to obtain a local version of 
Theorem 1 in the sense that for each tE[O, 00 ) the original 
process X (s), SE[O,t], minimizes a t dependent cost function. 
This will be shown in the next section. 

IV. ONSAGER-MACHLUP LAGRANGIAN AS A COST 
FUNCTION 

In the previous paper 11 I found that the probability 
distribution ofthe stationary diffusion process X (t ), tE[O, 00 ), 
is given approximately in the form 

pI ex exp [ - fLoM(Z(S),i(S))dS Lax' 
where 

(27) 

LOM(z(t ),i(t» = ~ li(t) - a(z(t)W + diva(z(t» (28) 

is the OM Lagrangian and [ . ]max means to take a maximum 
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value over continuous path z(t )'S connecting Xo and xEd nx. 
The expression (28) allows us to conclude that a variational 
problem 

ILOM(Z(S),i(S»dS = minimum, (29) 

determines a most probable path. Namely the most probable 
path, say z(t ), satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation 

t(t) - ~gradla(z(t»12 - grad diva(Z(t» = 0, (30) 

z(O) = xu' 

Let us introduce a notion of OM action form 

d IoM(z(t ),i(t ),dt,dz(t» 

= LOM (z(t ),i(t »dt 

= L bM(Z(t ),i(t »dt - a(z(t »dz(t). 

Then I obtain 

(31) 

(32) 

Theorem 2: The statement of Theorem 1 is also valid 
with respect to the local cost function 

Cost' (b) = E [ IdIoM(Z (s),DZ (s),ds,dZ (s» ] 

= E [ IL bM(Z (s),DZ (s»ds 

- Ia(Z (s»odZ (s) ], (33) 

where f···odZ (s) denotes the stochastic integral of the Fisk
Stratonovich type. 13 

Proof A straightforward stochastic calculus gives 

dIoM = HIDZ 12 + !lal 2 + diva)dt - a 0 dZ 

= Hlb 12 + !lal 2 + diva)dt - a·dZ - !da.dZ 

= (!Ib 12 + !lal 2 + diva)dt 
- a·b dt - a·dB - divadt 

= !Ib - al 2dt - a·dB. 

This yields by integration 

IdIOM = I !Ib (Z (s» - a(Z (s)Wds 

- i'a(Z(S»'dB (s), 

and one finds by taking the expectation 

Cost' (b) = E [ IdIOM] 

= E [ L+lb (Z (s» - a(Z (s)WdS] 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

where the martingale property of the stochastic integral of 
Ito type is used. The local cost function is minimized by 
setting b = a. Q.E.D. 

Theorem 2 claims that the original stationary diffusion 
process X (t), tE[O, 00), is completely characterized by the 
OM Lagrangian (28) or by the OM action form (32). It is 
optimally controlled to keep the mean OM action integral 
minimum. 
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v. DETERMINISTIC LIMIT 

In the recent non equilibrium statistical mechanics we 
have been much interested in the asymptotic behavior of a 
stationary diffusion process XIl (t ), tE[O, 00 ), of the type 

dXIl = a(XIl )dt + A ~ IdB, XIl (0) = xo, (37) 

in the limit A- 00, where AElR is a system size parameter, 
The limit A- 00 corresponds to an infinite volume limit. 

In the limit A- 00, randomness of the dynamical sys
tem (37) vanishes and XIl (t ), tE[O, 00 ), might be expected to 
converge to a deterministic path in some sense. To investi
gate the deterministic limit is the final goal of the OM prob
lem, I shall approach the goal by making use of the results 
obtained in the previous sections. 

Let us start with the stochastic control problem 

dZIl = b (ZIl)dt + A - IdB, ZIl (0) = xu' (38) 

with respect to the cost function 

Cost' (b) = E [ LdIoM(ZIl,DZIl,dS,dZIl )] 

= E [LL bM(ZIl,DZIl)ds - La(ZIl)odZIl ], (39) 

which recovers the original stationary diffusion process 
XIl (t), tE[O, 00), uniquely. From Eqs. (38) and (39) it is easy 
to observe that in the limit A_ 00 the stochastic control 
problem tends to an ordinary (nonrandom) control problem 

d~~) = b (z(t), z(O) = xu' 

under the control 

Cost' (b) = LdIOM(Z(S),i(S),dS,dZ(S» 

= IL bM(Z(s),i(s»ds - l'a(Z(S»'dZ(S) 

= LLOM(Z(S),i(S»dS 

= minimum. 

(40) 

(41) 

Namely, a deterministic limit of XIl (t) is obtained as an opti
mally controlled differentiable path z(t), tE[O, 00), with re
spect to the cost function (41). Condition (41) can be 
achieved by a solution to the Euler-Lagrange equation 

d aLOM aLOM 
dt ai(t) - az(t) = O. (42) 

The deterministic limit of the stationary diffusion process 
thus obtained completely agrees with that obtained in the 
previous paper, II i.e., Eq. (30). 

I have found in the realm of the stochastic control the
ory that the variational problem with respect to the OM 
Lagrangian gives us the deterministic path of the original 
stationary diffusion process. It is worthwhile to notice that 
the deterministic path is also a solution to the ordinary (non
random) control problem (40) under the control 

Cost(b) = lim ~ (T L bM(Z(t ),i(t »dt = minimum. (43) 
T~= T Ju 
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This is guaranteed by the fact that the reduced OM Lagran
gian differs from the OM Lagrangian only in a total 
differential. 

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

I have investigated the OM problem from a stochastic 
control theoretical point of view. The OM Lagrangian was 
found to playa role of the cost function by which the original 
stationary diffusion process is controlled optimally. In this 
section I will make some remarks on the OM problem. 

Firstly I want to mention that from the present view
point, unlike the path-integral approach 2-5 and the probabi
listic one, 9,10 the canonical operator formalism 6-8 seems to 
have a possibility of generating a profound approach to the 
OM problem. This can be seen easily by rewriting the sto
chastic control problem (15) and (16) in terms of a white 
nOise, 

x (t) = b (X (t)) + B (t), X (0) = xo' (44) 

where B (t) is a white noise 16 defined on ,Y"(JR n) (tempered 
distribution space). The canonical operator formalism can 
be mostly visualized in the realm of Hida calculus 17 (a sto
chastic calculus of generalized Brownian functionals) in 
such a way that 

B (t ) = ( ai(t)) + ( aBa(t) r 
[( aBa(t)).( ales)) *1 = o(t - s), 

(45) 

(46) 

where ( )* denotes an adjoint operation and [ , ] a commuta
tor. 17-20 By substituting Eq. (45) into Eq. (44), one finds that 
the Wick expansion, frequently used in the canonical opera
tor formalism, is nothing but the Wiener-Ito decomposition. 
Therefore, the present approach in the realm of the stochas
tic control theory can be put on the line of the canonical 
operator formalism with the help of Hida calculus. The de
tails of this will be given in a forthcoming paper. 21 

Secondly I want to point out that the present formula
tion of the OM problem from the stochastic control theoreti
cal point of view gives us a profound way of understanding 
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the quantum vacuum structure of the non-Abelian gauge 
field and the instanton effect. This is because the whole in
stanton effect can be calculated by means of a stationary 
diffusion process of the same type as treated here. 22-24 De
tails will be published elsewhere. 
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A model for the stochastic origins of Schrodinger's equation 
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A m?del.for the motion of a charged particle in the vacuum is presented which, although purely 
classI~al In concept, yi~lds Schrodinger's equation as a solution. It suggests that the origins of the 
pecuhar and nonclassIcal features of quantum mechanics are actually inherent in a statistical 
description of the radiative reactive force. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Stochastic models of quantum mechanics attempt to 
reconcile the postulates of quantum theory with modern 
probability theory, and to provide a space-time picture of 
quantum phenomena. The traditional inspiration for this ef
fort is rooted in the extensive debates of the 1920's and 30's 
over the interpretation of quantum mechanics. A standoff 
developed, which persists to this day, between the Bohr com
plementarity school and the statistical school usually associ
ated with Einstein. I

-
3 

Today the Bohr interpretation is much more widely ac
cepted. It asserts, in a nutshell, that given a physical state, 
then there is a state vector of some Hilbert space which de
scribes this state completely, but only statistical properties 
about the physical system can be deduced from this pre
sumed complete description. A number of forceful (and un
resolved) completeness arguments againsts the Bohr view 
have been made, H and a number of the founders of modern 
quantum theory did not accept this view, including Ein
stein/ Schrodinger,5 and De Broglie. s 

There are several reasons why the Bohr view is domi
nant. Rigorous no-go theorems make stochastic or hidden 
variable models difficult to construct. 9-12 Despite these, there 
are statistical theories which do reproduce all of the statisti
cal assertions of quantum mechanics, such as the differential 
space theory of Wiener and Siegel.l3 Any such theory must 
have some nonlocal features to avoid conflict with Bell's 
theorem, 12 and this can present conceptual problems. The 
Bohr view provides a justification for ignoring the puzzling 
questions of the origins of quantum mechanics, and for con
centrating on applications of the theory. The accomplish
~ents of the last half century have validated this point of 
VIew. 

Most stochastic or hidden variable models have some 
nonclassical or difficult to understand features to them. For 
example, Bohm's early hidden variable theory 1. required the 
existence of a nonclassical quantum mechanical potential to 
be consistent with Schrodinger's equation. The Fenyes-Nel
son stochastic model1H7 also has a nonclassical quality 
about it. The dynamical assumption of Nelson,16 for exam
ple, is not derived from first principles, and implies the exis
tence of nonclassical forces acting on the particle. In most 
stat.isti~al models of quantum mechanics there is a gap in the 
denvatIon of quantum mechanical laws from classical laws, 

usually in the form of postulating a quantum mechanical 
potential or its equivalent. These gaps make the models un
convincing. An exception is the derivation ofSchrodinger's 
equation from stochastic electrodynamics (SED), 18 where all 
quantum behavior is derived from a classical Langevin equa
tion. The mathematics of this derivation are quite complicat
ed, however, and there are several points of nonrigor owing 
to the singular nature of the random force in this model. 
Moreover, the SED model yields a Moyal type of phase 

• 19 h space pIcture, w ereas the Markov model of Fenyes and 
Nelson seems better adapted to describing quantum 
mechanics. 

This paper presents a simple model, within the Fenyes
Nelson scheme, which provides an explanation of the origin 
of the quantum mechanical potential, and of the steady state 
Schrodinger's equation. This model describes the diffusion 
of charged particles, and it includes the radiative reactive 
force. Neutral particles are not considered, but all known 
finite mass neutral particles are believed to be bound states of 
charged particles, so the results derived are not limited by 
this. The vacuum in which these charged particles move is 
assumed to have a finite temperature, but this temperature 
may be taken to zero. Inherent in the derivation is the con
cept of a vacuum alive with fluctuations and randomness. 
This concept of a nonempty vacuum has been slowly creep
ing back into physics with the work ofWheeler. 20 Boyer/I 
the models ofBohm and Vigier,22 and De Broglie,23 and more 
subtly in the whole quantum field effort with its infinite 
vacuum fluctuations. 

The model presented is not a complete treatment of the 
problem. It relies on two reasonable postulates: The charged 
particles are described by a continuous Markov process in 
configuration space, and they are assumed to satisfy Gibbs' 
classical distribution, where the radiative reactive force is 
included. In the limit of zero temperature, these postulates 
imply the Schrodinger equation and the existence of a quan
tum mechanical potential, provided the diffusion constant of 
the theory has a certain value. 

II. THE MODEL 

Consider the Schrodinger equation for a single particle 
in a potential V: 

[ 
fl2 ] at/t - -..1 + V t/t=ifl-, 
2m at (1) 
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It is equivalent to the following two equations: 

and 

fz 
- V· - VSp, P = w*w 

m 
(2) 

~ (VS)2 + V _ fz2 Lip l/2 = _ fz as , (3) 
2m 2m pl/2 at 

where Rand S are chosen to be real. Equation (2) simply 
reflects the conservation of probability, and Eq. (3) is the 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation, but with an extra quantum me
chanical potential: 

fz2 Lip 1/2 

VQM = - 2m pl/2 (4) 

Were it not for this potential term, Schrodinger's equation 
could be interpreted as the diffusion of Newtonian particles 
whose initial conditions were not completely specified. This 
potential term is required in most classical models of quan
tum mechanics. For example, Madelung's hydrodynamic 
model requires it,24 Bohm's early hidden variable model re
quires it,I4 and De Broglie's theory of the double solution 
requires it. 8 This term is also implicit in the dynamical as
sumption of Nelson, 16 where Eqs. (2) and (3) are interpreted 
as diffusion equations for a continuous Markov process. It is 
the possible origin of this extra term which shall be examined 
in this paper. 

The quantum mechanical potential implies an unusual 
force, which acts on the particle, but which depends on the 
statistical properties of an ensemble of particle trajectories. 
This kind of behavior is difficult to understand in classical 
statistical mechanics. Indeed, it is this extra potential term 
which leads to quantum interference effects, and the difficul
ty of describing quantum interference in terms of classical 
statistical theories has been forcefully stated by Feynman. 2' 
Despite this, it appears that the model presented does give a 
possible explanantion of this extra potential in a classical 
statistical theory. The reason is that the radiative reactive 
force playes a large role in the theory about to be presented. 
Preacceleration associated with this radiative reactive force 
was not considered by Feynman in his arguments. 

Consider a charged particle in motion in the physical 
vacuum. Let this particle be described by classical mechan
ics, and let its motion be nonrelativistic. Then it satisfies the 
equation 

moa(t) = (X ds e 'F(x(t + TS),t), 
Jo 

where 

2 q2 
---1' 

3 mrF 
r= 

(5) 

(6) 

and where q is the charge of the particle, ma its mass, and T 

has units oftime. For an electron, T-z 10 22S, if q and m() are 
taken to be the observed charge and mass of the electron. For 
most practical calculations, such a brief preacceleration can 
be ignored. It has played little role in Newtonian physics. As 
is shown by Rohrlich,'6 Eq. (5) is the unique nonrelativistic 
limit of a perfectly well-defined relativistic theory. 

There are two ways that the preacceleration effect can 
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become amplified in the model to be presented. First of all, if 
q and m() are not the observed charge and mass, but rather 
are bare quantities, then r can be much larger. If the diffu
sion constant of the Markov theory, which will be used to 
describe the particle is large, then preacceleration also be
comes more important. 

Suppose that the vacuum is alive with random field 
fluctuations, and suppose that it has a small temperature T. 
A more precise definition of this concept will not be attempt
ed. It will only be assumed that the classical Gibbs distribu
tion is satisfied. If the radiative force were ignored, then the 
particle would reach a state of equilibrium at temperature T, 
and its spatial density would be given by the classical Gibbs 
distribution, 

p(x) = e V(x)/kT (7) 

up to a normalization constant, where k is Boltzman's con
stant. This equation may be written 

kTV In(p) = - VV = Fe,!' (8) 

Equation (8) would not be satisfied by a charged particle 
which experiences a significant radiative force, The statisti
cal distribution in this case is simply not known, Two as
sumptions shall be made to generalize Eq, (8) to include ra
diative forces in the simplest possible way. 

The first assumption is that the charged particle, in 
thermal equilibrium with the vacuum, is described by a con
tinuous Markov process on configuration space. Using Nel
son's notation I6 x is assumed to satisfy the stochastic differ
ential equation 

dx(t) = b(x(t »dt + d W(t), 

where W is a three-dimensional Wiener process with 

E (dWj(t )dWP» = 2v {jj.) dt 

(9) 

(10) 

and where v is called the diffusion constant. This type of 
process was studied by Nelson,Ib.I7 and he showed that 
Schrodinger's equation could be derived, with a dynamical 
assumption, provided v = fz/2m, In fact, this result can be 
generalized,27 and any value of v greater than zero can be 
used to develop a model ofSchrodinger's equation, The solu
tions to (9) are Markov processes on configuration space, 
and in general, velocities are not well defined. This Markov 
description must be viewed as an approximation to the actu
al motion of the particle, valid so long as dt is not too small in 
Eq. (9), If Eq, (9) were taken to be true for arbitrarily small 
dt, then the particle would be relativistic, and the nonrelati
vis tic approximation would be inaccurate. 

Imagine that the charged particle, in interaction with 
the finite temperature vacuum and subject to an external 
potential V, has reached a stationary state of thermal equilib
rium described by a probability density p(x). Consider the 
following conditional expectation: 

FfJx) = -E(J"'dse 'VV(x(t+rs» I x(t) = X), (11) 

From Eq. (5), it is seen that this expresses the expected value 
of the total force on the particle, including preacceleration, 
given that at time t the particle's trajectory passed through 
the point x. This equation represents the best estimate that 
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can be made of the instantaneous force acting on the particle 
at position x and time t. 

By analogy with the classical Gibbs distribution [Eq. 
(8)], the following equation for the charged particle is 
postulated: 

kTV In(p) = F E(X). (12) 

This constitutes the second postulate. All it says is that the 
classical Gibbs distribution is satisfied for the total force giv
en by Eq. (11), and including radiative effects. Implicit in Eq. 
(12) is the assumption that FE has vanishing curl. This will 
prove to be consistent. 

FE' as expressed in Eq. (11), will depend on b in Eq. (9), 
and therefore Eq. (12) will be a differential equation for p. To 
derive this equation, the Markov transition function is used: 

PI~U(Y'X)= lim _1_ p (x(t)Ed 3Ylx(u)=x), 
d'y-o d 3y 

t> u (13) 

which satisfies the forward and backward equations of 
Kolmogorov28 

: 

:r PI .. u(y,x) + V y.b(y)P, _ u(Y,x) - vAyP, _ u(Y,x) = 0, 

t> u, (14) 

a a;; P, - u(Y,x) + b(x)·V x P, - u(Y,x) + vAxP,_ u(Y,x) = 0, 

t>u. (15) 

FE may be written as 

FE (x) = - L'" dse~sJ d 3yPTS (Y'x)VV(y). (16) 

P must satisfy two limiting conditions: The first is a state
ment of continuity, and the second is a statement of 
ergodicity: 

Po(y,x) = 83(y - x), 

P ",(y,x) =p(y). 

(17) 

(18) 

Equation (18) requires some qualifications. If the density p 
vanishes at some point, then Eq. (18) is not quite valid, as has 
been shown by Albeverio and Hoegh-Krohn.29 In this case, 
space is divided up into disjoint regions bounded by surfaces 
p(x) = 0, and the Markov transition function vanishes un
less x and yare in the same region. Equation (18) is true if x 
and yare in the same region in this case, and this is sufficient 
for the results below. 

From Eq. (18) and Eq. (14) it follows that, taking the 
limit t-'>oo in (14), 

b = vV In(p). (19) 

Now, using the backward equation [Eq. (15)] together with 
the expression for FE [Eq. (16)] one obtains 

(b·V + vA )FE(x) 

= - dse~S d 3y-P
TS

(y,x)VV(y), Lx 'J a 
o ars 

(20) 

where it has been assumed that the order of differentiation 
and integration can be freely interchanged. Integrating (20) 
by parts, and using (17) then yields 
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[l-r(b.V+vA)]FE(x)= -VV(x). (21) 

At this point, the Gibbs distribution [Eq. (12)] is used to 
substitute for FEin Eq. (21). One finds 

[1 - r(b·V + vA )]V In [p(x)] = - kIT VV(x). (22) 

Defining R by 

R = !In(p), (23) 

and using (19) and (22), one finds: 

V[R - rv«VR)2 + AR)] = - _1_ VV. (24) 
2kT 

Integrating this expression, and rewirting it, one obtains 

[ - 2rvkTA + V + 2kTR ]eR = AeR
, A = const. (25) 

This can also be written as 

p(x) = exp - - Vex) - 2rvkT-P- - A . [ 
1 ( A 1/2 )] 

kT pl/2 
(26) 

This last expression clearly displays the existence of an extra, 
and unusual, potential given by 

- 2rvkTApI/2/pll2. (27) 

This extra potential term is due to the radiative reactive 
force, and it has exactly the same form (including the right 
sign) as the quantum mechanical potential [Eq. (4)]. Equa
tion (25) bears a remarkable similarity in form to the Schro
dinger steady state equation. 

The strength of the radiative preacceleration effects de
pend on the magnitude of the gradient of (27) relative to the 
gradient of V. This depends on the factor 

4 lvkT 
Y= 2rvkT= ---. (28) 

3 moc
3 

This factor y determines the magnitude of radiative effects. 
It is interesting that one cannot distinguish between different 
values of q2, v, and mo' but only different values of y. For 
small T, ycan be large if the ratio q2v/mo is large. Since vis a 
free parameter in this model, a large radiative correction is 
possible for large v, regardless of the size of the other factors. 

Suppose that 

fz2 4 q2vkT 
y= - = ---, (29) 

2m 3 mac} 

where m is the physical mass, and the possibility that it is 
different from the bare mass mo has been allowed. Then Eq. 
(25) becomes 

( - 2: A + V + 2kTR )eR = AeR 
(30) 

and (26) becomes 

[ 
1 ( fz2 Apll2 )] p(x) = exp - - Vex) - --- -A . (31) 

kT 2m /J1I2 

Equation (30) has the same form as Schrodinger's equation, 
except for the extra term in the potential, 2kTR. This extra 
term can be interpreted as representing the diffusion force. It 
prevents the occurence of zeroes in if; = eR

. Equation (31) is 
the analog ofthe Gibbs distribution for neutral particles [Eq. 
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(7)], with the quantum mechanical potential included, but 
due to radiative forces. If Tis very small, then (30) becomes 

[( - n2/2m).1 + V]t/r;:::At/r (32) 

which is just Schrodinger's stationary state equation. 
Equation (30) is a classical model for steady state quan

tum mechanics with one free parameter, the temperature of 
the vacuum T. It is nonlinear, and in general difficult to 
solve. In the limit T~, Eq. (32) becomes exact. It is an 
experimental question what Tis, assuming that the model is 
taken seriously. 

Although the possibility that m and mo are different has 
been allowed, it is interesting to note that if m = mo or if m 
and mo are proportional with a fixed factor, then both sides 
ofEq. (29) have the same mass dependence. This means that 
vq2 may be chosen to be mass independent. If q is taken to be 
the electronic charge, then v could be mass independent. 
This is consistent with the generalization of the Fenyes-Nel
son model,27 where any value of v can be used to construct a 
model of quantum mechanics. If v is mass independent, then 
the underlying thermal agitation could be gravitational in 
nature. This could be consistent with Wheeler's concepts of 
supers pace. 20 

IfEq. (32) is a good approximation, that is if Tis small, 
then energy levels are quantized, provided the usual Hamil
tonian operator is taken as the energy operator. Quantiza
tion of the energy levels of harmonic oscillators leads, 
through fairly well known arguments,)O to a derivation of the 
Planck radiation law. The present theory, if correct, could 
influence the equilibrium of radiation at finite temperature. 
This could provide a way out of the Rayleigh-Jeans 
spectrum. 

The question that remains is what could determine T, 
and how could a more complete model be constructed. If Tis 
nonzero, then it is reasonable to expect to see black-body 
electromagnetic radiation at this temperature in the vacu
um. The spectrum of radiation in the vacuum is not exactly 
black-body, but in the microwave region, a Planck spectrum 
has been observed at a temperature of 2.76° K.ll The prob
lem with this is that the radiation may not yet have reached 
thermal equilibrium. It is possible that T equals this radi
ation temperature, and this deserves some consideration, but 
this does not appear to be a necessity, and this possibility will 
not be considered here. 

The results of this section sould be compared with the 
SED Langevin approach. IS In that model, Schrodinger's 
equation is derived for the diffusion of an electron in interac
tion with zero point background radiation. A number of ap
proximations are made to derive general results, and the ra
diative reactive force playes a crucial role. It is hoped that 
the present model complements and perhaps sheds some 
light on the SED calculation. Although less complete, the 
present model is much simpler than the SED model, and it is 
felt that this simplicity helps to isolate the essential ingredi
ents in the relationship between quantum mechanics and 
stochastic theories with radiative reactive forces. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Charged particles in interaction with a low temperature 
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vacuum can be expected to satisfy a Schrodinger type equa
tion. This result offers an explanation of the quantum me
chanical potential as essentially due to radiative reactive 
forces in a stochastic theory. It also suggests that an extra 
term may be present and possibly observable in Schro
dinger's equation if the vacuum temperature is not zero. 

The main limitation of the model presented is that it 
makes no attempt to account in a detailed way for the Mar
kov motion of the particles from, say, a Langevin approach 
in terms of random forces. However, by using only simple 
postulates, independent of the details of the vacuum's struc
ture, it is felt that the derivation ofSchrodinger's equation is 
less model dependent and more straightforward than, say, 
the SED calculation, 18 although both calculations are similar 
in spirit. Moreover, the SED approach may not contain all of 
the relevant vacuum fluctuations. It does not include gravi
tational fluctuations or fluctuations in the vector fields 
which mediate the weak interactions, both of which could be 
important for the electron. The model presented here does 
not really care what fields are involved, so long as the gener
alized Gibbs distribution is satisfied and the motion is de
scribed by a Markov process. In this sense it may be more 
general than the SED approach. 

The future of this model will hinge on the ability to 
generalize it to the time dependent case, and to make it rela
tivistic. These are major problems at the present. The impor
tance of the pre acceleration in the model helps to explain the 
nonlocal character of hidden variable models of quantum 
mechanics. In the classical theory, the acceleration at a par
ticular time depends on the force for all future times. Treat
ing this type of dynamical system statistically, one is forced 
to conclude that the most likely value for the force which will 
be experienced by a particle at a given position and time will 
depend on the properties of the ensemble, that is, it will de
pend on p. Any measurement made on the system will 
change p, and this will change the expected force on the 
particle instantaneously. This peculiar property is under
stood in terms of the preacceleration of charged particles, 
and should not be considered unphysical, unless preacceler
ation is also considered unphysical. 

It is believed that the results presented can be general
ized to many-particle systems. The possibilities that Tis the 
temperature of the cosmic background radiation, or that the 
thermal agitation of the vacuum is gravitational in nature, 
with v independent of mass, are intriguing and should pro
vide fertile areas for exploration. 
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Exact solution of a time-dependent quantal harmonic 
oscillator with damping and a perturbative force 
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The problem of a quantal harmonic oscillator with damping and a time-dependent frequency acted on by a 
time-dependent perturbative force is exactly solved. The wavefunctions are found in Schriidinger 
representation using the theory of explicitly time-dependent invariants and also by an expansion of the 
Feynman propagator. The propagator is obtained in exactly closed form by an explicit path integration of 
the classical Lagrangian. It is found that the wavefunctions and the propagator depend only on the 
solution of classical damped oscillator through a single function p( t). The function p( t) itself may be 
obtained as a solution of a second order nonlinear ditTerential equation under the appropriate set of initial 
conditions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Exact solutions of the Schrodinger equation with ex
plicitly time-dependent Hamiltonians are available only in 
few cases. Such problems are mostly solved by using ap
proximation methods such as perturbation theory. An ex
actly solvable system which has received considerable atten
tion in literature is that of a harmonic oscillator with variable 
frequency.l-s More recently Lewis and Reisenfeld9 have de
veloped a general theory of explicitly time-dependent invar
iants for quantum systems characterized by explicitly time
dependent Hamiltonians. They have derived a simple rela
tion between eigenstates of such an invariant and solutions of 
the corresponding Schrodinger equation and have applied it 
to the case of a harmonic oscillator with time dependent 
frequency. Leach lo has obtained generalized invariants for 
quadratic Hamiltonians. Exact closed form for the wave
functions of a time-dependent linear oscillator perturbed by 
an inversely quadratic potential has been obtained by Camiz 
et a/. ll using Schrodinger formalism and a generating func
tion. The same problem has also been solved in p2 using 
Feynman path integrals and in IIl3 based on a simple relation 
between the classical action S and the generating function of 
a canonical transformation involving an explicitly time de
pendent invariant. 

The present paper discusses an exact quantum theory of 
a classical forced oscillator with a time dependent frequency 
and a velocity dependent damping term described by the 
equation of motion: 

x + yx + w 2(t)x = f(x), (1) 

where the frequency w(t ) is assumed to be a regular function 
of time,f(t) is the time dependent external perturbative 
force, and y is the constant damping coefficient. As shown 
by Havas,14 Eq. (1) may be obtained from the Lagrangian 

[

X2 w 2(t) ] 
L = e

yt 2 - -2- X2 + f(x) x , (2) 

from which the Hamiltonian H is readily obtained as 

P2 [ w
2
(t )x

2 
] H = e - )'12 + e

yt 2 + f(t)x . (2') 

The aim of this work is to show than an exact closed 
form for the solution of the Schrodinger equation 

(3) 

/'., 

where H is the quantum Hamiltonian operator correspond-
ing to H of Eq. (2a) exists. At time t = to this solution goes 
over into the corresponding solution of the free damped os
cillator with a constant frequency obtained by BOpp.ll It is 
first shown that a time dependent Hermitian invariant oper
ator j (t ) exists for the problem. j (t ) is then expressed in 
terms of raising and lowering operators and its eigenvalues 
and eigenfunctions are constructed in the manner shown by 
Dirac. 16 These are then used to obtain the solutions of Schro
dinger equation using the theory of Ref. 9. 

An alternative manner of quantizing the system is 
through the Feynman propagator K (x",t "; x',t ') defined as 
the path integral I 

K (x",t "; x',t ') = J exp(i roo L dt) i/(x(t»), (4) 

where L is the Lagrangian and integrations are over all paths 
starting at x' = x(t ') and terminating at x" = xC). Since the 
Lagrangian of Eq. (2) is quadratic, the propagator may be 
evaluated either by using the Van Vleck-Pauli formula l

7-l9 

or by Feynman's theorem both of which involve essentially 
the computation of the classical action Sci (x",t "; x',t ') and 
differ only in the manner in which the normalization factor 
is obtained. In fact, for a quadratic Lagrangian the propaga
tor takes the form'o 

K ( " " 't ') F(" ') [ i S ( " " , ')] x ,t ; x , = t,t exp -,; cI x ,t ; x ,t , (5) 

where F(t ",t ') is an entirely time dependent function. In the 
Van Vleck-Pauli formula, F(t",t ') is given by 

[ 
i a2 

"'" ,] 1/2 - --- Scl(X ,t ; x ,t ) 
21T ax"ax' 

while Feynman and Hibbs20 describeF (t " ,t ') as aconditional 
path integral. Papadopoulos21 has recently evaluated this 
conditional path integral for a general quadratic Lagran-
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gian. In Ref. 22 Goovaerts has evaluated F(t ",t ') by taking 
recourse to the Schr6dinger equation. However, in the pre
sent paper K (x" ,t "; x',t ') is obtained directly from Eq. (3) by 
interpreting it as a limit of multiple Riemann integrals. Such 
explicit path integration has the virtue of yielding both the 
normalizing factor F (t " ,t ') and the contribution due to the 
classical path simultaneously. An exact closed form of the 
propagator has been obtained which depends only on the 
solutions of the corresponding classical problem. Further, it 
is shown that the propagator admits an expansion 

K (x" ,t "; x' ,t ') = I ¢:(x" ,t ")¢ n(X' ,t ') (6) 
n 

in a natural manner leading to the time-dependent wave
functions ¢n (x,t) of the Schrodinger equation (3). The ex
pansion of the propagator in terms of the eigenfunctions of 
the Hermitian inariant operator i (t ) also follows from Eq. 
(6). 

For the sake of completeness an outline of the theory of 
explicitly time dependent invariants and their relation to the 
Schr6dinger equation and the Feynman propagator is in
cluded in Sec. 2. Derivation of the invariant operator i (t), its 
eigenfunction, and solution of the Schr6dinger equation has 
been discussed in Sec. 3. Sections 4 and 5 refer the evaluation 
of the propagator and its eigenfunctions in terms of the 
wavefunctions of the Schrodinger equation. Throughout 
this paper the units fz = m = 1 have been used. 

2. TIME DEPENDENT INVARIANT, SCHRODINGER 
EQUATION AND THE PROPAGATOR 

Consider a system characterized by a Hamiltonian H (t ) 
which is an explicit function of time. Following Lewis,9 we 
assume the existence of ,!n explicitly time-dependent Hermi
tian invariant operator I (t). It is clear that I (t) satisfies the 
equation 

di = ai + ~ [i,H] =0 
dt dt i 

(7) 

't ' , 
and I = I. Further, the eigenfunctions £/;" (x,t) of I (t) are 
assumed to form a complete orthonormal set corresponding 
to the eigenvalue A. For simplicity it is assumed that the 
eigenstates of i (t ) are non degenerate so that the eigenvalue A 
is the only quantum number required to describe the system. 
This certainly applies for the case studied in this paper. Thus 

i£/; A (x,t) = AifJ A (x,t), (8) 

(9) 

The solutions ¢" (x,t) of the time-dependent Schr6dinger 
equation are related to £/; A (x,t) by a relation9 

I/JA(X,t) = eill(t)£/;A' 

where a A obeys an equation 

(10) 

(11) 

Since each of ¢ A satisfies the Schr6dinger equation, the gen
eral solution may be written as 

1871 
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(12) 

C). being the time-dependent coefficients given by 

CA = eia,(t)(ifJA I¢)· (13) 

In order to obtain a relation between the propagator and ifJ). 
we see that Eq. (12) for t " > t' can be expressed as 

I/J(x" ,t') = I CAeia,(t ")ifJ). (x" ,t It) 
). 

= I ei(l(t'J ifJ r(x',t ') dx'eia,(t ")ifJ). (x" ,t It) 

= f {+eila,(t ") - a (I ')'ifJ), (x" ,t ")ifJ r(x',t ')} 

xl/J(x',t')dx', (14) 

where in the second step on the left Eq. (13) has been used. 
Comparing Eq. (14) with the definition of the propagator, 
viz., 

¢(x",t") = f K(x",t";x',t')I/J(x',t')dx', tl'>t', (15) 

it follows that 

K(x" t It. 't ') = '\' i{a.(t") -a,.(t')}"" *( 't ')"" (" It) , , x , £... e 'I' A x, 'I' A x ,t , 
A 

(16) 

which is a generalization of the usual expansion formula for 
time-independent Hamiltonians given by Feynman and 
Hibbs. 2o 

3. DERIVATION OF THE INVARIANT OPERATOR AND 
WAVEFUNCTIONS OF THE SCHRODINGER EQUATION 

The Hermitian invariant operator i (t) for the system 
characterized by the Hamiltonian (2') is assumed to have the 
form 

i(t)=Ha(t)x2 +b(t)lx,pl+ +C(t)p2 

+ d (t)x + h (t)p + k (t)], (17) 

where a, b, c, d, h, and k are real functions of time, I X,p I + is 
the conventional anticommutator, and the numerical multi
plicative factor has been chosen for convenience. From Eqs. 
(7), (17), and the usual commutation relation [x,p] = i one 
obtains the following set of equations: 

a - 2bu/eYI = 0, 
b + ae - yl - cu/eyt = 0, 
c + 2be - yt = 0, 

d + (2/ b - hu/)eyt = 0, 
h + de ," yt + 2cfeYl = 0, 
k + hfe)'1 = 0. 

(18) 
(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 

The set of first order differential equations (18)-(23) can be 
solved readily to yiel? the functions a, b, c, d, h, and k using 
which the invariant I (t) can be written as 

i(t) = -i[ (; eYl
/
2 + V r 

+ e - YI/2pp - erl/2~ - r;) x - u ], 
where p obeys the equation 

p + uip - p - J = ° 
and fl, U, and Vare defined as 

D.C. Khandekar and S.v. Lawande 
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fl2(t) = ui(t) - r/4, 

U(t)= r G(r) cosrp(r,t) dr, 

V(t) = r G (r) sinrp (r,t) dr. 

The functions G (r) and rp (r,t) are defined as 

G (r) = p(r)f(r) eyr12 , 

rp (r,t) = fI(r) - fI(t), 

where fI(t ) is related to p by a relation 

p
2/i = 1. 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

Any particular solution ofEq. (2S) may be used to construct 
j (t ). However, in this paper we assume that at time t = to the 
wavefunction must reduce to the one corresponding to the 
free damped oscillator with constant frequency liJo ' Conse
quently, Eq. (2S) must be solved with the initial conditions 

p(to) = 1/V' flo, p(to) = 0, (32) 

with 

fl6 = liJ6 - r2/4. 

Next, we define a pair of time dependent canonical low
ering and raising operators a and a t defined by 

At 1 (P 'Q) a=--= -/ , 
V2 

(33) 

where 

eYl/2 
P= - +V, 

p 

Q = e- 1'1/2 pp + ~ + r:) e
yl

/2x - U. (34) 

It may be easily verified that a and a t satisfy the commuta
tion relation 

[a,at ] = aat - ata = 1, (3S) 

which implies that the operator a ta is a number operator 
with nonnegative integer eigenvalues. The invariant opera
tor j (t) of Eq. (24) can now be written as 

(36) 

Equation (36) implies that the normalized eigenstates rp A of j 
are same as normalized eigenstates rpn of a ta defined by 

atarp" = nrp", n = 0,1,2,. ... (37) 

The relative phases of the eigenstates cP" may be fixed by 
demanding that the usual relations 

arp" = V~cP" ... I' atcP" = V n + lrpn + I (38) 

are satisfied. The eigenvalue spectrum of fis clearly given by 

All = (n + !), n = 0,1,2,···. (39) 

In order to obtain cP" explicitly, one first obtain rpo (x,t) from 
the relation 

acPo = 0. (40) 

Upon substituting the explicit value of a from Eq. (33), one 
obtains a first order differential equation for rp which when 
solved yields 
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e
Yl/4 

( i ) rpo(x,t) = exp( - !P 2) exp - R , 
'TTl/pl/2 2 

(41) 

where 

R = [x2eYI/2(~ - ~) + ~ eYl/2 x]. (42) 

The eigenstate rpn can be obtained by applying the operator 
a t successively to rpo. Thus 

(at)" 
rpn(x,t) = --= rpo(x,t), 

V n! 
(43) 

which finally gives 

cPn(x,t) = e exp _ _ p 2 + ~R 1"/4 {I '} 
[('TTp)I12.2nn!] 1/2 2 2 

XHn(; e
yl12 + V). (44) 

where Hn (x) is the usual Hermite polynomial of order n. 
When r = ° andf(t) = 0, these reduce to the eigenstates of 
the invariant operator corresponding to the free time depen
dent oscillator discussed in I. 

In order to obtain the solutions tPn (x,t) of Schrodinger 
equation, one has to compute the phase an (t) from the 
equation 

(4S) 

After an explicit evaluation of the matrix element on the 
right of Eq. (4S) we obtain 

(n + !) 
~ ~ ~2 

Equation (46) may now be integrated to yield 
a,,(t) = - (n + !)fI(t) - F(t), 

where the phase at t = to has been fixed as 

a,,(to) = - (n + !) fI(to) 

and F (t ) is defined as 

F(t)= (' [U
2
(r)- V2(r)] dr. 

1 2p2(r) 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

Finally the normalized wavefunctions tPn(x.,) of the Schro
dinger equation are given by 

tP,,(x,t) = eia,,(I)rpn(x,t) 

XHn(; eYI12 + V), (50) 

wherePand R are defined in Eqs. (34) and (42), respectively. 
Several limiting cases follow from this general expression. 
First of all note that when t = to, this wavefunction reduces 
to the form given by BOpp.ll Secondly, when the dissipative 
term is absent (r = 0), Eq. (SO) yields the wavefunction de
rived by Goovaerts22 by a path integral approach. Finally, 
when r = ° andf(t) = 0, Eq. (SO) reduces to the wavefunc
tion for the free oscillator with time-dependent frequency 
obtained in Ref. 1. 
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It may be remarked here that such closed form of the 
oscillator wavefunction may be of practical interest in the 
semiclassical treatment of molecular scattering23 and in the 
phenomenological theory oflasers.24 For practical applica
tions, one has to obtain the unknown function p(t ). This can 
be obtained by a numerical integration of the nonlinear dif
ferential equation (25) for a given frequency function w(t ) 
and the damping coefficient r with appropriate initial condi
tions. Knowing p(t), integration of Eq. (31) provides the 
other unknown function f.L(t ) while the function U (t ) and 
V (t ) may be obtained from their defining Eqs. (27) and (28) 
once the perturbative forcef(t) is specified. 

It may also be added here that the above wavefunction 
has essentially the form 

tPn(x,t) =An(t) exp! - HxB(t) - C(t)]2) 

XHn{xD(t)+E(t» (51) 
and once this form is assumed, the unknown functionsA n , B, 
C, D, and E may be determined by substituting Eq. (51) in 
the Schrodinger equation (3) and subsequently solving the 
five coupled differential equations. Alternatively, the meth
od of generating function described in Ref. 11, which again 
presupposes the form of the generating function, may be 
used to arrive at the wavefunction tPn (x,t). However, the 
method of explicitly time-dependent invariants described in 
the preceding sections and the path integral approach de
scribed in the subsequent section do not require any ad hoc 
assumptions about the nature of the wavefunction to be 
obtained. 

4. FEYNMAN PROPAGATOR 

The propagator defined by the path integral ofEq. (4) 
may be expressed in the form of a multiple Riemann integral 

K (x" ,t"; X',! ') 

= lim All 
Al ... x 

xI-.J exp{i ktl Sk(Xk,Xk_I,E)} )1: dxk , (52) 

w here x k = x( t k ) and A N is the normalization in the Nth 
approximation. The action Sk (Xk,X k _ I,E) over an infinitesi
mally small time interval tk - tk _ I = E may be approxi
mated by 

Sk = f' ,L dt~EL 
yt, [ 1 ( )2 E 2 2 ] = e 2E x k - X k - I - 2 w k X k - E fk X k' (53) 

The normalization factor A N essentially corresponds to 
the free particle normalization including the dissipative fac
tor e )'t and is given by 

A,= IT (_e)_,t, )112. 
. k - I 21TiE (54) 

The integrations involved in Eq. (52) can be performed 
by using the formula 

JX x exp[i(ax2 
- (a + b + c)x] dx 

_ (i1T) 1/2 [ .(a
2 + b 2 + c2

) ] - - exp - 1·-'---------'-
a 4a 
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xexp [ ~ai(ab+bc+ca)] 
recursively. Using Eq. (53) and the definitions 

/3k = e
yt

, IE, gk = E2/3kfk' 

a k = H(/3k +/3k + I) -/3#~E2J, 

(55) 

(56) 

the final result of these (n - 1) integrations can be expressed 
as 

K(x",t";x',t')= lim(a N !21T)'/2 
N~oo 

where 

aN =/3NSN- I' 

_ /31(1 N~ I /31/3~ k _ I) 
P'i- - - £.. 

' 2 k=1 /3k+1 ' 

qN= ~'i (1- ::=J, 
N-I 7Jdk /31 

b'i= I ' 
k = 1 /3k + I 

7JN-ISN-I 

SN-2 

N~ I 7J~Sk 
rl't.l= ~ 

k=12/3k+ISk_1 

The quantities (Ek ,7Jk) are further defined by 

tk= IT (/3j+I), k>l, 
j= I 20j 

7Jk = gk + /3k7Jk - 1!20k - I' TJI = gl' 

(58) 

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

(62) 

(63) 

(64) 

(64') 

0k=ak -/3Z/40k _ l, k>2, 0l=a l. (65) 

The evaluation of the coefficients defined through Eqs. (58)
(63) in the limit N--> 00 is the main issue in obtaining the 
analytical form of the propagator. Defining two new varia
bles q k and A k by the relation 

qk + I 20k 
-- =Ak= --, 

qk /3k+1 
(66) 

Eq. (65) is cast in the form 

qk+I=(1-w~E2+E-Y')q,-e )"qk-I' (67) 

which in the limit E-->O reduces to the differential equation 

ij + w 2
(t)q + rri = O. (68) 

Since from Eq. (66) 
q2 201 

A 1= - = - = (1 - wk2 + e - Y,), (69) 
ql /32 

it follows from Eq. (67) (by setting k equal to 1) that 

qo = q(t ') = 0, (70) 

which provides one of the initial condition for the solution of 
Eq. (68). A solution ofEq. (68) satisfying the condition (70) 
is given by 
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q(t) = s(t) r Y' /2 sin [v(t) - vet ')], 

where the functions obey the equations 
s· + [} 2(t )s - S - 3 = 0, 

with 

[} 2 = u/ - r/4. 

(71) 

(72) 

(73) 

Comparing these equations with Eqs. (25) and (34) the func
tions set ) and v(t) may be identified with p(t) and p(t). 
Moreover, Eq. (71) provides a physical interpretation for 
p(t) and p(t ) as quantities related to the amplitude and the 
phase of a classical damped oscillator with a real time-depen
dent frequency. We shall therefore use the symbols p and p 
in place of s and v respectively hereafter. 

The limits of all coefficients (58)-(63) have been ob
tained in the Appendix A. It is shown there that 

I· 1 NI. (' ") 1m aN = -, -" cS"'l' t ,t , 
N-~x crcr 

(74) 

1. 1 [cot¢J (t ",t ') 0-' YE'J 
1m PN = - - - e , 

N '00 2 cr'2 cr' 
(75) 

lim = ~ [cot¢J (t ",t ') _ 0-" eYE" ] 

N~oo q N 2 cr"2 cr'" 
(76) 

~i~ bN = CSc4J;;" ,t ') ey"/2 r" G (t) sin¢J (t ",t) dt, (77) 

.~i~ c'" = csc¢J ;~," ,t ') eY'" 12 r" G (t ) sin¢J (t,t ') dl, (78) 

lim rs = csc¢J (t ",t ') 
J'\/ ->- Y) 

X r" r G (I)G (s) sin¢J (t" ,t) sin¢J (s,t') ds dt, 

(79) 

where the function G (t) is the same defined in Eq. (29). Sub
stituting these limits in the Eq. (57) for the propagator, one 
obtains the following closed form: 

K(x",t";x',t') 

[2rricr' 0-" sin¢J (t " ,t ') ]112 
xexp[V(cr"0-"eY'''y,,2 - cr'0-'eY'/2)] 

X exp ( !icsc¢J (t ",f ')( [(V,,2 + y'2) cos¢J (1 " ,t ') - 2y'y" ] 

+ y" eY' "/2 r" G (t) sin¢J (t,t ') dt 

+ y' eYE '/2 r" G (t) sin¢J (t ",t) dt 

- 2 rr" G (t) G (s) sin¢J (s,t ') sin¢J (t ",t) ds dt) J (80) 

with 

cr=pe- Y'/2, y=x/cr. (80') 

It may be noted that when r = 0 and (U(t) is a real positive 
constant (Un the solution of Eq. (25) yields p(t ) = I ((Uo) and 
by Eq. (34) p(t) = (uo t. In this case, the propagator of Eq. 
(80) reduces to the expression given by Feynman and Hibbs20 

for the forced oscillator. When the perturbative force is ab
sent [J(t) _ 0] and (U(t) is a constant (Un' Eq. (80) yields the 
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propagator for a free damped oscillator evaluated by Papa
dopoulos." Finally, the expression of Ref. 12 is also repro
duced when r andf(t) are set equal to zero. 

5. EXPANSION OF THE PROPAGATOR 

It will now be shown that the propagator ofEq. (59) 
admits expansion in the form given by Eq. (6) or Eq. (16). 
First, the propagator is cast in an appropriate form using the 
following results derived in Appendix B: 

. 1 f'" G (t) sin¢J (t,t ') dt 
sm¢J (t",t') " 

= U" + !cot¢>(t",t')J V" - (csc¢J(t",t')j V', (81) 

1 f" G (t) sin¢J (t " ,t) dt 
sin¢J (t" ,t ') " 

= - U' + V' cot¢J (t " ,t ') - V" csc¢J (t " ,t '), (82) 

. 1" , f'"f''' G(t) G(s) sin¢> (s,t') sin¢>(t ",t)dsdt 
sm¢J (t ,t), , 

= - !(V,2 + V,,2) cot¢J (t ",t ') 

+ V'V" csc¢J(t",t')+(F" -F'), (83) 

where the functions U, V, and Fhave been defined by Eqs. 
(27), (28) and (49) and the prime and double prime denote 
the quantities evaluated at time t' and t " respectively. With 
the help of these results and after suitable rearrangement of 
terms, the propagator of Eq. (80) may be rewritten as 

K (x" ,t " ; x' ,t ') 

(rrcr' cr") I 12 

Xexp[!i(cr"o-" eY'''y''2 - cr'0-'eY"y'2)] 
up 

Xexp[!i(U"y" - U'y,)] __ e __ _ 
(1 - e 2id»1/2 

Xexp . (X"2+X'2-2X'X"e [ 
- 1 

I - e2Ed> 

Xexp(!(X,,2+X,2)1 exp[ -i(F" -F')], (84) 

where ¢J = ¢J (t ",t ') and 

X(t)=y+ V(t). (85) 

Using Mehler's formula,'6 

exp[ - (x2 + y2 - 2xyz)/(1 -z")]I(1_Z2)1/2 
00 zn 

= exp[ - (x 2 + y2)] L -Hn(x) Hn(y), (86) 
n ~ 0 2°n! 

and, letting z = e - id>, X = x", y = x' and noting that 
d> = p(t ") - p(t '), it is easy to see that the expansion of Eq. 
(6) or that ofEq. (16) follows with 

.1. ( ) i(t.U) '" ( ) '1-'11 x,t = e 'l-'n x,t , (87) 

where 
a/x,t) = - (n + !)p(t) - F(t) (88) 

and 

I exp[ !i(e)~cro-y2 + Uy)l 
rrl/4y cr 

X exp( - !X 2) H.v(X). (89) 
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With the help of the defining equation for X it is easily veri
fied that ¢" (x,t) of Eq. (89) are the same as the eigenfunc
tions of j (t) obtained in Eq. (44) and that an (t) of Eq. (88) 
coincide with the phases obtained earlier in Eq. (47) of Sec. 2. 
This completes the derivation of the wavefunction from the 
Feynman propagator. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Two alternative approaches were considered to solve 
the problem of a quantal oscillator with damping and time
dependent frequency acted on by a time-dependent pertur
bative force. In the first approach, an explicitly time-depen
dent invariant Hermitian operator and its eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions were obtained. These were used along with 
appropriate phase factors to construct the wavefunctions of 
the Schrodinger equation in exact closed form. The second 
approach involved a path integration of the classical Lagran
gian yielding an exact Feynman propagator. The wavefunc
tions were then obtained by an expansion of the propagator. 
It was found that the wavefunctions and the propagator de
pend only on a single function p(t) related to the amplitude 
of the classical damped oscillator with a time dependent fre
quency. The function p(t) in turn may, in practical situa
tions, be obtained from a numerical integration of a second 
order nonlinear differential equation under appropriate set 
of initial conditions. 

APPENDIX A 

In this appendix limits ofEqs. (58)-(63) as N-oo have 
been evaluated. 

In order to obtain the desired limits, all the coefficients 
must be expressed in terms of the ratio q/qk' This may be 
done by noting (as qo = 0) 

k 

51 = II (lIA)=ql/qk+1 
j~1 

(AI) 

and 

TJk-Iqk-1 k 
TJk =gk + ---- = I gj qj /qk 

qk j~ I 

=..l II' g(r)q(r) dr. 
E ,'+< qk 

(A2) 

Substitution of these values in Eqs. (58)-(63) gives us the 
desired result. It is then easy to evaluate limits. First 

lim an = lim /3\ q\ = lim eY(" + <)Eq(t ')/Eq(t ") 
,\'->x N--oo qN < .0 

y(1' + I") cs~A. (t ",t ') 
e cs~A. (t" t ') = "'I' (A3) 

p'p" 1o.Af/, u'a" 

where 

¢ (t ",t ') = /1(t ") -/1(t ') 

and 

a = pe - YI12, a' = a(t '), a" = a(t "). 

Next, 
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I· I' /31 (1 ~ /3\ q~) 1m PN = 1m - - £.. --
N~oo N-.oo 2 k ~ I /3k + \ qkqk + I 

ey(I'+<) ( 
=Iim--- l-E 

<-0 2E 

X I'" e-Y(I-I')q2(t')/q2(t)dt). 
t'+E 

(A4) 

Substituting the value of q and q explicitly from Eq. (66) and 
noting that ftp 2 = 1, the integration involved in the evalua
tion of the limit can be easily performed to yield 

)'I' 

lim ~(1 + yE + ... ) 
<_0 2E 

X ! 1 + d~' cot¢ (t ",t ') -~' cot(t' + E,t ')] 1 
yey, ' eyl'. 

= lim -- + - [/1' cotf/J (t ",t ') 
<.0 2 2 

sin¢ (t' + E,t ') - E~' cosfjJ (t' + E,t ')] + . 
E sin¢ (t ' + f,t ') 

(A5) 

The latter limit exists and is equal to~' /2~' = - p'/p' as 
can be verified by expanding ¢; (t' + E,t ') up to second order 
in E. Thus we obtain 

lim PN = ye
Y" 

+ ~(~' cot¢; (t" ,t ') - P:) 
N- oo 2 2 P 

= ~ [_1_ cot¢; (t ",t ') _ (p' _ L)] 
2 p,2 p' 2 

= ..l [cot¢; (t " ,t ') _ e
YI 

'0-' ]. (A6) 
2 a'2 a' 

Next, 

}. }' /3 N (1 q N - I ) ,1m qN = 1m - ---
JI.- oo N_ oo 2 qN 

Now 

= /3N (1 _ qN - EqN) = e
y,

" q(t ") 
2 qN 2 q(t ") 

= e
Y'

" [ cot¢; (t ",t') + (L _ L)] 
2 p" p" 2 

_ 1 [cotf/J(t",t') eyt"o-"] -- +--. 
2 a,,2 a" 

I· b - /3 " TJkq\ 1m N- I£.. 
N-.oo /3k + I qk 

. f'" 1 ey(T - t ')Eq(t ') 
= hm dr - ---!..-'--~ 

€~O " -tE C q(r) 

XfT g(s)q(s)ds. (A7) 
,'+< q(r) 

Substituting explicitly the values of g(s) from Eq. (51), q(t) 
from Eq. (66) and then carrying out a partial integration 
W.r.t. r one obtains by noting 

f ft(r) csc2¢; (r,t ') dr = - cot¢; (r,t'), 

. csC¢; (t ",t ')eYt '/2 
hm bN = , 

N-oO a 

X f" G (t) sin¢ (t " ,t ) dt. (A8) 
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The next limit to be evaluated is 

lim eN = lim 17", 1 qN l/qN 
l\' """;;D Iv -->-oc 

= ,~i~ ~ r ~ <' g(~:~)lq;N - 1 dS 

1:'---0 

eY' "
/2 CSCt/J (t " ,t ') 

(J" 

X f" G (t) sint/J (t ",t) dt 

and lastly 

. • IV - 1 17k qk 
hm 'N = hm I -----
N·x N-oc k= 1 2/3k+ 1 qk+ 1 

. I f"'-< cq(r)e- YT 
=hm-

< ·0 c2 
,,<' q( r + c) 

X fTfT g(s )g(s')q(s)q(s') ds ds'. 

" " q2(r) 

(A9) 

Substituting explicitly the values of q, q', and g from Eqs. 
(66) and (51), we get 

1· I'" ti-(r) dT 1m 'N = 
N·x " sin2t/;(r,t) 

X f r eYS !(s)eYS /(s') q(s) q(s') ds ds'. 

Partially integrating once w.r.t. r and rearranging the terms, 
we get 

lim '''' = csct/; (t " ,t ') 
/'V'---x:: 

X r "J' G (s)G (t) sint/J (t ",t) ds dt, 

which is the result ofEq. (63). 

APPENDIXB 

(A 10) 

In this appendix Eqs. (76)-(78) have been derived. 
Consider the integral 

f G (1') sint/J (r,t) dT 

= - r G (r) sint/; (T,t) dr + f G (1') sint/; (r,t) dr. 

(B1) 

Now, since from the definition of 

t/J (T,t) = t/J (T,S) + t/J (s,t) 

it follows that 

sint/J (r,t) = sint/J (r,s) cost/; (s,t) 

+ cost/; (r,s) sint/; (s,t). 

(B2) 

(B3) 

Using Eq. (B3) in the first term on the right-hand side ofEq. 
(B1) and dividing throughout by sint/J (t,s), one obtains 

1 i' 
sint/; (t,s) s 

G (1') sint/J (r,t) dT 

= - V (s) cott/; (t,s) + V (t) csct/J (t,s) + U (s). (B4) 

Thus Eq. (76) is obtained if one sets t = t', s = t " while Eq. 
(77) results when t = t ", s = t' is set in Eq. (B4). Next con-
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sider the double integral 

f'''f' J = I (t,t " ,s,t ') ds dt 
I' [' 

with 

[ = G (t) G (s) sind> (s,t ') sin¢' (1" ,t). (B5) 

After breaking the range of integration at t = to, one may 
write 

J=J1 +J2 +J1 +J4 , 

where 

J
1 

= ['" [' Ids dt, 
Jto J/n 

f"f' J, = I dsdt, 
tto (11 

Replacing sind> (s,t ') by 

sint/J (s,t ') = sin¢' (s,t ") cost/; (t" ,t ') 

+ cost/; (s,t ") sint/; (t " ,t '), 

it is easy to obtain 

(B6) 

(B7) 

J 1 = -!V,,2COSt/J(t",t') +sint/;(t",t')J.,(t"), (B8) 

where 

1;(r) = f r G (t) G (s) cosd> (s,r) sint/; (T,t) ds dt. (B9) 

To simplify 1; (r), we further differentiate both sides of Eq. 
(B9) w.r.t. r to obtain 

(B1O) 

Since by definition J; (to) = 0, Eq. (B 10) on integration 
yields 

J;(t")= (" (U
2

-
2

V
2

)dr=F(t")' (Bll) 
)", 2p 

Substituting Eq. (Bl1) in Eq. (B8), one gets 

J 1 = -!V,,2cos¢,(t",t')+F"sin¢,(t",t'). (B12) 

Next, it is straightforward to show that 

J 2 = V' V " (B 13) 

while J 1 and J 4 may be simplified after substituting 

sin¢' (t " ,t ) = sin¢' (t " ,t) cost/; (t " ,t ) 

+ cost/J (t ",t ') sint/; (t ',t) 

in the definition of J 1 and J4 to obtain 

(B14) 

J4 = V'U'sint/J(t",t')- V,2cOS¢,(t",t') (B15) 

while 
V,2 

J, = -- cos¢' (t ",t ') - J; (t ') sint/J (t ",t '), (B16) . 2 . 

where 

7;(r)= (TfT G(t) G(s) sin¢' (s,r) cos¢' (r,t) ds dt. (B17) 
Jo ' .. 

Differentiating J; (r) W.r.t. 1', we get 
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dJ; = G(r) V(r) + ~U2 _ V2). 
dr 2p2 

Using easily verified results 

U=G+ V/p2, V= - U/p2, 

Eq. (B IS) is cast in the form 

dJ" = ~(UV) + I , 
dr dt 2p2(U 2 _ V2) 

which on integration over (to ,t') yields 

J,,(t') = U'V' + F'. 

(BI8) 

(BI9) 

(B20) 

(B2I) 

Substituting values J 1, J2, J3, and J4 from Eqs. (B 12), 
(BI3), (BI5), (BI6), and Eq. (B21) in Eq. (B6) and then 
dividing it throughout by sin¢ (t " ,f ), we obtain the result of 
Eq. (78). 
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Explicit solution of the wave equation for arbitrary power potentials with 
application to charmonium spectroscopy 

H. J. W. MOiler-Kirsten, G. E. Hite, and S. K. Bosea) 

Department of Physics. University of Kaiserslautern 6750 Kaisersla u tern. Germany 

(Received 1 December 1978) 

We present an explicit and almost complete series solution of the Schrodinger equation for an 
arbitrary quark-confining power potential with or without a weak Coulomb component or other 
corrections. In particular, we derive two pairs of high-energy asymptotic expansions of the bound
state eigenfunctions together with a corresponding expansion of the eigenvalue determined by the 
secular equation. We also obtain a pair of uniformly convergent expansions and discuss other 
types o.f solutions. Various properties of the solutions and eigenvalues are examined including the 
scattenng problem of the cutoff potential and the behavior of Regge trajectories. Finally, the 
relevance of these investigations to the spectroscopy of heavy quark composites is discussed. In 
particular, we derive approximate expressions for leptonic decay rates. Examples are given to 
demonstrate the usefulness of these results for theoretical discussion and as alternatives for 
numerical integration techniques. A subsequent paper will deal with the normalization of the 
bound-state wavefunctions and the corresponding derivation of explicit series expressions for 
certain decay rates. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the last few years numerous attempts have been 
undertaken in order to understand the level spacing and the 
decay rates of heavy mesonic states in the t/J and r regions 
(see, for example, Refs. 1-5). Most of these attempts start 
from a nonrelativistic consideration ofthe bound-state prob
lem for a vector (or scalar) interaction and employ numeri
cal techniques for the integration of the relevant wave equa
tion. Effects of spin-orbit coupling, tensor forces, and 
hyperfine structure are considered as additional corrections. 
Although the gross features of the spectra are recovered in 
most of these attempts (a well known difficulty is the prob
lem of pseudoscalar states), a detailed comparison6 of these 
attempts shows that one or the other of the parameters in
volved can differ by as much as 50% in different models. 
such a difference in the values of parameters which contrib
ute effects of second or higher order may not be highly sig
nificant at the present stage of knowledge, but it indicates a 
certain range of uncertainty in their values. Although nu
merical methods seem indispensable in this type of work, it 
would be reassuring to have at one's disposal theoretical for
mulas for extracting at least good approximations for the 
level spacings, leptonic decay rates, etc., since these would 
also permit a better understanding of the relative magni
tudes of various contributing effects. This is one reason why 
we undertake in the following a detailed perturbation theo
retical solution of the wave equation for the superposition of 
a quark confining power potential and a short-range gluon 
exchange Coulomb component. 

There are also other motivations for undertaking this 
type of work (quite apart from its interest in quantum me
chanics and mathematical physics). The discovery' of the r 
states at Fermilab in the mass spectrum of muon pairs pro-

"'A.v. Humboldt foundation fellow on leave from the University ofGor
akhpur, Gorakhpur. India. 

duced in the bombardment of nuclei by high-energy protons 
has raised the question whether the linear potential is indeed 
the proper or most convenient phenomenological ansatz for 
the quark confining interaction. In fact, it is difficult to fit all 
the essential data in both the t/J and r regions with one and 
the same linear potential. Quigg and Rosner8 therefore began 
an investigation of the spectroscopy resulting from a loga
rithmic potential or even an arbitrary power potential. 9 

These investigations are useful not only for singling out the 
approximate form of the potential (which, of course, will 
eventually have to be derived from field theory), but can also 
be a valuable aid in exploring the spectroscopy of numerous 
other states which may be discovered by the new generation 
of accelerators. In the following, however, we consider appli
cations only in the field of charmonium spectroscopy, 

We begin by considering in detail the eigenvalue prob
lem defined by the Schrodinger equation for a superposition 
of Coulomb and arbitrary quark confining potentials. We 
then derive various types of solutions for the wave functions 
as well as explicit expansions for the energy eigenvalues and 
Regge trajectories. Our methods of solution are very general 
and parallel the methods used for solving the wave equation 
for a logarithmic potentiaPO or the methods of solution of 
more complicated standard differential equations such as 
the Mathieu 11 or spheroidal wave equation. 12 In Secs. 2 and 3 
we derive two pairs of high energy asymptotic expansions for 
the discrete eigenfunctions together with the corresponding 
asymptotic expansion for the eigenvalues. In Sec. 4 we derive 
a pair of uniformly convergent expansions for the solutions 
and discuss their relevance for the scattering problem of the 
cutoff confinement potential. In Sec. 5, then, we investigate 
the physical implications ofthe asymptotic expansions of the 
energy eigenvalues and Regge trajectories. In particular, we 
extend our considerations by incorporating spin-dependent 
corrections (spin-orbit, tensor, spin-spin) and calculate the 
splitting of the lPJ levels of charmonium. Finally, we calcu-
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late the S-wave bound-state wave function at the origin and 
leptonic decay rates. In Sec. 6 we make some concluding 
remarks. 

2. A FIRST PAIR OF ASYMPTOTIC EIGENSOLUTIONS 

We consider the Schrodinger equation for an un
screened power potential grA which is modified by the addi
tion of a Coulomb component, i.e., 

(1) 

where A > 1 and gl > 0, and Vo is a constant. Separating off the 
motion of the center of mass in the usual way, we obtain the 
radial wave equation for the relative motion of the two parti
cles of masses ml> m" i.e., 

d 2t!; + 2J.l [E _ I (l + 1)ff _ V(r)]tf = 0, (2a) 
d? fz2 2W2 

where, as usual, tf! = (lIr)tf(r)P '!' (cosO)e im'P, 

J.l = mlm,/(m l + m,) is the reduced mass of the two parti
cles and r is their separation. 

Inserting the potential, we have the equation 

d
2

1/J +(a-/3r A + ~- L)I/J=o, 
d? r ? 

(2b) 

where we have set 

a = 2J.l(E - VO)/fz2, /3 = 2J.lg/fz2
, 

15 = 2J.lgo/ff, y = I (l + 1)=L 2 - !. (3) 

Next we set 

r = e Z (- 00 < z < (0). (4) 

Setting also 

I/J = ez/2¢, (5) 

we obtain our basic equation 

d 2¢ 2 -+[-L +v(z)],p=O, 
dz2 

(6) 

where 

v(z) = a e2z - /3 e(2 + y)z + 15 eZ
• (7) 

Our next step is to find that value of z, say Zo, for which v(z) 
becomes maximal. In the vicinity of this maximum, 
v(z) - L' can become positive and the solutions therefore 
oscillatory as required for the existence of eigenvalues. Thus, 
setting (dvldz)z = z" = ° and soving for Zo, we find 

Zo = Inp + In(l + _0 _ _ (A + 1)0
2 

2aPA 2(2apA )2 

+ (Il + l)(A + 2)03 
_ ... ) 

3(2apll)3 ' 
(8) 

where 

[ 
2a ]1/,1 

p = (2 +A)/3 (9) 

for a > 0,/3> 0. 
Expanding v(z) in the neighborhood of the maximum at 

zo, we obtain 

(10) 
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where, for i = 0,1,2, ... , 

V(i)(zo) = 2a iZ"[2i - I _ (2 + A Y - 1.(1 + _15_ 
2apA 

_ (A + 1)0
2 + (A + l)(A + 2)03 _ ... )"] + t5ez". 

2(2apA )2 3(2apA )3 
(11) 

For i = 0 this expression is positive, for i = 1 it is zero, and 
for i> I it is negative [as required for a maximum of v(z) at 
z = Zo for a > 0]. We now set 

h = [ - 2V(2)(Zo)] 1/4, 

i.e., 

h 4 = 4aAp2(1 + (A + 3) _0_ + (_0_)2 + ... ], (12) 
2apA 2apA 

h 2 = 2(aA )1/2p[ 1 + (A + 3) _0_ 
4aPA 

- (A + I~A + 5) ( ~A Y + ... J, (13) 

and change the independent variable in Eq. (6) to 

w = h (z - zo). 

The equation then becomes 

d 2,p + ( - L 2 + v(zo) _ ~) 
dw 2 h 2 4 ¢ 

00 ( V(I1(ZO») Wi 

= i~3 2V(2)(ZO) l1h i - 2 ,p, 
where 

VU)(z ) I 0 
__ 0_= -[(2+Ay-I_2 i - I]- __ _ 
V(2)(ZO) A A (2apA ) 

X [(2 + A Y - I + A - 2i - I (Il + 1)] 

(14) 

+ 02(A + 2) 

A (2apAf 
X[(2+AY- I +A-2 i

-
10+1)]+ .... (15) 

In particular, we have, for i = 3,4, 

and 

8(A + 1) 
2apA ' 

82(A + 1)(1l + 2) + + ... 
(2apA )2 

V(4)(zo) = (Il 2 + 6A + 12) _ D(A + l)(A + 5) 
v(2)(zo) 2apA 

+ D2(A + 1)(A + 2)(A + 5) + .... 
(2apA )2 

In the following (except for Sec. 4) we assume that the 
parameter h is large (i.e., h '> I), so that lIh is the perturba
tion parameter of our expansions; the latter will therefore be 
arranged in descending powers of h. It will be seen, more
over, that our expansions are asymptotic in h and are there
fore ideally suited for large but finite values of h,so that the 
least term of the expansion comes rather late and is corre-
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spondingly small. It is well known that asymptotic expan
sions are useful even for moderately large values of the pa
rameter which is assumed to be large, and using modern 
methods for handling such expansions, their usefulness can 
be extended into regions of even smaller values of it. As was 
pointed out previously, 10 the dominant terms of our expan
sions correspond to those provided by the ususal WKB ap
proximation. For the parameters used below, h 2 is larger 
than 4. 

For large values of h, the right-hand side ofEq. (14) 
can-to a first approximation-be neglected. The corre
sponding behavior of the "eigenvalues" 

[ - L 2 + v(zo)]I h 2 

can then be determined by comparing the equation with the 
equation of parabolic cylinder functions. The solutions are 
square integrable only if 

[ -L 2 +v(zo)]/h 2 =!q, 

where q is an odd integer, i.e., 2n + 1, n = 0,1,2,.·· (provided 
the wave function is required to vanish at infinity; otherwise 
it is only approximately an odd integer, as we explain later in 
Sec. 4). For the complete solution we set 

[-L 2 +v(zo)]lh 2 =!q+.alh. (16) 

The quantity .a in Eq. (16) remains to be determined. We 
proceed as follows: Substituting Eq. (16) into (14), we have 
an equation which can be written 

gJ lP = ~ - ! ( V(I)(Zo») u/ <p, (17) 
h i ~ 3 V(2)(ZO) 11h I - 2 

where 

(18) 

Equation (17) is now in a form suitable for the applica
tion of our perturbation method. To a first approximation, 
<P = <P (0' is simply a parabolic cylinder function D(q _ 1)/2 (UJ), 
i.e., 

<P (0) = <Pq = D(q _ 1)/2(UJ), 

We have 

gJ"'=O q'f'q • 

D (UJ) = 2(q - .1)14e - ",'/41/1 ( 3 - q ~.~) 
(q - 1)/2 4 '2' 2 ' 

(19) 

where 1/1 is a confluent hypergeometric function. The func
tion <Pq is well known to obey the recurrence formula 

UJ<Pq = (q,q + 2)<pq + 2 + (q,q - 2)<pq _ 2' (20) 

where 

(q,q + 2) = 1, (q,q - 2) = !(q - 1). (21) 

For higher powers we have 
- 2i 

UJi<pq = L Si(q,j}<Pq+j (22) 
j~ 2i 

and a recurrence relation can be written down for the coeffi
cients Si' The first approximation <P = <P (0) then leaves un
compensated terms amounting to 

,%'(0)= 2.a _ 00 ~ ~ UJ 
[ 

m( ) . 
q h i~3( V(2)(ZoJ i!h i- 2 ]<pi ) 
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= 2.a <P _ oc 1 - 2i -
h q i~3 h i - 2 j~2iS,(q,j)<Pq+iUJ), 

where we have set 

- v(t)(zo) 1 
Si(q,j} = -_. -Si(q,j). 

V(2)(ZO) i! 

We rewrite Eq. (23) in the form 

x 1 -2i 
,cj?~O)= i~3 h i - 2 j?}q,q+J],<,6q+iUJ), 

where 

[q,q L = 2.a - .5;(q,O), 

and for/*O 

[q,q + J].1 = - .5;(q,j), 

and for i> 3, - 2i<,i<,2i, 

[q,q + iL = - S;(q,j). 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

Since g; q .j- j = ,r;.i' q - i, g; q<Pq + j = i<Pq + j' a term f-l<P q + j in 
:j,?~0) can be removed by adding to <P '0' the contribution 
f-l<P q + jli except, of course, wheni = O. Thus, the next order 
contribution of <P becomes 

<P (I) = ~ _1_ ~i [q,q + iLaS _ (UJ). (27) 
L. h' -2 L. . q+j 

i ~ 3 j _ 2i J 
j-l-O 

In its turn this contribution leaves uncompensated 

,c;?(I) = ~ _1_ ~i (q,q + iL :j,?(O) . (28) 
q L. hi-2 L. . q+; 

; cc .l j ~ 2i j 
jf 0 

and yields the next contribution of <p: 

<P (2) = 

x 
- 2i' 

I 
j' = 2i' 

j+j'-rO 

[q + i,q + j + f],,<p 
i+/ q+j+j" 

Proceeding in this we obtain the solution 

as = <P (0) + <P (I) + <P (2) + "', 

(29) 

which is an asymptotic expansion in descending powers of h, 
valid for 

Z - Zo = 0 (11 h ), (30) 

i.e., around Z = Zoo However, the sum of contributions 
<P '0' + <P (I ' ••• is a solution only ifthe sum of the terms in <Pq in 
,W~O>,,%'~I),. .. (left unaccounted for so far) is set equal to zero. 
Thus, 

= 1 '" 1 
0= L ~[q,qL+ L -; -2 

;~3h i~3h 

- 2i (q,q + iL 00 1 . 
X L . L (":::2[q + j,q], + ... 

j~ 2,' j i' = 3 h 
or j*O 
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+0(_1 ). 
h-' 

(31) 

This is the equation from which.1 and hence the eigenvalues 
are determined. The expansion on the right-hand side is 
much simpler than may appear on first sight because many 
terms are zero, e.g., 5;(q,O), 5;(q, ± 1). 

Thus, 

2h.1 = [~(q,O) - ~S;(q,6)S;(q + 6, - 6) 

+ ~S;(q, - 6)S;(q - 6,6) - +S;(q,2).5;(q + 2, - 2) 

+ 75\( q, - 2)S/q - 2,2)] + 0 (l/h 2) 

= [(q2+ 1). V(4)(ZO) _ (ISq2 +7)( v(3)(Zo»)2] 
24 V(2)(ZO) 24.32 V(2)(ZO) 

+ O( l/h 2) 

= (q2 + 1)(,12 + 6,1. + 12) _ 8(,1. + 1)(,1. + 5) 
24 2apA 

+ 82(,1. + 1)(,1. + 2)(,1. + 5) + ... ) _ (1Sq2 + 7) 
(2apA )2 2432 

X (A + 4) _ 8(,1. + 1) + 8
2
(,1. + 1)(,1. + 2) 

2apA (2apA )2 

+ .. .y+o(,!-z) 
Using Eqs. (3), (15), and (16), this gives us 

(f + !)2 = v(zo) - !qh 2 -.1h 

_ (Aap2 (A 2 + 3,1. - 1) 8 
- (A + 2) + A (A + 2) 'P 

+ (A 2 + SA - 3)6
2 + ... ) _ 1. h 2 

4(,1. + 2),1. 2.a 2q 

(q2 + 1)(..1 2 + 6,1. + 12) _ 6(,1. + 1)(,1. + 5) 
25 2apA 

+ 82(,1. + 1)(,1. + 2)(,1. + 5) + ... ) 
(2apA )2 

+ (15q2 + 7)(,1. + 4) _ 8(,1. + 1) 
25.3 2 2apA 

+ 8
2

(..1 + 1)(,1. + 2) + ... )2 + ci8) + .... (32) 
(2apA)2 h 2 

In the case of the pure power potential (6 = 0), one more 
term of this expansion is known yielding [the coefficient of 
the term of 0 (l/h 2) is the contribution of Hite and Bose] 

(l+!)2= h4 -1.qh2-.1h 
4(2 +,1.) 2 

h 4 1 h 2 1 [9( 2 1 ) 
4(2 + A) - zq - 25.3 2 q + 

X(A 2 + 6,1. + 12) - (lSq2 + 7)(,1. + 4)2J 

+ -q-[( - 320c6 + 224Oc5C3 + S44d 
28h 2 . 

- 7200C4C~ + S640cj)q2 + 8( - 200c6 
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+ 760cSc3 + 268c~ - 1836c4C3 + IIS5cj» - ''', 
(33a) 

where 

C;= _1_[(2 +Ay-I - 2;- IJ. 
A (i!) 

The quality of the expansion (33a) is (perhaps) best illustrat
ed by the expansion for A = 1 (the linear potential): 

(f + 1.)2 = !!:... _ l.qh 2 + 51 q2 + 1 + _q_ 
2 12 2 72 256h 2 

x( - 19.851862q2 + 0.29640) + 0 (_1_). (33b) 
h 3 

It should be noted that this expansion is invariant under the 
joint interchange q-+ - q and h 2-+ - h 2 which converts one 
solution into another. 

It is clear that the approximation provided by the first 
four terms of this expansion is best for large values of hand 
small q. In Sec. 5 we will work with this approximation. Of 
course, more terms can be estimated without explicit calcu
lation (we make use of this in the calculation ofRegge trajec
tories). We observe finally that consecutive terms alternate 
in sign, thus indicating the Borel summability of the 
expansion. /J 

We have thus obtained a large-h asymptotic expansion 
of the eigenfunctions ofthe Schrodinger equation for an arbi
trary power potential with a weak Coulomb-like component. 
The expansion is valid in the region z = Zo or lnr = zo, with Zo 

given by Eq. (8). A second, linearly independent solution in 
the same domain is obtained by changing the signs of wand h 
throughout as we observe by looking at Eqs. (17) and (18). It 
can also be seen from these equations that a further pair of 
solutions is obtained by the interchanges 

w-iw, q-+ - q, h-+ih 
and 

w-+ - iw, q-+ - q, h-+ - ih, 

The physical implications of these solutions and eigenvalues 
are discussed in Sees. 4 and 5. 

Finally, we observe that we can define a creation opera
tor a+ and an annihilation operator a by 

+ . d i 
a = -1-+ --UJ, 

dw 2 

. d i 
a = - 1 - - --UJ, 

dw 2 

respectively so that [a,a+] = 1. The operator !iJ q can then be 
written 

!iY q =2a+a-q+ 1. 

A vacuum state 10) or rather the ground state wave function 
(wIO) is defined accordingly by 

alO) = 0 or a(w)(wIO) = O. 

The perturbation method can then be carried through in 
terms of the operators a and a+ as a method for calculating 
the quantum fluctuations around a local minimum of the 
potential. 

3. A SECOND PAIR OF ASYMPTOTIC 
EIGENSOLUTIONS 

We now derive a second pair of large-h asymptotic ex-
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pansions for the eigenfunctions of the wave equation for our 
potential. This pair is valid in regions of large JzJ where the 
expansions obtained above are no longer applicable. Of 
course, the corresponding eigenvalue expansion will be iden
tical with Eqs. (32) and (33) above. For reasons of simplicity 
we ignore the Coulomb part of the potential in this section 
although it is not difficult to include this as well. 

Our starting point is Eq. (6) in which we insert for L 2 the 
expression (16) in terms of the quantity,j which, again, is to 
be determined by iteration. We then have the equation 

d 2¢J ( h 4 ) --+ v(z)- +!qh 2 +,jh ¢J=O. 
dz2 4(2 + A) 

(34) 

It is convenient to make the substitution 

z =y - c. (35) 

Then, choosing c such that 

_ c ( 2a )I/A 
e = f3 (2 + A) = p, (36) 

i.e., c = - Zo, Eq. (34) can be written 

d
2
¢J(y) _ ~(_A_+ ~(2+A)Y_e2Y)¢J( ) 
dy2 4A A + 2 A + 2 y , 

+ (!qh 2 +,jh)¢J (y) = 0 (37) 

Next we set!4 

¢J(y)=x(y)exp + -- [V(y)] 1/2dy, ( 
h2 fY ) 

- 2AI/2 
(38) 

where 

v(y)= _A_+ ~(2+A)Y_e2Y 
A+2 A+2 

(39) 

and x( y) satisfies 

d 2X h 2 I/?( ) dx --+ --v - y-+ 
dy2 - A 1/2 dy -

h 2 v'(y) 
--,---x 
4A 112 V 1l2( y) 

+ (!qh 2 + ,jh )X = o. (40) 

From now on we consider only the equation for the upper 
signs. The equation for the lower signs leads to another solu
tion which can be obtained from the solution we shall derive 
by changing the signs of h 2 and q throughout. Thus, choosing 
the upper signs in Eq. (40), we can rewrite the equation in the 
form 

.. 2 ( d
2
x ) !::fJ q x = - -- + ,jhx , 

h 2 dy2 
(41) 

where 

£/ - _ _ 2_vl12!!.- _ 1 v (42) 
q A 1/2 dy 2A 112 VI / 2 - q. 

By construction,,jh is at most of 0 (0) in h 2 for h 2_ 00 . 

Hence, to a first approximation we can neglect the terms on 
the right-hand side ofEq. (41) and write for the solution to 
that order 

x(O) =x
q

, 

where Xq is the solution of 

:J) q Xq = 0, 
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(43) 

(44) 

I.e., 

c [ qA 1/2 fY dy ] xi y) = -----v4 exp - -2- -1/-2 - , 
V V (y) 

(45) 

where C is an overall multiplicative constant which we ig
nore in the following except in the context of normalization. 

Proceeding as in the derivation of our first solution, we 
evaluate d 2xq/dy2 and obtain 

d 2Xq (5 V,2 qA I12v' 
--+,jhx = ,jh+ -.-+--

dy2 q 16 v2 2V3/2 

+ q2A . ~ _ ~)Xq. (46) 
4 v 4v 

Looking at the solution (45), we observe the following 
relations: 

Xq+J =(Xq+1 Y, 
Xq Xq ) 

Further, since 

£/qjJ=fi;q-j 

and 

(47) 

(48) 

it is desirable to reexpress Eq. (46) as a sum over various 
Xq + J because then the perturbation procedure becomes par
ticularly simple. This type of expansion is simply an expan
sion in terms of eigenfunctions, such as, for example, a Four
ier expansion. In order to derive this expansion we have to 
use Eq. (45) and express y in terms of x q • It is not difficult to 
convince oneself that the series reversion which this step im
plies is possible only ifv(y) is expanded around a pointy = Yo 
for which both 

v(Yo) = 0 and v'(Yo) = O. 

Looking at Eq. (39), we see immediately that Yo = O. Then, 

v(y) = ~ yi V(I)(O) 
L·, ' 
i~ 2 I. 

(49) 

where for i = 2,3, ... 

v(i)(O) = 2(A + 2Y- 1_ y (50) 

We then have (apart from an additive constant) 

A 1/2 fY dy 1 xc 

-2- VI/2(y) = Tiny + i~tiY', (51) 

where 

YI = - _1_(A + 4), Y2 = _1_(A + 2), 
12 24·3 

(A + l)(A - 2)(A + 4) 

24.34.5 
y, = 

etc. Expression (51) can now be substituted into the relation 

Xq - I [ A 1/2 fY dy ] -- - exp -- ---
Xq 2 VI/2(y) 

(52) 

and the resulting expansion in powers of y can be reversed. 
We then have 

(53) 
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where 

d l = 1, d 3 = (1112)(;1. + 4), 

d s = (l/2S.3 2)(5A 2 + 34A + 68), 

d7 = (1I27 .33.5)(A + 4)(79A 2 + 446"t + 892), etc. 

Inserting Eq. (53) into (49) and inverting the series, we 
obtain 

_1_= ~ "Ioo 
82/Xq+2i, 

v(y) A i= 2,1,0 Xq 

where 

84 = 1,82 = - ':'(A + 4),80 = (1I2 2.3)(A 2 + llA + 22), 
3 

(A + 4) 2 /5 .. 2= - (727A + 4718A + 19232),,,,, 
25.33.5 

In a similar way we find 

" Xq + 21 
£.. '12/--' 

i=2,1,0 Xq 

with coefficients 

'14 = 4,'12 = 0,'10 = (1/9)(;1.2 - A - 2), 

(54) 

(55) 

(A + 4) 2 
'I _ 2 = - (1495A + 9590A + 38 772),,,.; 

23.33.5 

and similarly 

v" 

v 

-cc Xq+2i I E 2i --, 
i= 2,1,0 Xq 

with coefficients 

and 

E2 = ':'(A + 4), Eo = ~A 2 - A - 2), 
3 6 

(A + 4) (667A 2 + 4778A + 19352), ... ; 
24 .33.5 

v' ~oo Xq + 2i 
-- = -- £.. K 2/ --, 
V

3/2 A \/2 i = 2,1,0 X q 

with coefficients 
2 

K4 = 2, K2 = - -(A + 4),Ko = 0, 
3 

(56) 

(57) 

K_2= - (A+4)(115IA 2+7114A+28922),,,,, 
24 .33.5 

These expansions can now be substituted in Eq. (46). Then 

d 2x 
--q +iJ.hxq 
dy2 

where for i=f:O 

"IOO 

(q,q + 2J)xq + 2j' 

j= 2,\'0 

(58) 

5 q q2 1 
(q,q + 20 = -'12, + -K2 + 2-02 , - -t2' (59) 

16 2 I 4 I 4 p 

in particular 

(q,q + 4) = !(q + I)(q + 3), 

(q,q + 2) = - ~(A + 4)(q + V, 
6 

and for i = 0 

5 q q2 1 
(q,q) = iJ.h + -TO + ~o + :L80 - -Eo 

16 2 4 4 
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=iJ.h - _1_[9(q2 + 1)(A 2 + 6A + 12) 
25.3 2 

- (15q2 + 7)(A + 4)2]. (60) 

Thus, the first approximation x(O) = Xq leaves uncompensat
ed on the right-hand side ofEq. (41) a sum of terms amount
ing to 

,7)(0) 2~x ( 2') ::q q = -1 £.. q,q + 'J Xq + 2)' 

h - j = 2.1,0 

(61) 

Using Eq. (48), we see that these terms can be taken care of 
by adding to x (0) the next order contribution 

x(I) =..2.- ~'" (q,q + 2j)x 
h 2 _ L 2j q + 2)' 

} - 2.1 .... 

(62) 

JTO 

excluding, of course, the term in x q • The coefficient of Xq in 
Eq. (61) set equal to zero, i.e., 

(q,q) = 0, 

yields an expression for iJ. (to the same order of approxima
tion) which is identical with the expression obtained pre
viously for our other type of eigenvalue expansion and thus 
verfies our previous results. 

The complete solution is obtained in our standard fash
ion J(H2 leading to the sum 

x = x(O) + X(I) + X(2) +." 
in descending powers of h 2. The corresponding equation for 
iJ. and thus the eigenvalues is 

0= (q,q) + h2z .Ix (q,q 2~ 2j)(q + 2j,q) + ( h22 Y 
) = 2, I.... 'J 

JlO 

x 
j=2,1 .. /=2.I. ... 

)1-0 j + / rO 

(q,q + 2J)(q + 2j,q + 2j + 2j') 

2j(2j + 2j') 

X(q + 2j + 2j',q) + "'. (63) 

Successive contributions x (0), x (I),,,. of x form a rapidly de
creasing sequence provided that 

2 Xq ± 2 1 -.--< , 
h 2 Xq 

I.e., 

exp [ '1= A 1/2 JY -.!!L] <! h 2 (64) 
V1/2

( y) 

This relation allows arbitrarily large values of y (since 
h '---+ 00 ) but excludes the region around y = 0 of z = - c in 
view of the logarithmic term in Eq. (51). Since - c = Zo of 
Sec. 2, the latter region is precisely the region in which our 
previous expansion is valid. 

Investigating the solution (38) in the limit z- - 00 

(i.e., r-O), one can show that 

¢i(y)~r±[h·/2("(.j 2)' 'J-[(.1+2)' '/2Jq1 O(l/h') 

= /+ 112 

on using the square root of expansion (33a). This solution 
can therefore be identified as the regular solution (a similar 
case has been discussed previously in the last paper of Ref. 
12). 
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Finally, we observe that operators aq +) defined by 

{ 
jA 1/2 f dy } 

aq +)= exp -2- [V(y)]1/2· IiJq 

obey the following relations 

a q +) Xq = 0, a q +) Xq +) = jXq' 

aq_jxq tj=jXq + 2) 

together with 

[lz"q,aq +)] = -jaq+J" 

We suspect that an investigation of these relations in con
junction with the better-known operators defined in Sec. 2 
will reveal a deeper insight into the structure of our perturba
tion solutions. 

Thus, we now have two pairs of large-h asymptotic ex
pansions of the eigenfunctions of the wave equation for a 
generalized power potential together with a corresponding 
expansion for the eigenvalues. These expansions cover (pre
sumably) the entire range of the independent variable. We 
could proceed to demonstrate that the two types of eigen
functions we have derived are proportional to each other in 
their common region of validity. Such a verification would 
proceed along the lines of Ref. 11 and 12. 

4. UNIFORMLY CONVERGENT SOLUTIONS AND THE 
SCATTERING PROBLEM OF THE CUTOFF POTENTIAL 

For the extension of our analysis to the cutoff potential 
which also permits scattering, it is useful and desirable to 
have yet another type of solution. For this reason we now 
derive an expansion which is uniformly convergent for finite 
values of h. This type of sol ution is similar to a corresponding 
solution of the wave equation for the logarithmic poten
tia!.!o.!1 We therefore skip the proof of its convergence,!1 but 
investigate in more detail its relevance for the scattering 
problem. 

Our starting point is Eq. (6) which we write as 

d 2rP _ L 2rP = (f3 e(2 + A)Z _ a e 2)rP. (65) 
dz1 

For simplicity we again ignore the Coulomb part of the po
tential (i.e., we take I) = 0). Setting 

rP = e j L2j(z), (66) 

we find thatfsatisfies the following equation, 

d 2f ± 2L df = ae2Z( fieAZ _ 1)1 (67) 
dz2 dz a 

From now on we consider only the upper of these equations. 
The solution of the lower equation then follows by changing 
the sign of L. We solve Eq. (67) by iteration. Thus, if/L is the 
solution of 

d 2 f' df' 
_J_L' +2L~=0, 
dz2 dz 

we have 

fL = const. or fL 0:: e _. 2Lz 

We take the first of these alternatives, because the second 
form leads to rP = e ~ Lj. Ignoring an overall constant, we 
take fL = 1, and set 
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f= 1 + fai;, 
i= I 

where.t; is the solution of 

~.t; + 2L !!'-.t; = e2Z
( fieAZ - 1).t; . 

dZ11 dz ' a I-I 

Solving for f.. , we setf.. = e1Zgl (z) and then 

. 1 
g (z) - eAzh - ---

I - 1 4(L + 1) 

Solving the resulting equation for h .. we find 

h! = Ii.. 1 
a (A + 2)(A + 2L + 2) 

Proceeding in this way, we obtain the solution 

( 
/3 erA + 2)z a e 2z ) 

f = 1 + (A + 2)(A + 2L + 2) - 4(L + 1) 

(U + 6)(2A + 6 + 2L ) 

x( [1/4(L+ 1)] + [1/(A+2)(A+2L+2)] 

(A + 4 )(A + 2L + 4) 

+ 4(A + 2)2(A + L ~ 2)(A + 2L + 2») 
+ a 2/3 erA +- 6)z ( 1 

(A + 2L + 6)(A + 6) 32(L + 1)(L + 2) 
+ 1/4(L + 1) + 1/(A + 2)(A + 2L + 2») 

(A + 4)(A + 2L + 4) 

32·12(L + 1)(L + 2)(L + 3) 

+ 0 (a4,a3/3,a2/3 2,a/3 3,/3 4). 

(68) 

(69) 

(70) 

As pointed out earlier, a second solution is obtained by re
versing the sign of L or by replacing I by - I - 1. The solu
tion rP = e Lj(Z) is obviously the so-called regular solution. 

We now look at the expansion (70) more closely and 
sum the terms containing leading powers of z, i.e., terms in 
a,a',a', .. · or terms in /3,/3 ',/3 J ..... Summing the terms in 
a,a',a\"', we obtain 

L IJ (a l12e) 
/ 1(11) __ L __ _ 

---.. = (!a l12e)L 
(71) 

and summing the terms in /3,/3 ',/3 J, .. ', we obtain 

/
---..1(/3) = (~)!I (+ 2/3

112 

e[(A + 2)/2 IZ) 
A + 2 2L!(A +- 2) - A + 2 

( ± /3 1/2 )2LI(A + 2) 
-'---eftA + 2)12]z 

A +2 
(72) 
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where J and I are Bessel functions of real and imaginary 
arguments, respectively. In each case an overall multiplica
tive constant has been ignored. The expression (71) is inde
pendent of the potential (i.e., (3) and so tells us simply that in 
this case the solution can be expressed as a Bessel function. 
The expression (72), on the other hand, gives us the behavior 
of the wave function for z_ 00 and so for r- 00. The function 
II/ has the following asymptotic behavior: 

II/(x) = eX [1+O(J.-)]. 
(21TX) 112 x 

Considering only the dominant term of this expansion and 
the leading terms summed by Eq. (72), we have (inserting a 
constant N) 

l/J(r)~N (~)! exp( ± 2(31/2 r(A + 2)/2)1 / 
A+2 A+2 1 

( 
±(31/2)2LI(A + 2)( 41T(31/2)I/\A/4. 

A+2 A+2 
(73) 

The expression with the minus sign gives the asymptotic be
havior of the bound state wave function. This expression is 
independent of the energy parameter a and thus indicates 
that the set of discrete states is complete, i.e., there are no 
scattering solutions. However, if the potential is cut off at 
some finite distance Ro, the asymptotic behavior of lj; is no 
longer given by Eq. (73) and scattering becomes possible. In 
fact, requiring the wave function to be continuous at Ro, the 
Smatrix is 

kR dlj;R (Ro)!dr + iklj;R (Ro) 
S=e I ". , 

dlj; R (Ro)! dr - iklj; R (Ro) 
(74) 

where a = k 2 and the subscript R indicates that the solution 
used is the regular solution discussed above. The Jost func
tion/.(k) = f-(e - i1Tk) is given by 

f t (k) = eikR,{ dlj;:~Ro) - iklj;R (Ro»). (75) 

Its zeros determine the eigenvalues or-as was shown in the 
context of the linear power potentiaP6-an expansion 

q = qo + o (exp [ - R ~A + 2)/2]), (76) 

where qo is exactly an odd integer, and q only approximately. 
For Ro- 00 the cutoff of the potential is removed and we 
regain the case of only discrete states. Of course, the order of 
the limits r_ 00 , Ro- 00 is not reversible (in one case we have 
a scattering problem; in the other we do not). 

The asymptotic form (72) suggests that solutions can be 
found in terms of cylindrical functions. This is in fact the 
case. Changing the independent variable of Eq. (65) to 

0) = ((3 e(2 + Ajz - a e2jl12 1(1 + A 12), 

we obtain the equation 

d
2
¢ + J.-[I- ~.~-Azi 

d0)2 0) 2 (3 

( 1 + ~ _ ~_AZ)2] d¢ 
2 (3 dO) 

- {[L 2 + 0)2 [ 1 + ~ r]( 1 - r- AZ):/ 
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0)2( 1 + ~ - 7 AZy}¢ = O. 

For Z-oo this equation becomes 

d 2¢ 1 d¢J -+-.-
d0)2 0) dO) 

_ (1 + L 2 • _1_)¢ = O. 
(1 + A /2)2 0)2 

A solution of this equation is 

¢ (0) = IlL I(A + 2)(0), (77) 

which agrees with Eq. (72). The asymptotic form (77) gives 
us a further important hint at the solutions of the wave equa
tion for a power potential. It demonstrates the very close 
similarity between the form (65) of this equation and equa
tions of higher transcendental functions outside the circle of 
hypergeometric and allied functions such as the modified 
Mathieu equation. In fact, any solution ofEq. (65) parallels a 
corresponding (admittedly somewhat simpler) solution of 
the modified Mathieu equation, II and hints at the solutions 
of Eq. (65) can be found by consulting the literature on this 
equation. 

5. THE POWER POTENTIAL AND PARTICLE 
SPECTROSCOPY 

We now investigate some of the implications of our for
mulas for power potentials. Of course, for the linear poten
tial, many physical implications have been investigated in 
great detail over the last few years-so in this case our main 
results are explicit series expansions and thus asymptotic 
formulas for quantities which have previously been evaluat
ed only numerically. Formulas of this type are a useful aid 
for numerical calculations and theoretical discussion. 

Setting A = 1 in Eq. (32) we obtain 

(l + !)2 = (fap 2 + 8p + 82/4a + .. -) - !qh 2 

lq (.,() 

5 

4 

3 

2 

° ° 4 

-1 __ =m(E-Vo) GeV 

FIG. I. The tirst three Regge trajectories for the linear potential and 
m = 1.65 GeV, (3 = 0.3101 GeVJ, and 8 = 0., 
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(q2 + 1)(19 _ ~ + 98
2 + ... ) 

25 ap a 2p2 

+ 5(l5q2 + 7)(5 _ ~ + 168
2 + ... ) 

25.Y ap 5a2p2 

Ci8) + --+ ... 
h 2 ' 

where q = 2 n + 1, n = 0,1,2, ... , and 

p = 2a13(3 (for A = 1 only) 

and 

h 2 = 2pa1/2(1 + 8 
ap 

A = 1 only). 

(78) 

(79) 

Taking the square root of Eq. (78), we obtain the Regge 
trajectories lq aiE). In Fig. 1 we show the behavior of 
these trajectories for 8 = 0, (3 = 0.3101 Ge Vl, and quark 
masses m = 1. 65 Ge V I c2

• The distortion of these trajectories 
for values of 8 which are sensible in the present context is 
very small; so we do not show this separately. We observe 
that the trajectories are almost linear over the range of im
mediate interest. Since 

1+ !-(21(3)( ~r/2 
we see that the slope is proportional to 1/(3. 

Next we solve the expansion (32) for a in order to obtain 
E. We use the following abreviations: 

N~ = (A + 2)(1 + !f - (24.]2) - 1(3q2 - 1) 

X(A + 2)(A - 2)(A + 1), 

Tq = Nq + !(A + 2)q, 

~ = A 112[2/(2 + A)(3] II", 

Rq = - (24.32
) _. 1(15q2 + 7)(A + 2)(A + 1)(A + 4) 

+ (25) - l(q2 + 1)(A + 2)(A + 1)(A + 5). (80) 

We observe that the linear potential differs from other con
fining potentials of power A+2 in that the q-dependent part 
of the dominant quantity N ~ is positive [this follows from 
the factor (A - 2) in N ~]. Then 

a(l/2) + (1/,1 )IB 

1 (Cq'(A + 2) 
~-2(A+2)q+ N~-

2Tq 

TABLE I. Particular values of quantities appearing in Eq. (96). The last 
column indicates the rate at which df 1 dql[f(q)] ," becomes independent of q. 

q f(g) - g(q) - dfldq -dgldq 
- dfldq 
If(q) ]1/2 

I 0.78441 2.44575 0.04965 0.36523 0.05606 
3 1.29595 3.39112 0.18617 0.52027 0.16354 

2.29508 4.42526 0.31420 0.50615 0.20740 
7 3.79006 5.40592 0.44073 0.47439 0.22638 
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TABLE II. The lowest Sand P states of charmonium obtained from Eq. 
(83) using as input {j 1(3 ,n = 0.25 GeV (see text) and m = 1.65 GeV. (3 was 
determined by requiring the difference of the masses of the states I 'S, and 
2 'S, to be 0.588 GeV. Then, (3 = 0.3660 GeVl and {j = 0.1788 GeV. The P 
levels do not allow a comparison with data because Eq. (83) does not take 
into account spin-dependent forces. 

State 

1 'S, 

1 'P 

2 'S, 

2 'P 

3 'S, 

4 'S, 

Mass (GeV) 
(calculated) 

3.096 

(3.469) 

3.684 

(3.952) 

4.173 

4.606 

Mass (GeV) 
(observed) 

3.096 

3.684 

4.16 (?) 

4.6 (?) 

4NiA 2 + 3A - 1) + (A + 2)q(A 2 + 3A - 2) 
--~----~~--~~~----~,8 

4A 3/2(BTq)" 1(,1 + 2) 

- q 8 R )1/2 
U 1/2TiBTq)" 1(,1 + 2) , 

(81 ) 

where cq (8) is the coefficient of the term of 0 (l/h 2) in Eq. 
(32). cq (8 = 0) is given in Eq. (33). In the case of the linear 
plus Coulomb potential this expression becomes 

~J/2= ~+(N2_ 3cq 

3(3 2 q 2T 
q 

3(2Nq + q)8 

2(BTq)1/3 

For A = 1, 1= 0 this is 

2 3/2 3 ( 8) 1/2 w' = 21 + J(q) + (31/3g(q) , 

where 

3q(19.85186q2 + 0.29640) 

and 

g(q) = 

q 8 R )112 

These expressions neglect the term of 0 (8)lh 2. 

In Table I we give the values ofJ(q) and g(q) for 

(83) 

(84a) 

(84b) 

q = 1,3,5,7 corresponding to n = 1,2,3,4. Table II gives the 
lowest S states obtained from Eq. (83) and the values of the 
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parameters involved (8,{3,m). The values predicted for the 
higher S states agree with those stated by other authors (e.g., 
Refs. 6 and 17). The P states, of course, have to be corrected 
for tensor forces and spin-orbit and spin-spin coupling and 
are therefore not given in Table II. 

Spin-dependent corrections have been considered in 
many previous investigations4

,j,'S-20 and are generally taken 
over from the corresponding work on positronium. To lead
ing order in (U/C)2, where u is the relative velocity of the 
quark and antiquark (each of mass m), the correction to be 
added to the potential V (r) = g,r - (go/r) is 

Vk) = _3_. ~. dV(r)L.S + _1-V2V (r)O\'0'2 
2m 2 r dr 6m 2 

__ 1_[ d 2 V (r) _ ~. dV (r)]SI2' (85) 
12m2 dr r dr 

Here, L is the orbital angular momentum operator, S = ~ 
(0', + 0'2), and S12 is the standard tensor operator, i.e., 

S'2 = 3(0', .f)(0'2 ·f) - 0', '0'2' 

In the usual way we have, for S = 1 and, respectively, 
J = L - 1, L, and L + 1, 

L·S = - (L + 1), - I,L (86) 

Similarly we have, for S = 1 and, respectively,2' L = J - I,J, 
J+ 1, 

S = _ 2(J - 1) 2 _ 2(J + 2) (87) 
,2 2J + 1 ' , 2J + 1 . 

Substituting Vinto Vc ' we obtain terms which are singular at 
r = 0 (i.e., more divergent than 1/r). Since there are no ac
ceptable bound-state solutions for such singular potentials, 
we have to regularize the singularity by the introduction of a 
cutoff parameter a into the potential. We choose this param
eter by using the following replacement in the singular 
terms22

: 

~~(_ go)_J.-.~ 
r dr r r r + a2' 

(88) 

Substituting V into Vc , we then have 

Vc(r) = _3_[ ~ + go ]L'S 
2m 2 r r(r + a2

) 

+ _1_2 [~+ 21Tgo83(r)]0"'0'2 
3m r 

T ABLE III. Effective Coulomb and confinement potential couplings after 
addition of spin---{)rbit, tensor, and spin-spin contributions applied to char
monium states I 2S, 'PJ (note: the values uncorrected for these contribu
tions are 8 = 0,1788 GeV,{3 = 0,3660GeV1), The cutoffa is taken to be 2,25 
GeV-I~0.45f, and the quark mass m = 1.65 GeV, 

State 8 (GeV) {3(GeV') 

11P, - 0,0822 0.3620 

I 'PI + 0,3305 0,3702 

I 'Po + 0,6253 0.3728 

1887 J, Math, Phys" Vol. 20, No, 9, September 1979 

TABLE IV, The charmonium states I 2S l 'PJ assuming m = 1,65 GeV and 
a = 2.25 GeV-I, 

State Calculated (GeV) Observed (GeV) " 

I Jp, 3,530 3.561 ± 7 X 10-' 

I 'PI 3.435 

I 'Po 3,337 3.413 ± 9x 10-1 

"See Refs, 5 and 17, 

+ _1_[ ~ + 2gor + go ]S'2' (89) 
12m2 r (r + a2

)2 r(r + a2
) 

The contact term in 8 3 (r) is best treated at the very end as an 
additional perturbation. For simplicity we consider the ex
pectation value of this term as a further constant contribu
tion to E which we write as 8' 0','0'2, 8' = const. 

The values of our parameters, i.e., 8 and /3, were fixed 
such that a is determined predominantly by the leading con
tributions ofEq. (81) so that our expansion retains its valid
ity as an asymptotic expansion in the sense that the first two 
terms provide an approximation of the quantity to be evalu
ated. In particular we required the contributions of 8-depen
dent terms to be small enough so that the square root in Eq, 
(83) does not become imaginary. Under these conditions the 
particle masses seem to be well described by our expressions. 

Next we assume that on the average the separation of 
the quark and antiquark in the meson is such that O~r/a < 1. 
In this case we can expand the regularized denominators in 
rising powers of r, Since the Coulomb coupling is in any case 
supposed to be small, i.e., golm 2a4 ~gl' we ignore all powers 
of r higher than the first since these would have to be treated 
as additional perturbations of the linear confinement poten
tial. Under these conditions we have to add to V(r) the 
contribution 

where 

+ go) 
2 ' a 

d, = _ 3go(L·S) + goSI2. 

2m 2a4 12m 2 

(90) 

(91) 

In Table III we give the values of the couplings of the Cou
lomb and confinement potentials corrected for these contri
butions for the well-known state 1 2S + IPJ of charmonium 
[i.e., 8 = m(go + do), /3 = m(g, + d,)]. The cutoff a is given 
the value of 0.45/ We see from Table III that{3 changes only 
slightly due to the constraint that a be large, whereas 8 
changes substantially. In Table IV we give the mass differ
ences between these states calculated from Eq. (84) after cor
rection for 1=1=0 [i.e., adding 3 1 (l + 1) to (3q2 + 17)/24 
throughout], 
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In view of the simplicity (and perhaps crudity) of our 
arguments, the agreement with the experimentally observed 
differences I) can be considered to be very good. This algebra
ic rather than numerical way of deriving these results has the 
advantage of demonstrating more convincingly the impor
tance of the effective Coulomb part of the interaction. More
over, looking at do given in Eq. (91) and at the values ofL-S 
and SI' given by Eqs. (86) and (87), we see that the L-S con
tribution dominates over the SI' contribution and thus gives 
rise to the ordering Jpo, JPt, Jp, instead ofJPo, Jp" JPI (the 
latter is generally obtained for baryon-antibaryon states'I). 

Since the quark mass is twice the reduced mass /1, the 
mass Mq of a bound quark-antiquark pair in state q is given 
by 

Mq = 4/1 + E. 

We observe that, since 

a~(BTq)2A 1(,\ + 2\ 
the level spacing has the following dependence on the re
duced mass of the quarks 

Mq - Mq, 0:/1 - A 1(,\ + 2). (92) 

Thus, the level spacing decreases with increasing power of 
the potential. 

Decay widths play an important role in exploring the 
origin of a newly found hadronic state. The leptonic and 
hadronic decay widths of a vector quark-anti quark bound 
state such as t/J and Ycan be expressed in terms oftheS-wave 
bound state wave function at the origin. Thus,18 

(93) 

and 

160 a: 
r(t/J-hadrons) = -(r - 9) -I 1ft (OW. (94) 

81 m~, 

Here, a is the fine structure constant [not to be confused with 
a ofEq. (3)], as the strong coupling constant (¥Xs = go), and 
eQ is the charge of the constituent quark of t/J. We can now 
use the following semiclassical formula (derived by Quigg 
and Rosner'J) for the value of the S-wave wave function at 
the origin, in order to derive an explicit expression for the 
leptonic widths: 

(2 )3/2 dE 
11ft (OW = _/1_E 1/2 _n 

n 4r n dn 

= 13ft} ~( ~3/2). 
2r dq 313 

(95) 

The differentiation involved in this formula assumes con
tinuity in q, which is approximately true and, of course, best 
when q is large. Expression (95) can now be evaluated explic
itly with the help of Eq. (83). For I = O,A = 1 we obtain 

IIft,,(OW = 13ft3[ ~ + ( df _ _ 0_. dg ) / 
2"r 2 dq 13 1/3 dq I 

( 
0 )1/2] f(q) - -----w-g(q) . 

13 q ~ 2n + I 

(96) 

In Table I we give the q-dependent quantities in this expres
sion for q = 1,3,5,7. The last column of Table I shows the 
rate at which the o-independent wave function approaches a 
constant value for increasing q. This is what one expects on 
the basis of Eqs. (84a) and (96). With the help of Eqs. (81) 
and (95) it can be seen that, for a confinement potential of 
power A, 

11ft n(OW 0: n2(l .. 1)/(,1 + 2) 

whereas for the logarithmic potentiapo 

Ilftn(OW 0: lI(2n + 1) 

and for the Coulomb potentiaJ24 

Ilftn(OW 0: lin}. 

In Table V we give the leptonic decay widths of t/J (3096) and 
its radial excitations. The available experimental data are 
taken from Ref. 25. The agreement between calculated and 
observed values is reasonable and perhaps even good, if we 
remember that Eq. (96) is strictly valid only for large values 
of q. The Coulomb potential seems to produce a slight 
change of these decay widths. In view of the importance of a 
proper quantitative understanding of these widths, it seems 
essential to derive the exact form of Ilftn (O)IZ, i.e., as an as
ymptotic expansion in descending powers of h '. The deriva
tion of such a form requires the normalization of our wave 
functions. This can be done'6 but is beyond the scope of the 
present investigation (asymptotic expansions of this type 
have been derived for the normalization constants of eigen
solutions of several periodic equations-see, for example, 
Refs. 11 and 12). Nevertheless, the numbers in Table V 
strongly support the idea of treating the Coulomb potential 
as a perturbation of the confinement potential. It would 
clearly be wrong to argue that the wave function at the origin 
(r = 0) is dominated by the Coulomb potential, since in that 

TABLE V. Leptonic decay widths calculated from Eqs. (93) and (96); all parameters are as in Table II. 

r(l/J--->IT) (keV) r (rf;--->IT) (ke V) r (l/J--->ll )(ke V) 
q M

4
(GeV) for no Coulomb modification with Coulomb modification by experiment" 

3.096 3.33 3.54 4.80 ± 0.60 

3.684 2.35 2.38 2.10 ± 0.30 

4.16 1.84 1.79 

7 4.60 1.51 1.42 

"See Ref. 25. 
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case the decay widths of successive radial excitations would 
decrease much more rapidly. 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In the above we have demonstrated that it is by no 
means essential to use numerical integration techniques in 
order to obtain the meson spectrum and its decay widths 
from the nonrelativistic wave equation. Perturbation theory 
can be used to handle almost any problem of this type (e.g., 
also the baryonium spectroscopy which we have currently 
under investigation). The solutions that we derived above for 
an arbitrary confinement potential with or without a weak 
Coulomb component are of two types: asymptotic eigensolu
tions or (presumably uniformly convergent) standard series 
solutions. 

In the case of the latter we have shown that solutions of 
different forms exist, e.g., expansions in terms of functions 
appearing in the potential or in terms of Bessel functions. In 
fact, comparing Eq. (6) with the modified Mathieu equa
tion, 11.27 we see that both equations are of the same general 
type. The solutions ofEq. (6) therefore parallel the solutions 
of the modified Mathieu equation. This correspondence ap
plies also to the asymptotic eigensolutions. II Thus, consider
able information on all aspects of the problem defined by the 
wave equation for a confinement potential can be obtained 
from the literature on the Mathieu equation. 

In the above we exploited particularly the asymptotic 
eigenexpansions and eigenvalues. On the basis of earlier in
vestigations of asymptotic expansions of Mathieu functions 
and their eigenvalues, II ,28 we expect these expansions to be 
such that successive terms alternate in sign, thus indicating 
the Borel summability of the expansion. 28 Our application of 
these results for physical predictions could be improved by 
the computation of further terms or even by the application 
of Dingle's converging factors. 13 A further aspect of consid
erable interest is, of course, the calculation of the normaliza
tion constants (again in the form of asymptotic expansions), 
since these will allow a more precise determination of lep
tonic decay widths.26 

The considerations of this paper were based on the as
sumption that the Coulomb potential is sufficiently weak to 
allow it to be treated as a perturbation of the confinement 
potential. This procedure is suggested by the slow decrease 
of the leptonic decay widths of successive radial excitations 
of t/J (3.096) and the good agreement with experimental data 
achieved for the level shift of the 1 2S + I PJ states. One might 
ask the following:How is it possible that the behavior of the 
wave function at the origin is determined predominantly by 
the confinement potential and not by the Coulomb poten
tial? Our answer is that the perturbation procedure we use is 
carried out in the region of finite z (i.e., r*O) for sufficiently 
small values of O. If/ (0) is therefore the value obtained by 
finally extrapolating the wave function to the origin. An im
provement of our procedure which we consider worth exam
ining is the replacement of the Coulomb potential by the 
improved form 

go 
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as suggested by asymptotic freedom arguments. 29 The alter
native method of treating the power potential as a perturba
tion of the Coulomb potential (this has been investigated in 
Ref. 30) does not apply here, since then the confinement 
would be lost; a relevant area of application of this case is 
baryonium spectroscopy. 
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Solution of a quantum mechanical eigenvalue problem with long range 
potentials 

Frank H. Stillinger 
Bell Telephone Laboratories. Murray Hill. New Jersey, 07974 

(Received 13 February 1979; accepted for publication 27 April 1979) 

Wavefunctions and eigenvalues for the Schrodinger equation on the half-line x ~ ° are examined 
in the presence of a potential VoX - 2 + VjX - j + V2x - '12. With a special choice for the constant Va the 
wave equation can be solved in terms of parabolic cylinder functions. In this case the spectrum is 
determined by an implicit equation that arises from the boundary condition that must be imposed 
at x = 0. Depending on V, and V2, the spectrum can contain and infinite number of discrete values, 
a finite number, or none. It is pointed out that continuous variations in V, or V2 can convert 
negative energy bound states into positive energy responances, or vice versa, and the threshold 
behavior has been investigated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is often enlightening to achieve exact solutions to 
model problems in quantum mechanics, even though the 
models may not directly represent physically realizable sys
tems. The example treated in this paper largely fits that de
scription. It entails the exact determination of wavefunc
tions and energy levels for a single particle subject to a 
central potential of the form 

V (r) = Vo r - 2 + VI r - j + V2 r - 112. (1.1) 

The method of solution requires that Vo have a definite value; 
however VI and V2 are arbitrary, and the resulting flexibility 
in V generates an interesting richness of behavior. 

The following Sec. II provides some preliminary trans
formations which facilitate the solution of selected quan
tum-mechanical problems in terms of parabolic cylinder 
functions. Section III shows how the spectrum specifically 
for potential (1.1) must be determined in principle, while 
Sec. IV carries that determination to essential completion. 
Continuum solutions are examined in Sec. V. 

One of the primary reasons for interest in the model 
potential (1.1) is that it can produce sharp resonance behav
ior. If VI < ° and v2 > 0, V (r) will display a wide barrier 
around an attractive core region. Presuming that VI is suffi
ciently negative to produce bound states, variation in V2 can 
move their energies up or down, and in particular can move a 
bound state to zero energy (the continuum edge). This spe
cial circumstance which separates bound-state character 
from resonance character is studied to some extent here with 
emphasis on threshold behavior (Secs. IV and V). However, 
we intend the present work to serve as the foundation for a 
later, more complete analysis of these continuum edge 
encounters. 

II. PRELIMINARY TRANSFORMATIONS 

Our objective is construction of a class of solutions over 
x;:;.o for the one-dimensional Schrodinger equation 

l/J "(x) + B (x)l/J (x) = ° (2.1) 

subject to suitable boundary conditions. Upon introduction 
of appropriate reduced units one has 

B(x) = 2E - 2V(x), (2.2) 

where E is the total energy and V(x) is the potential energy 
function. Equation (2.1) is also relevant to the radial motion 
with a central potential V (r) in a space of D dimensions. I For 
that case the radial wavefunction R (r) may be written 

R (r) = r(1 - D )12l/J (r), (2.3) 

where l/J is a solution to Eq. (2.1) with 

B(x) = 2E - 2 V (x) - C(D, A )x- 2, (2.4) 

and 

C(D,A)=A(A +D-2)+HD-1)(D-3). (2.5) 

In this last expression A = 0,1,2,· .. is the quantum number 
for angular momentum. 

If <P can be expressed in the form 

l/J (x) = f(x)rp fg(x)], (2.6) 

then direct substitution shows that the differential equation 
(2.1) will be satisfied provided rp is a solution to 

[ 
2f' "] [f" B] 

rp" + fg' + (~')2 <p' + f(g')2 + (gy rp = 0. 

(2.7) 

It will be advantageous to eliminate the rp , term. This will 
occur by requiringfto be determined by g in the manner: 

(2.8) 

where Co is any nonzero constant. Thereupon the differen
tial equation for rp adopts the following form: 

rp "( g) + [---.!!...... _ ~ + 3( g")2 ]rp (g) = O. (2.9) 
( g')2 2( g')3 4( g')4 

We will now demand that the coefficient of rp in Eq. 
(2.9) be quadratic in g, 

rp "(g) + (ag2 + bg + c)rp (g) = 0, (2.10) 

where a, b, and c are constants. In other words, we demand 
that rp obey the general differential equation for parabolic 
cylinder functions. 2 Therefore, we will have 

g'" 3( ")2 
B (x) = - - -g- + (g')2(a g2 + b g + c). 

2g' 4(g')2 
(2.11 ) 
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Next it is necessary to identify functions g(x) which 
upon substitution in Eq. (2.11) will confer upon B (x) the 
requisite form (2.4) or (2.2). In doing so we must ensure that 
the x independent term in B (x) can sweep through all possi
ble values for 2E to avoid missing any eigenvalues. Several 
simple examples can be listed. 

(1) By choosing 

g(x)=x, (2.12) 

one obtains 

B (x) = ax2 + bx + e. (2.13) 

This is the form appropriate for the one-dimensional har
monic oscillator with 

Vex) = _ ~ (x + ~)2 
2 2a' 

e b 2 
E=---

(2.14) 

2 Sa 

provided a < O. After selecting a and b to represent appropri
ately the curvature and position of the quadratic potential, 
independent variation of e will yield any E value, including 
the well-known spectrum of equally spaced eigenvalues. 

(2) With the choice 

g(x) = x 2l
·\ 

Eq. (2.11) yields 

(2.1S) 

B (x) = (S/36x2) + (4/9)(ax2/3 + b + ex - 2/3). (2.16) 

It is known on general grounds] that an x - 2 term in B (x) 
would prevent occurrence of any eigenstates provided its co
efficient exceeded 1/4. However, that does not happen here. 
One could therefore proceed to determine energies and ei
genfunctions for the case (a <,0): 

V(x)=- S 
72x2 

E=~. 
9 

9 

2e 

9X2/3 ' 
(2.17) 

(3) The case of primary interest in this paper corre
sponds to 

g(x) = X
I
/

2
, 

for which 

(2.1S) 

B (x) = (3/16x 2
) + (l/4)(a + b /x l12 + e/x). (2.19) 

Once again an inverse square term arises with a magnitude 
consistent with the existence of eigenstates. The natural sep
aration of B is obviously the following: 

Vex) = -
3 b e 

32x2 SXI12 Sx 
(2.20) 

E= ~. 
S 

We shall see in detail how the signs and magnitudes of band 
e determine whether the number of eigenstates is infinite, 
finite and positive, or zero. 

III. SPECTRUM DETERMINATION 

Case 3 above leads to the following generic wave-
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function: 

<P(x) = 21I2CoXII4(,h(XI/2), (3.1) 

where (,h is a solution to Eq. (2.10) over the positive real axis. 
In this section we shall be concerned with bound states, i.e., 
a < O. Setting 

(3.2) 
(,h (g) = w(z), 

Eq. (2.10) transforms to one of the standard forms for para
bolic cylinder functions 2 

w"(z) - (!Z2 + A )w(z) = 0, 

where 

A= 
e 

21a 1112 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

The independent solutions to differential Eq. (3.3) are 
conventionally denoted by U (A,z) and V(A,z). The latter di
verges as z approaches infinity; only the former is an accept
able solution. Thus, 

<P(x) = 2112CoXl/4U(A,2112IaI1l4xl/2 _ b ) 
2112la 13/4 

(3.S) 

encompasses all eignefunctions. 
It is unacceptable on general grounds for <P (x) to be

have as XI/4 at the origin; instead the leading order must be 
X 3/

4 at this point.] Consequently x = 0 must be a zero of U in 
Eq. (3.S): 

U ( _ b 2 _ e _ b ) _ 0 (3.6) 
Slal3!2 2I a l l / 2 ' 21/2IaI 3/ 4 - . 

This condition will only be satisfied for a discrete set of nega
tive a values which, through the second ofEqs. (2.20), deter
mines the energy spectrum. 

N 0 

-2 
:n: 

-4 

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 o 2 

A 

FIG. 1. Graphical determination of eigenvalues according 10 implicit Ey. 
(3.6). The curves labeled In = 0.1.2.··· are loci of zeros for U(A,z). The four 
curves emanating from the origin represent special cases of Ey. (4.1); I: 
b= -I,c= -I; II:b= I,c= -I; III:b= l,c=4; IV:h= -I, 
c = 4. 
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IV. EIGENVALUE RESULTS 

The task of deducing eigenvalues and their behavior is 
simplified considerably by using a graphical analysis in the 
real A, z plane. The roots of U (A,z) correspond to curves in 
that plane, and their intersections with another curve deter
mined by the form ofEq. (3.6) yield the energy spectrum. 
This last curve can be constructed by eliminating [a [ be
tween the specific forms shown in Eq. (3.6) for the variables 
A and z, with the result 

Z2 e 1 z [2/3 • 

4 22/3 1b 1
213

' 

A= (4.1) 

since 

b 
(4.2) Z= 

21/2 1a 13/4 

along this curve the sign of z is opposite to that of b. 
Figure 1 shows the A, z plane with loci of zeros for 

U(A,z), and selected examples of the curve (4.1) for each of 
the four sign assignments for band e. 

The following properties should be noted for the zeros 
of U(A,z). 

(l) The zeros occur along an infinite set of curves con
fined to the left half plane. 

(2) Each curve intersects the negative A axis once and 
only once at a point of the form - (2m + 3/2),m = 0,1,2, .. ·. 
The integer m is a convenient index for the curves. 

(3) All of the curves lie below the upper branch of the 
parabolaA = -z2/4. 

(4) For each curve A (z) is a single-valued function with 
unique inverse and the property 

lim A (z) = - (m + 112). (4.3) 
z-_ - <Xl 

We now discuss each of the four sign assignments separately. 
(i) b < 0, c < 0. By referring to Eq. (2.20) we see that this 

case makes both the x - 1/2 and the x - I parts of the interac
tion repUlsive. Since the attractive x - 2 term alone is incapa
ble of producing bound states) it is obvious that addition of 
these extra repulsions will not change that situation. The 
graphical manifestation is clear in Fig. 1, for curve (4.1) lies 
above the upper branch of the parabola A = - z2/4 and 
hence cannot intersect any zeros of U. 

(ii)b>O,c<O. Thex- l12 termin V(x) is now negative, 
but the x- I term remains positive. Since the former will 
dominate Vat large x and since it has such extreme range, it 
is clear that an infinite number of bound states should exist. 
This is also clear from Fig. 1, since the corresponding posi
tion of the curve for Eq. (4.1) lies below the lower branch of 
A = - z2/4 and intersects each U-zero branch in turn. If the 
magnitude of the negative quantity c is very large, Eq. (4.3) 
may be used to derive the following limiting distribution of 
eigenvalues: 

E:::: _ ~ + b 3(m + 112) . 
32 [e[ 321c[ 512 

(4.4) 

Such equally spaced levels are characteristic of harmonic 
oscillators, and indeed that is what this limit has generated. 
The interplay between attractive x - 1/2 and strongly repul-
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sive x - I potential terms gives Vex) a negative broad mini
mum at 

(4.5) 

in the neighborhood of which quadratic behavior obtains. 
The low-lying states in this case are sufficiently localized 
around x min to resemble harmonic oscillator states, and Eq. 
(4.4) reflects that fact. 

(iii) b> 0, e> 0. The potential is negative everywhere 
and of course long-ranged. The bound states are infinite in 
number, since curve (4.1) must cross each U-zero curve (see 
Fig. 1). As b shrinks to zero, the curve for Eq. (4.1) ap
proaches the negative A axis. In this limit V (x) contains no 
x - 112 part. Remark 2 above is relevant for locating intersec
tions, and one obtains the Rydberg series 

c2 

E(b=O)= - -----
128(m + 3/4)2 

(4.6) 

For small b it should be a relatively straightforward matter 
to calculate successive orders of perturbation to this last 
result. 

(iv) b < 0, c> 0. This is the most interesting of the four 
cases in that the number of bound states depends crucially 
upon the magnitudes of band c. It is also the case which 
permits resonances to exist since Vex) will have a positive 
barrier. 

As b changes continuously from positive to negative, 
the preceding case (iii) transforms to the present case with 
Rydberg series (4.6) marking the boundary between the two. 
Any given eigenvalue increases continuously as b decreases, 
since Vis being made less attractive. As we shall now see, it is 
possible to decrease b to a point at which any given eigenva
lue increases to zero and ceases to belong to the bound-state 
spectrum. This last phenomenon is associated with intersec
tions in the second quadrant of Fig. 1 that recede to infinity. 
In order to identify conditions that produce such behavior, it 
suffices to have an asymptotic expansion, valid for large [A [, 
for the U-zero curve with index m in Fig. 14: 

zm~2[A [112_ (-am+J 
[A [1/6 

(-a m + 1)2 +O([A [-312), 
20lA [5/6 

m=0,1,2, .. ·, (4.7) 

where an is the nth (negative) zero of the Airy function Ai(l). 
The first few an have the following values': 

a\ = - 2.3381 0741, 

a2 = - 4.0879 4944, 

- 5.5205 5983, 
(4.8) 

a 1 = 
a4 = - 6.7867 0809. 

Equation (4.1) can be used for the intersections of interest to 
eliminate A from Eq. (4.7), and then z can be expressed in 
terms of a and b according to Eq. (3.6). Taking into account 
the second of Eqs. (2.20) we find (for Am > 0), 

Em = - [15 [b [4/3/64( - am + If]Am + O(.J ~), 
(4.9) 

where 

(4.10) 
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This shows that the mth eigenvalue vanishes when..1 m van
ishes, i.e., when 

(4.11 ) 

For slightly larger values of c/ [b [2/3, Em varies linearly 
with ..1 m' A more detailed analysis shows that higher order 
corrections in Eq. (4.9) involve only positive integer powers 
of the quantity ..1 m' It is easy to show that at threshold each 
bound state exhibits the following asymptotic exponential 
order: 

<P (x) = exp [ - (2/3) [b [112X3/4 + O(X3/4) J. (4.12) 

Consequently the bound-state property of square integrabi
lity is retained at threshold. 

V. CONTINUUM SOLUTIONS 

All positive energy states are unbound, and they form a 
dense continuum. The second ofEqs. (2.20) establishes that 
a> 0 for these unbound states. In place ofEq. (3.2) for bound 
states, we now set 

z b 
g=---

21/2al/4 2;;" 
(5.1) 

¢ (g) = w(z). 

Consequently w must satisfy 

wI' (z) + (!Z2 - A )w(z) = 0, (5.2) 

b 2 C 
A= -- - --. 

8a3!2 2a l12 (5.3) 

The real solutions to parabolic cylinder Eq. (5.2) conven
tionalli are denoted by W(A,z) and W(A, - z). Consequent
ly, aside from a normalization factor the general solution has 
the form 

w(z) = coseW(A,z) + sineW(A, - z), (5.4) 

where e must be chosen to satisfy boundary conditions. 
Just as was the case with bound states, continuum 

wavefunctions <P (x) must behave as X3!4 near the origin.' 
This in turn requires that w(z) vanish when x = 0, that is 
when 

b 
z=---

21/2a3/4 
(5.5) 

In order for this to occur e must obey the following relation: 

tane (a) 

W«b 2/8a.ll2) _ (c/2aI/2),(b/21!2a3/4» 

W «b 2 /8a 3/2) _ (c/2a l12), - (b /21/2a3/4» 
(5.6) 

This completes the determination of positive energy states, 
at least in principle. 

These continuum solutions are useful in locating reson
ances, i.e., complex energy states with pure diverging cur
rent boundary conditions at x = + 00: 

(5.7) 

Here E will have a negative imaginary part whose magnitude 
determines the resonance width in the usual way. Along 
with such a resonance there will also exist a time-reversed 
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"anti resonance" state with pure converging-current bound
ary conditions: 

In<P a r~ - i(2E *)1/2X. (5.8) 

By using the large z asymptotic forms2 for W (A ,z) and 
W(A, - z) one can show that the resonance condition (5.7) 
leads to the following implicit equation: 

U [i( ~ __ c_), b exp( - m'l4) ] = O. (5.9) 
8a3/2 2a 1/2 21/2a3/4 

The complex resonance energies are again given by the sec
ond of Eqs. (2.20) now in terms of complex a values which 
satisfy Eq. (5.9). The analog of the last equation for the time
reversed states is 

u[ -i(~ __ c_), beXP(1Ti/4)] =0. (5.10) 
8a3/2 2a 112 2112a3/4 

For any solution a of Eq. (5.9), a* solves (5.10). 
Analytic connections can be established between bound 

states just below threshold and the corresponding resonance 
and antiresonance energy pair above threshold. This is ac
complished by giving the originally real parameter b an in
finitesimal imaginary part as it passes a threshold value. If 
the imaginary part is negative, Eq. (3.6) for bound states 
converts automatically to Eq. (5.9) for resonances. If the 
imaginary part is positive, Eq. (3.6) converts to Eq. (5.10) for 
anti resonances. Therefore, the bound state energy in the 
complex b plane displays a cut at threshold, with the reso
nance and antiresonance pair at corresponding positions 
along the cut. 

It is significant that Eqs. (5.9) and (5.10) lead to identi
cally the same small..1 m series that was indicated in Eq. (4.9) 
for bound states at threshold, but now with negative ..1 m • 

This series, which is evidently asymptotic rather than con
vergent, yields a real result above threshold whereas we 
know that the resonance state has an imaginary part. Clearly 
this imaginary part has a zero asymptotic series in positive 
powers of..1 m • 

VI. DISCUSSION 

Although it is proper to regard the potential V (r) in Eq. 
(1.1) as artificial, it is worth noting that an electrostatic 
charge density per) exists which would cause a unit charge to 
experience just that potential. By employing Poisson's equa
tion, one finds the appropriate density in three dimensions to 
be 

per) = Vo limf(E,r) + VID(r) + v2/161TrS/2, 
.--0 

where 

f(E,r) = 3/21TE4, (Oq < E), 

= - 1I21Tr4, (E<r). 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

Similar results can easily be obtained for other values of D, 
the space dimension. 

There may be some interest eventually in comparing 
exact eigenvalues for the present model with those approxi
mate semiclassical eigenvalues that follow from quantiza
tion of the classical action. 6

-
8 In this regard, we mention in 

passing that the general radial potential containing terms of 
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arbitrary strength proportional to r - 2, r - 3/2, r - 1, and 
r- 112 is a case for which the classical equations of motion 
can be integrated in closed form using Legendre elliptic inte
grals of the first and third kinds. 9 The present model is just a 
special case of this more general potential. 

The available theory of the asymptotic properties of 
parabolic cylinder functions2

,4 is not sufficient to provide the 
imaginary part of our resonance energies near threshold, as 
discussed in Sec. V above. In principle the necessary infor
mation could be achieved through direct numerical study of 
Eq. (5.9), though this is likely to be a cumbersome proce
dure. On this account it is useful to turn to the quasiclassical 
WKB method. That approximation indicates that the in
verse lifetime just above threshold will be dominated by a 
factor of the type (K> 0), 

exp( - K / 1 Li m 1

3/2
). (6.3) 

The imaginary part of the resonance energy is proportional 
to the inverse lifetime, and thus exhibits the same factor. 
Since (6.3) has a zero asymptotic series in positive powers of 
Li m we see that the WKB approximation is consistent with 
the failure of imaginary terms to appear in Eq. (4.9) for Lim 
<0. 

The present model may provide a convenient testing 
ground for the method of complex coordinate rotation!O,!! 
that seems to be computationally useful for locating reson
ances.!2,!3 In particular, the one-dimensional nature of our 
model should permit extensive studies to be carried out on 
the effect of various basis set choices in complex-coordinate-
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rotation calculations. The extent of agreement between the 
computed thresholds and the behavior of the real part of the 
energy there, in comparison with the exact result in Eq. 
(4.9), provides a natural measure of numerical accuracy. At 
the same time it would be instructive to see how resonance 
lifetimes predicted by such calculations compare with the 
WKB result. 

The WKB approximation predicts that the energy in 
the complex b plane possesses an essential singularity at 
threshold. A natural sequel to the present study would there
fore involve generating the first few terms in an exact b pow
er series for eigenvalues. Standard methods of power series 
analysis could then be employed to test for a singularity of 
the WKB type at the known thresholds. 
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A scale limit of cp2 in cp4 Euclidean field theory. I 
z. Habaa) 

Department of Theoretical Physics. University of Bielefeld. Bielefeld. Germany 

(Received 28 June 1978) 

It is shown that a scale limit (appropriately defined) of the Wick square of the free Euclidean field 
in d < 4 dimensions with mass ma exists and is a random field with values independent at every 
point. When mo-O a stable distribution is obtained. The same limit is then calculated in rp4 cutoff 
field theory. After taking the scale limit the regularization can be removed. The limit field is again 
independent at every point but with different density and mean different from zero. The 
interpretation of the results in lattice approximation is given. The problem of restoring the 
correlations between different points is considered as a perturbation around an independent-value 
field. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Field theoretic models depend always on some param
eters (mass, coupling constants), which describe the correla
tion length or the interaction strength. It is interesting 
whether a limit of the model exists when the parameters go 
to some limit values. Because the mass (and other dimen
sional parameters) fixes the length scale, the problem can be 
investigated by means of scale transformations. From the 
mathematical point of view the problem is to find a limit 
distribution under a scale transformation which is closely 
related to classical limit theorems. 1 

Let rpm" be the Euclidean free scalar field in d-dimen
sional space with mass mo [Gaussian random field with co
variance ( - L1 + m6tl]. We define the following scale trans
formations between different field theories 

R (A) : rpm (x)-rpJ..m (x), 

T/J.. ) : rpm(x)-A Yrp/fl(X), 

S(A): rpm ,(x)-rpm,(xiA ). 

(l.l) 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

There is a relation between them in the sense that the opera
tor U (A) = T

J 
d 12(,,1, )S (A )R (A )isa unitary operator in the 

Fock space Ell "L" (see Refs. 2 and 3). Therefore, any of the 
scale transformation (1.1)-(1.3) can be interpreted in terms 
of the remaining two. 

We are interested mainly in the limit when the fields 
become uncorrelated, i.e., the correlation length 11m goes to 
zero. If this limit exists then due to some general theorems4 

the characteristic function of the random field should be giv
en by (we exclude derivatives) 

L (j) = exp { - !a2 f f'(x)d"x + im f !(x)d"x 

+ f ddx do{s)[e/ ,)(X)-I-iS!(x)l}. (1.4) 

where do is a positive measure. 

Let us take the simplest example-the free field. Then 

"On leave of absence from Institute of Theoretical Physics. University of 
Wroclaw. Poland. 

where 

1 f e'p(x -y) 
Gm,(x - y) = __ ddp. 

(21T)d p' + m6 
(1.6) 

We can see that the limit of R (A )rpm" = rp Am" when ,,1,- 00 is 
trivial (L if] = 1). However, (Lml' is also a characteristic 
function because L m " is infinitely divisible l and we may 
consider 

So, this limit exists and is of the form (1.4). 

The limit of infinite correlation length has been exten
sively investigated (see the probabilistic formulation in Ref. 
Sand 6) due to its relevance to phase transitions. A limit of 
infinite bare mass and coupling constants in superrenormali
zable theories is interesting as a tool for construction of new 
models offield theory, which from the conventional point of 
view can be nonrenormalizable (see Refs. 7 and 8). We are 
not able to do this limit in a renormalized cutoff free theory. 
Therefore, our physical mass goes to infinity together with 
the bare mass. That is the essential difference between our 
limit and Glimm and Jaffe infinite scale limit. 1.7 

In this paper we obtain a scale limit of :rp':, which is a 
random field with values independent at every point4 (Sec. 
II). Using this result we consider the scale limit of rp' in ip4 

field theory (Sec. III). Then in Sec. IVan interpretation of 
these results in lattice approximation is considered. Finally, 
in Sec. V we discuss the possibility to restore the correlations 
between different points by a perturbation around the inde
pendent value field. 

II. A SCALE LIMIT OF THE WICK SQUARE 

The Wick square is, after the free field, the second sim
plest model offield theory. Its characteristic function can be 
computed explicitly as the integral is Gaussian 
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L [f] = f dJ1G",(rp) exp( ~ :rp 2:(/») 

(2.1) 

The logarithm can be represented by means of an integral 
over a parameter9 and we get 

( 
1 i oo 

ds - m',s L [f] = exp - - e ' 
2 0 s 

XTr[e-s( -a - if) - (1 + iSj)eStJ ]). (2.2) 

We will next represent the trace by means of the Feynman
Kac formula (we assume d < 4) 

L [f] = exp( + 100 

~S e - mi,s f ddX dW(x,x)(X('» 

x {exp[i f /(x(r»dr] - 1 - i f /(x(r»dr}) 

(2.3) 

where dW(x.xlx(,» is the Wiener measure (see Ref. 10) over 
closed paths, which start in x at r = 0 and end at x at r = s. 

From the representation (2.3) it can be seen that the 
Wick square is infinitely divisible. In fact Eq. (2.3) is the 
Levy-Khinchine representation of an infinitely divisible 
random variable in infinite dimensional spaces ll (for another 
argument see Ref. 9). Therefore, 

L c' [fl = exp( ~ I'D ~S e - mi,s f ddX dW(x.x) 

(2.4) 

I 

is also a characteristic function of a field rpe It is not simple 
to obtain the measure dJ1E corresponding to its Fourier trans
form (2.4). We will consider this problem in Sec. IV. Howev
er, the correlation functions of rpE are different from these of 
:rp2: only by multiplicative factors. rpE fulfills all Oster
walder-Schrader axioms as :rp2: does. So, rp. is not "essential
ly" different from :rp2:. If liE'" is an integer we can get :rp2: 
from rp. as a sum 

1/." 
:rp 2: = I rp.(i) (2.5) 

i= I 

of independent random fields with the characteristic func
tion (2.4). Let us now rescale rp. and define 

<p.(x) = E-drp.(X!c) = T _AE)S(E)rp.(X). (2.6) 

According to the unitary equivalence mentioned in Sec. I, <p. 
is related to the Wick square with the mass molE. We put 
f.(x) = /(EX), then we let E-o and prove 

Theorem 1: Let/(x) be a continuous function with com
pact support in Rd. Then the weak limit E-o of <P E([) exists 
(if d < 4). Namely 

lim E [/12<1>'(f)] 

• ·-0 

I· f d ( ) i12(f.,'f') = 1m J1.rpEe 
.~O 

= lim L ." [IE] 
E~O 

{
I iro d - mi,,' -- I - d 12 = exp s e s 

2(217-)d /2 0 

x f ddx[e"f(x) - 1 - is/(X)]} 

- f d (A>.) i/2<1>,,(/) - J10 'Po e . (2.7) 

The limiting field <Po is a random field with values indepen
dent at every point. 

Proof The Wiener measure is translation invariant. So, we can write x(t ) = x + w(t ) and integrate over paths pinned up at 
o [we denote this by dWt(w(.))]. We will then separate the w-independnet part in Eq. (2.4). In this way we can rewrite the 
formulae (2.4) and (2.7) in the form 

Lc'[f.] =exp(~ f~e-mi"f dWt(w(.» f ddx[eiSf(EX)-l-iSj(EX)])exp(~ f~Sexp(-m6S) f dWt(wO) 

x f ddX eISf(EX){exP[i f ([(EX + Ew(r» - /(EX»dr] - 1 - i f ([(EX + Ew(r» - /(x»dr 

- iCe isf(n) - 1) f ([(EX + Ew(r» - /(X»dr}) 

= exp( 1 f ~ exp( - m~) f ddx[eisf(x) - 1 - is/eX)]) 
2(217-)d /2 SI + d 12 
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- i f (f(x + EUJ(r» - f(x»dr - i(e - isf(x) - 1) f (f(x + EUJ(r» - f(X»dr}), (2.8) 

where we have taken the advantage of 

f dW~)(UJ('» = 1/(21TS)d/2. (2.9) 

In order to prove the theorem we need only to show that the term in the exponential (we denote it by ME) in the second factor 
vanishes as E~O. This will be the case if we are allowed to take the limit E~O in ME under the integral sign. We will show that the 
integrand is dominated by an integrable function. Then the result follows from Lebesque dominated convergence theorem. We 
can use the inequalities 

I eia 
- 11 < I a I ' I eia 

- 1 - ia I < I a 1'!2 
to get the estimate 

mE = I ei'f(x){ exp[i f (f(x + EUJ(r» - f(x»dr] - 1 - i f (f(x + EUJ(r» - f(x»dr 

- i(e - isf(x) - 1) f (f(x + EUJ(r» -f(X»dr} I 

<!( f If(x + EUJ(r» - f(x) Idr r + s If(x) I f If(x + EUJ(r» - f(x) Idr 

<!s. (s If(x + EUJ(r»-f(x)1 2dr+slf(x)1 (s If(x + EUJ(r»-f(x)ldr. Jo Jo 
Clearly 

If(x+EUJ(r»)-f(x)1 < sup IfCY)I(xn(x+EUJ(r»)+Xn(x», 
yEn 

where Xfl(X) is the characteristic function of the support fl off and we get 

mE <2( ~g IfCY) I YS(SXn(X) + f Xn(x + EUJ(r»)dr). 

Now, the function on the right side is integrable as 

LX ~s e mi·'f dW;) (UJ(·»)ddX(SUp If D2S(SXn(X) + LX Xn(X+EUJ(r»)dr) 

< _2_ (f ds e - m;'·,s' d 12)(SUp If I )'1 fl I. 
(21T)d 12 

So, the limit E~O in Eq. (2.8) can be taken pointwise. Q.E.D. 

Remark: Fields with values independent at every point 
have been advocated some time ago by Klauder l

' as resulting 
from an omission of gradient terms in the functional mea

sure. The s density S-I e mi., was suggested on the basis of 
some mass shift arguments (see also another derivation in 
Ref. 13). It seems that there are two ways of the omission of 
gradients, either to let the gradient term to tend to zero or to 
let it go to infinity and redefine the functional measure. 
Klauder's limit would correspond to the first method where
as our model as it follows from Sec. IV is a realization of the 
second possibility. 

The question arises if the limit field <Po still has anything 
in common with the initial Wick square :cp':. The common 
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I 

(2.10) 

feature of Eqs. (2.7) and (2.3) is their infinite divisibility and 
therefore similar Levy-Khinchin representation. In fact, the 
limit E~O shrinks only the normalized to 1 measure 
(21TS)dI2dW(x.x)(x(.» on closed paths passing through the 
point x to a 8-type measure concentrated only at this point. 
This leads to a similar combinatorial structure of the Green's 
functions in both theories and further to the same expression 
for the "pressure" defined byl4 

p(d) = lim _I_In f exp [ - !!...-:cp ':(xn)]df.1G (cp) 
fl-.R" I fl I 2 '" 

(2.11) 

in cp' theory 
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and by 

p(d) = lim _I_In f exp [ - !!-4>0<Xn)]d/10«(/>0) (2.12) 
f} -R' I n I 2 

in (/>0 theory <Xu is the characteristic function of nCR d). 
Both limits can be calculated easily from Eqs. (2.3) and (2.7) 
corresp. and shown to be equal to 

p(d) = ds e - m",s - 1- d /2(e - sa - 1 + so). 1 IX 2 

2(217/ 12 
0 

(2.13) 

This result was obtained earlier in Refs. 15 and 16 (Euclid
ean pressure coincides with relativistic vacuum energy) and 
Ref. 14 for d = 1,2,3. Equation (2.13) makes sense for any 
non integer dimension less than four (see e.g., Ref. 17 for the 
relevance of non integer dimensions). Assuming d < 2 the in
tegral (2.13) can be computed (formula 3.434, Ref. 18) and 
then continued analytically for other d 

1 1 ( d ) p(d) = ---r 1--
(217)d/2 d 2 

(2.14) 

It is singular for d /2 to be equal to a positive integer. For 
d = 2 we get a finite result through a limiting procedure 
d-+2. A similar limiting procedure for d-4 gives the free 
theory result (i.e., corresp. to linear perturbation mp) 

p(4) = A(J2 

but the constant A is now infinite. 

The limit measure /10 (2.7) is still parameterized by the 
free field mass mo. We could not perform the limit (2.7) in a 
massless theory because the estimate (2.10) fails. However, 
after the limit E-+O is taken the limit measure d/1o (2.7) is 
defined also for mo = ° (we shall denote this measure d/1c)· 
In such a case we get the stable distributions ' which play an 
exceptional role in probability as a limit of any distribution 
under renormalization group transformations (see also Ref. 
6). Calculating the integral over s for mo = ° in Eq. (2.7) we 
get for d*,2 (see Ref. 19) 

Lc [f] = exp [ - Yd f ddX If(x) I d/2 

X (1 + i/3 I(x) tg (l7d) )] 
I/(x) I 4 ' 

where 

{
I for ° < d < 2, 

/3= 
- 1 for 2 < d < 4, 

and for d = 2 

1899 

X(I-i f(x) ~lnlf(x)I)]' 
If(x) I 17 
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(2.15) 

(2.16) 

where Y d are constants which are finite for any ° < d < 4 (see 
Ref. 19 for explicit expressions for them). 

The stable distributions are invariant under the follow
ing scale transformation 

(/>cCx)-+A. 2 - d(/>c(xl A. ). (2.17) 

[There is an anomaly in two dimensions. Equation (2.16) is 
scale invariant if we restrictf(x) to Sf(x)d IX = ° similarly as 
in relativistic theory (see Ref. 20).] This scale transformation 
coincides with that of the Wick square of a free massless 
Euclidean field. Let us notice finally that all the correlation 
functions of (/>c are infinite. So, this massless limit cannot be 
obtained by taking a limit of the Green's functions with 
mo*,O. 

III. PERTURBATION BY cp4 1NTERACTION 

We are now going to compute the scale limit of :rp2: field 
in rp4 field theory. [We are not interested in Green's functions 
of rp field itself because they vanish in the E-+O limit (see Sec. 
IV).] Again we replace :rp4: by the rescaled field(/>. (2.6) and 
rp4 by (/>;. The free measure d/1. (2.4) is then multiplied by 
the Gibbs factor exp[( - g~/8)S(/> ;(X)ddX]. However, the 
interaction S(/>; d dX exists only if (/>. is properly regular
ized. So, let 

(/>€.p(x) = fpJY)(/>.CY)ddy. (3.1) 

We are interested in computing the E-+O limit of 

Sc,p[J) =N.-;,I f d/1.(rp.) 

where 

(3.2) 

with the regularization p fixed. Then, we will remove the 
regularization. Clearly, it would be much more interesting 
first to construct (cutoff free) rp4 theory and then to perform 
the E-+O limit. This is quite a difficult problem. As indicated 
in Sec. I it requires a knowledge of the behavior of rp4 when 
the bare mass mo-+ 00. With cutoff fixed we get an indepen
dent value field because then the correlation length goes to 
zero. In Sec. V we will show how to recover the correlations 
among different points by a perturbation around the inde
pendent value model. We think that this is an alternative 
point of view at the E-+O limit in the rp4 theory without 
cutoffs. 

We can reduce the problem of calculating the limit of 
S •. p[J] to that in Sec. II by means of the following 
representation: 
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= f df.l/(¢) exp [ ~ go(¢p,if>o)] , 

(3.3) 

where ¢/Y) = SPx(y)¢(X)ddX andf.ll is the Gaussian mea
sure with covariance I. 

This integral exists with if> ix) in the support of df.lo if, 
e.g.,px(Y) is a continuous function of both variables with 
compact support as will be further assumed. 

Next, we insert Eq. (3.3) into Eq. (3.2) and apply Fu
bini's theorem in order to exchange if> and ¢ integrations. 
We get 

S •. p[J 1 = N .~) 1 f df.ll(¢) f df.liq;>c) 

(3.4) 

The integral over q;>o has been already computed in Sec. II, 
Eq. (3.4). Using results of Sec. II we can prove 

Theorem 2: Let J (x),Px(Y) be continuous functions (on 
R andR XR corresp.) with compact supports. Then the limit 
E-+O of So.p[J] exists and is equal to 

So)J 1 = N 0'1'1 f df.lo(if>o) exp [ - (g;YS) f if> ~jx)d dX] 

X exp [(i/2)( if>o,J) ]. (3.5) 

Proof Ifpx (y) is continuous with bounded support then 
also ¢p (x) has these properties for ¢ belonging to the support 
of df.l f' We have shown already in Sec. II the existence of the 
E--+O limit of Sdf.lc(q;>Jexp[(i/2)(if>"J + ¢p)] for each ¢. In 
order to show the limit of S •. P [J] it is sufficient (due to the 
Lebesque dominated convergence theorem) to show that the 

absolute value of the integrand in Eq. (3.4) ! equal to L ," 
[J, + go¢"., ], see (2.4)! is bounded. But we have 

I " ] I { 1 roc ds - mi, ' 
L' [J. + go¢P.' = exp 2 Jo --; e 

as cosa - 1,;;;0. So going with E to zero we get, due to Theo
rem 1 of Sec. II, 

So.p[J 1 = f df.l/¢) f df.lo(if>o) 

We are again allowed to exchange if>o and ¢ integrations 
(Fubini theorem) getting the result (3.5). Q.E.D. 
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We are now able to remove the regularizationp appear
ing in Eq. (3.5). The functionpx(Y) contains a volume cutoff 
and a smearing out over a finite space region. Let x-+y, then 
we face the problem of defining 

x ~y 

This problem has been solved for independent value fields by 
Hegerfeldt and Klauder21 using the Wilson-Zimmermann 
method22 of forming the renormalized powers. Due to Wil
son and Zimmermann an expansion exists for x-+y 

if> (x)if> (y) = I wn(x,y)if> ~(n)(x) + R (x,y), (3.6) 

where ware functions singular at x = y and R (x,y) is regu-n 

lar when x-+y. if> ~(n) can be considered as a renormalized 
square. For independent value fields there is only one sigular 
term in the expansion (3.6). The way to pick it up is given by 
Ref. 21. 

Theorem 3: Letp~(y)-+c8(x - y) and letf(x) be a con
tinuous function with a compact support. Then the operator 

if> ~./f) = Sif> ~./x)f(x)d dX converges strongly to if> ~ (f). 

The need for multiplicative renormalization and no 
subtraction are remarkable features of the construction of 
renormalized powers of independent value fields in compari
son with q;>4 theory we have started from. This multiplicative 

renormalization is contained in the assumption that p~(y) 
--+c8(x - y) and not Px(Y) itself. Here, c is a dimensional 
constant which has to have dimension (length) - d if 

g6if> ~ (I) is to be dimensionless. If we construct this con
stant from the constants mo and go being at our disposal then 
the Fock space scale covariance (generated by U(..i) Eqs. 
(1.1)-(1.3) and below) will be preserved. From dimensional 
reasons we should have c = mgu(y'), where u is an arbitrary 
function of the dimensionless coupling constant 
y' = g6m~ 4. After the limit p-c8 is taken it is possible to 
calculate the expression (see Ref. 21) 

f df.lo(if>o)exp[ -sg6 if> ~(f) ]exp [ + if>o(J)] 

( If d -In,,' 1 d /2 = exp s e s 
2(21T)d !2 

(3.7) 

Now, we setf = Xfl and go with fl toR d. The normalization 
factor No. f' in Eq. (3.5) corresponds to J = 0 in Eq. (3.7). 
Dividing by N we get in the limit fl-+R d a finite result for 0.1' 

the characteristic function 

{ II x d ( 2 1 2 d ') S~, [J 1 = exp s exp - mr,r; - ].gomous 
2(21T)d /2 () 

xs' 1 Ii /2 f d dx(e,sJ(X) - 1 - isJ (X»} 
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xexp{- i (OC dse- m!"s-d12 
2(21T)d 12 Jo 

(3.8) 

This is again a random field with values independent at every 
point but now the spectral function d(7(s) [Eq. (1.4)] is modi
fied by an interaction term in comparison with the free case. 
The Fock space scale covariance (mentioned in Sec. I) pre
sent in Eq. (3.2) is preserved in the scale limit (Klauder's 
independent value field l

' does not fulfill this scale covar
iance). The mean value of the field is different from zero and 

equal to 

(</> (x» = __ 1_ roo ds e - mi,ss - dl2 
(21T)d 12 Jo 

(3.9) 

This nonzero mean value of </> should not be considered as 
surprising. The :cp': field can have a negative mean value also 
in the constructive cp4 field theory if a mass shift + a:cp': is 
present in the interaction (see Ref. 23). In our case (:cp':)' 
differs from :cp4: by an (infinite!) positive mass shift term. 

In Sec. II the pressure in the limit theory has been calcu
lated and shown to coincide with the pressure in the initial cp' 
field theory (mass shift model). Using Eq. (3.7) we can calcu
late the pressure for ql- </>, interaction with a mass shift (7</> 

Pg = lim _I_In f dflo( </>0) 
c' 12 .R' lill 

I f d - m,;" - I - d 12 = S e s 
2(21T)d 12 

(3.10) 
I 

we can rewrite Eqs. (4.1) and C 4.2) in the form 

exp [ - A. Tr In( - A + m~ - if) + A Tr In( - A + m~)] 

A comparison of this result with the initial cp4 needs more 
detailed investigation and is postponed to a forthcoming 
paper. 

IV. INTERPRETATION VIA THE LATTICE 
APPROXIMATION 

We will explain in this section the significance of the 
rescaling of the Green's functions of:cp2: and the meaning of 
the measure dpE(CPE) (2.4) in terms of the conventional Feyn
man-Kac integral. Let us notice that formulae (2.1) and 
(2.4) are just like characteristic functions of the gamma dis
tribution l9 in an infinite dimensional space. In the finite n
dimensional case we can derive by means of an expansion 
into eigenvectors the formula 

exp[ - A Tr InCA - iT) + A Tr InA ] 

= f e(i/2)(Y, TY)e( - 1/2)(ycAy) (deW Y 
2"n(r(AW 

(4.1) 

For A = ! there is an essential simplification in Eq. (4.1) due 
to the disappearance of the denominator in the integration 
measure. Such a denominator looks rather ugly in a func
tional measure. So, we will represent it in terms of an expo
nential by introduction of a new variable (such a representa
tion is not unique, but is suggested by the requirement that 
the additional variable 0 be Gaussian.) 

(4.2) 
Then, settingYI = cp (/0), 0 1 = 0 (10) (where 0 is the lattice 
spacing) and 

(y,Ay) 

= '2}d - 2(cp (/0) - cp (I '0»' + L m6CfJ '(lO)Od 
1 

(4.3) 

J ~12 112 

= [det~( - A + m~) y 1/2 II 1T d0 (x)[ det( - A + m~H/2 
x rCA) 
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(4.4) 

This formula shows that passing from the field :cp2: to CP. in Sec. II. (A = 1f"') is equivalent to a replacement of the original free 
Euclidean measure df..lG", .. by another one 

df..lG (cp )---+df..lG (CP)[det1( - Ll + m~)] - (I - .")/2 II {jd121T
1!2 de (x) exp [ - -21 fE)2(x)(m 2(X»I-"'d dX] 

'" '" x r(f'" /2) T 

= dv.(cp,e). (4.5) 

Then, the addition of interaction in Sec. III can be done in the usual way by means of the Gibbs factor 

exp[ - ~fcp4(x)ddx]dv.(cp,e) 
dv.(cp,e)- . 

f exp[ - ~ fcp4(x)ddx ]dv.(cp,e) 
(4.6) 

The measure 4.5 (corresponding to € = 0) was introduced previously by Klauder13 ("augmented" field theory) as an alternative 
to the conventional quantization scheme. The modification (4.5) does not change equations of motion (because there are no 
gradients of the e field) but only the quasi-invariance property under translations cp-cp + h. The field theory (4.5) or (4.6) is 
not canonical as the quasi-invariance of the measure is destroyed. Our derivation of the formula (4.4) shows that a precise 
meaning to the formal measure (4.5) can be attached through its Fourier transform (2.4). 

Let us consider now the €-+O limit as formulated in Theorems 1 and 2. After rescaling (2.6) 

cp 2(X)-€ - dcp 2(X/€) 

the measure changes as follows: 

[ f ] f .1 {jd 121TI12 
exp -§io cp4(x)ddX dv.(cp,e)- det[!(-Ll +m~)]-(l/2)(I-')I} r(f"'/2) de(x) 

X [det( - Ll + m~)] 1/2 I} ~~;~~ exp [ -1(f"'y" f e 2(X)(cp 2(X» I - <" d dX] 

X exp( - €~2 f cp (x)( - Ll )cp (x)d dX) exp( - ~~ f cp 2(x)d dX) exp( - € ~ d g~ f cp 4(x)d dX) 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

We can see that when €-+O the gradient term in the functional measure is not negligible at all. It tends to infinity and the 
exponential to zero. This suggests that the functional measure becomes concentrated on stepwise constant functions in the limit 
€-+O. In fact, this can be shown starting from the characteristicfunction (1.4). If we add a source term f J (x)cp (x)d d X generating 
the Green's functions of cp(x), then after the scaling (4.7) 

f J (x)cp (x)d dx_f'" 12 f J (€x)CP (x)d dX 

and vanishes as €_O. Therefore, in Sec. II we did not take into consideration the cp field. Finally, Eq. (4.8) shows that the 
effective coupling constant € - dio goes to infinity as €_O. 

In Ref. 13 Klauder deals with another limit of the measure (4.5), when he neglects the gradient terms. Klauder obtains a 
result different from ours (see Remark in Sec. II). We could eliminate the gradient terms in the formula (4.4) by a suitable scale 
transformation and reformulate the problem in a continuum theory as in Secs. II and III. However, we have gotten a divergent 
or trivial limit as a result. 

V. RESTORING OF THE CORRELATIONS. AN EXPANSION AROUND INDEPENDENT VALUE FIELD 

Fields with values independent at every point are rather unphysical. They fulfill Osterwalder-Schrader axioms24 but have 
only trivial continuation to Minkowski space-time (see Ref. 25). We have shown that an independent value field can be a limit 
of a Euclidean field with nonzero correlation length. Now, the following problem arises. Assuming we guess a limit of a 
Euclidean model [we know the representation of this limit, Eq. (1.4)] when the correlation length goes to zero (physical mass 
to infinity). Can we get a theory with nonzero correlation length (this theory can be itself a limit of, e.g., aP(cp) model with an 
infinite bare coupling)? A related problem for Klauder's model13 has been investigated in Ref. 26 where a perturbation of the 
independent value measure by the interaction cp( - Ll )cp was considered. Unfortunately, only some trivial (tree) diagrams 
have been picked up. 

We have shown in Sec. IV that our scale limit is not an omission of cp( - Ll )cp in the functional measure. Therefore, a 
different perturbation scheme is needed. For the cp2 field theory (Sec. II) it is quite easy to get a perturbation expansion 
restoring the correlations. It can be obtained from Eq. (2.8). We have shown that the second factor in Eq. (2.8) tends to 1 as 
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E----+O. Now, we will consider it as a perturbation. We assume thatfis an analytic function 

f(x + Ew(r» - f(x) =..r . ,=.. , f~'~.!i'<x)w;'(r) ... w::(r), 
I, + ... ,,,= k 11' 'd' 

(5.1) 

where 

Then, we can expand the second factor in Eq. (2.8) as a power series in E. Further we use Eq. (2.7) in order to represent the first 
factor as Fourier transform of the measure po. A typical term in the expansion has the form 

f,I f~n!1 (x 1) exp [ (i/2)( <Po'/)] = f,I ( - I)k 1 ( - i)if;t.'!~ 2 o<P~x I) ) exp [ (i/2)<Po(f)] . (5.2) 

Using Eq. (5.2) we can sum up the series again and write (2.8) in a compact form as a perturbation of the field with independent 
values at every point 

- e 2 (15/1)<P,(x)] _ 2i (' dr(e - • ..,(7)\7 _ I) __ o_}) exp [ ~ <Pil)]. 
Jo o<Po(x) 2 

(5.3) 

In deriving Eq. (5.3) we replacedf(x) in Eq. (2.8) by - 2i[8!0<Po(x)] as follows from Eq. (5.2) and used the equation ea\7 

xf(x) = f(x + a). Eqs. (2.8) and (5.3) are just identities but our aim was to show that an expansion around the independent 
value field makes sense and can completely restore the correlations. 

The analogous problem with interaction is already less trivial. Due to Eq. (3.4) we can repeat all the steps leading to the 
formula (5.3) in order to get for the regularized generating functional 

S •. P [J] 

= N .~p I J dpI(tP)dPO(<Po) exp( 1- f'" ~ - m/" J dW~ (w(·»d dx {exp [2 (' dr e - • ..,(T).'\7 _0_ ] 
2 Jo s Jo o<Po(x) 

- e2(MI5<P,,(x) ( _ 2 (' dr(e - • ..,(T)\7 - I) _o_}) ex [~<p (J + tP )]. Jo o<Po(x) P 2 0 go p 
(5.4) 

Now, we can integrate over tP getting on the right-hand side 
the factor 

J dpI(tP) exp[(i/2)<Po(J + gotPp )] 

=eXP[(i!2)<Po(J)]exp[ - ~ J <P6./X )ddX ] (5.5) 

which then should be differentiated in order to getS.,p[J]. In 
the limit E---+O there is no differentiation and in such a case we 
were able to remove the regularization (Sec. III) by letting 
p~CY)-o(x - y). 

Such a simple solution is not possible for the series (5.4). 
Differentiation of the function (5.5) over <Po generates power 
series in <Po(x) times the factor (5.5). We can again include 
exp[ - (g6l8)f<P '(x)d dX ] in the definition of the interaction 
measure as in (3.7)-(3.8). But now the limiting procedure 
p~CY )---+o(x - y) is not allowed, because with such a choice of 
PxCY) 
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I 
We have to letpxCY)-8(x - y) if <Po in the power series is not 
to disappear but then io <P ~'P (x)---+io o(O)<P ~ (x). So the cou
pling constant renormalization is needed. Then, after differ
entiation we get power series in <P n(x), which should be ren
ormalized according to the prescriptions given in Refs. 21 
and 22. This leads in addition to the coupling constant renor
malization and also to the wavefunction renormalization. 
After this is done, we get a renormalized power series in the 
field <P [defined by Eq. (3.8) with go replaced by renorma
lized coupling constant g]. Then, the integration over dpg 
(3.8) gives finite results in each order of perturbation expan
sion in E. However, it is rather difficult to investigate the 
properties of the resulting theory due to the complexity of 
Eqs. (5.4)-(5.5). Nevertheless, it can be seen that such a the
ory does not coincide with the initial q;4 field theory (3.4) we 
have started from. This follows from the quite different ren
ormalization procedures applied to the conventional expan
sion in go and the E expansion around the independent value 
field. [If we performed the tPintegration in Eq. (3.4) and then 
renormalized the resulting q;. theory without taking the lim
it E----+O we would get the conventional q;4 field theory with 
some inessential rescalings.] 
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It is expected that when correlation length goes to zero 
the values of a random field become independent at every 
point. The question is whether this limit field with values 
independent at every point is nontrivial (i.e., different from 
zero). Ifit is to be a nontrivial limit it should be carefully 
defined with an appropriate normalization chosen. So far 
much more attention was concentrated on the infinite corre
lation limit due to its relevance to phase transitions. It seems 
that both infinite correlation limit and zero correlation limit 
are analogs of classical limit theorems of probability (see 
Refs. 5 and 6). 

We have shown that the scale limit of cp2 exists and we 
have computed the corresponding limit in regularized cp4 
field theory. We think that such a limit can occur also in cp4 
without cutoff. Due to Glimm and Jaffe3

., there exists a scale 
limit of (CP')2 with nonzero correlations indexed by the phys
ical mass. Now, when the physical mass m in this model goes 
to infinity, the correlation length tends to zero. This is just an 
interchange of the limits mo- 00 in cutoff theory and m_ 00 

in the scale limit of cp' without cutoff. The field theories de
fined as limits of superrenormalizable models, when some 
parameters tend to infinity, are interesting as examples of 
more singular theories'·8 than the well-understood superren
ormalizable models. For a construction of such singular the
ories the independent-value field can be a good starting 
point. In Sec. V we have suggested an expansion around the 
independent value field. We have pointed out that the per
turbation series can be renormalized in each order of the 
expansion parameter. However, a sum of an infinite number 
of terms is needed in order to draw conclusions about the 
correlations. Without summing the series we can calculate 
some expressions which do not depend on correlations, e.g., 
the pressure, or depend on them in an irrelevant way. In the 
forthcoming paper it will be shown that the scale limit may 
be considered as a low (Euclidean) momentum approxima
tion of a large coupling limit of superrenormalizable theories 
and a small coupling limit for nonrenormalizable 
interactions. 
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It is well known that a necessary and sufficient condition for the conformal flatness of a three
dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold can be expressed in terms of the vanishing of a third
order tensor density concomitant of the metric which has contravariant valence 2. This was first 
discovered by Cotton in 1899. It is shown that Cotton's tensor density is not the Euler-Lagrange 
expression corresponding to a scalar density built from one metric tensor. This tensor density is 
shown to be uniquely characterized by its conformal properties coupled with the demand that it be 
differentiable for arbitrary metrics. 

Lovelock' has shown that in a 3-space, the only third 
order (2,0)-tensor density concomitants of a metric which 
are symmetric and divergence free are2 gl12g ij, g l12G ii, and 
e uwhere 

(1) 

The tensor density e ij was first introduced by Cotton l in 
connection with the conformal properties of three-dimen
sional Riemannian manifolds. He showed that the vanishing 
of e Ij is a necessary and sufficient condition for the confor
mal flatness of such manifolds. We shall call e ij the Cotton 
tensor density: 

It is well known that 

V;g ij = E ij(2V; ), 

and that 

V;G ii=E ij( - V;R), 
where E ij is the Euler-Lagrange operator. s The question 
naturally arises as to whether there exists a scalar density 1 
of the form 

for which 

e ij = E i/(J'). 

The obvious choice of ag
'j 
e ij (for some constant a) fails 

sincegij e ij 0 (cf. Ref. 4). 

(2) 

(3) 

The function :/' in (2) can be treated as a differentiable 

function of the variables gab' gab.c ..... The derivatives d I dx i 
in the operator E ij become the operators 

d a 
dx i = gab.i agab 

a 
+gb·--+···· a .CI a 

8ab.c 

Equation (3) can then be interpreted as a partial differential 
equation for the function 1. Horndeski6 has shown that the 
Cotton tensor density satisfies 

E ij(e ub ) _ ae ii = 0, 
agab 

d 2 ae ah d ae ab 

3---- -2----
dx r dx' ag,}.k" dx r agij.kr 

ae ab ae ij 
+ + 

agij.k agab.k 

=0, 

d ae ab 

3---
dx r agij.k,r 

and 

ae ab ae ij + =0, 
agii.kl agab.kl 

ae Ij 

+ --- =0. 
agii.klm agab.klm 

ae ab 

(4) 

Equations (4) are necessary conditions for the existence of a 
function Y of the form (2) which satisfies (3).6.' They can be 
interpreted as "integrability conditions" for the partial dif
ferential equations (3). (Anderson' refers to them in this 
way.) In fact, Eq. (4) are sufficient for the existence of a 
scalar density '1/ of the form 

(5) 

for which e ij = E ij(r), where both gab and hab are positive 
or negative definite metric tensors.6 Thus in the case of defi
nite metrics, scalar density solutions to (3) can be obtained 
by enlarging the domain of definition assumed for 1. In this 
paper it is shown that no scalar density solutions to (3) of the 
form (2) exist (for metrics of arbitrary signature) provided 
certain differentiability requirements are imposed. 8 

Theorem: In a 3-space there does not exist a class e a + 4 

scalar density 0'/ of the form (2) satisfying (3). 
Proof For any tensorial concomitant of a metric tensor 

with the form 

then the functions F:::(t), for all tER given by 

F:::(t): = F:::( gab; tgab ,; ... ; t "gab c .. " ), 
• • 1 " 

define a tensorial concomitant of the metric. Evidently (1) 
implies that 

e ij(t) = t 3e ii. (6) 

Let .:f be a scalar density of the form (2) for which (3) holds. 
By direct computation we deduce that 

E iJ(Y(t» = E iJ(1)(t) = e Ij(t). 

From (6) and (7) we find that 

t 3e iJ = E /j(.'/(t ». 

(7) 

(8) 

It is evident that the d Idt derivative commutes with the E /J 
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operator CY is differentiable). Thus differentiating three 
times with respect to t in (8) and then setting t = 0 we obtain 

C ij = E Ij(.y"), 

where 

Y'· = ~ [~(.Y(t»] I . 
3! dt 3 I ~ () 

(9) 

(10) 

To construct .Y' we apply the replacement theorem 9 to 
.Y'(t) to deduce that 

.:/(t) = .:1'( gab; 0; t 2gabed;"'; t agabe, ... e)' (11) 

where gahc""e,,' f3 = 2, ... ,a, are the f3 th metric normal ten
sors! Substituting from (11) into (10) and doing the indicat
ed operations we find that 

(12) 

where 1]a/)('d<, is (necessarily) a tensor density concomitant of 
g n only. Since 1]a/)(d(' consists of a linear combination of terms 
of the form 10 gnclut', each term in the sum for 1]abede will be 
totally antisymmetric in three of its five indices. Since gabede 
is symmetric in its first two indices and totally symmetric in 
its last three indices we must have [by (12)] that 

Y' O. 

The above contradicts (9) and therefore contradicts the exis
tence of a scalar density .Y of the form (2) satisfying (3). 0 

The Cotton tensor density thus possesses the unusual 
feature that it satisfies conditions (4) but cannot be obtained 
via (3) from a scalar density of the form (2). It is conceivable 
that by relaxing the demand that .Y be a scalar density one 
may be able to find a function 2' of the form (2) for which (3) 
holds. II The behavior exhibited by C ij is not a common fea
ture among expressions satisfying Eqs. (4) or their general
izations. In most cases the above behavior does not occur 
unless the relevant expressions are homogeneous of degree 
- 1 in the field functions I I as is the case with C ij. 

An interesting application of the proof of the theorem is 
the following related result: 

Corollary: In a 3-space there does not exist a class C 3 

scalar density concomitant of the metric and its derivatives 
which is conformally invariant. 

Proof Let 11' be such a concomitant. From the coordi
nate transformation x i = (Xi for tEiR + (arbitrary) it follows 
that 

Since 1/ . is conformally invariant and hence homogeneous 
of degree zero in gab and its derivatives we find that at an 
arbitrary point P in the 3-space t 31Fp = 7f 'p(t ) (cf. the no
tation in the proof of the theorem). Since P is arbitrary, 
t 37/ . = 1/ '(t) and the steps in the proof of the theorem can 
now be followed starting at Eq. (10) (replacing II ~ 0 by 
lim,.(1 ). 0 

The differentiability condition in the previous corollary 
is necessary since the scalar density a, = (C:C;)'/2 and 
a 2 = (C~C;C~)'/l are both conformally invariant but nei
ther is of class C' in any neighborhood of a conformally flat 
metric tensor. As York 12 has indicated, one can use scalar 
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densities such as a" a 2 , and a,f(a2Ia,) (wherefis a real 
valued differentiable function to obtain trace free, symmet
ric divergence free (2,0) tensor density concomitants T Ij of a 
metric tensor. Given any such scalar density r/J one simply 
takes T ij = E ij(r/J ), provided one avoids those metrics for 
which a, = 0 or a 2 = O. Any tensor density Tij constructed 
in this manner has the additional property that T'/ 
= gjk T ik is conformally invariant. 

From York's construction procedure it seems likely 
that any tensor density T ij obtained in this way will not be 
differentiable at a conformally flat metric (nor will it even be 
defined there). This is due to the occurrence of terms involv
ing negative powers of a, and a 2 in the resulting T Ii. By 
demanding differentiability for arbitrary metric tensors, we 
are led to the following characterization of the Cotton tensor 
density: 

Proposition: In a 3-space let T ijbea class C 1 (1,1) tensor 
density concomitant of the metric and its derivatives (to some 
finite order) which is conformally invariant. Then T ') = aC 'j 
where a is an arbitrary constant. 

Proof Using the argument which begins the proof of the 
previous corollary we find that for all tER +, 

f3Tlj=T'lt). 

Following the same steps as in the proof of the above theo
rem starting at ( 10) (using lim 1-.0 instead of II ~ 0)' we 
obtain 

T i 11 i abedeg ) = '1 j abede' 

where 1] i/bCc!C is a tensor density concomitant of the metric. 
Thomas' (chapter 6) has shown that the third metric normal 
tensor is a linear combination of Rabed Ie terms and thus, 
upon raising an index in the above equation, we find that 

T U == ~ l)uhcdcRabcd e' 

where ~ ... is a tensor density concomitant of the metric. Us
ing the Bianchi identity along with WeyPO (to construct ~ ... ) 
we obtain the nonvanishing terms 

T iJ = b ClUh R j + b cjab R i + b cija R , alb 2 a b 3 la' 

The dimensionally dependent identity I) ~~~cnIR Ii" b 0 im
plies the T IJ is of the form 

T IJ = c,C iJ + c2c
,jUR u' 

The conformal invariance of T 'j now implies that C2 = 0 
and hence establishes the proposition. 0 

It is remarkable that the two conditions, viz., conformal 
invariance and differentiability, are sufficient to obtain the 
Cotton tensor density in a 3-space from all possible (l, 1)
tensor densities. Moreover, these two conditions also imply 
all the properties of the Cotton tensor density, i.e., T,' = 0, 
Tj!i = 0, and T ij = T Ji! This unique characterization does 
not hold for spaces of dimension greater than three. For ex
ample, in a 4-space the conformally invariant tensor density 
g'!2C 1U/"CjUhC is not divergence free nor is it trace free, (C ~bc 
is the Weyl conformal curvature tensor. 11) 

Finally, it is easily seen that the method of proof em
ployed in the above proposition can be utilized (in somewhat 
modified form, depending upon the situation) to construct 
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any differentiable (for metrics of arbitrary signature) tensor
ial concomitant of a metric tensor with conformal transfor
mation properties. Of course, in general the procedure is 
more involved than the relatively simple proofs given for the 
cases considered here. 
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Plane symmetric static fields in Brans-Dicke theory of 
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An explicit form of the relationship between goo and the Brans-Dicke scalar potential <I> 
in the interior of a perfect fluid with an equation of state p = Ep as well as in the 
matter free space, is obtained assuming functional dependence of glXl on <1>. Plane 
symmetric static perfect fluids in Brans-Dicke theory of gravitation are discussed. 
Explicit solutions are also obtained for a fluid with E = 1/3, that is, for a disordered 
radiation and some of its properties studied. 

INTRODUCTION 

In a recent communication Bruckman and Kazes 
(1977)1 have studied perfect fluid with the equation of state 
p = Ep for the matter content in Brans-Dicke' theory of 
gravitation. They have arrived at a simple relation between 
goo and the scalar potential ¢i for the spherically symmetric 
case in the interior as well as in the matter free exterior space, 
which they used to obtain some explicit solutions interpreted 
to be those for static spheres made of cold ultrahigh density 
perfect fluid. 

In the first part of this note the relations between goo and 
the scalar potential ¢i are generalized to both in the interior 
and in the exterior, where we have assumed a functional 
relationship between them instead of their being restricted 
by any special kind of symmetry. In the second part it is 
shown that field equations may be reduced to a nonlinear 
differential equation involving only one metric coefficient 
and the solution of this equation, once obtained will deter
mine the others in view of the other existing relations. Ex
plicit solutions for a very special case of disordered radiation 

(£0 = ~) in Brans-Dicke' theory are obtained and some of 
3 

their properties studied. These solutions, however, reduce to 
those of vacuum in Brans-Dicke theory when any of the 
arbitrary constants appearing there is set equal to zero, while 
on the other hand one recovers the solutions of Teixeira et al. 
(1977)1 for disordered radiation in Einstein's theory in a nat
ural way for the absence of the scalar field. 

goo-cP RELATION IN THE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR 
REGIONS 

For static space-time in Brans-Dicke theory one can 
write from the appropriate field equation (Brans-Dicke, 
1961)2 

R()+~(T()_lT)- 1"'0 1 III (I) () ¢i () 2 - -7 :()-~ 
with 

Dei> = 81T T, 
(3+20) 

(2) 

where T~~ stands for the energy-momentum tensor of the 

perfect fluid with the equation of state p = EP, being repre
sented in comoving coordinates by 

T',~ = pdiag(l, - £0, - £0, - E), £0 = const. 

Now from (I) and (2) one can obtain the relation (see Bruck
man and Kazes) 

with 

3£0 - 1 
c = -----------

(20 + 3) + (0 + 1)(3£0 - 1) 
(4) 

Now for a functional relationship goo = goo(¢i ) the relation (3) 
reduces to 

(5) 

where 

g;)O = dgoo/dei> and ei>.k = g'k¢i.,. 

Now defining a function of ¢i as 

s (¢i) = J[ I - ~ g;Xl]# 
2 goo 

(6) 

Eq. (5) may be written as 

[S·"( - grl., = O. (7) 

Again, using (7), one may write 

[SS"( -g)ll2l.k =g"S,S,,( _g)ll2. (8) 

Integrating both sides of (8) throughout the interior of the 
fluid distribution and transforming the left-hand side into a 
surface integral, one obtains 

pSS"( _g) l12ds" = Jgl"s,s,dV. (9) 

The left-hand side of (9) vanishes in view of (7) when we 
consider the distribution bounded by an equipotential sur
face where ¢i = const which is again equivalent to S = const 
from (6). In consequence S,i = 0, since g" is negative defi
nite and finally in view of (6), we arrive at a relation between 
goo and ¢i in an explicit form such as 

ei> = constX(goo)c12. (10) 
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In the matter free exterior region, where p = p = 0, Eg. (1) 
takes up a very simple form 

R8= -~¢OO, (11) ¢ . 
which in turn gives 

[gik¢goo."gOO( - g)IIZ].i = O. (12) 

Assuming the same functional relationship goo = goo(¢ ) to 
hold and utilising the relation O¢ = 0 for matter free space 
one can immediately obtain from (12) 

( gbo¢)' = o. 
goo 

Integration of (13) yields explicitly the functional 
relationship 

¢ = const X (goo) el2, 

(13) 

(14) 

C being an arbitrary constant here. The relations (12) and 
(14) are identical with those obtained by Bruckman and 
Kazes for spherical symmetry. 

PLANE SYMMETRIC PERFECT FLUID-FIELD 
EQUATIONS AND THEIR INTEGRATION 

We consider the plane symmetric static metric in the 
form 

(15) 

where a and (3 are functions ofx alone. The field equations in 
Brans-Dicke theory are now 

all = ~(p _ (w + I) T)e2f3 _ a,:/!.:.., 
¢ (2w + 3) ¢ 

(311 + !(3a, + (3,)(a, - /31) 

_ ~(E + (w + 1) T)e2f3 
¢ p (2w + 3) 

and the wave equation for the scalar potential ¢ is 

A. _ _ 817' r 2/3 
'1'1' - ~e 

(2w + 3) 

One can now utilize (16) and (18) to obtain 

all +a,¢J¢ 

_ 1 - [(w + 1)/(2w + 3)](1 - 3E) 
- E+ [(w+ 1)/(2w+3)](1-3E)' 

the integration of which yields a relation like 

/31 = - S!..a, + ~ 
do ¢' 

(16) 

(17) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

where A is the integration constant and Co, do are constants 
being given by 
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Co = E - - + - (I - 3E) [( 
1 ) 3 (w + 1) J 
2 2 (2w + 3) 

and 

do=~[I- (w+1) (1-3E)]. 
2 (2w + 3) 

In view of (10) and (21) Eq. (17) can now be expressed as 

A,a ll + A,ai + A)e ~ wal + A4e - 2ea = 0 (22) 

where A "A"A),A4 are constants depending in general on the 
magnitude of w, E, andA. The Bianchi identity i.e., P"·". = 0 
give the relation 

(23) 

with k = (1 + E)/E andpo a constant. 

Once we get a solution for a from (22), (3 can immedi
ately be obtained from (21) in view of (10). It is not difficult 
to see that the solutions thus obtained along with dJ being 
computed from (10) will satisfy all the field equations (16)
(18) and the wave equation (19). 

We do not attempt here to obtain the general solution of 
(22), which is apparently not quite easy, except for a very 
simple solution in the special case for A = 0 in (21), so that 
A) = A, = 0 in (22). The explicit forms of such solutions are 
obtained after integration of (22) in the form 

so that the matter density p is given by 

where ai' a2 are integration constants; m = - coldo, 
h =A 2/A I • 

SPECIAL CASE OF E = 1/3 

(24) 

(25) 

It may be noted from (1) and (2) that for E = 1/3 the 
relation (10) is not valid and so the case of disordered radi
ation is to be considered separately. The Bianchi identity 
reduces to the relation 

p = poe - 4a. (26) 

One can integrate in this case Eq. (19) in view of T = 0, to 
obtain 

¢ = (ax + b), (27) 

a and b being integration constants. Exact solutions are ob
tained on integrating the field equations and are given in the 
form 

3/3 - a = ~ In( 1 + : x) + E. (28) 

and 

(29) 

The explicit form (29) is obtained, however, by making a 
choice w = A la, where A, E, I, n are arbitrary constants. 

It is now not difficult to see that one may get a class of 
empty space (p = 0) plane symmetric solutions in Brans
Dicke theory by setting any of I, n, and (w - 1) equal to zero 
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and they are found to satisfy the general relation (14) already 
derived for empty space in Brans-Dicke theory. 

We now suitably adjust the constants in (28) and (29) so 
as to satisfy the regularity conditions on the plane of symme
try. Thus a = (3 = 0 at x = 0 and further since the pressure 
gradient should vanish exactly at the central plane of sym
metry the relation (26) shows thata. 1 = Oatx = o (see Teix
eira et at.). In view of the above regularity conditions one 
has to put n = (I -I) = 5w/6(w - I) and B = 0 and thus 
finally obtain the solutions of the plane symmetric static dis
tributions of disordered radiation in Brans-Dicke theory in 
the form 

and 

1910 

{3 = -In 1 + -x + --'--~ 1 [ 5w ( a)( 1 + 3(0/2) (w - 6) 

5 6(w - 1) b 6(w - 1) 

(
a )5(012] 

X 1+-x 
b 

a = -In 1 + -x + --'-----'--3 [ 5w ( a )(1 - ",/6) (w - 6) 

5 6(w - 1) b 6(w - I) 

X 1 +-x . (
a )5'0/6] 
b 
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(30) 

(31) 

(26) now gives using the field equations the value of po so that 

24rrpo = a
2
w(w - 6) . (32) 

12·c 

For a particular case of w = 6, the matter density vanishes 
everywhere. (26) and (31) indicate that for w > 6 the density 
and pressure vanish as x-+ 00 whereas for w < 6 the pressure 
and density become infinitely large as x-+ 00 . 

Finally it is not difficult to show that when in the limit 
the scalar field is absent, that is, when a ;::::;:0, which is equiv
alent to w;::::;: 00 in view of the relation w = A/a, (30) and (31) 
reduce to those of Teixeira et a/. ) mentioned earlier by utiliz
ing in (31) the well-known elementary result 

lim" -x(l + yin)" = e Y
• 

'W.E. Bruckman and E. Kazes, Phys. Rev. D 16, 261 (1977). 
'c. Brans and R.H. Dicke, Phys. Rev. 124,925 (1961). 
'A.F. da. F. Teixeira, I. Wolk, and M.M. Som, J. Phys. A 10,1699 (\977). 
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In this paper we discuss the solutions of the c -number quantum-mechanical equations of neutrino, 
Maxwell, and scalar fields in the background metric of a static, cylindrically symmetric magnetic 
or plasm universe. The magnetic universe consists of a parallel magnetic field distribution held 
together by the gravitational field of its own energy and stress. It is an exact solution of the 
Einstein-Maxwell equations for the gravitational field associated with a stationary source-free 
cylindrically symmetric magnetic field. The solution does not depend specifically upon the 
assumption that the seat of the energy-stress distribution is an electromagnetic field. A "plasm of 
index 2" would have the same metric. The main instrument of the present perturbation theory, 
valid in all algebraically special spacetimes, is the Cohen-Kegeles (CK) scalar wave equation for 
test fields of helicity h (or os). This equation, written in the updated Geroch-Held-Penrose 
(GHP) formalism, is made explicit for the chosen null tetrad by determining the spin coefficients 
and the operators of that formalism. Exact solutions of the CK wave equation are obtained for the 
case of zero orbital angular momentum. For the case of nonzero orbital angular momentum the 
JWKB approximation is used to obtain the quadratures for the orbits in the magnetic universe. It 
is shown that the neutrino orbits precess about the magnetic (or plasm) universe axis in a manner 
different from orbits of particles with helicity zero and helicity one. The expression for the 
neutrino precessional frequency (due to non vanishing helicity) is given explicitly. The photon 
precessional frequency is twice that for neutrinos. Finally, the CK procedure is compared with 
that of Teukolsky for finding the neutrino and Maxwell fields in type D spacetimes. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. The CK procedure 

Cohen and Kegeles 1 have considered the problem of 
zero rest mass fields in a certain broad class of curved space
times (defined in the following). They showed that the com
ponents of certain zero rest mass fields in a fixed background 
geometry can be obtained by straightforward differentiation 
of a single complex function which obeys a linear scalar wave 
equation determined by the helicity of the zero mass field 
and by the geometry. The Cohen-Kegeles (CK) procedure is 
analogous to the Hertz-Debye potential scheme used in the 
solution of certain problems in classical electrodynamics 
where, of course, the spacetime is flat. For the CK procedure 
to be applicable the geometry must satisfy two conditions. 
First is the algebraic special condition: The Weyl conformal 
tensor which is associated with the geometry must have a 
repeated principal null vector ("propagation vector"); such 
a geometry is said to be algebraically special. 2 Second is the 
congruence condition: There must exist a congruence of 
shear-free null geodesics along this null vector. This second 
condition is automatically equivalent to the first in the vacu
um geometries, but is an independent requirement in the 
case where there are stress-energy sources ("matter") pre
sent. Whenever both conditions are satisfied we shall call the 
geometry "principally anastigmatic." Thus, principally an
astigmatic geometries are just members of the generalized 
Goldberg-Sachs class of spaces. 3 

To envisage a principally anastigmatic geometry we 
consider the cylindrical band formed by parallel transport of 
a repeated principal null vector ofthe Weyl tensor an equal 

small proper distance in all possible directions transverse to 
itself. 4 We do this at all points along the geodesic to which 
the principal null vector is tangent and thus form a world 
tube of "light rays." If the spacetime is principally anastig
matic, the shape of the cross section of the world tube does 
not change as we move along the world tube. For example, if 
the cross section is a circle at one place along the world tube, 
it will be a circle at all other places and so on. The shape of 
the cross section will change in spacetimes which are not 
principally anastigmatic. In the following we shall discuss 
and apply the treatment of the neutrino spinor field and oth
er zero rest-mass fields by a single scalar wave equation in a 
principally anastigmatic spacetime. 

B. The magnetic universe as background geometry 
In this paper we apply the CK procedure to a back

ground geometry discussed by one of the authors; 5,6 this 
geometry is an exact solution of the Einstein-Maxwell equa
tions for the gravitational field assoicated with a stationary 
source-free cylindrically symmetric magnetic field. Inter
preted in Newton-Maxwell language the solution represents 
a "universe" consisting of a parallel magnetic field distribu
tion held together by the gravitational field of its own energy 
and stress. The magnetic universe solution has a number of 
interesting features 5,7 which make it especially suitable to 
serve as a test metric for new techniques in Relativity. In the 
present paper we assue that there is also a neutrino field 
present (or a photon field 8 or a zero-mass scalar field), but 
not in such strength as to affect the geometry appreciably. 
Since the magnetic universe geometry is of Petrov type D, 
and has shear-free congruences of null geodesics along each 
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of the two repeated principal directions of the Weyl tensor 
(see Appendix A), it is "principally anastigmatic" in our 
terminology, and we can apply the CK procedure. 

C. The two-component neutrino and other zero-mass 
fields 

Two-component neutrinos are described by a simple 
spinor satisfying the Weyl equation. This equation is an ei
genvalue equation which determines allowed energy and 
momentum states associated with each of the two helicity 
values which are possible for neutrinos, ! and -!. The 
equation actually amounts to two coupled differential equa
tions, each involving both neutrino spin or components. To 
solve the Weyl equations and interpret the solutions one 
must decouple the pair of two-component equations. Now 
the equations themselves, originally given in Minkowski 
spacetime, can easily be generalized to apply in any curved 
spacetime, which, of course, is associated with an Einstein 
gravitational field. The generalization consists of replacing 
ordinary derivatives with covariant derivatives in the Weyl 
equation ("minimal gravitational coupling"). This involves 
putting in extra terms involving the "spinor affine connec
tion." But, in curved space times, the decoupling of the two 
component equations is not an easy task because of the addi
tional connection terms. The CK procedure gives a general 
prescription for the decoupling in principally anastigmatic 
spacetimes by deriving a single wave equation to replace the 
curved spacetime Weyl equations. I This technique makes 
use of the Newman-Penrose (NP) formalism. 9 In Sec. II we 
give a brief review of the CK procedure for obtaining the 
neutrino spinor field; in this review, however, we rewrite the 
CK procedure in the more compact formalism developed by 
Geroch, Held, and Penrose (GHP). 10 With the help of the 
spin coefficients (NP or GHP coefficients), and operators 
calculated in that formalism, one constructs a wave equation 
for a single complex function ljJ. Once found the function ljJ, 
differentiated, gives the spin dyad components of the neu
trino spinor field. It is of course the case that a field of dyad 
components, or a "dyad frame," defines a unique null tetrad 
frame. 10 These provide two alternative reference frames for 
the components of a field. 

In Sec. III we discuss the CK equations for the Maxwell 
field and for the scalar zero mass field. We write these equa
tions in the GHP formalism and show that these wave equa
tions, together with the CK wave equation for neutrinos, can 
be summarized by a single wave equation where the helicity 
enters as a parameter. This generalized CK equation is writ
ten in a simplified form involving the scalar field operator 
plus an addend involving the helicity. 

Section IV lists NP spin coefficients for the magnetic 
universe. In Sec. V we give the wave equation for the neu
trino "potential" ljJ and discuss the probability density. Sec
tion VI contains solutions for the case of zero orbital angular 
momentum: The wave equation is solved, and the dyad com
ponents of the spinor field are found. In Sec. VII the solu
tions of the wave equation, the neutrino spinor field compo
nents, and the asymptotic probability density of the neutrino 
spinor field are discussed for the case of nonzero orbital an
gular momentum. We use the JWKB approximation to ob-
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tain an appropriate expression for the energy eigenvalues as 
well as the neutrino field in the classical limit. We show that 
the classical orbits of the neutrinos (i.e., orbits obtained in 
the short wavelength limit) are essentially the same as those 
obtained assuming the neutrinos to be zero rest mass point 
particles, without helicity, moving along geodesics (dis
cussed in Ref. 7). From the JWKB approximation to the 
wave equation we show the first order correction to these 
orbits to be of a precessional nature. They can be taken to 
define the corrections to the motion of a classical particle 
possessing helicity. Section VIII contains a brief discussion 
of the scalar field in the magnetic universe and the absence of 
extraneous orbital precession is shown. Conclusions are giv
en in Sec. IX along with a comparison of the results with 
those obtained by following a procedure for finding neutrino 
spinor fields in background metrics given by Teukolsky. II 

II. THE NEUTRINO SPINOR FIELD IN A FIXED 
BACKGROUND SPACETIME 

The key problem is the decoupling of the two spin or 
components appearing in the Weyl pair of equations in the 
case of the presence of a gravitational field. I A necessary 
condition for the applicability of the CK procedure for solv
ing the generalized Weyl equation is that the spacetime be 
principally anastigmatic (as defined in the Introduction). 

We have redeveloped the CK procedure using the im
proved formalism of Geroch, Held, and Penrose (GHP). 10 

We use the GHP formalism in the procedure because the 
notation is more compact and allows one to shorten the deri
vation of the wave equation for ljJ. We devote the remainder 
of this section to the derivation of the wave equation for ljJ. 
The spin or notation follows that of Pirani, 12 Kegeles, 13 

GHP, 10 and Plebanski 4 

The generalized Weyl equation reads 

VAX(/>A=O (A=1,2;X'=1',2'). (2.1) 

Let ¢ a (a = 1,2) be the scalar projections of (/> A along 
the dyad spinors 0,1 = (6), iA = (7). Equation (2.1), when 
written in GHP notation, 10 becomes 

(d' - r')¢1 - (I> - P)¢2 = 0, 

(I>' - P')¢I - (d - r)¢2 = O. 

(2.2a) 

(2.2b) 

If the spacetime is principally anastigmatic and the tet
rad vector I" is a repeated principal null vector of the Weyl 
tensor, we have the GHP commutator (the complex conju
gate of Eq. (2.31) of Ref. 10) as applied to a scalar function ljJ 
of type 10, - 11: 

(d'l> - I>d')ljJ = (1"1> - pd')ljJ, (2.3) 

which may be rewritten 

(d' - r')l>ljJ - (I> - p)o'ljJ = o. (2.4) 

Equation (2.2a) will then be satisfied automatically if 
we define a single complex scalar field ljJ such that 

¢I = -l>ljJ, 

¢2 = - d'ljJ, 

and (2.2b) becomes 

[(I>' - p')l> - (0 - r)d'JljJ = O. 

David F. Cattell and M.A. Melvin 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 
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The definition of 1/1 by Eq. (2.5) and (2.6) is consistent 
with the spin- and boost-weights of ¢JI and ¢J2 given in Ref. 
10. Once (2.7) is solved for 1/1, the dyad components of the 
neutrino spin or field can be found by using (2.5) and (2.6). 

At this point we should note that Teukolsky II has given 
a procedure for finding the solutions ofEq. (2.2a) and (2.2b) 
in type D spacetimes (the magnetic universe is a type D 
space-time as explained in Appendix A). This procedure 
involves solving two decoupled second order partial differ
ential equations for the spin dyad components ¢JI and ¢J2 of 
the neutrino spinor field. In the procedure discussed above it 
is necessary to solve only one second order partial differen
tial equation (2.7). Furthermore, (2.7) is valid for a wider 
class of spacetimes than are Teukolsky's equations, in that 
the Weyl tensor associated with the spacetime only need be 
algebraically special, whereas the requirement for the valid
ity of Teukolsky's procedure is that the spacetime be type 
D.II 

Further advantages of the CK procedure over Teu-
kolsky's are discussed in Appendix D, where a simple exam
ple is given. 

We again note that it is assumed in the CK procedure 
for solving the Weyl equation that the neutrinos themselves 
do not alter the background geometry. This should be a good 
approximation, except under conditions such as in the early 
stages of the universe in a "big bang" theory. 

III. THE MAXWELL AND SCALAR FIELDS IN A FIXED 
BACKGROUND SPACETIME 

In this section we write the source-free Maxwell field 
equations in GHP notation. We then give the CK equation 
for the Debye function 1/1 of the Maxwell field and the pre
scription for finding the Maxwell field spinor by differentiat
ing 1/1. Next we give the scalar field equation in GHP notation 
and show that the neutrino, Maxwell, and scalar field equa
tions for the Debye function 1/1 can be generalized to a single 
wave equation where the helicity of each specific field enters 
as a parameter. 

Maxwell's source-free equations, when written in GHP 
notation, are 

Il¢JI - d'¢Jo = - r'¢Jo + 2p¢JI -K¢J2' 

1l¢J2 -d'¢JI =O"¢Jo -2r'¢JI +P¢J2' 

(3.1a) 

(3.1 b) 

together with their primed versions (the prime operation is 
defined in Ref. 10). 

Equations (3.1) are the analog of equations (2.2) for the 
neutrino field. Here the scalars ¢Jo ,¢J I , and ¢J2 are projections 
ofthe symmetric spin or if> AB which is related to the Maxwell 
field tensor or spinor. The projections are onto the dyad iA ,OA 

defined in Sec. II: 

¢Jo =OAoBif> AB, p,Oj, (3.2a) 

¢JI =oAiBif>AB' 10,0j, (3.2b) 

¢J2 _iAiBif> AB' I - 2,0j, (3.2c) 

where the numbers in brackets are the [p,q j types of the ¢J 's 
(Ref. 10). 

The symmetric spinor if> AB is related to the Maxwell 
spinor FABA'B'~Fl"v (AA '~J.1, BB '~v) by 10 

(3.3) 
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where EAB is the Levi-Civita alternating symbol. 14 

Cohen and Kegeles have shown 13 that (3.1) and their 
primed versions can be decoupled in principally anastigmat
ic spacetimes when one takes the tetrad vector [I" as a repeat
ed principal null vector of the Weyl tensor. We give the CK 
results rewritten in GHP notation. 

The dyad components (3.2) of if> AB are given by 

¢Jo = - (11 - p)(11 + p)l/1, (3.4a) 

¢JI = - [Jl(d' + 7) - (7 - r')(11 + p)]I/1, (3.4b) 

¢J2 = - [(d' - 7)(d' + 7) + 0"(11 + p)]I/1. (3.4c) 

The scalar 1/1 (or type (0, - 2j) satisfies the equation 

[(11' - p')(11 + p) - (d - r)(d' + 7)]1/1 = O. (3.5) 

Once (3.5) is solved for 1/1, Eq. (3.4) can be employed to 
find the</> 's. Equations (3.2) and (3.3) may then be utilized to 
find the Maxwell field tensor from which one can read off the 
electric and magnetic fields. 

The original derivation of (3.5) by Cohen and Kegeles 
may be found in Ref. 13. 

We conclude this section with a discussion of the field 
equation for scalar quanta of zero rest mass. This equation 
will be used in Sec. VIII to show that the additional orbital 
precession of neutrino orbits in the magnetic universe is due 
entirely to the neutrino's nonvanishing helicity. 

Using the telescoped GHP notation of Ref. 15, the wave 
equation for scalar quanta may be written as 

(Ao + A ;)¢ = 0, (3.6) 

where 
Ao 11'11 - p'1l - pll' (3.7a) 

and 

A; - d'd + 7d + rd'. (3.7b) 

Substituting Eq. (3.7) into (3.6) and taking the complex 
conjugate of the result gives 

[(11' - p')11 - (d - r)d' - (pll' - 7d)]1/1 = 0, (3.8) 

where here 1/1: [0,0 j. 
We note the similarity of Eqs. (2.7), (3.5), and (3.8). 

Cohen and Kegeles I have pointed out that (2.7) and (3.5) 
together with the equation for gravitational perturbations 
(not discussed here) can be summarized by an equation 
which we rewrite here in GHP notation: 

[(11' - p')[I1- (2s + l)p] - (d - r)[d' - (2s + 1)7] 

- (s + 1)(2s + 1)¢2jl/1(S) = 0,16 I/1(S):(O,2s), (3.9) 

where s = -~, - 1, or - 2 for neutrino, Maxwell and 
gravitational perturbation fields, respectively. 1/12 is an NP 
component of the Weyl tensor and is defined in (AI). It is the 
only non vanishing component in type D spacetimes. 

Ifwe substitute s = 0 in (3.9), we get 

[(11' - p')(1) - p) - (d - r)(d' - 7) - ¢2 ]1/1(0) = O. 
(3.10) 

Using Eqs. (2.16) and (2.26) of Ref. 10 (complex-conju
gated) this equation can be written in principally anastig
matic spacetimes as 

[(11' - p')I1- (d - r)d' - (pll' - 7d) + -&.R I 1/1(0) 
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=0, (3.11 ) 

where R is the Riemann curvature scalar. 
(3.11) agrees with (3.8) except for the extra term nR. 

For spacetimes where R = ° (i.e., for spacetimes with a 
trace-free stress-energy tensor, like the magnetic universe 
and vacuum spacetimes), no ambiguity can arise in using 
(3.8) to treat scalar particles. For space times where R does 
not vanish Graham 17 gives an argument for retaining this 
extra term. We may call this term an effective mass for the 
test particle in a gravitational field. 

IV. THE CYLINDRICAL MAGNETIC UNIVERSE AND THE 
SPIN COEFFICIENTS 

The cylindrical magnetic universe 5.7 is an exact solu
tion of the Einstein-Maxwell equations for the gravitational 
field associated with a stationary source-free magnetic field. 
This hypothetical universe consists of a bundle of parallel 
magnetic field lines held together by their own gravitational 
field. Further discussion can be found in Refs. 5 and 7. The 
reason for working with this solution here is threefold. First, 
it is mathematically simple and serves as a good illustrative 
example of a spacetime for which the Cohen-Kegeles proce
dure for finding the neutrino spinor field is applicable. Sec
ond, there exist magnetic fields which are very strong (neu
tron stars) or very extensive (interstellar and perhaps 
intergalactic magnetic fields) and it is of interest to know 
how they affect the motions of elementary particles; some 
inferences may be drawn from our results. The third, and 
perhaps the most important reason, is that the solution illus
trates effectively how the helicity of the neutrino interacts 
with the background geometry to modify the orbits from 
those obtained assuming neutrinos to be zero rest mass point 
particles following well-defined trajectories. This effect ap
pears to be quite general and is discussed in Sec. VII below. 

In this section we give the line element for the magnetic 
universe and the null tetrad used. The spin coefficients and 
the NP and GHP operators are given. 

The line element of the cylindrical magnetic universe 

ds2= W 2dt 2- W 2dr-(r/W)2d¢2- W 2dz2 (4.1) 

(ft = c = 1, t = xo, r = xl, ¢ = x 2
, Z = x 3

; W 1 + r), 
corresponding to a sourceless electromagnetic field with 
only 

FI2 = - F2I = Bor/W2=FO. (4.2) 

Implicit in this expression is ii, a real-valued natural scale 
length (the "range radius") of the magnetic universe. 5 The 
coordinates t, r, and z, and the time-space interval ds are all 
expressed as multiples of the fundamental length. 18 

Following Newman and Penrose 9 we introduce four 
linearly independent 4-vectors i'l,n'",m'",mli satisfying 

i"n" = 1, m"m
,1 

= - 1. (4.3) 

All other inner products between these vectors vanish. 
1" and n" are real and m I' is complex. A bar above a 

symbol indicates complex conjugation, unless noted to the 
contrary. 

We take the tetrad to be 
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I" = ----,1~[1,0,0, - 1l, 
aY2W 

iiW 
11' = ~i 1,0,0,11, 

Y2 
(4.4a) 

I 
n" = ---[1,0,011, 

aY2W 

iiW 
nl' = y;-/l,O,O, - II, (4.4b) 

m" = aJ2W{0, - I, i~2,0}, m
" 

= ~{O'I' ;,I;,O}. 
( 4.4c) 

In Appendix A it is shown that II' and nl' are repeated 
principal null vectors ofthe Weyl tensor classifying the mag
netic universe as Petro v type D. 2 

The spin coefficients, which can be calculated by a pro
cedure given in Appendix B of Ref. 13 are found to be 

K = 0, a = 0, p = 0, 7= 

(4.5a) 

[3= _~ (r-I) 
.. / W 2 ' 

iir2 V 2 
E=O 

and 

K' =0, a' =0, p' =0, r' == 

(4.5b) 

[3' = ..:...(r_-_l--"-), E' = 0. 
.. / W 2 

iir2 V 2 

The NP directional derivatives along the tetrad vectors are 

D = 1 (at - az )' D ' = I (at + a.), 
iiWY2 iiWY2 

(4.6a) 

I ( iW2) 8= -ar+~¢' 
iiWY2 r 

8' = 8 = 1 ( - ar - i ~¢), 
iiWY2 r 

and the GHP operators are lO 

fl7] = (D - pE - qE)7], fl'7] = (D' + PE' + ql')7], 
(4.6b) 

(j7] = (8 - p[3 + q[3')7], (j'7] = (8' + p[3' - q/J)7], 

where 7] is any scalar of type ip,q J . 

These and the only nonvanishing component of the 
Weyl tensor (Appendix A), 

2 r - 1 
1/.12 = ---

ii2 W 4 

are needed to make Eqs. (2.7) and (3.9) explicit. 

(4.7) 

V. THE WAVE EQUATION FOR l\J, THE NEUTRINO SPIN 
DYAD COMPONENTS AND THE NEUTRINO 
PROBABILITY DENSITY 

The wave equation for tf; (2.7) can be written as 

[(D' + E' - p')(D + E) - (8 + [3 - 7)(8' + /J) ]tf; = 0, 
(5.1) 
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where Eqs. (4. 6b) and the fact that tP is of type! 0, - Ij have 
been used. 

Making use of (4.5) and (4.6a), (5.1) becomes 

where W = I + r2 and ;;/J 112 (r)-!(3r 4 
- IOr 2 

- I). 
We assume tb to be of the form 

tb(t,r,@,z) = R II2(r)e - '''Jleim<fieikz 

(w > 0, m = 0, ± I, ± 2,. .. ). (5.3) 

This separation of variables is quite natural and is discussed 
in Sec. VIII below. 

The equation for R (r) is 

d
2
RI/2 _ (r-l) dR I12 +(W2 _k 2)_ W

4
m

2 

dr rW dr r 

(3r - 1) w + 9 112 (r»)R () - 0 - m 1/2 r - . 
r rW 2 

(5.4) 

Using Eqs. (4.6a) and (4.6b) together with (5.3), (2.5) 
and (2.6) become 

(5.5a) 

~ (r - I»)tP, 
2r W 

(5.5b) 

where a prime indicates differentiation with respect to r. 
Making the substitution 

(5.6) 

in (5.4) we obtain an equation where no first derivative term 
appears: 

Q "(r) + (.1. 2 - W~m2 _ (3r r- 1) Wm )Q(r) = 0, 

(5.7) 

where A 2 w 2 _ k 2. 

The spin dyad components (5.5a) and (5.5b) become 

fIJI = i(w + k) Qe - ilu/eim<peikz, (5.8a) 

N2VrW 

fiJ2= N2~rw(~' - m~2)Qei<U/eim<fieikz. 
(5.8b) 

In accord with (9.2) in the following the formal curved 
space probability density for neutrinos is 

p(x') = V Idetgahl (1@1 2 + IfiJ 21

2)VlaW, (5.9) 

where gab is the metric and i, = 1,2, 3. For the magnetic 
universe with metric given by (4.1) we have 

(5.10) 
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and 

a
3
W2( I Q' mW

2
12) per) = Vl (w + k)2 + Q - -r- IQ 12. 

(5.11) 

We shall require that per) given by (5.11) not diverge in 
the domain O<r < 00. We will seek solutions of (5.7) that 
satisfy this condition. For bound states [p(r)-..O, r-.. 00] we 
make the stronger requirement 

('lp(r)dr< 00 

Jo 
so that the neutrino spinor field can be normalized. 

VI. THE CASE OF ZERO ORBITAL ANGULAR 
MOMENTUM 

(5.12) 

This section deals with the "meridian plane" orbits of 
Ref. 7, treated quantum mechanically for neutrinos. In what 
follows the wave equation for this case is solved, the neutrino 
spin dyad components are found, and the neutrino states are 
analyzed. 

In this case m = 0 and (5.7) becomes 

Q"(r)+A 2Q(r)=0 (m=O), (6.1) 

where A 2 = (I) 2 _ k 2 

For the case A = 0 (w = ± k corresponding to neutrino 
motion parallel to the axis of the magnetic universe 7). (6.1) 
further simplifies to 

Q "(r) = 0 (6.2) 

with the general solution 

Q (r) = ar + b (m = 0, A = 0, a,b constants). (6.3) 

For the case kFO the general solution of (6.1) is 

Q (r) = AeiAr + Be - i),r (m = O,kFO,A,B constants). 

(6.4) 

In either case Eqs. (5.8) become 

@I= i(w+k) Q(r)e-i"J/eikz (m=O), (6.5a) 
N2VrW 

@2 = I Q '(r)e i("'e'''z, (m = 0). (6.5b) 
N2VrW 

Now the 2 X 2 spin matrices (7:;c' connecting the spin 
dyad frame with the orthonormal frame can be determined 
from 9 

II' 12' - 21' ~2' 
I'l = (7", mil = (71" m

" 
= (71" nil = (7" , (6.6) 

where the tetrad vectors are given by (4.4) and the upper 
indices indicate dyad components. 

Use of (4.4) and translating from dyad to spinor compo
nents in (6.6) gives 

~B' = iiW(I 
o Vl O 

o1 B '= ~(O 
2 WVl i 

0) o-1 B = aW (0 
l' I Vl 1 

~ i). ~B' = ifz(~ ~ J 
(6.7) 

Consider the case A = 0, w = ± k when Q (r) is given by 
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(6.3). In order that the neutrino probability density (5.11) 
not diverge as r--oo we must set a = ° in (6.3). Then if 
(v = k, Eqs. (6.5) become 

0
1 

= iY2(u beiu,(z .. I) (m = O,w = k), 

aYrW 

¢2 = ° (m = O,w = k ), 

or in standard notation 

(6.8a) 

(6.8b) 

qJt = iY2(v b (I)e iu,(z I) (m = 0, w = k ). 

aYrW ° 
(6.9) 

This solution corresponds to neutrino motion parallel 
to the z axis of the magnetic universe in the + z direction. 
The solution is an eigenstate of criB' given in (6.7) with eigen
value + aW /(2) 1/2. 

The nontrivial solution for neutrino motion in the - z 
direction may be obtained, reworking the problem, by mak
ing the interchanges 

(6.10) 

in the NP formalism. (This corresponds to interchanging 
unprimed with primed quantities in GHP.) In this case - z 
replaces z in (6.9) and the spin state now has an eigenvalue 
- aW /(2) 1/2 of <TiB'. In each case one obtains null results 

upon looking for neutrino motion in the opposite z direction. 

For the case A =1'=0 Q (r) is given by (6.4). Equations (6.5) 
then become 

(6.11a) 

(6.1Ib) 

In the case k = ° (upper sign B = 0, A C; lower sign 
A = 0, B C), Eqs. (6.11) simplify to 

¢I = 
icv Ce"v( + r tl (m = O,k = 0), 

aY2YrW 
(6.12a) 

¢2 = 
± iw Ce/O)(.:!::r-t) (m = O,k = 0), 

aY2YrW 
(6,12b) 

or 

qJ A = iw C ( 1 )ei"J( ± r - tl 

aY2YrW ± 1 ' 
(6.13) 

where the coefficients A, B, and C are constants. 
The solution corresponds to neutrino motion directed 

radially (plus: outward; minus: inward) with respect to the 
axis of the magnetic universe. It is an eigenstate of o1 B

' given 
in (6.7) with eigenvalue + aW /(2) 1/2 ( - aW /(2) 112). 

The most general meridian plane state given by (6.11) 
with A, B, k, and A. nonzero corresponds to a superposition of 
neutrino motions of the individual states in the subcases dis-
cussed above. 
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Since the meridian plane states (m = ° states) are un
bound, the constant prefactors appearing in the separate so
lutions (6.9) and (6.13) may be fixed by any sort of standard 
normalization, such as either box or delta function 
normalization. 

The individual solutions (6.9) and (6.13) indicate a typi
cal feature of the Cohen-Kegeles procedure, namely, that it 
leads directly to the neutrino spinor states. This is further 
discussed with a simple example in Appendix D, 

Finally, we note that we are dealing with neutrinos of 
positive helicity, since in each of the sub cases discussed 
above the neutrino's motion is in the same direction as its 
intrinsic angular momentum, 

VII. THE CASE OF NONZERO ORBITAL ANGULAR 
MOMENTUM 

In this section we discuss the nature of the solutions of 
(5.7) for the case m=1'=O. In subsection A behavior of these 
solutions near r = ° and as r-~ 00 is given along with the 
asymptotic neutrino spin or field components. The asymp
totic probability density of the neutrino spinor field is then 
given. It is deduced that bound neutrino states exist, and the 
reason for their existence is discussed. In subsection B use is 
made of the JWKB approximation to obtain an approximate 
expression for the energy eigenvalues and a comparison with 
the classical orbits of Ref. 7. 

A. Behavior of Orr) and the asymptotic neutrino spinor 
field 

Q (r) satisfies the differential equation 

Q "(r) + ji 2(r)Q (r) = 0, 

where 

(3r-l)W m 
r 

and A. 2 = w 2 _ k 2, W = 1 + r. 
Near the origin 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

Q(r) = abr - m + 1(1 + [A. 2 - 4m(m, + !)] r + (r4)) 
4(m --) 

2 

+ a r"'(1 _ [A. 2 - 4m(m + !)l r + 1')(r4») (7.3) 
o 4(m +!) 

(r_O, a(l' ao constants). 
Asymptotic solutions are of the form 

Q(r)_cor-(m+.llexp( _( "';4 +mr)l 
x [1 _ (A. 2 + 8m) + &' ( ~)] 

4mr r4 

+ do yin exp( "';4 + mr)[ 1 + 4~~ + &'( r:)] 
(7.4) 

(r~ 00 , co, do constants, mci=O). 
Physically acceptable solutions must have do = ° in 

(7.4) and at; = ° in (7.3) so that the probability density (5.12) 
remains finite in the domain O';;:r < 00 when m > 0. For the 
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case m < 0, we must have Co = ° in (7.4) and ab = ° in (7.3). 
The asymptotic neutrino spin or field (5.8) for the case 

m>Ois 

A. i(w + k) _ (m + 3) [ (mr4 + _2)] 
'1'1 - r exp - -- mr 

aY2YrW 4 

X e - ""'eimd>eikz (m > O,r-+ 00), (7.5a) 

... r (mW 2 +.:2.) - v 2 2 1 dJ, ~ r - (m + -) 
- aY rW r 

X exp( _ ( :4 + m~ ))e ;',)'e'md>eikz 

(m > O,r--+oo). (7.5b) 

Equations (7_5) clearly indicate the existence of bound states 
for the case m > 0. 

The asymptotic neutrino probability density is, from 
(5.11) and (7.4) with do = 0, 

a3 1C 12 W2[ (m W2 + .:2.)2] 
p(r)~ 0 (w+k)2+4 2 r-2(m+3) 

Y2 ~ 

X exp [ - ( mt + 2m~) ] (m > O,r-+ 00). (7.6) 

Results analogous to (7.5) and (7.6) are obtained for the 
case m <0. 

The strong exponential damping factor in (7.6) and the 
condition af) = ° in (7.3) guarantees that the condition (5.12) 
is satisfied. 

The existence of bound states in a consequence of the 
fact that the cylindrical magnetic universe is not asymptoti
cally flat. 5 In fact, the rapid fall off of <PI and <P2 can be 
attributed to the "tight belt" of the geometry of the cylindri
cal magnetic universe, since the - m 2r6 behavior of &l 2(r) 
in Eq. (7.1) as r----+ 00 can be traced back to the coefficient of 
J 2t/;/J<p 2 in the unseparated wave equation (5.2) for the 
complex scalar function 1/;. 

B. Approximate eigenvalues and the classical orbits 

Physically acceptable states exist if and only if 

A 2 >4m(m+!), m= ± 1,±2,±3, (7.7) 

For the case m = I .~? 2(r) defined in (7.2) has one real 
positive zero which we denote by a. In this case the eigenva
lues are approximately determined by the condition 

(U [A 2 _ (r0 + 4r4 + 9r + 6)]1/2dr 
Jo 

=(n+Vl7 (m=l,n=0,1,2, ... ). (7.8) 

For the cases m > I,m < 0, &l 2(r) has two real positive 
zeros which we denote bya and b where a < b. In this case the 
eigenvalues are approximately determined by the formula 

1917 

(3r I) )1/2 r- Wm dr = (n + !)17 

(7.9) 

(m> I or m <0, n = 0,1,2,···). 

Appendix B contains a summary of the JWKB func-
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tions for (7.1), their regions of validity, and the eigenvalue 
spectra of A for the cases m = I and m=i=O or 1. 

Ifwe define 

(7.10) 

where fl is Planck's constant divided by 217, then it is shown 
in Appendix C that the surfaces of constant phase of the 
neutrino spinor field move along trajectories determined 
from 

E 
t= -

2 

Z= ~ 
2 

X f -[-U-2-X-_-(1-+-X-)4-L-2-_-

d
-;3-X-_-I )-(x-+-I-)-fzL-]-I12 ' 

(7.llb) 

dJ = ~fr ~ 
2 r" x 

[(1 + x)4L + !(3x - I)(x + l)fz]dx 
X---~-~--~~--~~--~~----

[U 2x - (1 + x)4L 2 - (3x - I)(x + l)fzL ]1/2 

(L=i=0), (7.llc) 

where ro is a suitable point in the r plane. 
The trajectories of a classical point particle (without 

helicity) in the magnetic universe are given by 7 

(7. 12a) 

(7.12b) 

(7.12c) 

As explained in Appendix C, the principal difference 
between Eqs. (7.11) and (7.12) is the presence of a precession 
not present classically. To first order in fl, the neutrino orbits 
precess (as compared with the classical orbits) with 
frequency 

il\. = ~(3r - I)(r + I) 
2Er2 

provided L=i=O. (7.13) is derived in Appendix C. 

(7.13) 

VIII. THE SCALAR FIELD IN A CYLINDRICAL MAGNETIC 
UNIVERSE 

In this section we determine the wave equation for a 
zero rest mass particle without helicity in a cylindrical mag
netic universe using the GHP formalism as outlined in Ref. 
10. We find that the precessional corrections discussed in the 
preceding section are absent. This shows that these are due 
entirely to the helicity of the neutrino. 

The wave equation for the scalar field If has the form 
(3.6), 

(8.1 ) 
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where the operators Ao and A ; are defined in (3.7). 
Using (4.6b) together with the spin coefficients (4.5a) 

and (4.5b) we get 

Ao =D'D, 

A • - _ S:' s: 1 (1 - r) 8 
0- UU+ ---- + 

iirY2 W
2 

(8.2) 

Y2" r Iii (8 + 8'), (8.3) 
W 2 

W = 1 + r 2, and ii is a scale length of the magnetic universe 
defined in Ref. 5. 

Use of (4.6a) then gives 

( 
a2 1 a a2 a2 w 4 a2

) -

ar + -; ar - at 2 + az2 + ----;;- at/J 2 t/J = O. 

(8.4) 

Setting 

(8.5) 

we get 

d2Ro 
--+ 
dr 

1 dR o [2 2 W
4
m

2 
] - - + (w - k ) - -- Ro(r) = 0 

r dr r 
(8.6) 

for the radial equation. 
For the meridian plane (m = 0) orbits the solutions of 

(8.6) are of the form 

Ro(r) = Al(/Ar) + B Y;)(Ar) (k,t=O) , 

Ro(r) = Cllnr + C2 (A = 0), 

(8.7a) 

(8.7b) 

where lo and Yo denote Bessel functions of order zero, 
A 2 w 2 

- k 2, and A, B, C I and C2 are constants. 

To employ the JWKB approximation we make the 
substitution 

(8.8) 

to obtain a differential equation with no first derivative term: 

Q[{(r) + (A 2 _ W
4

m
2 

+ _1-)Qo(r) = O. (8.9) r 4r 
At this point we note that the precessional correction to 

QUANTUM MECHANICS 

oJ.l 'V ¢>A = 0 
AB\.I 

Use of GHP formalism to 
write the Weyl equation in terms 
of an arbitrary spin dyad frame. 

1 
panents by defining a complex scalar 

AnticoJlUtlutation 
Relations 

[0\.10\1]+ = g\.l\ll 

~ 
Representation 

for 

the classical neutrino orbits as derived in Appendix C is due 
to the appearance of the term linear in m in (5.7). No such 
term appears in (8.9) and it should therefore be concluded 
that zero rest mass, zero helicity particles do not have a 
precessional correction in the classical limit. This establishes 
that the differences between Eqs. (7.11) and (7.12) are due 
entirely to the helicity of the neutrino. 

IX. CONCLUSIONS 

In this section we summarize the contents of this paper 
and discuss the major results. We first give a condensed re
view of the formal steps which comprise the Cohen-Kegeles 
(CK) procedure. We then discuss briefly the momentum op
erator in curved space. This leads to a motivation and valida
tion of the wave function separation (5.3). Three zero rest
mass fields are then compared: the scalar, neutrino, and 
Maxwell fields. We compare the radial equations for each of 
these cases and deduce the presence or absence of orbital 
precession. A detailed summary of the results for neutrinos 
is subsequently given along with an enumeration of the dif
ferences between the CK and Teukolsky II procedures. 

The CK procedure may be summarized as in Fig. 1 
where arrows indicate the logical order of the formal steps 
which lead to the solution of the Weyl equation in the gener
alized Goldberg-Sachs class of spacetimes. We explicitly 
note that we need not have a vacuum spacetime for the CK 
procedure to be applicable (as indeed the cylindrical magnet
ic universe is not a vacuum spacetime), but merely that the 
spacetime admit a congruence of shear-free null geodesics 
along the repeated principal null vector ofthe Weyl tensor (a 
"principally anastigmatic" spacetime). Two other condi
tions must also be met, namely, that the neutrinos are not 
present in such strength as to affect the background geome
try appreciably and that the only influence on the neutrinos 
is gravity. 

The CK procedure is discussed in detail in Sec. II above 
and a simple example of the procedure outlined in Fig. 1 is 
given in Appendix D below. 

A discussion of elementary particles moving in an arena 

RIEMMANIAN GEOMETRY 

Metric (given) 

Weyl tensor with at least one 
repeated principal null vector. 

1 
Choice of spin dyad frame (~) .(~) 

and NP null tetrad with f\.l a principal 
null vector. 

1 Possibility of decoupling com- O\.li 

IjJ which satisfies a single wave equation. ~4--If------------ and IjJl vanish. 

Spin dyad components of neutrino 
1.-_____ ...... spinor field given by applying known 

differential operators to 1jJ. 
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of a curved spacetime background does not seem complete 
without reference being made as to what one uses for mo
mentum operators under such conditions. We make use of a 
prescription discussed by Pauli 19 for nonrelativistic scalar 
particles which may readily be extended to relativistic parti
cles with spin or nonzero helicity. 

The following assumptions are made: 

(1) /t "X' - X ''jt I' = - iM;;, 

(2) <tJI,/t"tJI) = < tJI,/t"tJI), /1,v = 1,2,3, 

where x Ii and /l,i are conjugate coordinates and momenta, 
respectively. 

0;; is the Kronecker delta and the brackets in (2) refer 
to the expectation value of the operators/l!, (for any given 
state tJI). 

tJllP is interpreted as the probability density for locating 
a particle with wave function tJI. However, the probability 
density p is not invariant under coordinate changes since the 
volume element dV is not. It can be shown 20 that DdV, 
where D = (Igl) 112 and Igl is the determinant of the metric, 
is an invariant. Thus if one requires that tJllP be an invariant 
we should have in the general case 

p = DtJllP. (9.1) 

[In the case of a two-component neutrino field 

p = 2D(jiB·~B'<PA' (9.2) 

where (T(~H' for the tetrad used in this paper is given in (6.7).] 
The expectation of/t/I in the state J/I is then 

< tJI,/t I' tJI) = f DIP (/t" tJI)dV, (9.3) 

where the integration is to be taken over all space. 
Requiring that (2) hold and assuming the absence of a 

vector potential (which would be present with an electro
magnetic interaction) one finds that for suitable boundary 
conditions 19 imposed on the state tJI, 

1 a -
/t" = - ifl-=-v' D tJI (/1 = 1,2,3). (9.4) v'D axil 

The literature on momentum operators (and Hermitian 
operators in general) in quantum mechanics in curvilinear 
coordinates and curved space is very great. Podolsky 21 ar
rives at (9.4) in a manner different than Pauli, 

Assuming the prescription (9.4) for;?!, holds in the 
magnetic universe with metric given by (4.1), one finds that 

ltd> = - ifz ~ (9.Sa) 

'fz a ;?z= -I -. az 
If we further assume that 

'fz a ;?,--I -at 

(9.Sb) 

(9.Sc) 

is equivalent to the Hamiltonian, particle states in the mag
netic universe must be of the form 

J/I(t,r,l/J,z) = Rh(r)e - iW'eimd>eikz (9.6) 

in order to be simultaneous eigenstates of the mementa/l,,/l d>' 
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and;?Z" This justifies (S.3). 
The correctness of (9.6) or (S.3) is borne out further 

when on examines the classical limit of scalar particles, neu
trinos, and photons. We have primarily dealt with neutrinos 
in the paper but we have also briefly considered scalar parti
cles in Sec. VIII above. This was done to verify that the 
precessional corrections in the neutrino orbits (for nonzero 
m) is due to their non vanishing helicity. Indeed, scalar parti
cles show no such corrections. 

Below we give the equation for the radial functions 
R" (r) (h = 0, 4, I, for scalar particles, neutrinos, and Max
well fields, respectiely.) If h=l=O, a term linear in m appears in 
the radial equation in the coefficient of the last term, and as 
explained in Sec. VIII, this leads to precessional corrections 
in the classical limit. 

Using Eqs. (4.S), (4.6), and (4.7) in the general CK 
equation (3.9) and applying separation of variables we find 
that the radial function satisfies 

d 2R" _ [ (4h - I)r - 1 ] dR" 

dr rW dr 

[
A. 2 _ W

4
m

2 
_ 2hm(3r - 1) 9 h(r)]R = 0 

+ r r + rW2 h , 

(9.7) 

where A. 2 u/ - k 2, W = 1 + r2, and :1' her) = 3h 2r4 

- 2h (h + 2)r - h 2. (In this notation - h replaces s). 

For neutrinos, h = 4: :-:1' 1/2 (r) = !(3r4 - lOr - I). 
For Maxwell fields, h = I, in a (nonelectromagnetic) 

"plasm of index 2" universe: H .1' I (r) = 3r 4 - 6r 2 - 1. 
As is evident from Eq. (9.7) and the discussion in Ap

pendix C, the precessional frequency for photons is twice 
that for neutrinos as given in (7.13). 

For meridian plane orbits (m = 0) (9.7) becomes 

d
2
R" (4h-l)r-l)dR h [2 :1',,(r) ] --- --+ A. + --Rh =0. 

dr rW dr rW 2 

(9.S) 

If in (9.S) we make the substitution Rh = W"G" (no 
sum implied) we find that Gh satisfies 

d
2

Gh + ~ dGh + (A. 2 _ ~)Gh = O. (9.9) 
dr r dr r 

This is Bessel's equation of order h. If A. =1=0, the general 
solution of (9.S) is therefore 

R,,= WhZh(A.r) (no sum implied), (9.10) 

where Zh denotes a general cylinder function of order h. 
For the case m = 0, A. = o the general solution of(9.S) is 

(S.7b), 

(9.lla) 

or 

(9.llb) 

where C I , C2, C" and C4 are constants. 
Equations (9.11) represent particle motion parallel to 

the magnetic or plasm universe z axis. 
The results of the paper for neutrinos specifically may 

be summarized as follows. The energy eigenvalue spectrum 
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is continuous for the meridian plane case (m = 0) and dis
crete otherwise (m*O). The existence of bound states for the 
case m*O is due to the fact that the magnetic universe is not 
asymptotically flat. The fact that a spacetime which is as
ymptotically flat cannot in general give rise to bound neu
trino states was emphasized by Brill and Wheeler. 22 In con
trast the fact that a spacetime is not asymptotically flat does 
not, of course, guarantee that all neutrino states will be 
bound, as is evidenced by the meridian plane orbits. 

In comparing the neutrino orbits in the classical limit 
with the orbits calculated from a completely classical stand
point one discovers a precession for m*O that is not present 
classically. As explained above, this precession is due to the 
nonvanishing helicity of the neutrino. 

Since the magnetic universe is Petrov type D (cf. Ap
pendix A) one may also solve the Weyl equation in the space
time using a procedure given by Teukolsky. II The CK pro
cedure turns out to be somewhat more straightforward as is 
generally the case (cf. Appendix D). By way of comparison, 
we list below the four major differences between the Cohen
Kegles and Teukolsky procedure. 

(1) The CK procedure is valid in all principally anastig
matic spacetimes whereas the Teukolsky procedure is valid 
only in type D spacetimes. II 

(2) The CK procedure solves explicitly for the spin or 
components as well as their spacetime dependence whereas 
Teukolsky's procedure yields only the spacetime depen
dence explicitly and requires another step to determine the 
ratio of the spin or components. This is illustrated in Appen
dix D below. 

(3) The CK procedure involves the solution of one dif
ferential equation whereas the Teukolsky procedure in
volves the solution of two. We note that the two Teukolsky 
equations may be identical, or the second may be obtainable 
from the first by simply changing the sign of a parameter. In 
general, however, this may not be the case. 

(4) Because of the nature of their derivation, the solu
tion space of the Teukolsky equations is generally larger 
than that of the original Weyl equations. For this reason 
solutions of the Teukolsky equations must be substituted 
back into the Weyl equations to check on their validity. This 
is not necessary with the CK procedure. 

TABLE L 

Rest riction 
onA' 

Real Positive 
Zeros of. ;"(r) 

JWKB 

functions 

Eigenvalue spectrum 

orA 

Region of validity 
of the ]WKB 
functions 

One called "a" 

I " exp( -I i'Ji(s)ds I),(r~a) 
[:1I(r)I' - " 

2 :' cos[ 1 i'li(s )ds 1- !!..],o('r < a 
./)(r)[' -" 4 

Discrete 

(7.8) r". ;1'(r)dr = (n + V1T 
J" 

n = 0,1,2,· .. 

Everywhere 
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APPENDIX A 

In this appendix the NP Weyl tensor components are 
defined and calculated using the tetrad (4.4). II' and nil are 
shown to be repeated principal null vectors of the Weyl ten
sor classifying the cylindrical magnetic universe as Petrov 
type D. 9 

The NP dyad components of the Weyl tensor CaUl'/> are 
given individual symbols as follows: q 

.11 C I (l /31 r h 
'Y () = - ,,(3yb m m, 

.11 C 1« Ill)' b 
'Y I = - «(31'1> n m, 

If/_, = - IC (I "nUl l'nl> -1"n(3ml'mb ) (AI) / 2 a(3yb , 

.1/
1 

= C m-"nfJ/1'n'') 
'Y - ,,(31'8 ' 
.11 _ C -" (3 -1 I> 
'Y 4 - - ,,(1J "m n m n 

If the only non vanishing NP dyad component of the 
Weyl tensor is 1f/2 , then II' and n I' are repeated principal null 
vectors of the Weyl tensor. 2.9 This is now shown to be the 
case. 

The coordinate frame components of the Weyl tensor 
for the cylindrical magnetic universe are 

2 .2 -2 r4(? - 1) 
COlO I = 2ii (r - 1), C0202 = 2a , 

(1 +?t 

C 4-2(' 1) C _4-2r4(?-I) 
0.10.1 = - a r -, 1212 - a , 

(1 + ?)4 
(A2) 

All others not obtainable from the symmetries of the Weyl 
tensor vanish. Use of(4.4) and (A2) in (AI) gives by straight
forward calculation: 

If/o = 0, 

If/I = 0, 

If/ - 2 (? - 1) 
2 - ii2 (1 + ?t ' 

1f/.1 = 0, 

1f/4 = 0. 

(A3) 

This establishes the desired results, namely that II' and 

m~O,1 

>4m(m+~) 

Two called "a" and "b " 
with a <b 

I " exp( _I r 1i(s )dsl), (r~b) 
i1?(r)I' - J" 

2 , cos[ 1 i'.;1'(5)dsl- !!..], a < r < b 
[li(r)I"-" 4 

Discrete 

(7.9) f.1i(r)dr = (n + D1T, 

n =0,1,2,. .. 

Everywhere except r = ° 
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n I' are repeated principal null directions of the Weyl tensor 
and that the magnetic universe is Petrov type D. 

Further, since K, (7 and K', (7' are all zero we also have 
that [" and n I' are the tangent vectors of shear-free null geo
desics. Since both the algebraic special condition and the 
congruence condition are satisfied, it follows that the mag
netic universe is principally anastigmatic. 

APPENDIX B 

Table I contains a summary of the JWKB functions for 
(7.1), their regions of validity, and the eigenvalue spectra of 
A. The table lists this information, together with the number 
of real positive zeros of &iter) [defined in (7.2)], for the cases 
m = 1 and m=l=O or 1. (For the case m = 0, the exact solution 
is given in Sec. VI). 

APPENDIXC 

In this appendix we determine the orbits of the surfaces 
of constant phase of the neutrino spinor field in the short 
wavelength limit. These are the orbits the neutrino would 
have ifit were a well-localized point particle. We show that 
the orbits are similar to those of a classical point particle 
(without helicity) but possess a precession not found classi
cally when m=l=O. 

We define the following: 

E fwJ, P -fzk, L fzm, U =fzA. (Cl) 

A suitable approximate solution to (7.1) in the short 
wavelength limit, is the standard JWKB function 

Q (r) = 1 exp(i fr,/((g )ds) 
1·'7'i(r) 1 112 

(C2) 

provided we are not too close to a zero of .'/?(r) (a classical 
turning point). 

We can also write 

r"'<S)dg ~ + r"'':!r) d!; (C3) 

as can be verified by differentiating both sides of this expres
sion with respect to r. 

Using (7.2) and (Cl) in (C3) we get, changing the dum
my variable of integration from S to x, 

f r . 1 fr' 1 
. .yi(g)ds = - -[ U 2x - (1 + x)4L 2 

2fz x 

- (3x - 1)(1 + x)fzL ] 1/2dx. (C4) 

The dyad components of the neutrino spin or field are 
given by (S.Sa) 

(CSa) 

(CSb) 

Surfaces of constant phase of the spinor field move 
along trajectories determined from 
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iargQ (r) - iwt + imifJ + ikz = S, (C6) 

where S is a constant. 
From the approximate solution to (7.1) (C2), we obtain, 

using (C4), 

argQ(r) = - -[ U 2x - (l + x)4L 2 
1 fr 1 

2fz ~. x 

- (3x - 1)(1 + x)fzL ] 1/2dx, (C7) 

where ro is a suitable point in the r plane. 
The time integral can be obtained from (C6) by consid

ering the "constructive interference of ideal wave trains" 
and setting as laE = 0: 7 

as =0= 
aE fz 

I fr Edx +-
2fz r. [U 2x-(1+X)4L2-(3x-I)(x+l)fzL]1/2 

(CS) 

or 

(7.11a) 

t = E fr ________ d_x _______ _ 

2 r. [U 2x - (1 + x)4L 2 - (3x - l)(x + l)fzL ]1/2 
(C9) 

Similarly, the z and ifJ integrals are obtained by differen-
tiating (C6) with respect to P and L, respectively: 

as _ 0 _ z I -- - ---
ap fz 2fz 

f r' ________ R_d_x _______ _ 

X ~. [U2x _ (1 + x)4L 2 _ (3x _ l)(x + l)fzL ]1/2 
(CIO) 

or 

(7.llb) 

z = ~ f; [U2X _ (1 + x)4L 2 _d;3X _ l)(x + l)fzL ]1/2 
(Cll) 

as _ 0 _ ifJ I -- - ---
aL fz 2fz 

X fr' ~ _-----=['-'-( 1_+_x.::....)4_L_+---=.4(-'-3_x_----'.1 )..:...(x_+_I,-)fz....:.]_dx __ 
~. x [U 2x - (1 + x)4L 2 - (3x - l)(x + l)fzL ]112 

(CI2) 

or 

(7.llc) ifJ = ~ 
2 

f
r

' 1 [(1 + x)4L + 4(3x - l)(x + l)fz]dx X ----~~~-~~-~~~~~--

r;~ x [U 2x - (1 + x)4L 2 - (3x - l)(x + l)fzL ]1!2 

(L=I=O). (CI3) 

Equations (C9), (CII), and (C13) are the equations de
termining the neutrino motion in the short wavelength limit. 
Ifin (C9), (CII), and (CI3) we have, between the limits of 
integration, 

(CI4) 
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then we can write 

(7. 12a) (ClSa) 

(7.12b) (ClSb) 

and 

(7.12c) ¢i - ~ I' (l + x)4dx 
- 2 r, x(U 2x - (1 + x)4L ] 1/2' 

(ClSc) 

Equations (C IS) correspond to the motion of a classical 
point particle in the magnetic universe. 

The major difference between Eqs. (C9), (Cll), and 
(Cl3) and (CIS) is the presence ofa precession not present 
classically. To demonstrate this, we calculate the coordi
nate-time rate of change of the angle ¢i given by (CI3). 

From (C13) we get 

d¢i d (?) d 1 
-----

dt dt de?) 2 

I' 1 [(1 + x)4L + !(3x - l)(x + l)~)dx 
X r" -; -[-U-2-x--'_-( -1 --'+-X-)-4 L--"-2 '---(-3x----'--'--1 )-(x---'-+-l-)-g-] -I 1-2 

C16) 

or 

d¢i 1 d (?) 1 
----

dt 2 dt ? 

[(1 + ?)4L 2 + !(3? - l)(? + l)m 
X ---~----'--~---'----'---'---'---'~--

[U 2? _ (1 + ?)L 2 - (3? - l)(? + l)g )1/2 

From (C9) we obtain 

dt 

de?) 

(CI7) 

= E[U 2?_(1 +?)4L2_(3?_I)(?+ l)g )-1/2. 
2 

(CI8) 

Using the reciprocal of(CI8) in (CI7) we get 

d¢i 

dt 
~ (1 + ?)4 + ~ (3? - l)(? + 1) (L=I=0). 
E? 2E ? 

(CI9) 

The first term of (C 19) is the result one obtains classi
cally; the additional term is a precessional correction to the 
classical orbit. To first order in ~, the neutrino orbits precess 
(as compared with the classical orbits) with frequency 

(7.13) il,. = ~(3? - l)(? + 1) 
2E? 

provided L=I=0. 

(C20) 

The precession is due to the helicity of the neutrino, 
since a zero rest mass, zero helicity particle has no such cor
rections to the orbit in the classical limit as explained in Sec. 
VIII above. 

APPENDIX D 

In this appendix we solve the Weyl equation in flat 
space with Cartesian coordinates using the Cohen-Kegeles 
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procedure. The purpose for doing this, besides for purely 
pedagogical reasons is twofold: first, it demonstrates the 
straightforward simplicity and inherent versatility of the Co
hen-Kegeles procedure, and second, it demonstrates a fur
ther difference between this procedure and Teukolsky's pro
cedure. This was mentioned in Sec. II above. These 
differences will be summarized below. 

Here we simply have the line element 

ds2 = dt 2 _ dx 2 _ dy2 _ dz2 . (Dl) 

We wish to solve the Weyl equation 

a'~B"V'I (/J A = 0. (D2) 

Here, as throughout this paper, Greek indices (referring to 
coordinate space) run from ° to 3 and capital Latin indices 
(referring to spin space) take on the values 1 and 2 (or I' and 
2'.) Summation is understood for all repeated indices. 

In order to solve (D2) we must first choose a representa
tion for the matrices a~'B"' In the Cohen-Kegeles procedure 
this is achieved through the choice of the "spin dyad frame" 

(J» , (?) along with an NP null tetrad '/1' nil' mil' mil' For 
curved space, which is restricted to be algebraically special, 
',I must be a repeated principal null vector ofa Weyl tensor. 
For the case under consideration here this condition is triv
ially satisfied for any reasonable I'I . 

The standard representation for the a:,B' are the Pauli 
matrices (/1 = 1,2,3) and the identity matrix (/1 = 0.) To 
achieve this representation we take the tetrad to be 

1 1 
I'I = --=11,0,0,1], n" = --=11,0,0, - 1], 

\1'2 \1'2 
(D3) 

1 - 1 . 
mil = \1'210,1, - i,Oj, m" = \1'210,1,/,0]. 

Then, since we have in the spin dyad frame, 9 

(D4) 

(DS) 

~ i) ~b' = ~2 C ~ J 
which are essentially the unit matrix and the three standard 
Pauli matrices. (Lower case latin indices refer to the spin 
dyad frame). 

All the NP spin coefficients vanish. The Cohen-Ke
geles equation (S.I) becomes 

(D 'D - 88')tf;(t,x,y,z) = 0, (D6) 

where 

D'=nll~, 
axil 

D=lll~, 
ax" 

8=mll~, 
ax" 

so that (D6) becomes, using (D3), 

{/=mll~, 
ax" 

(D7) 

V2tf; = a
2

tf;. (DS) 
at 2 

According to (2.S), (2.6), and (4.6b) the spin dyad com-
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ponents of the neutrino spin or field are 

<PI = - D¢, <P2 = - () '¢, 

or, using (D3) and (D7) 

(D9) 

1 ( a a) 1 (a . a) 
<PI = v"2 - at + az ¢, <P2 = v"2 ax + I ay ¢. 

(DlO) 

We seek plane wave solutions of (D8): 

¢(t,x,y,z) = Aei(p.x - w/), (D 11) 

where A is a constant. 
Substitution of (D 11) into (D8) gives the relativistic dis

persion relation 

W 2 =p2 (DI2) 

for zero rest mass particles. 
Writing p = [Px,Py,Pz J, (DIU) becomes 

i 
<PI = v"2(w + Pz)¢(t,x,y,z), 

(D13) 

<P2 = ~(ipx - p)¢(t,x,y,z). 
V2 

If we have neutrino motion in the + z direction, 
Px = Py = ° andpz = W from (DI2). Thus in this case (D13) 
becomes 

(DI4) 

which is seen to be an eigenstate of crtB
' of(DS) with eigenva

lue + 1/(2) 112. 

For neutrino motion in the - z direction,px = Py = ° 
and pz = - W (w > 0) so that (D13) reduces to the null 
spinor field. Although this is a legitimate solution of the 
Weyl equation (D2) it is physically uninteresting. 

A null result of this sort is encountered in the analysis of 
the meridian plane orbits of the neutrino in the cylindrical 
magnetic universe as discussed in Sec. V. As explained there, 
the nontrivial solution can be found by making the inter
changes 111+-+nl1, mll+-+mll in the NP null tetrad and rework
ing the probelm. 

For the cases of neutrino motion parallel to and in the 
direction of the x axis (p y = p z = 0, p x = w) and parallel to 
and in the direction of the y axis (p x = P z = 0, p y = w) the 
neutrino spinor fields from (D13) are, respectively, 

(/JA = ~"2¢C) (DIS) 

and 

(DI6) 

which are, respectively, eigenstates of u1B' and criB' of (DS) 
each with eigenvalue + 1/(2) 112. 

For this simple example Teukolsky's two equations II 
become for the same choice of tetrad, 

2 a2
<Pa 

V <Pa = - (a = 1,2), (DI7) 
at 2 
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which are equations directly involving the spinor field with
out the use of the "potential" ¢. 

(D 17) has the plane wave solution 

(
CI ) . 

(/J A = C
2 

e'(P'x - (",) (CI ,C2 constants), (DI8) 

which is essentially the Cohen-Kegeles result (D 13). The 
Cohen-Kegeles result, however, automatically gives the so
lution in spin space in terms of the particle momentum p. 
Teukolsky's procedure gives (DI8), which gives only the 
spacetime dependence of the spinor field. The constants C I 

and Cz remain to be determined under the restriction that 
(/J A be an eigenstate of the helicity ~B P k where here 
k = 1,2,3. 

In conclusion we list the four major differences between 
the Cohen-Kegeles and Teukolsky procedures. 

First, the Cohen-Kegeles procedure is valid in all alge
brically special spacetimes whereas the Teukolsky proce
dure is valid only in type D spacetimes. II 

Second, the Cohen-Kegeles procedure solves the prob
lem directly in spin space as well as in coordinate space 
whereas the Teukolsky procedure does not. 

Third, the Cohen-Kegeles procedure involves the solu
tion of one differential equation whereas the Teukolsky pro
cedure involves the solution of two. We note that the two 
Teukolsky equations may be identical (as in the above exam
ple) or the second may be obtainable from the first by simply 
changing the sign of a parameter. In general, however, this 
may not be the case. 

Fourth, the Teukolsky equations are derived by apply
ing specified NP operators to (2.2a) and (2.2b) and then add
ing these equations. 11 For this reason the solution space of 
the Teukolsky equations is generally larger than that of the 
original Weyl equations [Eqs. (2.2)]. It then becomes neces
sary to substitute solutions of the Teukolsky equations back 
into the Weyl equation to check on their validity. With the 
Cohen-Kegeles procedure this is not necessary. 

Note added in proof The completeness of the set of radi
al eignfunctions R II2(r) for a given value of m may be demon
strated by substituting RI/z(r) WS (r) in Eq. (S.4). The re
sult is 

!!... (r W dS) - v(r)S (r) + A. zr WS (r) = ° (m=¥=O) 
dr dr 

where 

- _1_ (3,.. + 6,-2 - 1). 
4rW 

This differential equation, together with the B.c. 
S (0) = 0, limr-oo S (r) = 0, constitutes a Sturm-Liouville 
problem on the interval [0,00). The weight function is rW. 
Denoting the normalized eigenfunctions by S A(r) we have 
that 
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Fermi normal coordinates about a geodesic form a natural coordinate system for the nonrotating 
geodesic (freely falling) observer. Expansions of the affinity, metric, and geodesic equations in 
these coordinates in powers of proper distance normal to the geodesic are calculated here to third 
order, fourth order, and third order, respectively. An iteration scheme for calculation to higher 
orders is also given. For generality, we compute the affinity and the geodesic equations in an 
arbitrary affine manifold, and compute the metric in a Riemannian manifold with arbitrary 
signature. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Fermi l showed that, given any curve in a Riemannian 
manifold, it is possible to introduce coordinates near this 
curve in such a way that the Christoffel symbols vanish 
along the curve (Fermi condition), leaving the metric there 
rectangular. If the curve is a geodesic, one way to construct 
such a coordinate system is to set the acceleration to zero in 
Synge's2 construction of a natural nonrotating coordinate 
system for an accelerated observer. Manasse and Misner] 
called these coordinates Fermi normal coordinates. They 
form a natural coordinate system for a freely falling observ
er; we use them throughout this paper. Fermi normal coordi
nates satisfy the Fermi condition along the geodesic. The 
constant "time" hypersurfaces are normal to the geodesic. 
The "space" coordinates on these hypersurfaces form nor
mal coordinate systems. 

Fermi normal coordinates determine expansions of the 
affinity, metric and geodesic equations in powers of proper 
distance normal to the geodesic. Manasse and Misner] de
rived the first-order expansion of the affinity and the second
order expansion of the metric. Using a result of Hodgkin
son: Mashhoon' obtained the first-order expansion of the 
geodesic equations. In a more recent paper, Mashhoon6 also 
obtained the second-order expansion of the geodesic equa
tions. By setting acceleration and rotation to zero in Ref. 7, 
we derived the second-order expansion of the affinity and the 
third-order expansion of the metric. 

In this paper, we calculate the third-order expansion of 
the affinity, the fourth-order expansion of the metric and the 
third-order expansion of the geodesic equations. For the 
sake of generality and in view of the recent interests in higher 
dimensional superspace, we calculate these formulas in an 
arbitrary dimensional manifold with arbitrary signature. In 
fact, all formulas in Sec. II are derived for affine manifolds 
(without torsion). We also indicate an iteration scheme for 
higher-order calculations. 

The present results would be useful in the path-integral 
formulation and in the calculation of effective action and 

a'Supported in part by the National Science Council of the Republic of 
China. 

energy-momentum tensor in quantum gravity. They would 
also be useful in obtaining physical effects in binary pulsars. 

II. EXPANSIONS OF THE AFFINITY AND GEODESIC 
EQUATIONS 

Let VIII be an N-dimensional affine manifold. Consider 
a geodesic Po (r) in v,v' r is an affine parameter for Po (r). At 
a fixed point ro on the geodesic Po (r), pick a basis N-ad 
[e,,(ro): a = O,I,2,oo.,N - 1] with eo (ro) = (alar)T~ T,,' 
Parallel transport e,,(ro) along Po(r) to obtain a basis N-ad 
[e,,(r)] all along Po (r). Since Po(r) is a geodesic and ran 
affine parameter, eo(r) = alar. 

Throughout this paper we shall use Greek indices to 
vary from ° to N - 1 and Latin indices to vary from 1 to 
N-l. 

At any point Po(r) we send out geodesic P(r;n;s) with 
n = n iei(r), i.e., nO = 0, where n = (alaS)p,,(T) and s is an af
fine parameter for P(r;n;s). At the point P(r;n;s), assign the 
coordinates XO r, Xi _sni. It is easy to show that these co
ordinates are well-defined in the neighborhood of Po(r). We 
shall call them Fermi normal coordinates in an affine mani
fold. This coordinate system is good for 

A . {I I R I"H(i I } s .... mln , , 
I R Ilm(l I' /2 I R Ilva(J.)' I 

since within this distance curvature has not yet caused geo

desics to cross (s < 1 I I R I',uri 1'/2), and the Riemann tensor 
has not yet changed much from its value on Po(r) 

(s< I R I'",,(J I I I R I'",,(i.y I)· 
Since the curve XO = r = const, Xi = ais, satisfies the 

geodesic equation 

d 2 X I' r I' dx" dx (J 

ds2 + a(3 --;;;- --;;;- = 0, 

we have 

r l'l i i-O I) p,,(T)a a - . 

Because a i can be arbitrary 

r "ijlp,,(T) = 0. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

From the fact that each of the vectors e
l
,( r) satisfies the equa

tion of parallel displacement along the geodesic Xo = r, 
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Xl = 0, we obtain 

r l'Olllp,,(T) = O. 

(3) and (4) show that the Fermi condition 

is satisfied. 

(4) 

(5) 

Differentiating (5) along Pir) with respect to r, we get 

(6) 

From the definition of the Riemann tensor, 

r
a

l/O.,' = R "1110 + ralIV.O + (r"Illr a aD - r"l'oT
arn). 

Hence 
(7) 

(8) 

To calculate the Latin-indexed derivatives of the r's, 

we use the geodesic deviation equation 

d 2K I' dK" --- + 2 -- r I' U a + K"U"U {JR I' 
ds2 ds aa 'w{] 

+ K"U"U (J(r I'"".{J + rTc",r I'T{J - r I'''T rTa{J) = 0, (9) 

whereK = J /JK and U = J /Jsofa one-parameter family of 
geodesics R (K,s), and where s is an affine parameter along 
the geodesic R (K,s) for K fixed. The family of geodesics we 
want to consider is P(r;ai;s) P(r;n;s) where n = aiei' The 
case K = J/Jai leads to the desired results. In this case 
K = J/Jai = S(J/Jx/), hence K II = so/,. Expanding terms 
in the geodesic deviation equation in powers of s, we have 

2" "r II } - 2 r II I } k + 2r I' I } k I Vi (T)a - s ij.k p,,(T)a a s ij.kl p,,(T)a a a 
.1 

+ s r II I ) kim + 0 (4) (10) :3 ij.klm p,,(T)a a a as, 

K"U"U {JR I'",,{! 

_ } kR II I + 2 ) k 'R I' I - sa a )lk p,,(T) S a a a )lk: 1 p,,(T) 

+ ! so~a)aka lam(R 1')lk.1 ).m Ip,,(T) + 0 (S4), (11) 

K"U"U{Jr I' 
aa,fJ 

_ r I' I } k + 2r II I } k I - S i}.k p,,(T)a a S I}.kl p,,(T)a a a 
.1 

+ S r II I } kim + 0 ( 4) 2 i}.klm p,,(T)a a a as, (12) 

K"U"U {!(r T r ll _ r I' r T ) aa r13 a-r- af] 

_ .1(r T r II r I' r T )1 - s u.~ Tk,111 - iT,! jk,m P1!(T) 

X a}aka la'" + 0 (S4). (13) 

Substituting all these equations into Eq. (9), every order in s 
must vanish separately. Therefore, 

(3r 1\-" + R II}ilJlp,,(TP}a
k 

= 0, 

(2r III}.", + R "}ik: 1)11',,(TP}aka I = 0, 

[ 5 r I' . + -'-(R 1'. ) + r T r I' h I}.klm 2 jlk.! ,m Ij) 'h,m 

r II r T 11 } A I m - 0 - IT.I }k.m p,,(T)a a a a - . 

(14) leads to the results of Manasse and Misner': 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

r I'/i., = - +(R IlijA + R Iljid along Po(r). (17) 

(15) leads to the results of Ref. 7 with a = ffi = 0 there, i.e., 

r Illi.kl = - +(R Iliik: I + R "ij/:k) - -izPkIR "jik: I' (18) 
o )' 
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where the symbol Po indicates that the expression following 

it is to be summed over all r! permutations of i l , ... ,ir • 

Differentiating (6), (8), and (17) along Po(r) with re
spect to r, we get 

r""I',(Xl=O, 

r "1,0. ,() = R 1l,1l{);0' 

r l' - l(Ri' +RI' ) i}.k 0 - - '1 ijk;O jik;O , 

(19) 

all along Po(r). 

Differentiating (7) with respect to Xk and choosing ap
propriate indices, we have 

r "OiJk = r Ilij,kO + R 1\)O;k 

- +(R "/ik;O + R i'jik;O) + R "ijO;k 

along Po(r). (20) 

Summarizing the first -order and second-order results, 
we obtain 

r",/I',O=O, 

r "1,0." = R a ,ll{), (21) 

and 

r I' - 1 'R I' + R I') II I P ( ) ij.k - - 3'- ijk jik' a a ong 0 r , 

r ''In'.lX) = 0, 

r ''',0. ,() = R 1\1l{);0' 

r II - 1 (R I' + R I' ) ij.k 0 - - '1 ijk;O jik;O , 

r I/lXI,}k = R "O}O;k + R "}kO;O' 

r l' - I(RI' +R" )+R" OiJk - - '1 ijk;O jik;O i)O;k' 

r I'ij./,I = - +(R I'ijk; I + R l\jI:k) - --'-- P R "jik; I' 
o 12 }kl 

all along Po(r). 

(22) 

To derive an expression for the third-order derivatives 
r Ilij.klm' we use Eq. (16). Since a i can be arbitrary, (16) is 
equivalent to 

5r 111}.klm + 5r l'ikJlm + 5r l'ilJkm + 5r '\m.}kl 

+! P R i'jik,/m + P r Tij,/r I'Tk.m - P r "iT.lr T}k.m 
jklm .Ik1m )klm 

= 0 along Po(r). (23) 

From the definition of Riemannian tensor, 

Differentiating (24) twice and using (5), we get 

r 1'"y,fJ& 

= R 1',,{J)'.li. + r 1',,{J.y{J. + raa{J,~r 1',,1',' + r",,(J.c 

Xr 1'''1'.8 - ra"y.8r ",,{J .• - r""y .• r "(T{J,8 
along Po (r). (25) 

Choosing appropriate indices and using (21), we derive 

r I'",jlm = r I'lj.kl", + R l\k,l", -!(R °1)/ + R O)II)R '\"'0 
- *(R 0 ljm + R O)lm)R 1\/0 + HR °lkl + R OW) 

X R 1')mO + !(R °i,m + R 0 k1m)R l'jlO + ~(R Pljl 
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+ R Pjil )(R I'pkm + R I' kpm) 

+ ~R p ijm + R Pjim)(R I'pkl 

+ R I' kpl) - !(R P,kl + R P kil) 

X (R I'pjm + R I'jpm) - ~R Pikm + R P kim) 

X(R I'pj/ + R I'jpl) along PO(r) , (26) 

r I' Oi; jk 0 = - +(R l'ijk;OO + R I'jik;OO) + R l'ijO;k 0' 

rl'ij,kIO= -1R l'ijk;IO+R l'ijl;kO) 

- ~ P R I'jik;I' all along Po(r), 
12 jkl 

rl' -rl' +R I' - I(R a +R a )R I' OJ;klm - jk.lmO jk O,lm l' jkl kjl amO 

Using (29), (31), and (21) to compute r 1'0j,klm' r 1'00,klm in 
(27) and (28), we have 

r I' OJ kim = - ~ P (R I' kjl'mO + 2R I' jOk-Im) + ~ P 
-1R ajkm + R akjm)R I' alO - R °jloR I'kmO 

+ ~(R I'pkm + R l'kpm)R PjlO - R °jmoR I'klO 
.1 

+ ~R I'pkl + R I'kpl)R PjmO along PO(r) , (27) 
.1 

, 12 kim' , 6 kim 

(R I' aO~ a Ijm - R I'jakR a ImO - R a jO~ l'lam) 

IpRO RI, 1 P() - - jOk 10m a ong 0 r , 
3 kim 

(32) 

r l'OO,klm = r l'Ok,Olm + R 1'0kO,/m + R ak,oR I' o-mO r I'OO,klm = i P (R I'OkO;lm + R I'kIO;mO) 
kim 

+ R ukmoR 1'0-/0 + +R POlo(R I'pkm + R I\pm) 

+ ~R POmo(R I'pkl + R I\pl) along Po(r), (28) 
.1 

-! P (R I'Oka R alOm + 3R alOmR I' akO) 
kim 

along Po (r), (33) 
From the definition of covariant derivatives and Eq, (5), 

(30), (31), (32), and (33) include all third order derivatives of 
r's. R "Py{j;A< = R "Py{J,A< + R "py{)r"I'A,< - R "l'y{Jr I'pA,< 

- R apl,{jr I' yA,< - R" pYl'r I'{jA,< 

along Po (r), (29) 
Substituting (5), (21), (22), (30), (31), (32), and (33), 

into the Taylor expansions of r l'a{3(xO;x
i
) with XO = r 

Using (26), (21), and (29) to solve Eq, (23) for r I'ij,klm' we 
obtain, after some straightforward computations, 

r 1',,{3(XO;x
i
) = r 1',,{3(PO<r» + r l'a{3,i(PO(r»x

i + ~! 

r I'ij,klm = - ~ P P (3R l'ijk;lm + R I'mik;lj) 
40 ij kim 

x r l'a{3,ij(Po(r»x ixj + 

Xx 'xjxk + 0 «Xi)4), 

~ r l'a{3 iik (Po(r» 
3! " 

- _1_ P P (23R a ijkR I'lam 
360 ij kim 

- 9R alimR I' ajk - 15R alimR I'jak) 

- ~P P ROijkR "IOm' 
q 'j kim 

(30) 

we obtain the third-order expansion of the affine 
connections, 

To derive expansions of the geodesic equations 

d 2X I' dx
" 

dx" 

(34) 

Differentiating (22) with respect to r and using (5), we 
derive 

-- +r
" 

-----0 
2 "fJ d d-' ds s s 

(35) 

in Fermi normal coordinates, we first put (35) into the fol
lowing form: 

1927 

r "1",,000 = 0, 

r"I'O,,{X) = R "l'vO;OO' 
d 2 X i (. ° dx i) dx I' dx" --+ r' -r - --=0 

(dXO)2 1'1' I'" dxo dxo dxo ' 
(36) 

r I' - I(R I' + R I' ) ,),k 00 - - '3 ijk;OO jik;OO , 

r "OOJkO = R l'ojO;kO + R ajkO;oo, (31) 

I 

Denoting dx ildxo by v i, and substituting the expansion of 
the affinities into (36), we obtain the third-order expansion 
of the geodesic equations: 

IR 2xIR ij 2xiR j 21R ikj 21R jk 
- x OiOI + OjOP V + ijOP + - X OjkP V V + - X ijklV V 

3 3 

I(R +R ) Im+IR Imj R Imj - '2 iO/O;m ilmO;O X X '3 iljm;oX X V - ij/O;~ X V 

+ 1 (5R + R ) I m j k + 1 Rim i + R i jim + IR I m i j ]2\ ikjl;m iljm;k X X V v '2 OIOm;oX X V OjOl;mV V X X '3 Oljm;oX x v V 

+ 1 (5R + R ) I m i j k + 1 (R i 1) a + 3R a 1) i R p 1) i ) I m k 12 Okj/;m Oljm;k X X V V v '6 Oka" 10m 10m" o-k 0 - OkO" Ipm X X X 

I(R iRa R i R" R" R i ) I m k j + 2R ° R jim k j - J aOk Ijm - jak ImO - }Ok lam X X X V 3 }Ok IOmX X X V 

+ 1 '23R A 1) i 9R A 1) i 15R A R i ) I m n j k "'i8()\ jkl" mAn - mj"" Akl - Ijm kAn X X X V V 

+ 2R °1)i Imn j k+ 2Ru 1)0 Imki+I(RO 1)" R O Ra q jkl" mOnX X X V v '3 10m" aOkX X X v '3 aOk" Ijm - jak ImO 

- R ". R 0 )X IXmXkViV j _ :"R 0 1) ° r IXmXkViV j _ . 1 (37R A. 1) 0 
}Ok lam 3 jOk" IOIlT'- "'i8()\ Jkl" mAn 

9R A R 0 15R A R 0 ) I m n i j k 2R 0 1) 0 I m n i j k 
- mjn Akl - Ijm kAn X X X V V V - q jkl" mOnX X X V V V 
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1 (R I + R I ) I 111 k + 1 (R I + 2R I ) I 111 k j - -;;- Ok 0;1111 klO;mO X X X 6" kj/;mO jOk;lm X X X U 

+ 1 (6R I + R I ) I m n j k + 1 R 0 I m k I 20 jkl;mn njl;mk X X X U U 6" klO;moX X X U 

1 (R 0 + 2R 0 ) I m k I j 1 (6R 0 + R 0 ) I m n i j k - 6" kjl;mO jOk;lm X X X U U - 20 jkl;l1ln njl;mk X X X U U U . (37) 

III. THE METRIC TENSORS 

In this section, we suppose ~v to be a (pseudo) Rieman
nian manifold of signature r - s with r + s = N. In addition 
to r "'31" there is a metric g a/3' In the construction of the 
Fermi normal coordinates in Sec. II, we now require the 
basis N-ad \ e(I (r 0) I we pick at Po (r 0) to be orthonormal, 
I.e., 

e,,(r O)·e/3(r O) = rt a(J' (38) 

where rt a(J = diagonal\ ± 1, ± 1, ... , ± 1) with r plus signs 
and s minus signs. Parallel transport along a geodesic per
serves the relations, i.e., 

ea(r).e(J(r) = rt a(J' (39) 

Substituting (5), (21), (22), (30), (31), (32) into the 
relation 

(40) 

and its successive differentiations, we obtain successively 

g a(J, y = ° along Po(r), 

g a(J, )~) = 0, g OO.jk = - 2R ojOk , 

g Ol.jk = - + (ROilk + R Okl )' 

g 1m. Ii = - * (Rllim + R ,mjl ), 

all along Po (r), 

g a(3, yOO = 0, g OO,jkO = - 2ROjOk ;0' 

gOI,ikO = 
1 

g 1m. ljO = - "3 (R,ljm;o + R'mj/;o), 

g OO,i!..1 = - * P ROiO!..;I' g 01. /..Im = - ! P ROkll;m' 
~I !..~ 

g'i.I"", = - I; P R lljm ,,, , all along Po (r), 
linn 

g a(J, 1'000 = 0, g OO,jkOO = - 2RojOk;00, 

2 
gO/,jkOO = 1 (ROJ.,lfOO + ROjlk;oo), 

1 
g Im.lflO = - 1 (Ri/jm;OO + R"nj/;OO)' 

1 
g DO, 1mI/O = - 1 P Ro 10n.mO' 

- /mll 

gO}. Im"O = 

g ij, 1mI/O == 

1 
"4 P RO'j",;I/O' 

1m" 

1 
- P Ri/jm'I/O' 6

'mll 
' 

g OO.}klm = - ~P ROflklm + ~P ROkumR u jOl' 
12 jklm ' J Jhlm 

gO}.!..lml/= -~ P ROkjl;mn+ 1
2
, P R(\jmROhT'" 

- /../mll - klmn 

g ij, klmn == 

all along Pir), 
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(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

From Eqs. (41)-(44), the line element at a point 
P(X

O
; x') near the geodesic Po(r) with XO = r, is 

ds2 = (dX O)2(rt 00 - ROIO",xlxm 

IR Imn lR Imn!.. -1 O/Om;"x X X -12 OnOk; ImX X X X 

+~R R" XIX"'XnXk) 
1 Onuk 10m 

+ dxO dx
'
( - .:. R . ylxm - ~ R . . ylxmXI/ 

-' Ohm" 4 Ohm, ,," 

1 R k min 2 R aRk min) - 15 Oklm; l"x X X X + 15 kim Olu"x X X X 

+d'dj( IR 1m X X rtlj-"3 Iljm XX 

IR Imn IR kim" - 6" i/jm;,,x X X - 20 Ikj/;m"x X X X 

+ ~ R u .. n . ykxlXmXn) 
45 kJ~"a mIlt""' 

+ 0 [dx" dxfJ XkXIXrnXnXp). (45) 

Using (41)-(44), the formula 

g ilt' = _ g(J/l g g P', 
,a (Jy, a (46) 

and its successive differentiations, we calculate the deriva
tives of the contravariant fundamental tensor to be 

gill, a = 0, all along PO(r) , 

g"H )~l = 0, gOO,jk = 2R 0jOk' 

01 2 (R 0 I R 0 I ) Ij - 1 (R Ij + R I ) ) 
g ,jk = "3 I.. j + j k' g . 1m - "3 I m m I , 

afJ _ ° 00 _ 2R 0 0 g ,1'00 - , g ,jk 0 - } k;O' 

01 2 (R 0 I R 0 I ) g ,jk 0 = "1 I.. j;O + j 1..;0 , 

Ij _ 1 (R I j + R I ) ) g ,lmO - "3 I m;O m 1;0 , 

gOO,lmll == ~ P R O'()n;m' 
Imll 

all along Po(r), 

gOf lm " =! P R °lm,,, , g'flm" = I; P R'lm;", 
{,.nll Imn 

all along Po (r), 
a(J -0 00 -2RO O 

g .J~)()() - , g Jk()() - j 1..;00' 

01 2(R 0, + R 0 i ) g ,}kOO = 1 k };OO ) 1..;00 , 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

Ij _1(R'j +R'j) gOO +1 PROD g .ImOO - -.1 I m;OO m 1;00 , .ImnO ="1 I ,,;mO' 
- linn 

Ij 1 P R Ij 
g .Im"O = + - I m;"O' 

6 Imn 

00 1 P ROO 1 PRO A nO 
g Jklm = 12 j ";1m + '9 . k /" jAm 

j!..lm lklm 

5 0 OR 0 + - P R k / flm' 
9 jklm 

01 1 PRO I 4 PRO R A , 
g Jklm = 15 . j k;lm + ~ . jAk I m 

- Jklm - Jklm 

2 0 0 I + - P R kO~ jm' 
q jklm 
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Ij -IPR i j +IPR Ai Rj g ,klmn - m k I;mn 15 I m AI: n 
klmn klmn 

+! P RO/mRo/n, all along Po (T), (50) 
klmn 

Using Eqs, (41)-(44), (5), (21), (22), (30)-(33), we can 
calculate r"a{3 and their derivatives through the formula 

r"a{3=g!1J",,{3 (51) 

and its differentiations as follows: 

r ,w{3 = 0, along PO(T) , (52) 

r Ita{3, 0= 0, r ",,0,1' = R"!1vO' 

r,Lij,k = - + (R ILljk + R"jid, all along poeT), (53) 

r 1",{3.rK) = 0, r "1,0,,0 = R",nO.O' 

r,uj.kO = - + (Rliljk;O + RI'Jlk;O)' 

r pOD. 1m = + P (R'lOIO;m + RlllmO;O)' 
1m 

1 1 
r,,()j,im ="2 P (RlljIO;", - 3' R,ujm;o), 

1m 

r,llj,kl = P. P P (5R",kj;/ - R"kd;)' all along PoeT), (54) 
iJ kl 

r l'a(J,OCX) = 0, r "1,0,,00 = R",llD:OO' 

r,uj,kOO = - + (R"ijk:OO + RI'Jlk:OO)' 

1 
rl'f)O.lmO ="2 P (R!10/0:mO + RjllmO;OO)' 

1m 

1 1 
rl'Oj,imO ="2 P (R"jlO:mO -1' R"ljm:OO)' 

1m -

rooo. kim = -.: P R OkD/: mO' 
6 kim 

r )!Xl. kim = ~ P (R jOkO: 1m + R jkIO:mo) 
kIm 

- ~ P (RjOkaR "10m + 3R "10m R j"kO 
kim 

+ R "OkO R jlmn)' 

1 1 
r (X)). kim = - - P (ROkjl;mO + 2ROjOk;lm) + -6 P 

12 kim kim 

X(R OaOA R "'jm - R Ojak 

XR "lmO + 3R ajokRolam), 

1 I P r,O). kim = - - P (R'kj/:mO + 2R,jOk;lm) +-
12 kim 6 kim 

(R'a()1: R "'jm - R'jak R "'mO + R "jOkRamil)' 

I 
rOnj,him = - - P P (3Ronjk"m 

40 ni kim . 

1929 

+ RomnA:!) + _1_ P P (57R A njAROIAm 
360 nj kim 

+ 9R Alnm R OAjk + 15R Alnm Ropd, 

J. Math. Phys., Vol. 20, NO.9, September 1979 

r ;n),klm = - 4b P P (3R'njk-lm + R'mnk:I) 
n) kim ' 

+ 3~0 P P (17R AnjkRiiAm + 9R Alnm RiA)k 
II) kIm 

+ 15R Alnm R,jAk), 

all along Po (T). (55) 

IV. ITERATION SCHEME AND DISCUSSIONS 

(i) Suppose we know the derivatives of r 's along Po (T) 
up to nth order. Differentiation with respect to T gives ex

pressions for r""", a,a, ... a"O' Using nth order differentiation 
of (24), r""o.a,a, ... a"v can be expressed in terms of 
r ""v.a,a, ... a"O and lower derivatives of r 'so To solve for 

r" kl, ;, ;, ... ;" + I' we use the geodesic deviation equation as in 
Sec. II. From the vanishing of(n + l)th order in the expan
sion of the geodesic deviation equation in s, and from nth 
order differentiation of (24), we can obtain an expression for 
r (7 kl. i,i, ... ;" • " Thus, we obtain all (n + 1 )th derivatives of 
r's. Substituting these into (36), we obtain (n + l)th order 
expansion of the geodesic equations, Following the method 
used in Sec. III, we can derive expressions for the (n + 2)th 
derivatives of the metric tensors, This forms an iteration 
scheme for computing higher-order expansions. 

(ii) The above iteration scheme applies equally well to 
Riemann normal coordinates just by dropping the ° index 
and going to (N - I )-dimensional manifolds. If we do these, 
we obtain the results in Ref. 8. Note that the differences in 
the expressions for the Latin-indexed quantities such as 
rll').klm' etc., in this paper and those in Ref. 8 come from the 
difference in the definitions of Riemannian tensors, etc., in 
different dimensional manifolds. 

(iii) Specializing the results in this paper to N = 4 with 
signature 2 and letting poeT) be a timelike geodesic, we obtain 
the third-order expansion of the coordinate acceleration and 
the fourth-order expansion of the metric in the proper frame 
of an observer moving along PelT). For an accelerated rotat
ing observer, the third-order effects in coordinate accelera
tion and the fourth-order effects in the metric can be classi
fied into purely gravitational and coupled inertial
gravitational terms. The present paper gives purely gravita
tional terms to this order. 
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Euclidean and Minkowski space formulations of linearized 
gravitational potential in various gauges 
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We show that there exists a unitary map connecting linearized theories of gravitational potential in 
vacuum, formulated in various covariant gauges and noncovariant radiation gauge. The free Euclidean 
gravitational potentials in covariant gauges satisfy the Markov property of Nelson, but are nonreflexive. 
For the noncovariant radiation gauge, the corresponding Euclidean field is reflexive but it only satisfies 
the Markov property with respect to special half spaces. The Feynman-Kac-Nelson formula is 
established for the Euclidean gravitational potential in radiation gauge. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The analysis carried out by Bracci and Strocchi, I·' using 
Wightman's axiomatic framework' on the quantized theory 
oflinearized gravitational field, showed that the gauge prob
lems that exist in massless spin-2 particles also give rise to 
difficulties similar to those in quantum electrodynamics 
(QED). A local and covariant quantization of the linearized 
Einstein equations is possible only in a Hilbert space with 
indefinite metric, i.e., in the Gupta-Bleuler formalism. '.f> 

The basic mathematical framework in this formalism is a set 
of three Hilbert spaces )( "C )( 'C )( and a non degenerate, 
Hermitian sesquilinear form (-,-) on )( , which is semidefin
ite on )(' and induces a definite inner product on the phys
ical space )(' / )( ". Then linearized Einstein equations do 
not satisfy as operator equations but only as mean values in 
)( '. Any quantized theory of gravitational potential that 

does not involve unphysical states requires a nonlocal and 
non covariant formalism analogous to the radiation (or Cou
lomb) gauge formalism in QED. It is only in this noncovar
iant theory that the linearized Einstein equations can be sat
isfied as operator equations. 

The main purpose of this paper is to study the relation
ship between the linearized theories of free gravitational po
tential in covariant and non covariant gauges in both Min
kowski and Euclidean space-time, in particular the 
properties of the corresponding Euclidean fields. It is possi
ble to show that there exists a unitary equivalence between 
the covariant and noncovariant gauge formalisms of gravita
tional potentials in vacuum just like the case in QED.' " In 
the Euclidean region the gravitational potential is found to 
satisfy Nelson's Markov property '" II for a wide class of co
variant gauges, though it does not satisfy the reflection prop
erty. For noncovariant gravitational radiation gauge. the 
corresponding Euclidean field is reflexive. but it only satis
ties the Markov property with respect to special half-spaces 
(i.e., Hegerfeldt's Markov property of second kind"). It is 
possible to establish the Feynman-Kac-Nelson formula " 
for the Euclidean gravitational potential in radiation gauge. 

"On leave of ah,ence from Department of Physics. National University of 
"lalay,ia. P.O. Box 1124. Kuala Lumpur. Malaysia. 

Finally we note that a relationship similar to that in the rela
tivistic case also holds for Euclidean gravitational potentials 
in covariant and noncovariant gauges. 

II. LINEARIZED THEORY OF GRAVITATIONAL 
POTENTIALS IN VARIOUS GAUGES 

Throughout this paper we shall confine our discussion 
only to the linearized theory of gravitational field in vacuum. 
First we shall recall some basic facts about the nonquantized 
theory of linearized gravitational tleld. In the weak field ap
proximation. the Einstein equations in vacuum are" 

R,,,{x) = 0, R (x) = 0, 

where 

R - ,.AI'R R - I" R 
//1 - 5: //II'fJ' - g /11" 

I" III' - t/'/' 
g is the Minkowski metric tensor with g - , g'l' 

(I) 

(2) 

= - {j 'I, and RI"'I"{x) is the Riemann tensor or gravitation
al tleld. In addition to the above equations R"'I'" also satisfies 
the following identities: 

EI"I'''iJ,. Rulli'" = 0 (Bianchi's identities). 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Equations (3), (4), and (5) imply that RI"p" (x) can be ex
pressed in terms of a symmetric rank-two tensor, or the 
gravitational potential GI".(x) 

RI"I'''(x) = ! [ai' a,,8:~ 8;: - all al,8:~ 8:~ 

(6) 

This definition of RI"f'" (x) in terms of Gil,. (x) contains an 
arbitrariness of freedom corresponding to gauge 
transformation 
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(7) 

The four arbitrary vector gauge functions B/x) can be fixed 
by four gauge conditions, which can be given in many ways 
just as in the case of electrodynamics. For example, the ana
log of the Lorentz gauge conditions for electromagnetic po
tential is 

(8) 

These four conditions are called gravitational "Lorentz" 
gauge conditions or simply Gupta gauge conditions. Togeth
er with Eq. (6) they give 

R,,,{x) = - DG/Il{x) = 0, (9) 

implying that linearized Einstein's equations in vacuum de
scribe essentially a free field theory. Similarly, one can also 
employ the four gravitational radiation gauge conditions 

(10) 

which are analogous to the electrodynamic radiation (or 
Coulomb) gauge condition. 

In the quantized theory, even though not all the Wight
man axioms are satisfied by G

I
", we can still follow a Wight

man approach to the theory with some modifications." We 
shaH follow the general scheme of Wightman and Strocchi' 
in the following definition: 

Definition 1 (see also Ref. 3): 

A local and covariant gauge for G/Il{x) is specified by 
I Gill (x), 1(, C-), )(' I, where: 

(a) GI,,{x) is an operator-valued tempered distribution 
in a Hilbert space )(; 

(b) There exists a distinguished subspace )1' C )1 such 
that 

(i) a non degenerate, Hermitian sesquilinear form (,-) 
exists in )(, with respect to which the representation U of 
the Poincare group SL(2,C) is unitary; 

(ii) (.-). when restricted to )1 " is bounded and 
nonnegative; 

(iii) the Riemann tensor R,,,.l'u D ;:(JI'U Grr/l(x) leaves 
I( , invariant and the linearized Einstein equations hold as 

an expectation value in )( " 

<I{',g'''' R"".J/)U!) = 0, 'riip,wE)( " 

withfi=· / . the Scwartz space of test functions, and w lies in 
the domain of Rill,'" in I( '; 

(iv) the representation Uleaves )1' invariant, and there 
exists in 1(', a unique vacuum l/Io, which is also invariant 
under U and is a cyclic vector for the operator GI,,(J'); 

(c) GfI' obeys local commutativity 

l GI"(x),G,,,,(Y) J = 0 for(x - y)' < 0 

and transforms covariantly under U, i.e., (a,A )ESL(2,C), 

U (aA ) G,,,(x)U (a,A )' = A I' II' A, IUG(,jAx + a); 

(d) The Fourier transform of the two-point vacuum ex
pectation function \!!o,GI"{x)G(,,,(Y)wo) has support in the 
forward light cone V •. 
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(e) The physical states are elements of the quotient 
space ,)1' /11" .W ph' where ';/(" is the subspace of vanish
ing norm; U (a,A ) is unitary on *' ph' 

If, in addition to the above conditions, G,,,.(x) is re
quired to satisfy the cluster property (see Refs. 3 and 4) and 
R,llf,u(x) is assumed to have the conventional normalization, 
then the most general two-point function for G", is found to 
be (see Ref. 3) 

~"I'jx - y) = <wo,G,,,.(x)G,,,,(Y)wo) 

(11 ) 

where 

if' d' Db - y) = 2(21Tr e '1'(.\ y) I p~ 

and F
" 

i = 1,2,3, are Lorentz invariant distributions. Here it 
is interesting to note that a subclass of the two-point func
tions' given by Eq. (11) can be derived from a Lagrangian 
formulation. Consider the Lagrangian density 

51" = 51" E + 51" G = G",,(x)Q,'VI'<T(a)Gpa(x), (12a) 

where Q''''p''(a) Q,~vpa(a) + Q~"I'''(a) is given by 

Q 'J.;'·(!<T(a) = (gI'P g"(F + g'UT g'I' _ 2g'lV g''',)D 

+ g'UT a'(f' + g"" (j"a lT + g"(7 (j"(f'), (l2b) 

+ 4b 'g''' g'uO, (l2c) 

with a, b real constants and 0 = a/l'. Y /, isjust the usual 
linearized Einstein Lagrangian and / (; is the gauge-fixing 
term which can be expressed more compactly in the form 

/ (; = !bC"C", where 

(13) 

Q '''/'''(a) is a nonsingular matrix differential operator and so 
can be inverted to obtain the graviton propagator, which is 
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equal to minus the Fourier transform of its inverse, 

1 ( 1 +2a 
P''''pa(P) = 2p2 (gill' gva + gpa g"P - gil" gpa) + ~ 

(3 b 2 b) P,l Pl' PI' Pa 
X +a+ - a , 

p4 
(14) 

The corresponding two-point function of Gill' is 

W,npa(x - y) 

= __ 1_ f P (p)e - i pl(x, - Y')eip.(x - y) d lP. (15) 
2(21T)3 I'l'pa I p I 

This is the same as the two-point function given by Eq. (11) if 
we make the following identifications: 

F;(p) = I + 2a~, ~(P) = _ (I + b) ~, 
1 + a p4 b p' 

1+ 2a I 
i\(p) = (3 + a + b - 2ab)-, 

b (1 + a)2 p6 

where F; (P), i = 1,2,3 are the Fourier transforms of Fi (x), 
The propagator given in (14) reduces to the propagator with 
linearized harmonic condition as given by Fradkin and Tyu
tin!5 if we let a = -~. Ifwe further require b = - I then 
Plll 'per reduces to the familiar one with Gupta gauge 
conditions 

PIIl.",,(P) = (2p't!(g,II' g,." + gil<' g,'1' - gl'" gf''')' (16) 

Two other important cases worth noting are the Landau-like 
gauges which arise when (i) b--+ oc and a = -~, then 

P'I'f"'(P) 

2p,1 P,.PpP,,), 
p' 

(17) 

where d = - (g - p p. p-'), This gauge corresponds to 
III' Il\' Ii 1 

the Landau gauge in QED in the sense that 

Cj'(a = - DP,llf,,,(P) = 0 (18) 

and 3,I G,Il(X) - ~3,G::(x) = 0 holds as an operator equa
tion, Case (ii) occurs when b--+ 00 and a = -!, which gives 

P,l1f,jp) = 2~' (dill' d,." + dli<T d'f' - fdll1 diU')' (19) 

satisfyingplIP,I1I,,,(P) = 0 and J'IGII1(X) = 0 holds as an oper
ator equation, We shall exclude the case a = - 1 since for 
such a value of a, QII1'1'" is singular and cannot be inverted. 

1932 

If one chooses the gauge fixing term to be of the form 
.1 

CII = b I apill' f1 = 0,1,2,3 and b--+oc, (20) 
, I 
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then it specifies a noncovariant Prentki gauge!6 with the cor
responding propagator in the form 

P (P) - (2 ')-1 [(dO dO dO dO - dO dO) 
111/)tT - P 11f! I'(T+ I/(T ,,/) /11' fJ(r 

(21 ) 

where 

o 
gill' = giiO gdl' 

andg;:"IW = gll() g,o gl'o g"j)' This reduces to the more familiar 
gravitational "Coulomb"gauge if GIIO (x) = 0, f1 = 0,1,2,3. 
Then the propagator becomes 

P,inl/I(P) = (2p't!(dlln diu + din dilll - dU dnl/I)' 

with d'i = b" - P,PiP-', In this gauge the following operator 
equations hold: 

3PJx) = 0, G::(x) = o. (22) 

III. EQUIVALENCE OF FORMALISM IN VARIOUS 
GAUGES 

Define a Hilbert space JI with indefinite metric as the 
completion of Schwartz space of symmetry tensor valued 
test functions ./ (JR') X C" with respect to the sesquilinear 
form 

(j,g) = Iff f;l1(x) wll1 '1"'(X - y)gIJv)d 'x d 'y, (23) 
/t.I' 

This form becomes positive semidefinite on the closed 
subspace 

JI ' = If = <1;,,)E h' ',pl'j,l ,(P) = 0 a,e on C I , 
where C+ is the mantle of the forward light cone, andjis the 
Fourier transform off Let Jf

o

" be the kernel of the restricted 
form I' 

,;7"" = IfEcYf'li;".(p) = P,I ii,(p) + p, iill (P), 

plliill (P) = 0, and iill (P)E.Y(JR4
) j. 

Then we can define the physical one-particle space for the 
free graviton in covariant gauge as c;7"'ph = .W" /7("', 

It is interesting to note that /( ph defined above is inde
pendent of gauge parameters a and b (see also Ref 3). In 
other words, the one-particle physical Hilbert spaces for free 
gravitons in various covariant gauges considered in Sec. II 
are the same and coincide with that of the Gupta gauge 
(hence we shall denote it by I( (;), This implies that the 
physical contents of the theory formulated in different co
variant gauges are the same. 

The corresponding one-particle space for the graviton 
in radiation or "Coulomb" gauge is given by 
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# c-h' 'nl/E,h"l,I;)I' = 0, fl = 0,1,2,3j. 

Note that the elements of 7,1(' do not transform covariantly 
as a tensor under the Poincare group. However, we can still 
show that this non covariant formalism is physically equiv
alent (in the sense expressed below) to the covariant 
formalism. 

Proposition I: There exists a unitary equivalence 
}/ c~ }' G = "r 'I }/ " given by the unitary map 

- -. PIJ;l\'(P) p\.J;,o(p) PI' pjoo(P) 
y :f;,,(P )--4j ,,,(p) - , 

po po Po 
(24) 

Proof First we note that (r/)Oll = O,fl = 0,1,2,3, for all 
jE"r '. Therefore )/ c = th' '. But (I-r) m~ps ,#' into#". 
y vanishes on }/" and rh (P) = 0 implies h (P)E # ". Hence 
)/ " is the kernel of y. Furthermore, r is well defined, as can 
be seen by restricting to V' the Taylor expansion aboutp = O. 
Thus 

j(P)--4yj(P) + (l - y)j(P) 

defines a unique decomposition .¥' = Jf cEllII' " or 
}/ c~ }/ I, = "r' I "r ". Q.E.D. 

We can generalize the above result to Borchers' field 
algebra" for the free graviton. Denote by Y n the space of the 
n-fold tensor product of Y(R4)X CIO, with ,Yo = C corre
sponding to the subspace of the vacuum state and for n> 1 
the elements of .'I'" are symmetric tensor-valued test func
tions/ (")(x) = (j(j;~)")"(II,y,,) (xJj ... ,xn » symmetric in x and 
satisfying for 1 <j<n, 

Denote by a the locally convex direct sum of these spaces, 
II 

Ell f ll • If a is equipped with the product defined by 

II 

= I j(}\XI,. .. ,X)g(1l j)(x}. 1'''''Xn ) 

)-0 

for all f,gEll, and the involution * defined by 

where the overbar denotes complex conjugate, then a is a * 
test function (or Borcher's) algebra, carrying a natural to
pology induced by the Schwartz topology of the spaces.Y" 

The two-point function ~"'P" defines a positive (semi
definite) linear functional on a if one imposes the following 
transversality condition on a: 

(p·Q(")(PI"",PIl) = (P)I':!" .. I',' .1',,(pJj ... ,Pn) = 0, 

(25) 

We shall denote by a l the Borcher's algebra satisfying Eq. 
(25). The the two-sided ideal.f of a l is contained in the 
kernel of WIl , the n-point functions of Gill" and is given by 

.r = aln/ (Q'o, = 0 and(f) (n) 
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_I-en) (P ) 
- V',",). ".(Il; v) .... ,(;.t" v,,) 1"",Pj,· .. ,Pn 

- - - /'..... A) 
= (p h (P) + P h (P» ':. ) ('I \) "1 v) (Pl,,,,,P}', .. ·,Pn , I', I', \', \', J(.l,l', ..... " , ', ..• "" " 

for at least one j, and p" ii,l, (P) = 0\7' h'l' E.Y J ' (26) 

The physical test function algebra for the free graviton in 
covariant gauge is then given by the quotient algebra 
ao = atlf'. Then through the Gel'fand-Naimark-Segal 
construction 19 the positive linear functionals on ac deter
mine a unique theory for the gravitational potential in covar
iant gauge. 

The corresponding test function algebra for the gravi
ton in the "Coulomb" gauge is then given by 

ac = alnl fEaj(f)(n) = /;2,1'" = 0 if any flj = O\7'jJ. 

Now let r denote the natural algebraic generalization of the 
map r defined in Proposition 1, we then have 

ac = Range[r(a ,)], 

which leads to 

Proposition 2: r defines a *-algebraic isomorphism 

ac ~ac = atlf', 

IV. EUCLIDEAN GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIALS 
IN COVARIANT GAUGES 

Euclidean formulation of the linearized gravitational 
potential in vacuum as a generalized Gaussian Markov field 
was first considered by Lim 20 and Guerra,21 In this section we 
shall give a more detailed discussion of Euclidean gravita
tional potentials in various covariant gauges, and we shall 
see how this can lead to the noncovariant case, which will be 
given in the next section. 

The Euclidean (or Schwinger) two-point function for 
the covariant gravitational potential can be obtained by ap
plying a matrix transformation. in addition to the usual ana
lytic continuation to pure imaginary time, to the relativistic 
two-point function 

X W'''/'''(X - y.(i(xo - Yo», (27) 

where A. = 1 for i = 11 = 1,2,3; A", = i and A ii' = o other-Il' (-

wise, and X"'Yf: are the Euclidean 4-vectors. The matrix 
transformation is necessary not only to change allgl" into bif' 
it also preserves the tracelessness of the factor 
(g g + g g - g g ) by changing it to /'1' l'lT fUT ''I) Ill' fHT 

(b 8 + 8 8 - -218 ·8 ). The Fourier transform, of 
1/11 III /II p1l ZI 111// 

S then has the following general form: 
1)"'1/ 
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YlPk) ) + Djn Pi Pm) + 4 Pi Pj Pm Pn . 
PE 

(28) 

In order for Sijmn to be the Schwinger function for some 
Euclidean field, we require 5'i(Pk), i = 1,2,3, to be nonne
gative measurable functions. 

Define a Hilbert space Y as the completion of the real 
symmetric tensor-valued test function space f(R4) X RIO 
with respect to the topology given by the inner product 

(j,g);; = L f f !ij(XE)Sijmn(XE - YJ.;)g(Y/i)d 4x E dYE' 
I,j,ln." 

We can then define the Euclidean gravitational potential in 
the usual manner. 

Definition 2: The Euclidean gravitational potential [1 

with gauge functions ,Yi(Pk), i = 1,2,3 is the real Gaussian 
random field over .r with mean zero and covariance given 
by 

E[.'§(f).'9(g)] = (j,g);, . 

The Euclidean one-particle space is then given by the quo
tient space ,5Y/kernelll·II:;;. It is clear from our definition 
that [1 transforms covariantly under the Euclidean group. 
However, it does not satisfy the reflection property. 

Proposition 3: .'9 is nonreflexive. 

Proof Note that the 4j - 4n component (i.e., S4j4n) of 
the two-point Schwinger function contains terms with fac
torsp~ P/~ 4 andp! PE 6, which allow test functions of finite 
.5V norm localized at the hyperplane X 4 = 0 of the form 
fj(XE) = f.; (x) ® D(X4 ), with!4/~0 and fij(X)Ef(R'). Clear
ly, for such a test function 8f4j(X fJ = - !4/XE), where fJ is 
the unitary time-reflection operator. Therefore, we conclude 
that fJ.'9 (j)f3 -1*.'9 (j). Q.E.D. 

This result is as expected because in Nelson's theory the 
reflection property (together with the Markov property and 
other regularity conditions) is essential for a Euclidean field 
to have a Wightman theory in the Minkowski region. For the 
covariant gravitational potential the relativistic Hilbert 
space has an indefinite metric, hence it cannot be a Wight
man theory (see additional remarks on this point at the end 
of this section). 

Dejinition 3: A covariant gauge for the Euclidean gravi
tational potential is called a Markov gauge if the matrix in
verse of the Fourier transform of its two-point Schwinger 
function is a polynomial in pi· and the components Pi' 

This definition includes many interesting gauges such 
as Gupta and harmonic gauges as the Markov gauge. The 
reason for such a definition is clear from the following result. 

Proposition 4: The Euclidean gravitational potential .~ 
in the Markov gauge satisfies Nelson's Markov property 

1934 

Proof If we write Eq. (27) as a matrix equation 

S(p,)=AW(p,ipo), then S·'(p,.) = W'(p,lpo)A' 
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Since A is just a constant nonsingular matrix, its inverse is 
again another constant matrix. From Eqs. (12), (14) and (15) 
we get W"(p,lpo) = Q(p,ipo) as a matrix polynomial inPr; 
and Pr Now Q is just a matrix local differential operator 
hence the argument of Nelson for the scalar case applies (see 
Refs. 10 and 11). 

We note that Definition 3 does not include Landau-like 
gauges as Markov gauges. However we shall show that for 
such gauges the Euclidean gravitational potential is also 
Markovian in Nelson's sense. 

Proposition 5: The Euclidean gravitational potential :~ 
in the Landau-like gauge satisfies Nelson's Markov 
property. 

Proof The correct two-point Schwinger functions in 
Landau-like gauges are obtained in a slightly different way 

where Ai" is defined in the same way as before. Then we 
obtain for the two cases of Landau-like gauges the following: 

(i) s,jmn(P) = ~(dim djn + din djm - Dij Dmn 
2PE 

_ 2PiPjPm PII) 
4 ' 

PI:' 

where d i, = Dij - PIP,PI: 2. Like in the Minkowski region, 
we have 

which satisfies 

LPIS,'IIII1(pd = O. 
I 

For Case (i) we shall consider one-particle space with posi
tive metric as .:iV, C.r with elements satisfying 
!.I [Pi l,j(h) - !Pj l,i(PIo')] = O. Then for any element 
hEC x (Ii) X RIO, where (1' C R4 is an open set, 

LPi s,jmll (PrJhmll (p,J -1 LP; S,iln" (pfJhm " (PfJ = 0, 
I i 

i.e., SiP"" maps every element of C x (I') X RIO into an ele
ment oLYI((;'). Furthermore, forj,gE:J(', 

- f - 0 "" OJ,, - 4 (j,g) " = L J:/h) -2-gmn(PE) d PE 
I,J.m,1! PE 

Clearly, we can again apply Nelson's argument to complete 
the proof. 

The proof is similar for case (ii). We consider the one
particle space with positive metric as .~V2 C.r with ele
mentssatisfying!'i P,]ij(h) = o and !.i 1,1 (Plo') = O. Again 
for any hEC 00 (I') X RIO, 
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LPI S;jmn(PE)hmn(PE) = 0 and 
I 

L S"mn (PE)hmn (PE) = O. 

Thus'Sijmn maps every hEC OO(&)XHIO into an element in 
Y,(&). Finally we note that for any J,g,EY" 

J - 2 d"pE 
(f,g)x = -t Vj(PfJ I Pk' 

so that Markovicity of the field follows by Nelson's 
Q.E.D. argument. 

Before we discuss the Euclidean gravitational potential 
in noncovariant radiation gauge, some remarks on the co
variant case will be given. First we note that the failure of the 
reflection property is an essential feature of the Euclidean 
gravitational potential in a covariant gauge. The effect of the 
reflection property may be considered so as to prevent the 
theory from being too regular in its ultraviolet behavior. It 
can be seen in Nelson's theory that the reflection property 
excludes scalar boson fields with covariance functions of the 
form ( -,j + m') ", n> I, which are regularized propaga
tors without ultraviolet divergencesY However, such fields 
either give rise to Hilbert spaces with indefinite metric or 
nonlocal theories without unphysical states, thus they can
not be Wightman theories. Furthermore, the reflection 
property is necessary for the proof of the self-adjointness of 
the free Hamiltonian; however, this can still be achieved if 
one restricts to physical space with positive metric. 

Since both free Euclidean photon and graviton poten
tials in covariant gauges are Markovian and nonreflexive, we 
want to find a more general property to describe these Eu
clidean massless fields in covariant gauges, yet still exclude 
non local theories such as those with propagator of the form 
( -,j + m') n, n> 1. This can be done as follows. Let 
(n,~,J.i) be the underlying probability space for the Euclid
ean random field <P with one-particle space Y. For any 
open set C C H., let Y( &) be the closed subspace generated 
by I!EYlsupp!C C j, and let~r be the ()' algebra generat
ed by I <P (f) 1 !E.11( 17) j. Denote by jYO( O') the subspace of 
Y (O'), consisting of measures, and let ~~. be the Borel ()' 
ring generated by! <P (f) 1 !E.11°(c') j. Foranysubset.~ C R., 
let ~ °11 be the intersection n I ~ ~ 1 & :J A, ~t't open j. Then 
we have 

Definition 4: The Euclidean field <P is said to satisfy the 
classical Markov property if, for every function g' :n~R 

which is ~ / measurable and for every open set (3' C H4 

E [I?I~,,] = E [~I~~, ] 

is valid, where !" is the complement of & in H 4
, 3& is the 

boundary of (3' and E [·1·] is the conditional expectation. 

The Euclidean electromagnetic and gravitational po
tentials in various covariant Markov gauges satisfy the clas
sical Markov property. In fact, for these massless fields, the 
classical and Nelson's definition of the Markov property co
incide since rj, coincides with 

~<l1 = n!~, If',Caf I. 

Actually one can also work with the Euclidean gravitational 
field tensor Y? ,)"''' (for the linearized theory in vacuum), 
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which is related to ,Cf) I} by 
.:J?Ijmn 

= 1 [ 3j am ::'1 '11 - aj a" ;.fJ'm + a, an ::.fJ jm - 3, a", ;j- jill· 

One can show that Jt ,jmll satisfies Nelson's Markov property 
by using an argument similar to that given in Refs. 23 and 24 
(see also Ref. 25 for a simpler proot). Now .:It I}mll is reflexive 
and it leads to a Wightman theory in the Minkowski region. 
However, the underlying probability space for ,:lil}mll is in 
general smaller than that for. '/ 'j because all the elements of 
the ()' algebra generated by :'/ 'Imll correspond to physical 
states in relativistic theory, whereas the elements of the ()' 
algebra generated by ,:Ii Ij also correspond to unphysical 
states in addition to the physical ones. 

V. EUCLIDEAN GRAVITATIONAL POTENTIAL 
IN RADIATION GAUGE 

A natural question which arises from the above discus
sion is whether there exists a suitable subspace oLY' for 
which both the reflection and Markov property are fulfilled. 
The answer to this question leads to the consideration of the 
Euclidean gravitational potential in noncovariant "Cou
lomb" or radiation gauge. 

Consider the subspace ,.:V, oLV considered in the pre
vious section (see Proposition 5) with elements satisfying the 
tracelessness and transversality conditions "2.,/" = 0 and 
"2.. at. = 0 We can define the one-particle Hilbert space for I ,) IJ • 

Euclidean gravitational potential in "Coulomb" gauge as the 
closed subspace 

,J/'c="V,nl!E,}('lf4i=O, j= 1,2,3,4j. 

Note that we can decompose "V, as follows: 

,),", = 'IVc EIl.J/·,., 

where, 1/',. is the subspace of "longitudinal" elements of the 

form (PJ41 + pj,J,)P4 1 - PiP,]44PJ, ". Clearly such a de
composition is not Euclidean invariant. 

Proposition 6: The Euclidean gravitational potential in 
radiation gauge :'l c satisfies the reflection property. 

Proof The proof is straighforward, which follows from 
the fact that ,,/ C4, = 0 for j = 1,2,3,4. and the definition of 
the reflection property. 

Q.E.D. 

This result agrees with our earlier remark that the re
flection property is closely related to the positivity of the 
metric of the relativistic one-particle space, which for the 
case of .§ c is positive. 

Proposition 7: The Euclidean gravitational potential in 
radiation gauge ,,/ c satisfies the Markov property with re
spect to the half-spaces bounded by x, = constant. 

Proof Let E + and Eo be the projections onto the sub
spaces of Y, with supports in the hyperplanes 
R~ = I H4 1x4:§>O j and R 6 = I R41x4 = 0 j, respectively, and 
E ~ and E g the corresponding projections in jY c' Let e be 
the unitary time-reflection operator 

e :j;lp)~( - 1/" I- b'.j;j(p, - P4)' 

Then to show that :'1 c satisfies the Markov property with 
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respect to the half-spaces x. = 0, one needs to show that 
E c: eE c: is a projection. 12,26 

Consider the decomposition 

E + eE + = EC: eEC: ffiEL+ eE L+. 

Then for fE5i/" 2 

Therefore, 

<1i ,eJi ).r 

(j,E + eE +f)J,/ = if c:- ,ej c:- )~V + if t ,ej t )J,/' 

First we want to show that if t ,ej t ) x = O. Since each 

fL Eff L is of the form (P J4j + P):4) P 4- 1 - Pi pj44 P 4- 2, and 
,ff L C ff 2, so using the tracelessness condition we get 

I P'<44 = 2 I ];4. (29) 
i P4 ' p. 

= Ii, d~E [( Pi ~ij(PE) + PjJit (PE) _ Pi PjJ ~ (PE) \/J (pJ41<PE) + Pj J4+ (PE) _ Pi PjJ:~ (PE»)] 
'J II PE p. P4 r p. P4 

= I f d~E (pJ41 (PE) + pjJ,t(PE) _ Pi PjJ~(PE») ( - PiJ41(p, - P.) - PjJit(P, - P.) _ Pi PjJ·(~, - P.») 

iJ JR' PE p. P4 P. P4 

where we have used Eq. (29) for the last step. Thus we have 
obtained E.eE. = E ~ eE ~ . Using the fact that ff c is in
variant under e, it is not difficult to show that E c: eE ~ ;;;.0. 
Finally we want to show that (E ~ eE ~ )2 = E c: eE ~ . 
Again, making use of the time-reflection in variance of ff c, 

= if c:- ,E c: eE C:f c:- ) x· 

Then, following the same argument as given in Ref. 12, one 
obtains the result E c: E ~ = E g. 

Q.E.D. 

Note that for the construction of relativistic fields the 
Markov property is needed for open half-spaces t x E IxSs J 
only. Actually Nelson's Markov property is a rather strong 
condition and up to now there still does not exist any nontri
vial model which satisfies this property. Thus the correct 
condition for Euclidean fields seems to be the Osterwalder
Schrader positivity,27.29 which is weaker than Nelson's Mar
kov property (for further details on this point see Refs. 26 
and 29). 

One can recover the relativistic one-particle space JY c 
from .ff c in a similar way as given by Osterwalder and 
Schrader (see Refs. 26 and 28). We note that (ej c:- ,gc:-)x 
defines a positive semidefinite form on ff c:- X ff c:- , This is 
none other than the positivity condition of Osterwalder and 
Schrader. If we denote by JY~ the real JY 0 then we have 

Proposition 8: JY~ is isomorphic to the closure of ffC: / 
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I 
kerneill-il Y' , with the topology given by (j.,g.) J,/C 

, t • , 

= (ej.,g.),y. 

Now we can establish the Feynman-Kac-Nelson for
mula for the free gravitational potential in radiation gauge. 
Let 2'2(M) be the space of square-integrable functions on 
the sample space M of ~ c, which are measurable with re
spect to the (T algebra generated by ! ~ c if) [(EM J . Denote by 
J the projection of 2'2(ff2) onto 2'2(JY~), and Ts the in
duced unitary action of time translation in ff2 with 
Ts!(x,x.) = f(x,x. - s). Then we have 

Proposition 9: 

e - sH" = JT,u, UE2'2(JY'~), 

and Ho is the free Hamiltonian in 2'2(JY~). 

Proof This can be considered as a result for ff c rather 
than ff 2 because JY'c C ff c and ff c is closed in ff 2 and 
also closed under time translation as well as under complex. 
conjugation. Consider thosefEff c which are C co functions 
with compact support such that their Fourier transforms 
and their derivatives vanish if Ip E I < E for some E > O. Suchf 
are dense in ff c . Iff and g are two such functions, then for 
each real s, the functionsf(x~f(x,s), g(x)-+g(x,t) are in 
JY'~. Then by a direct computation 

(j,g)y 

= f.1 f_+oc
oc 

f_+oooc 4[e-lt-sIIPI/;/x,s)gix,t)] w; dtds. 

Since ff c is the closure of the space of such functions, it 
follows that the time-translation group in ff cis the minimal 
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unitary extension of the semigroup e - Ilpl in JY~. The rest of 
the proof follows just as in the scalar case (see Ref. 13). 

Q.E.D. 

Finally we should like to consider whether or not a re
sult similar to Proposition 1 holds in the Euclidean region. 
This is in fact the case if we define the Euclidean one-particle 
"physical" space for the gravitational potential in covariant 
gauge as ,;%/" G = .i/O '/ 5)/"", where ,H' is the closed subspace 
of ,:;V with vanishing four-divergence Li JJiXE) = 0, and 
,,~/''' is the subspace of vanishing norm. Then we have 

Proposition 10: There exists a unitary map given by 

PiPl" ---, 
p~ 

which defines a unitary equivalence % c ~ % G 

= .H'/%". The proof is similar to Proposition 1, therefore 
we shall omit it. This result can be generalized to Euclidean 
field algebra (or Schwinger algebra) in the same manner as in 
the relativistic case. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The Euclidean formulation of the linearized gravita
tional potential in covariant gauges seems to have some nice 
features. The difficulties due to gauge problems do not arise 
in the Euclidean field, here the covariance and locality (in 
the sense of the Markov structure) properties are compatible 
with the positive metric of Euclidean one-particle space. 
Even in noncovariant radiation gauge, the Euclidean gravi
tational potential does have some kind of local structure in 
the form of the Markov property with respect to special half
spaces. It would be interesting to see whether the Euclidean 
method can be of any use in other gauge theories such as the 
Yang-Mills field. 
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We show that all ,/Y' spaces (self-dual solutions of the complex Einstein vacuum equations) that admit (at 
least) one Killing vector may be gauged in such a way as to be divided into only five types, characterized by the 
type of equation which determines their potential function. In four of these types we show that this knowledge 
is sufficient to reduce the requirement of being an cW' space to a linear equation whose solutions are well 
known. The fifth case is reduced considerably and a large class of special solutions is given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is a continuation of our studies on the struc
ture of heavens CW spaces). We recall that these dr' spaces 
are solutions ofthe complex vacuum Einstein equations with 
a Riemannian curvature whose anti-self-dual part vanishes. 
These spaces have been studied extensively (by different ap
proaches) by groups associated with Newman,' Penrose,' 
and Plebanski.] We follow here the notation and approach of 
Boyer and Plebanski. 4 

In coordinates 1 X,Y,U,v I, all jf' spaces may be thought 
of as determined by solutions to the single equation] for the 
potential function B: 

BnByy - (BxY + BXlJ + BVI' = O. (1.1) 

This is clearly a difficult equation, whose general solution is 
not known, although many interesting families of solutions 
are in fact known. 5

-
7 It has also been shown4 that the general 

solution is determined by two arbitrary functions of three 
complex variables. 

Quite often in the past, solutions of Einstein's equations 
have been generated by the desire to have particular symme
tries. Therefore, it is very interesting to better understand the 
relation between the solutions and the allowed Killing vec
tors. In Ref. 8 a single master equation has been given which 
gives the required correlation between the potential Band 
any allowed Killing vector. However, as is usual in problems 
in general relativity, the quantities in it may be subjected to 
various gauge conditions. This fact causes unknown func
tions of two variables to appear in the master equation 
which, in any given case, could be gauged away. In particu
lar, we know that there are certainly not more than ten Kill
ing vectors in our (four-dimensional) space even though 
there appear to be arbitrary functions in the master equation. 
These functions merely indicate the gauge freedom available 

"Work supported in part by the Fomento Educacional. A.C., Mexico 5, 
D.F.. Mexico. and by the C.I.E.A. delI.P.N., Mexico 14, D.F. 

"'On leave of absence from the University of Warsaw, Warsaw. Poland. 

in determining a space by giving a potential B in a specific set 
of coordinates, 

Therefore, in this article we first look in detail at the 
group of gauge transformations9 which leave invariant the 
form of the tetrad in an dr' space and, thereby, the form of all 
results obtained from it. Then we utilize these gauge trans
formations to separate out the distinct kinds of single Killing 
vectors allowed, This is basically a quotient of the infinite 
group of symmetries of the manifold possessing a single Kill
ing vector by the infinite group of gauge transformations, 
This quotient results in ajinite number of distinct types. We 
then consider, in turn, each of these types and find the con
straint which the existence of a single Killing vector of the 
type specified puts on the potential function. Incorporation 
of this information into Eq. (1.1) allows an explicit determi
nation of the class of allowed solutions in all cases but one. 
We show how these solutions may be determined and discuss 
in some detail the one irresolvable case. In each of the cases 
we point out the (complex) Petrov types which are allowed. 
We also show that this is very closely related to current ques
tions of interest involving Yang-Mills and gravitational 
instantons. 

II. TETRADIAL GAUGE TRANSFORMATIONS IN ,;,y 
SPACES 

One of the most useful facts about an .'tf' space is that it 
admits two congruences of totally null (two-dimensional) 
surfaces. These congruences determine complementary foli
ations of the total W' space, providing us with three natural 
coordinatizations, each of which is most conveniently ex
pressed in a (two-component) spinor formalism. Since each 
of these sets of coordinates will be useful, we will describe 
them here, their relation to each other, and convenient tet
rads formed from them. 

We denote the 2-form describing one of these congru
ences of totally null surfaces by~, which must be closed and 
simple. Therefore we may pick a pair of coordinates q A 

which label the leaves of this congruence 

(2.1) 
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Similarly, the other congruence, X, allows us to have another 
pair, qB' such that 

X = dqB 1\ dij B' (2.2) 

(The spinor indices are raised and lowered via E AB and E AB as 
usual. 3,,) These two congruences completely determine the 
space, so that 

(2.3) 

which says that the two pairs qA' qB form a coordinate sys
tem for the space. 3,4,10 We may express the metric g in terms 
of the symmetric tensor product of coordinate I-forms, a 
null tetrad basis, or a spinor basis of I-forms: 

g = g /'" d x /' ® d x\'= 2e l ~ e2 + 2e3 ~ e4 

(2.4a) 

where 

gAB = Y"2(e
4 

e
2

) (2.4b) 
el - e3 . 

It is shown in Ref. 3 that the space is an JY space when 

(2.5) 

P =il - and lil ,-"il - = I =detPAB, AB qlq"' 2 q q q.qll 

where the notation X ,is consistently used for ax / aqA. 
It is convenient ~nd natural to choose a tetrad which 

takes advantage of the fact that these congruences are inte
grable. We therefore find two different tetrads to be of use: 

eA = 2 - I I2gA I = dqA, EA = 2 - 1/2gAi = p AB dqB' 

or (2.6a) 

~ = 2 -- 1/2gA2 = d~, EA = 2 - 1/2gAi = p BA dqB' 

with 

(2.6b) 

Noting that p AB itself may be considered as an element of 
SL(2,C), and looking at the complex Lorentz transforma

tions as SL(2, C) ® SL (2, C), we see that these two tetrads 
are related by the complex Lorentz transformation generat

ed by pA Bin SL(2,C) and the identity in SL(2,C). In the two 
cases, then, we may, as well, work out the usual (nUll) bases 
for anti-self-dual and self-dual 2-forms: 

Sil =eAl\eA =EBI\EB=~' 

S ii = ~ I\EA - EB l\eB, 

S '22 = E A 1\ E A = eB 1\ e B = X, 
SAB = 2e(A I\EB) = 2E(A l\eB). 

(2.7) 

This choice of tetrad also has the very convenient feature 
that r AR = 0, by virtue of the above anti-self-duaI2-forms all 
being closed. We see that these two tetrads are related by the 
complex Lorentz transformations generated by pA Bin 

SL(2,C) and the identity in SL(2,C). 
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Two (parallel) alternate coordinate sets are suggested 
by the constraint equation satisfied by il, which may be in
terpreted as saying that 

a(ilq ,) 

l=detPAB= --
a(qB) 

This suggests that either of the sets 

jqA,PB-ilq"l, jPA ilij"qBl 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

may also be used as coordinates. It is easily shown that the P A 

(alternatively the P A) are affine parameiers along any mem
ber of the congruence ~ (alternatively ~). Therefore on~ set 
is associated only with properties of ~, the other with ~. 

From Eq. (2.6) we find that 

E A = il - dq-B = dilq - ilq q dq B' q .• qu I I II 

Again, following Ref. 3 we define a new function 
8 = 8 (qA,PB) such that 

8 =-il =_QAB, 
P tPn qAqll 

and have a tetrad based on ~, 

~ = dqA, EA = - dpA - QAB dqB' 

(2.10) 

(2.11 ) 

Similarly we can have a function jj = jj (p A,q B) such that 
Eqs. (2.10) are repeated, but with tildes everywhere. In Ref. 
3 the constraint equation for 8-analogous to Eq. (2.5) for 
il-is found to be 

!8poP,PpApH + 8 p ,q' = 0. (2.12) 

There is of course an identical equation for jj in terms of P A' 

q B' In this form of the coordinates we record the simple form 
of the connections and the curvature. 

r c AB = 0, r AB = - 8 p 'p"p' e , 
(2.13) 

CAReD = 0, CABeD = 0, R = 0, CABeD = 8 p' pH p' p'" 

We now wish to point out that any spin or coordinate q A' 

maintaining ~ ex: dqA 1\ dqA is as good as any other. There
fore we wish to consider a transformation' to new param
eters q'R = q'R(qA)' 

dq'R=DRAdqA' .1 detDRA*O, (2.14a) 

which is only a relabeling of the leaves of the congruence. 
Since the particular form of the tetrad has been important in 
the derivation and final form of both the equation which the 
potential 8 satisfies and the master Killing equation, we en
deavor to determine a new set of affine parameters for each 
leaf which will maintain this form. It is well known, of 
course, that affine parameters are only defined up to linear 
transformations. However, there is no reason why the linear 
transformation in question might not be different for each 
leaf. With this motivation it is easily seen that the desired 
transformation properties for the coordinates pA are given by 

(2.14b) 

where the a R are arbitrary functions of the qA' only. The set 
of equations given by (2.14), when inserted into Eq. (2.11) 
for the tetrad show that this is the gauge group of transfor
mations which are generated by the relabeling hypothesis in 
Eq. (2. 14a) and which preserve the form of the tetrad. How-
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ever, we had also arranged for the r AB to vanish. This is a 
very reasonable choice and should be maintained by this 
transformation. In order to determine this constraint we cal

culate the SL(2,C) ® SL(2,C) (complex Lorentz) transfor
mation generated by the transformations (2.14). They are 
easily expressed by the transformation properties of the S AB 
andS AB 

S,RS = L R AL SsSAB, S,RS = L R AL SsSAB, 

(2.1S) 

L R = MR =(Ll + 1/2 , 0 ) 
A A - hLl 112 ,Ll - 112 ' 

where h !~ q.H. Since 

r'RS = LRALsBrAB + LRA dLsA 
= L - IA L - IB r . + L - I dL - IA. (2 16) R S AB AR s,· 

it is clear that the necessary and sufficient condition to main
tain r ' RS = 0 is that Ll and h should be constants. We there
fore re-collect the transformation equations here with that 
proviso, denoting Ll and h now by Llo and ho 

dq'R=DRAdqA=Llb12L 1ARdqA' L IA RESL(2,C), 
(2.14') 

P' R = D - I R A + 1 h ' R + 
A P 4 oq Pq'H' 

where the degrees of freedom are given by L - IA R ESL(2, C), 
P an arbitrary function of q' R and two constants Llo and ho' 

The transformation laws can be completed by noting that the 
potential function 8 transforms in the following way: 

Ll6e' = e + ~LR c(L RR)q, PA PB Pc 

(2.17) 

whereA. A and v are new arbitrary functions of qA only, which 
generate gauge transformations of 8 only, in its role as a 
potential function. 

III. CANONICAL FORMS OF MASTER KILLING VECTOR 
EQUATION 

We now recall the master Killing equation from Ref. 8, 
adapted to the special case of an JY space. Any allowed Kill
ing vector may be written in the form 

K = (aopA + 8 A) ~ + (- 2ao8 p + 8q
B PB + eA) ~, 

a~ A A apA 
(3.1a) 

with 

8 A 
= !Po ~ + qJq" EA = -! Yo~ + l7 qA' (3.1b) 

where ao, Po' Yo are constants while qJ and l7 are arbitrary 
functions of qA only. In order for a manifold to permit any 
particular Killing vector the potential function e must satis
fy the master equation 

K8 = 2po e + 2aaA + 7:Pq'qllq( pA pB pC 

(3.2) 

where t/J and 1] are some new arbitrary functions of q A only, 
while A is a higher-order potential function, defined by 

(3.3) 
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whose existence is guaranteed by the heavenly equation 
(2.12). 

These constraint equations guaranteeS the satisfaction 
of the complete set of Killing equations, which can most 
easily be written for our purposes in spinor form I I (where 
KBB = -! g BBUKa with Ka being the components of the 
Killing I-form) 

'ilAAKBB=EABIAB+eABIAB' (3.4) 

where I AB and lAB are symmetric and satisfy the constraints 

'ilAAIBC = - 2CABCNKNA, (3.Sa) 

'il A Al Be = - 2C/,/BCKA N r= O. (3.Sb) 

Equations (3.S) tell us that I BC and I BC are very important in 
the description of our Killing vector. In particular Eq. (3.Sb) 
shows that I Be must be constant in an JY space. Our solu
tion, determined by Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), of course already 
satisfies this constraint, but it will nonetheless be of consider
able use to us, 

I Be = (2ao po). 
Po Yo 

(3.6) 

There is of course a matrix I Be for every Killing vector 
allowed by a particular solution. Under an arbitrary 

SL(2,C) gauge transformation, L R A' IBe transforms as a 
pure spin or quality, 

I' fl.s = L R AL S ii AB. (3.7) 

The quantity I lie IBe = 2 det(IJiC) is clearly invariant under 
such a transformation. Therefore by using the transforma
tions L R A an I Be for anyone given Killing vector can always 
be reduced to one of the following three canonical types: 

.. .. (0 
I: I BC = 0, II: I BC = 0 III: IBe = (0 

Po 
~o). 
(3.8) 

Note that the fact that I Be is constant is quite important here 

because we must look only at constant SL(2,C) gauge trans
formations so as to preserve r' RS = O. [See Sec. 2.] We have 
also deliberately made choices of the canonical forms which 
do not involve a o since it multiplies A in Eq. (3.2) which is a 
more complicated quantity than 8 itself. Such a choice 
eliminates the need to work with A for the specific Killing 
vector under consideration. 

Unfortunately, the set oftetradial gauge transforma
tions considered in Sec. II do not include all possible ele-

ments of SL(2,C) since they only generate L R A which are 
lower triagonal [Eq. (2.15)]. However, we also consider now 
the possibility of starting with the coordinate system !pA ,ij R I 
based on X. A completely analogous set of tetradial gauge 
transformations based on X is generated by 

dij'R = DR A dijA' p,R = D - tA R pA + c;R, 

constants, (3.9) 
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Clearly an arbitrary product of if R,4 and M S B would gener

ate an arbitrary L R ,4ESL(2,C), so that the canonical form of 
an I Be may always be effectuated by a combination of such 
transformations. By looking in more detail one sees that an 
I Be with a o = ° may always be put into the forms in Eg. (3.8) 
simply by a transformation of the type M R,4, i.e., by relabel
ing the leaves of only the one congruence, 2. However, for a 
Killing vector with ao*O, one notes that 

( 2ao Po) = ( ~o Po_) (3.10) 
Po Yo Po 2ao 

so that a transformation to Yo = ° (if necessary) and then 
passing to the coordinate system based on X causes ao to be 
zero and the passage to the appropriate canonical form may 
be completed in these coordinates. We therefore always as
sume that this has been done for the single Killing vector of 
interest here. However, we do not write any tildes since, of 
course, the two sets are isomorphic. In Appendix A we give 
an explicit procedure by which one may proceed from 
e = e (pA ,q B) to the corresponding iJ = iJ (pA ,ij B)' (Also, 
in Appendix B we determine the explicit forms for the ten 
Killing vectors in the flat space corresponding to e = 0, 
showing that nonzero a o is essential when dealing with suffi
ciently many Killing vectors at once.) 

We now show that the terms due to the functions 1/J and 
1] in Eq. (3.2) are completely gauge dependent, i.e., they can 
always be gauged away. To see how this occurs, as well as 
some other gauge transformations we will need, we include 
here the transformations of the quantities qJ, a, etc. which 
appear in the master equation. These transformations are of 
course defined in such a way that the equations (3.1) and 
(3.2) remain/arm invariant under the gauge transformations 
of Sec. II. Under the assumption that a o has already been 
transformed to 0, we obtain 

8'R=DR
A

fjA' 
(3.11) 

.c,S-D-1 s~+(p ,lj'R) +2h fj's 
,,- A q' q', 0' 

while, of course, Po and Yo' separately transform as indicated 
in Eq. (3.7). 

We first consider a transformation 

e'=e+Sq,PA+ V (3.12) 

which causes a transformation of 1/J and 1]: 

If/ = t/I + Po S - fj A S q " 1]' = 1] + ~ Sq' - fj A Vq ,. 
(3.13) 

It is clear that these equations can be considered as first
order partial differential equations to determine S and v in 
such a way that ¢' and 1]' vanish and that they always have 
(local) solutions so long as fj A*O. Further, now consider the 
translation 

,A A + 
P =P Pq'" 

(3.14) 

We find that a transforms as 

a'=a+fjA pq ,. (3.15) 

Clearly when fjA*O we may always choosep in such a way as 
to guarantee a' = 0. 
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On the other hand, if fjA = 0, ~*O, then Eq. (3.13) still 
assures us that we can arrange for 1]' = 0. Then the transla
tion [Eq. (3.14)] now leaves ~ invariant, but causes 

e ' - e 1 A B - - 2Pq'q"P P , 

which transforms tb to 

tb' = tb + ~ P q' - Yo p. 

I t is again clear that P may always be found so as to cause 1/J' 
to vanish. Clearly if both fj A and E A vanish (along with a o) 
then there is no Killing vector. Therefore we have shown 
that we may always gauge away the terms in Eq. (3.2) gener
ated by ¢ and 1]. (We refer to this result as Lemma 1.) More
over (when ao = 0) a must be retained only when fj A = ° 
(Lemma 2). In the process we have used up the gauge free
dom embodied in a A. A of the form of S q " and v from Eq. 
(2.17) as well as the translations generated by p. 

One more lemma is required before actually making the 
reduction to canonical form. Suppose that /3 A is some func
tion of qB (for instancefj A orE A, whichever may be nonzero). 
Then we can use a choice of DR A to align the coordinates in 
the direction/3 A in one of two ways, depending on whether 
/3 A , vanishes or not. First, if /3 A*O, /3 A , = 0, then there q q 

exists b such that/3 A = bq , and we may surely always choose 
new coordinates q R such that one of them is b, say q z, where 
Z is a fixed choice of index, which sets /3 A = fjA z the Kron
ecker delta (Lemma 3a). On the other hand, if /3 A q' = bo , a 
nonzero constant, then there always exist two functions SA 
such that/3 A dqA = baS I dS 2

• Furthermore/3 \,*0 im
plies that we can always find a transformation (just a two
dimensional canonical transformation) such that q'R = SR. 
This implies /3 'I = bo q' I, /3 '2 = 0 (Lemma 3b). 

Assuming that all of the above transformations have 
been done we are ready to see that there are in fact only five 
independent situations for the existence of an)Y' space with 
(at least) one Killing vector. First we consider case I, in 
which all of a o, Po' and Yo vanish for the Killing vector in 
question [see Eq. (3.8)]. If both fj A and E A were to vanish as 
well, then there would be no Killing vector at all; therefore, 
one must be nonzero. If fj 4*0, we gauge away E 4 and note 

that fj A q' = Po = O. Therefore Lemma 3a allows us to choose 
coordinates so that qJ = qz (here Z is a specific choice of 
index, either 1 or 2) and the master equation reduces to 

Ke = e q, = 0 (Case la), (3.16) 

On the other hand, if fj A = 0, E .1*0, E A q' = Yo = 0, then 
again Lemma 3a may be invoked to pick coordinates so that 
a = qz (Z fixed to be either 1 or 2) and the master equation 
reduces to 

Ke = e p/ = 0 (Case Ib). (3.17) 

We also note that these Killing vectors of Case I are just 
exactly those Killing vectors which can be generated from a 
D (1,0) [or D (0, 1)] Killing spinor. 8 Therefore it is shown what 
at least some portion of the role of such Killing spinors is in 
jy'spaces. 

The second case, where I BC*O but detl Be = ° is de
scribed canonically by an = ° = Po' Yo*o, which implies 
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8 Aq , = 0, E A q' *0. In the situation that 8 A*O, then Lem
mas 2 and 3b may be invoked, and a choice of ..10 may be 
made to normalize Yo, so that we obtain 

K8=(~ +qA~)8=0 [Case lIa]. (3.18) aqZ a pA 

In case 8 A = 0, then (T may nontheless be gauged away be
cause Yo *0. This follows from Eq. (3.11) which can be ma
nipulated to read 

«(T' - (T)q', = !yo(..1 () Iq'S - D - 1/'·qA). 

The integrability condition, then, to find D . IA S such that 
(T' qH = ° is simply that the right-hand-side of the equation 
should be a gradient, which is equivalent to the requirement 
that (..10 Iq'S - D·· IA SqA)q" = 0, which is seen to be the 
case upon explicit calculation (Lemma 3c). Therefore we are 
left with 

K8 = qA ~ 8 = ° [Case lIb]. 
ap1 

(3.19) 

Lastly in the case III, where detl BC*O, the canonical 
form ofEq. (3.8) has a o = ° = Yo' Po*O, which tells us that 
8 A*O. Therefore we may always gauge away (T and use 
Lemma 3b to acquire 

K8 = (ql ~ - p2 ~)8 = - 28 [Case III]. 
aql a p2 

(3.20) 

We have thus shown that the arbitrary functions of two var
iables appearing in the master equation had two roles. One 
was to simply allow for all the possible gauge freedom in 
choice of coordinates and potential function 8. The other 
much more important function was to distinguish these five 
types (six if you also include the possibility of the nonadmis
sibility of any Killing vector). That is, the "quotient" of the 
two (infinite) gauge groups is finite. 

IV. APPLICATION TO THE HEAVENLY EQUATION 

We now proceed to show that the knowledge that a 
manifold admits a Killing vector allows one of course to 
determine a form for 8 in terms of a function of only three 
variables and that this information inserted into the heaven
ly equation (2.12) is sufficient to allow a determination of all 
such functions 8 in cases I and II. In case III the equation 
simplifies but still does not yield completely, as will be 
indicated. 

Case la evidently has a simple solution-that 8 is inde
pendent of one of the labeling variables, ~. Arbitrarily we 
pick that one to be v. Since this breaks the spinor symmetry 
we write the corresponding version of Eq. (2.12) in the form 
given in Eq. (1.1), 

8 xx8 yy - 8 x/ + 8 xu = 0. (4.1) 

This equation can be modified so as to become linear4 by 
means of a Legendre transformation. Set 

p = 8 x , t/! px - 8 = t/!(p,y,u), (4.2a) 

which implies 

x = t/! p' 8 y = - t/!y, 8 u = - t/! u' (4.2b) 
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Equation (4.1) may be written in terms of the 3-form 

d8x 1\ d8 yl\du + d8x I\dx I\dy = 0. 

Inserting Eq. (4.2) into this we find that 

t/!yy + t/! pu = 0, (4.3) 

which is just the three-dimensional Laplace equation. There
fore every cW' space having a Killing vector of type la is 
characterized by a solution of the three-dimensional Laplace 
equation, whose solutions are all well known. For an ap
proach particularly relevant to the philosophy used here see 
Ref. 12 where applicability of complex-valued integral re
presentations is discussed. We point out that these solutions 
are rather general and include all possible Petro v types. 

Case Ib also has a very simple solution; 8 is indepen
dent of one of the affine variables, pA, say x. In that case, Eq. 
(2.12) becomes simply 

8 y1,=0, 

the two-dimensional Laplace equation, the solution of which 
is ofcoursejust 8 = F(y,u) + G (v,u). However, in this case 
we may still use the gauge freedom of the arbitrary function 
V(qA) in Eq. (2.17) to eliminate G. Therefore 

8 = F(Y,u) (4.4) 

is the form of 8 for all Killing vectors of type lb. These are 
just the [N] ® [ - ] spaces already discussed in some detail in 
Ref. 3. (An affine parameter is a Killing variable only for an 
,W space of Petro v type [N] ® [-].) 

For case lIa the form given in Eq. (3.18) for the Killing 
vector has considerable symmetry. However a form which is 
much more convenient for calculation is obtained by not 
eliminating (T and using Lemma 3b on EA. We demonstrate 
this explicitly by settingp'A = pA + Pq , and choose P = !vu2 

where we have chosen Z = 1 and have labeled ql = V, 
q2 = u,i =y,p2 = x. Then Eq. (3.18) is converted to 

K8=8 u +2u8 y =0, (4.5) 

whosesolutionis8 = K (y - u 2,X,V), whereK = K (z,x,v) is 
an arbitrary holomorphic function of three variables. When 
inserted into Eq. (1.1) the constraint becomes 

(4.6) 

which is gauge equivalent to Eq. (4.6). However K is not a 
function of u. Therefore, any valid solution (one which de
termines a 8) must have Kxz = 0. With that additional con
straint the general solution is easily found to determine 

8 = H [y - u2 
- f(v)] + !J'(v)x2

, Case IIa, (4.7) 

where f and H are arbitrary holomorphic functions of one 
variable. Such a space is of Petro v type [N] ® [ -]. Case lIb 
[Eq. (3.19)] simply says that we can choose coordinates and 
8 so that 

(4.8) 

where G = G (OJ,q B) is an arbitrary holomorphic function of 
three variables. The heavenly equation (1.1) reduces to 
(qAF ,,,)q, = 0, whose solution is immediate. All cW'spaces 
which admit a Killing vector of the form K = ~(a/a pA) 
allow a 8 of the form 

8 = OJ .IH(qA/OJ), OJ_qBpB, (4.9) 
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where H is an arbitrary holomorphic function of two varia
bles. All such cW"spaces are of type [N] ® [ - ] and have been 
discussed in Ref. 5. They have null strings which are 
expanding. 

Case III again generates a complicated equation. The 
general solution of Eq. (3.20) may be written in the form 

e = u - Ip(ux,y,v), (4.10) 

where P = P(z,y,v) must satisfy the equation 

(4.11 ) 

We have now presented the reductions obtained by the 
requirement that the cW" space admit (at least) one Killing 
vector. There are only five distinct cases. Four of those have 
already been reduced to linear equations whose solutions are 
well known. The other one still has irresolvable nonlineari
ties. We will soon demonstrate considerable simplification of 
the form ofEq. (4.11). However, it is worth pointing out first 
that it can be solved in the event that there is no dependence 
on v. In such a situation we would have two Killing vectors 
labeled by uJIJu andJ IJv in thecoordinatesz,y, v, u. In this 
case Eq. (4.11) may be considered without the PyV terms. 
Writingp PY' q Pz the equation is equivalent to the van
ishing of the pair of 2-forms 

dp 1\ dq + zdy 1\ dq - qdy 1\ dz = 0, 
(4.12) 

dp 1\ dy + dq 1\ dz = O. 

Choosing p and z as functions of q and y (considered as inde
pendent variables) we acquire 

z= -Aq' p=Ay, 
(4.13) 

Ayy+qAqq-Aq=O. 

This equation is clearly linear and separable. It is in fact 
equivalent to the Euler-Poisson-Darboux equation, as can 
be seen by putting a = 2q1l2 - iy, fJ = 2ql12 + iy 

3 
(a + fJ)Aap = z(A a + Ap). (4.13') 

This equation is well known 13 and integral representations of 
the solutions are discussed in Ref. 14. 

In the more general case where dependence on v is al
lowed, we first rewrite Eq. (4.11) in terms of 3-forms, when 
r_Py's Pz : 

dr 1\ ds 1\ dv + dr 1\ dy 1\ dz 

- zds 1\ dy 1\ dv - sdy 1\ dz 1\ dv = 0, 
(4.14) 

dr I\dy I\dv + ds I\dz I\dv = O. 

Setting r = - dr + sdv - zdy, we see that the first of this 
pair of 3-forms is simply r 1\ dr. Therefore, Frobenius' 
theorem guarantees us the existence offunctions F, G of y, z, 
v such that r = FdG. In terms of these new functions Eqs. 
(4.14) become 

dF 1\ dG 1\ dv + dz 1\ dy 1\ dv = 0, 
(4.15) 

FdGl\dyl\dv + dFl\dGl\dz = O. 

Rewriting the second of Eqs. (4.14), first in terms of r, and 
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picking G, z, v as independent variables, this pair is equiv
alent to 

(4.16) 

Writing F = eH our constraint equation is now simply the 
equation 

(eH)zz - HVG = O. (4.16') 

The general solution of this equation is not known. However 
a large class of solutions is determined by requiring the two 
parts to vanish separately. The general solution in that case 
is given by both of the two forms given below: 

eH = h (v)[m(G)z + I(G)], 

or 

eH = k (G )U(v)z + n(v)], (4.17) 

where h, m, I, k,j and n are arbitrary holomorphic functions 
of one variable. This set already includes solutions of all pos
sible Petrov types. 

Lastly, with respect to the general solution of Eq. 
(4.11), the general theory of Cartan 15 may be applied to con
struct the regular integral manifolds that are appropriate to 
it. In this way we determine, at each step, their arbitrariness; 
that is, we are able to determine on how many arbitrary 
functions of how many variables the general manifold de
pends. To do this we start with the pair of I-forms generated 
by r and the definitions of rand s given just prior to Eq. 
(4.14), namely r = PY' s = Pz' and, as well, W = P,,: 

0)1 - dr + sdv - zdy - FdG, 
(4.18) 

0)2 dP - rdy - sdz - wdv. 

An integral manifold is a submanifold of Euclidean nine
dimensional space on which these two Pfaffian I-forms van
ish. The procedure16 is given in detail in Ref. 15 and is 
straightforward. We simply note here that the result is that 
the general solution of Eq. (4.11) depends on two arbitrary 
functions of two complex variables. [This clearly includes, as 
a special case, the special solutions given in Eq. (4.17) which 
depend on three arbitrary functions of one complex 
variable.] 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This problem was generated by an attempt to factor out 
the gauge dependence of the form of the Killing vectors in an 
arbitrary cW" space, in an attempt to uncover the underlying 
geometry. This effort was successful in that we were able to 
show that all cW" spaces which admit (at least) one Killing 
vector can be divided into only five distinct types in which 
the majority of the gauge freedom has been removed. In each 
of these types there is a simple first-order linear partial dif
ferential equation which is the mechanism whereby a sym
metry is permitted into the functions which define the geom
etry. When this symmetry is entered explicitly into the 
heavenly equation (which determines that the manifold is an 
JIr space) a specific equation is obtained which determines 
all possible spaces with the specified symmetry. In four of 
these cases (those in which the Killing equation explicitly 
depended only on the derivatives of e, rather than e itself) 
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we were able to reduce the problem to the solution of a 
known linear differential equation. This is therefore a com
plete exemplification of all such solutions since whichever 
particular solutions of these linear equations are desired may 
be used, or the known general integral representations may 
be used. 

In the last case an irresolvable nonlinearity remains. We 
have given a number of different kinds of solutions for it even 
though the general solution has not been reduced to known 
quantities. In addition we have shown that its general solu
tion depends on two arbitrary functions of two complex 
variables. 

Finally we would like to point out that there is a very 
intimate relation between these $" spaces and gravitational 
instantons. It has already been shown by Tod l7 that the gen
eral self-dual Yang-Mills equation can be put into a form 
which is basically the same as our heavenly equation [see the 
form in Eq. (2.12)]' In addition there has been much interest 
lately in the general problem of gravitational instantons. 18 

Such objects are simply Euclidean slices of an JY space with 
appropriate topological properties. Since our approach to 
JY'spaces is local a number of explicit calculations must still 
be done to determine these Euclidean slices and to confirm 
the desired topological properties. However, with the explic
it linear equations given here this should be a relatively 
straightforward matter. Additionally we mention that the 
topological quantity of most interest is an integral over the 
entire manifold of the quantity CABCDCABCD, which should 
be of the form of a divergence for such calculations. It is 
trivially seen from Eq. (2.13) that, in terms of the potential 
function e, 

CABCDCABCD = [eep. p p p] , " ( ". 
J U ( J' P P P P 

(5.1) 
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APPENDIX A: SWITCHING NULL CONGRUENCES 

We show a method which allows for calculation of the 
coordinatization based on one congruence ofnulI surfaces, 
given the other. In particular, suppose that we are given a 
complete description based on~: Coordinates q A which label 
the leaves of ~, affine parameters pA along them, and 
e = e (qA' pB) which determines the metric. Then we desire 
to obtain labels for the congruencef, qB = qB(qC' pD) and a 
function fl = fl (q A,q B) satisfying the constraint equation 
(2.5). To do this we note that, in the fl approach, the tetrad 
based on ~ has cr2 = 2 J/2(a laqA) and therefore criij B = O. 
But the tetrad is the same in the e-form. Therefore our re
quirements may be stated in the following way. We desire to 
find functions ij H satisfying 

2 1/2cr2ijH=(a;A + QAC a;cijB) =0. (AI) 

In general there is no reason to believe that there would exist 
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two independent solutions to this pair of first-order equa
tions. However, the integrability conditions are easily shown 
to be simply the Eq. (2.12) which e must satisfy in order to 
produce an/( space. Therefore, there always exist two inde
pendent solutions of this pair of equations. In determining 
the ij n it is to be noted that they are, of course, only well 
defined within a canonical transformation among them
selves. This freedom will express itself in the arbitrary func
tions which come into play in the solution of these first-order 
partial differential equations. Since each of Eqs. (A 1) con
sists of partial derivatives with respect to three different var
iables, it follows that there exist a pair C.j (q II' pC) of charac
teristic variables such that ijn = F n(C4 ), where the FII are 
arbitrary holomorphic functions of two variables except that 
they must be chosen in such a way that det [(F II) r'] = 1 [Eq. 
(2.5)]. For example, we may always pick FI(C j ) = C I and 
then use the determinant condition to pick F 2• Having thus 
chosen a particular set of ij II' we may write Eq. (2.10) in the 
form 

flq,q" = - ep,p.,[qopD(q"., ijl)] 

and integrate this to determine an fl, noting that two choices 
of fl which differ by a term of the form/(qA) + g(ij/l) gener
ate the same metric and therefore are to be considered 
equivalent. 

Once one has an fl = fl (qA ,ij B) the construction of P 
and e (fiA ,ij B) is completely straightforward via the tilded 
versions of Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10). See also Appendix B for a 
description of how the Killing vectors (in flat space as an 
example) are correlated in the three different descriptions. 

APPENDIX B: FLAT SPACE HEAVENLY KILLING 
VECTORS 

These Killing vectors are given here simply as a com
plete set which can generate some intuitive feeling about the 
physical meaning of the parameters in the Killing master 
equation. We pick e = 0 which generates flat space in local 
Minkowski coordinates. We note that a reasonable choice of 
identification with the usual x, Y, z, t coordinates is 

.1= _1 (-x+iY) p - , Y2 t+z 
= _1 (X+iY) 

qA " /- , 
V 2 t-z 

which makes ~ = (dz - dt) /\ (dx + idy) , 

(BI) 

X = (dz + dt) /\ (dx - idy) the congruences of null surfaces 
on which the properties of ;if space are based. Then the 
master equation is easily solved and gives the following 
forms for the parameters of interest 

0.1 = 1PoqA + A/HqH + Bo'\ 
(B2) 

c A 
= -1YoqA + Co

A
, a o = a o, 

where AOAII is symmetric. Therefore there are exactly ten 
independent parameters, as desired. The subgroup generat
ed by ! BoA ,Coli 1 is Abelian and clearly corresponds to the 
translations, a I aq A' and a I a pll. [See the form of a Killing 
vector in terms of 0 A, c A and a o in Eq. (3.1a).] There are two 
more subalgebras, which are not Abelian but which do com
mute between themselves, generated by ! a(), Pw Yo I and 
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A/ H respectively. We take the usual Lie algebra of the ho
mogeneous Lorentz group in terms of the generators of rota
tions. ,Y' = xXV. and boosts. % = x(JIJt) + tV. which 
form the components of a skew 4 X 4 matrix of I-vectors. 

L lll ,. where Lij = Cijk2'\ Li4 = <5Y i. We then expand this 
matrix in terms of the basis of (self-dual and anti-self-dual) 2-
forms 

(B3) 

Then we may easily characterize these two (commuting) 
subgroups. They are simply those generated by Ao ABLAB -
corresponding to the generator % - i.5t' -and l,i.E L,i.E

corresponding to % + i.5t' -where l,i.E is composed of a o• 
Po. Yo as given in Eq. (3.6). 

Having these Killing vectors it is of some interest to 
understand their form in terms of the fl and jj coordinatiza
tions. In order to do that we include here a very brief sketch 
of the derivation of the Killing master equation in the fl 
approach. The equation is of course formally identical in the 
jj approach. but with all variables tilded. Note also that the 
fl-coordinatization is of considerable interest in its own right 
(for example. the explicit complex Kahler structure is seen 
here). Writing the Killing vector in the form 

K=L A ~ +MA~. (B4) 
JqA Jft 

and taking the (coordinate) metric in the form 

g(Jq " J q) = 0 = g(Jij " Jij). g(Jq " Jij) = flq, ij,,' (BS) 

we find that Killing's equations split into three sets: 

flq"q" M Hq" = O. flq, q" L cq", = O. 
(B6) 

= 2 xoflq ,</,,-

The two simpler equations are easily integrated to give 

LA=Bfl +JA MA=Xfl_ +NA (B7) 
q I' q I ' 

where B. J A are functions of qA only. while A, N A are func
tions of ijA only. The rest of the equations and the integrabi
lity conditions for Killing structures-in this case. simply 
that I He be constant-give us a final form: 

Kfl = 2 Xo fl - Go F - bo G + A + ii. 
(B8) 

K= [(bofl+Oq,+(Xo-~co)~l J~ + [(Go fl+1j)q, 

( 1) -A 1 J 
+ X 0 + 2:co q JijA • 

where;. A are arbitrary functions of qA only.1j. ii functions 
of ijA only. 

(B9) 
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and F and G are higher-order potentials obtained by noting 
that the constraint equation on fl is completely equivalent to 
the assertion of the existence of two arbitrary functions F 
and G such that 

flij" flq 'i/' = qA + Fq' or flq, flq 'qn = ijB + Gej'" (BlO) 

The fl that corresponds to e = 0 (via the approach de
scribed in Appendix A) is fl = ~ijA' One then easily finds 
that 

LA = aoft + AoABqB + ~po~ + BoA. 

MA = - ~yo qA + AoABijB - ~Poft + CO
A• 

where the symbols denoting the ten parameters have the 
same meaning as before. One may then continue on to the 
situation jj = 0 in coordinates jjA. ij B' Denoting the analo
gous quantities by tilded symbols we find that 

LAB = AOAB. 2ao = Yo. Po = - Po. 
-A A 
Co =Bo • 

as suggested in the main body of this article. 
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The nondiverging and nontwisting type D electrovac solutions 
with A 
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Assuming the type D of the metric and the alignment of the EM field along the double 
D-P directions all solutions of Einstein-Maxwell equations free of complex expansion 
in the presence of cosmological constant are studied. All solutions of this type are found 
equivalent to Carter's branch [B( -)] in a previous paper and are derivable from the 
general 7-parametric D's by contractions. Various special cases are examined, and at 
least a 4-parameter group of symmetries of these solutions is exhibited and studied. 

INTRODUCTION 

The systematic progress in the study of the algebraical
ly degenerate electrovac solutions is perhaps the most ad
vanced for the D-type metrics. Carter' was the first to obtain 
an important subfamily of D's-with the cosmological con
stant A-which contains the charged Kerr-NUT metrics. 2

•
3 

His result, derived from the theory of separation of variables, 
consists of a basic metric and field-branch [A ]-which 
through limiting processes can degenerate into his branches 
[B ( + )], [B ( - )], and [D], all of them being described in 
remarkably simple and plausible coordinate charts. An es
sential step in the theory of D's was then accomplished by 
Kinnersley. In his thesis: working with NP formalism, he 
presents all electrovac solutions-but without A-under the 
assumption (A)_that both real eigenvectors of the E.M. 
field are aligned along the double DP vectors. His vacuum 
results, with the explicit statement about completeness, have 
been published in Ref. 5. The most essential point in Kin
nersley's work is that all of his metrics, including the charged 
ones, possess two commuting Killing vectors. (The deeper 
reasons for this were later explained by Hughston, et al. 6

) 

Most of the metrics listed in Ref. 4 were known-obtained 
by different methods before: Kinnersley states that "the only 
new one is (IV.51)" (of Ref. 4). I believe that also (V.13) of 
Ref. 4 was new at that time. However, of methodological 
importance was the identification of the previously known 
solutions on the list of Kinnersley subcases. In particular, 
Kinnersley identifies the Carter branch [B ( - )] (with 
A = 0) with all charged divergenceless D 's confined addi
tionally to the assumption (A).7 The form in which Refs. 4 
and 5 state results was, however, not the optimal one: The 
unnecessary use of elliptic functions, the rather complicated 
coordinatization and incomplete interpretation of param
eters of numerous subbranches asked for improvements. 
After the work of Debever in this direction,8 we succeeded 
with Demiaiiski to derive a seven-parameter family of 
charged D 's with A [where (A) applies], which-modulo 
limiting transitions-contains all branches of D's with A pre-

aJOn leave of absence from University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland. 

viously integrated by other authors. Our results stated in 
Refs. 9-11 are obtained independently of Ref. 4, by tech
niques of Ref. 12 and describe the metric and field in a com
pact form (in coordinates generalizing those which appear in 
the Carter subbranch) permitting thus a natural interpreta
tion for all parameters involved. 

In this situation a conjecture was expressed in Ref. 10 
that, provided (A) holds, all charged D 's with A are con
tained-modulo limiting transitions-in our seven-para
metric family. (This opinion is apparently shared by Kin
nersley, at least as far as his subcase of ..1,= 0 is considered' 
see Ref. 13, p. 129.) Indeed, in Refs. 9, 10, and 11 it was ' 
explicitly shown that the two complete branches of charged 
D's without A, i.e., (1) the Carter branch (without the accel
eration parameter), and (2) the charged C branch (without 
the rotation parameter), studied with more details in Ref. 14, 
are contractions of the seven-parametric solution. For the 
uncharged subcase of A = 0 = eo + igo, the independent 
proof that Kinnersley's metrics are all contained in the sev
en-parametric solution is given by the direct integration of 
equations of Ref. 12 in the recent paper by Weir and Kerr.'s 
Now, it is the intention of Kerr and the present author 
(working together with Alarcon Gutierrez), to prove, fol
lowing the technique of Ref. 15 the completeness of the sev
en-parametric solution in all generality, with both A and 
eo + igo being taken into account. Within this program, the 
present paper has only limited objectives. As the presence of 
A forms evidently the main obstacle to the claims of com
pleteness, it concentrates on the divergenceless charged D 's 
(i.e., without the complex expansion) in the presence of A and 
under the assumption (A) (this is a simplest subcase of what 
must be studied anyway within a more general program). 
Notice, that the solutions with Z = 0 were also studied long 
ago by Kundt'6 who established the basic results concerning 
the radiative type N and III solutions in the vacuum case. A 
formal proof is given-based on a direct integration pro
cess-that all charged D 's with A, submitted to assumption 
(A), which, moreover, have the geodesic and shearless dou
ble DP directions, overlap precisely with the [B ( - )] solu
tions of Carter' modulo the possibility of the contraction to 
the Bertotti-Robinson solutions l7

•
l8 which correspond to 
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Carter's [D ] case. When A < ° and the double DP vectors are 
not assumed geodesic and shearless (a subcase studied in a 
paper by Hacyan and the present author (9

), we have found an 
exceptional branch of charged D's which, in general, does 
not possess any Killing vectors at all, and have one of the DP 
vectors with nonvanishing geodesicity. (The existence of this 
exceptional branch illustrates the nontrivial nature of the 
inclusion of A into the completeness program.) The basic 
form of the nonexceptional branch of D's with Z = ° given in 
this paper exhibits a 2-space of constant curvature in the 
structure of the solution, does not contain spurious param
eters which were present in Carter's [B ( - )] form, and 
moreover, permits one to read off the four Killing vectors 
with which these solutions are endowed.20 A section of this 
paper analyzes also in detail how the nonexceptional branch 
of divergenceless D 's with A can be obtained by a series of 
contractions from the seven parameter metric. In doing so, 
one is able to establish how the parameters of the metric can 
be viewed as the "genetic descendents" of parameters with 
established interpretation. In particular, one finds that the 
studied metric arises as a result of two-step contraction: (1) 
after switching off the acceleration, and (2) after a contrac
tion at the generalized exceptional value of the Kerr param
eter (a generalization of m 2 = a2).21 With the interpretation 
of the parameters established, it was also possible to reexa
mine the Melvin "magnetic universe" as the special case of 
the discussed nonexceptional branch. 22.21 As to the formal
ism used in the present paper, it is the same as in Refs. 12,9, 
10, II, and 15; for a more complete description see Ref. 24. 

1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

We are interested in the search for solutions of the Ein
stein-Maxwell equations with A which: (1) are of type D and 
(2) are characterized by such an alignment of the electro
magnetic field (if it is nontrivial) with respect to the confor
mal curvature that the double DP vectors are its 
eigenvectors. 

We shall work with the null tetrad formalism. Thus, 
with the metric given in the form 

ds 2 = 2e' ® e2 + 2e l ® e4 (1.1) 

(with e' = e I and e l
, e4 real) we can choose the (cotangent) 

double DP vectors to coincide with eJ and e4
• Then the spin

orial components of the electromagnetic field,IAB' can be 
assumed to have the values: 

j;1 = ° = h2, j;2 = Hf? + iq;) (1.2) 

so that 

w: = Kt;", + ]IL,,) dXIL/\ dxv 

= (f? + i.?fJ)(e l /\e2 + el /\e4
), (1.3) 

where the scalar f? and the pseudo-scalar q; characterize 
the complex electromagnetic invariant 

Y:=l' IIL>'+l;' I/l v = --21(f?+iiffo)2. 4JtH' 4),1 1-' ;:;'(} 

[we use the definition of the dual: 

]1'" = (i!2Y - g)e'VPr7/pCT 

assuming of course El234 = 1.] 
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(1.4) 

The Maxwell equations (dw = 0) can be easily seen to 
reduce to the statement that 

v 
d In(f? + iYJ)112 + r ll4el + rme2 - rmel - r 421e4 

=0, (1.5) 

where r ubc = rlab Je are the components of the connection 
forms r ah = rahcec which are defined by the first structure 
equations, 

dea=eb/\r a
b• (1.6) 

Now, the Einstein equations with electromagnetic 
sources require [we work with the signature (+ + + -) 
and in units where G = 1 = c; with Rab = R sabs being the 
tetrad components of the Ricci tensor, R = R ~, we use as the 
symbol for the traceless Ricci tensor Cab: = Rab - !ga~ ]: 

R = - 4A, Cab = ° except for 
'V 

C12 = - C14 = - f?2 - YJ2. (1.7) 

Moreover, with e l and e4 being double DP vectors, for 
the quantities C (a) which characterize the conformal curva
ture, we have: 

Cia) = 0, C(J',*O. (1.8) 

Therefore, the second Cartan formulas with the Ein
stein equations incorporated into them amount to the 
conditions 

.c/: = dF42 + r 42 /\ (F12 + F 34) = (~C(JJ + Ao)el/\e', 

YJ: = dFll + (F12 + r 34) /\ FJ I = (~C' 1) + Ao)e4 /\ e2, 
(1.9) 

c.e: = d (Fn + r l4) + 2r,,/\ Fll 
= [C'l) _ Ao - if2 - ,qJl]el /\e1 

+ [C') - Ao + f?1 + q;2]el /\e4
, 

where 3Ao: = A (we use here the abbreviation Ao = A 13 in 
order to avoid the bothersome factor "1/3" in the subse
quent formulas). 

The differential equation of the problem considered 
thus amounts to (1.5), (1.6), and (1.9). The integrability con
ditions of this system of equations consists of the Bianchi 
identities; the special Bianchi identities are automatically 
fulfilled when Maxwell equations are assumed. The general 
Bianchi identities amount in the case considered to 

and 

[f?2 + q;2 _ ~C'),).{F424 = 0, 
Fm 

[f?2 + q;2 + 2.C (J)).{F422 = ° 
2 Fll1 

~C(3)=[:5'2+q;2_2.C'1)).(F e'+F e2) 2 2 ll4 421 

(1.10) 

+ [f?2 + q; 1 + fc ' 1) J ·(F311el + F42 Je4
). 

(1.11 ) 

It is obvious that in the description of the problem pre
sented above. the tetrad remains free up to the u gauge, i.e., 
the transformations: 

(1.12) 

~ 
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where complex u is arbitrary. 
In the present text we fulfill the integrability conditions 

(1.10) by assuming that both eJ and e4 are geodesic and 
shearfree: 

r 424 = r 422 = 0, r 11 ) = r 111 = O. (1.13) 

If only 

«(S'2 + .'jJ ')' - (~C'j»'*0, 
2 

(1.14) 

then (1.13) is not an independent assumption, but the neces
sary consequence of the previous postulates. The case of 

(1.14) being not valid, i.e., (15" + ,q;')' - (~C'J)' = 0, is 
2 

studied in detail in a separate publication by Hacyan and the 
present author. I, 

Moreover, in the present text, we confine ouselves to the 
study of the divergenceless subcase, where both distin
guished congruences have vanishing complex expansions, 
i.e., 

r 421 = 0, rJ12 = 0. (1.15) 
Within these restrictive assumptions, we intend, how

ever, to integrate the problem completely, i.e., to determine 
all divergenceless D 's with A where the real eigenvectors of 
the electromagnetic field coincide with the double DP 
directions. 

2. THE DETERMINATION OF THE TETRAD 

Under our assumptions we have: 

Theorem: We claim that necessarily 

.1: = I r 4l1 I' - I r1i41' = 0. 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

Proof; Indeed, assume the contrary, i.e., .1*0. Then, if 
v 

W + i.YJ=/=O, the Maxwell equations (1.5) written in the 
form: 

d In(rS' + i?fJ)If2 + r'I4el + rme' = 0, 

(2.3) 
'V 

d In(lf - i::£J)112 + r J24e' + r413el = 0, 

could be solved for el and e', thus expressing these forms as 
linear combinations of two differentials. But if so, it follows 
that 

e l 
/\ e' /\ del = ° = e l 

/\ e' /\ de'. (2.4) 

If 15' + i.':/; = 0, and we cannot infer this from Maxwell's 
equations, then from (1.11) in the form 

~ InC (J) + r 114e l + r421e' = 0, 
3 

~ InC'l' + r 12,e' + r413el = 0, 
.1 

(2.5) 

by the same argument, we again with .:1*0 reach the conclu
sion that (2.4) applies. On the other hand, from the first 
structure equations employing (2.1) we have: 

del = - el /\ r l , + (r421 - r'24)e J 
/\ e4, 

de' = e'/\ r l , + (r. l ) - r 314)e3 
/\ e., 

and using (2.4) we obtain 
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(2.6) 

I /\ '/\ 1 /\ 4 {rm - r l24 ° e e e e· = . 
r 41J - r)14 

(2.7) 

Therefore, r"l = r 124 ( = r ll4 ) which leads to the contra-
dictory .:1 = 0. 0 

Besides (2.6) the two remaining first structure equa
tions are: 

de' = (r4Ile l + r 421e' + r 34) /\ eJ
, 

(2.8) 

Therefore, e1 
/\ del = ° = e4/\ de4, and, as it is well known for 

geOdesic, shearless, and (complex) expansionless congru
ences, both forms e l and e4 are surface orthogonal. Employ
ing this fact, and using the freedom of the boost transforma
tions from (1.12), we can thus so fix the tetrad that: 

e; = Adu, e4 = Adv (2.9) 

with the same (real) coefficientA. 
We must now distinguish two cases: If r 421*o, then 

consistently with (2.2) by using the remaining freedom of the 
phase transformations in (1.12) we can entirely freeze the 
tetrad by requiring 

(2.10) 

where B is in general complex. There is also the pathological 
possibility that r", = ° and by (2.2) r JI4 = 0. Here we are 
still left with the freedom of the phase transformations. This 
pathological case with r" = ° = r ll which leads to the Ber
totti-Robinson (BR) solution, 17.1> will be discussed in a sepa
rate section. Right now, we shall thus proceed with the ex
plicit assumption B*O. 

Maxwell equations and the Bianchi identities now take 
the form of: 

(2.11 ) 

!dC' jJ = [(;" + .'il' - fC'3'].B.(e l + e'). (2.12) 

The first structure equations can now be stated in the 
form of: 

d (e l + e') = r l , /\ (e l 
- e'), (2.13a) 

d (e l 
- e') = r 12 /\ (e l + e'), + 2(B - B)e' /\ e" (2.l3b) 

( - dInA + Bel + Be' + r l4) /\el = 0, (2.13c) 

( - d InA + Bel + Be2 
- r 14) /\ e4 = 0. (2.13d) 

Moreover, with r" = ABdu, r ll = ABdv, we easily see 
that the first two of the conditions (1.9) involving the forms 
.C'/ and ;:/J can be stated in the form of: 

[d lnAB - r l , - r 14 + B -1(!C(l) + Ao)el] /\e' = 0, 

(2.14) 

[d lnAB + r l2 + r l4 + B -I(!C ()) + Ao)e'] /\ e' = 0. 

It is then obvious that the Eq. (2.13c), (2.13d), and 
(2.14) are equivalent to: 

and 

- d InA + jje l + Be2 + r" = - pe" 
_ ue', 

d lnAB - r l , - r'4 + B-I(!C(]) + Ao)el = bel, 

, 
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where p and a are real and Sand Y/ are in general complex. 
We can now organize better the information contained 

in these relations: By adding and subtracting (2.15) and 
(2.16) we obtain: 

and 

dInA' = (B + B)(e' + e') + pel + ae., (2.17a) 

dInA 'B' = - B -'(1C (l) + Ao)(e' + e') + sel + y/e" 
(2.17b) 

r l4 = HB - B)(e' - e') -1Pel + 1ae., (2.18a) 

r" + rJ4 = !B -'(!C (l) + Ao)(e' - e') - !sel + !y/e4
• 

(2.18b) 

The complex conjugate of the last relation is of course 

- ril + rJ4 = -!B -'(!C (l) + Ao)(e' - e') - !tel + !1]e4
• 

(2.19) 

Therefore, (2.18b) amounts to the information that: 

r" = ~[B -'(!C(l) + Ao) + B -'(!C(l) + Ao) lee' - e') 

- ~(S - t)el + ~(Y/ - 1])e" (2.20a) 

r l4 = ~[B -'(!C(l) + AD) - B -'(!C(l) + Ao) lee' - e') 

- ~(S + t)e' + HY/ + 1])e" (2.20b) 

this immediately leads to a theorem. 
Theorem: The form e' + e' is closed, i.e., there exists a 

real function X such that: 

e' + e' =dX. (2.21) 

Proof Indeed, feeding (2.20a) into (2.13a) we have 

d (e' + e') = - ~(S - t)e' /\ (e' - e') + HY/ -1])e4 

/\ (e' - e'). (2.22) 

On the other hand, if W + i ~ *0, (2.11) implies 

(e' + e') /\ d (e' + e') = 0. (2.23) 

If~' + i~ = 0, then (2.23) also follows from (2.12). There
fore, (2.22) necessitates for consistency: 

2e' /\ e'/\ [ - ~(S - t)e3 + HY/ -1])e4 J = 0, (2.24) 

so that both Sand Y/ must be real: 

S = t, Y/ = 1]. 

But if so, (2.22) reduces to: 

dee' + e') = ° 
(2.25) 

(2.26) 

which proves the thesis (2.21). 0 
We should like to note that X, u, and u can be considered 

as independent functions; indeed 

dX /\ du /\ du = A -'eel + e') /\ e3
/\ e4 =FO. (2.27) 

Knowing (2.18a) and (2.20b) we can now compare the 
two expressions for r ,4; remembering (2.25) we infer easily 
that: 

p = S, a= Y/ 

and that 

(2.28) 

1B -'(!C (l) + AD) - B = !B -'(!C (3) + Ao]) - B = :G, 

(2.29) 

where G is some real function. 
We can now return to the Eqs. (2.17). Using (2.17a) in 
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(2.17b) and remembering (2.28) we infer easily that 

d luB' = - [B-'(!C(3) + Ao) + B + B lee' + e') (2.30) 

or, if we shall use (2.29) and (2.21), 

dB = - B [G + B + !(B + B)JdX. (2.31) 

This important condition implies that B is a function of the 
real X only. But if so, (2.17a) means that 

d {InA' - f (B + B)dX} = pA du + aA du. (2.32) 

With du /\ du*O, this means, however, that there exists a 
real function g = g(u,u) such that: 

InA' - f (B + B)dX = Ing(u,u) (2.33) 

and 

pA = (lng)u' Aa = (lng), .. (2.34) 

Therefore, it follows that A 2 has the form of 

A' = g(u,u) exp( f (B + ii)dX ). (2.35) 

and is a product of a function dependent on X and a function 
dependent on u and u only. 

The other important consequence of (2.31) is that it 
implies, with G real, that 

d In(B IB) + (B - ii)dX = 0, (2.36) 

which can be easily integrated. Indeed, denoting the X de
rivative by a dot, we can seek the solution of the equation 

[In(B IB))' + B - B = 0, 

in the form of 

B = (lnF)' = F IF, 

where F is some complex function of X. 

(2.37) 

(2.38) 

Then (2.37) reduces to [In(BF I BF)]' = 0, i.e., to the 
simple 

(2.39) 

where,po is a constant. Consequently, F exp( - i,po) - F 
X exp(i,po) = ° and there exists a constant (real) I such that 

(2.40) 

Since nothing changes if we replace Fby F exp(i,po) in (2.38) 
we thus conclude that the most general solution of the Eq. 
(2.34) has the form of 

B = iI I(H + if) = [In(H + il)]'. (2.41) 

where I is a real constant and the function H = H (X) is real. 
With B represented in this manner, we have 

feB + ii)dX = f [In(H' + I'HdX 

= In(H' + /2) + InCo, (2.42) 

where Co is a real constant, which can be set-without losing 
generality--equal to one, just by incorporating it into the defi
nition of g(u,v) in (2.33) 

Thus, we find it convenient to work with H = H (X) as 
the structural function of the considered class of metrics, 

, 
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because in terms of this function we have simply: 

A2=g(u,v)(H2+/2), B=HI(H+i1). (2.43) 

Notice that the standing assumption of this section, B*O, 
necessitates of course: 

(2.44) 

We can now express the pertinent quantities of the studied 
problem in terms of H and its derivatives. From (2.30) we 
have 

B-I(!C'l)+Ao)= - !(JnB2)'+B+BJ 

- pnB 2(H 2 + 12) J . 

_ (InH2 H - il )'. 
H +il 

(2.45) 

Notice that with C I l) understood as defined by this, Eq. 
(2.29) is now automatically valid and that (2.18b) can be now 
rewritten in the form of 

F'2 + Fl4 = - -21 (In H - il H2)'(e l _ e2) 
H+il 

(2.46) 

In particular, subtracting from this its complex conju
tate, we obtain 

(2.47) 

The information gathered up to now permits us to integrate 
the remaining equation for d (e ' - e2

) which follows from the 
first structure equations, i.e., (2. 13b). We can now write it in 
the form 

d (e ' - e2) = - (e' - e2) A d InH + 2(B - B)A 2 du A dv. 
(2.48) 

However, we notice that 

2(B _ B)A 2 = 2H(_I _ __ 1_) 
H+if H-i/ 

X (H 2 + 12)·g(u,v) 

= - 4ilfl.g(u,v). (2.49) 

Therefore, being sure of H*O and dividing (2.48) by H we 
have 

(l/H)d (e l - e2) - (dH IH2) A (e' - e2) 

= - 4ilg(u,v)du Adv (2.50) 

so that 

d!H-I(e l -e2)J = -4ilg(u,v)duAdv. (2.51) 

It follows that if we represent g in the form 

g(u,v) = fu(u,v), (2.52) 

we have 

d ! H -I(el - e2) + 4ilf(u,v)dv J = 0. (2.53) 

Therefore, there exists a real function Y such that 

e ' - e2 = iH (dY - 41f(u,v)dv). (2.54) 

This formula together with: 

e' + e2 = dX, e1 = Y fu .Y H2 + 12du, 

e4 = Y fu'Y H2 + f2dv, (2.55) 
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thus establishes the canonical form of the tetrad for the stud
ied problem; the tetrad therefore depends on the two un
known functionsH = H(X)./=f(u,v) withH*O*fu and 
on one constant I. It is also obvious that dX Ad Y A du A dv 
*0 so that! X, Y,u,v J can serve as independent coordinates. 

The coordinate X is however rather inconvenient for 
our purposes. It is much more convenient to employ the 
function H itself as the coordinate: This is always possible 
because with H*O, dX = H -ldH; H itself can be thus consid
ered as a function of H. We will thus represent this quantity 
in the form of: 

H2 = g(H)/(H 2 + /2) (2.56) 

and we shall consider 22 = g (H) as the sought structural 
function; the tetrad is therefore now: 

e ' + e2 = Y (H2 + 12)122 dH, 

e ' - e2 = iY 22 I(H 2 + 12) (dY - 41f(u,v)dv), (2.57) 

::} = Y fu'Y H2 + f2·e~. 
Of course, in the present parametrization of our problem 

F42} = B.{e:, B __ 1_ I g 
FlI e - H+il\} H2+f2' 

(2.58) 

so that 

(2.59) 

For F'2 + FJ4 we can use the expression (2.4) which 
now amounts to 

F,2 +F
14

= -..!....(In g),. g .(dY-4Ifdv) 
2 (H + if)2 H 2 + f2 

- !(ing)udu + !(ing),p'v, (2.60) 

where prime now denotes differentiation with respect to H 
and g fu. One of the basic advantages of the present para
metrization of our problem consists in the fact that the Eq. 
(2.11) takes the form 

v 'V 

d In[(1f + ifiJ)'I2(H + il)] = O--+If + ifiJ = - zl(H + i/)\ 
(2.61) 

where z is a complex constant. 

3. THE FINAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE DYNAMICAL 
EQUATIONS AND THE CANONICAL FORM OF THE 
METRIC 

Until now we did not explore the consequences of the 
condition (1.9) which involves the form 'If. According to 
(2.60) we have 

rt; = -..!.... [ g (In g),], dHA(dY-4Ifdv) 
2 H 2 + f2 (H + il)2 

+ (lng)u"du A dv + 2ilg· H 2~ /2 

X(ln 22 )' du Adv + 2g· g. du Adv. 
H 2 + il (H + II r 

(3.1) 

On the other hand, according to (1.9) this should be 
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equal to 
v 

'if = [C(3) - ..1.0 - 1&'2 - ,%'2]e1/\e2 

+ [CO) _ ..1.0 + I&' + q; 2]e3 /\e4. 

Evaluating the last object, we can use the fact that 

e l /\ e2 = - (i/2)dH /\ (dY - 4lfdv), 

e3 /\ e4 = g(H 2 + 12)du /\ dv. 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

Moreover, according to (2.45) we can substitute for C' 3): 

CO) = _ lAo __ 2_. f!l (In f!l )', 
H + if H 2 + /2 (H + il)2 

(3.4) 
v 

and for 1&'2 + ,%'2 according to (2.61): 
v 

1&'2 + ,%'2 = zz/(H 2 + /2y. (3.5) 
Therefore, remembering that 3..1.0 = A, we have for C 

from (3.2) the expression: 

i {2 f!l 'if = - -dH /\(dY - 4lfdv) -A - ----
2 H+if H2+[2 

X (In Q )' ZZ} + (H 2 + /2) 
(H + if Y - (H 2 + 12y g 

XdU/\dV{ -A __ 2_ Q 
H + il H2 + f2 

X (In Q )' + zz } . 
(H + if)2 (H2 + 12)2 

(3.6) 

Thus, by comparing (3.1) and (3.6) we arrive at the two 
equations: 

1 . f!l ( Q )' g (log)uv = - 211 H 2 + 12 In (H + if Y 

Q f!2( f!l) -2 -2--ln---
(H + if)2 H + if (H + if)2 

-A(H2+f2)+ zz (3.7) 
(H2 + /2) 

and 

[ H2~ /2 (In (H: if)2 )1 
= -A __ 2_ f!l (In Q )' 

H + if H 2 + 12 (H + if )2 

zz 
(3.8) 

We shall first study the equation (3.7); ordering its 
right-hand member, we easily reduce it to 

1 
-(log)uv = 
g 

zz +--
H2 + f2 

(3.9) 

Thus, this equation is real, as it should be. It now has 
very important consequences for our purposes; because its 
left hand member depends on u and v only, its right-hand 
member depends on H only, therefore their common value 
must be a constant which we shall denote by 2E (of course, 
this constant is real). Thus 

(log)uv = 2Eg (3.10) 
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and 

2E = - [2/(H2 + f2)](Hf!l' - f!l) 

_ A (H 2 + 12) + zz/(H 2 + 12). (3.11) 

Equation (3.10) is however, when E~O, the well-known 
Liouville's equation which has the most general solution of 
the form 

E~O---+g = ~ a'(u){J '(v) ~O, (3.12) 
E (a+{J)2 

where a and {J are arbitrary functions of u and v, respective
ly. If E = 0, the general solution can be of course represented 
in the form 

E = O---+g = p'(u)q'(v)=I=O. (3.13) 
For our purposes, however, it is convenient to represent 

the solution of (3.10) in an universal form valid for E~O and 
E = O. This can be easily done. Let in (3.12) a = EY(U). Then 
g = y'{J "(EY + {J)-2 = - y'(f3-I)'·(1 + q{J-l)-2. Thus, denot
ingp(u) = - y(u), q(v) = {J-I(V) we have the general solu
tion of (3.10) in the form 

g = p'(u)q'(v)/(l - Epq)2, (3.14) 

valid for all values of E. In order to know the tetrad, however, 
we still need thef(u,v) defined by fu = g. We can take as the 
integral of this equation 

f = pq'/(1 - Epq) (3.15) 

which applies for all values of E. Having established this, we 
notice that the freedom of the arbitrary functions p = p(u) 
and q = q(v) is apparent and that these functions can be easi
ly absorbed by a coordinate transformation. Indeed, these 
functions participate in the metric and the forms 
e1 /\ e2 + e3 

/\ e4 (needed to construct the electromagnetic 
field) only in the combinations: 

fdv = pdq , gdu ®dv = 
l-Epq 

gdu /\ dv = dp /\ dq 
(1 - Epq)2 

dp®dq 
(1 - Epq)2' 

(3.16) 

It follows that without losing generality, but only by proper
ly adjusting the coordinates, we can set from the very 
beginning 

p = u, q= v, 

thus having 

g = 1/(1 - Elw)2, fdv = udv/(l - EUV). 

(3.17) 

(3.18) 

Consequently, the dependence of our tetrad (2.57) on u and v 
becomes entirely specific: 

e l + e2 = V (H2 + 12)/Q dH, 

e1 
- e2 = tv f!l /(H2 + f2) [dY - 4Iudv/(1 - EUV)], 

(3.19) 

e
3

} = V H2 + fZ .{dU. 
e4 1 - EUV dv 

We now integrate Eq' (3.11). One easily sees that it can 
be written in the form 

(~ )= -E 1+- +--( 
12) ZZ 

H2 2H2 

, 
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- ~ A (H 2 + 2/2 + ~) 
2 H2 ' 

(3.20) 

so that 

~ = -E(H-~)- +: ~A(~H3 
2 3 

(3.21) 

when no is a constant of integration (of course real). There
fore, with 

@ = -.!..zz+noH-E(H'-/2)-.!..A(.!..H4+2/'H'-/4) 
2 2 3 

(3.22) 

Our tetrad-and hence the metric-is now uniquely fixed. 
In order to be sure of the consistency of the result de

rived above, we must still investigate (3.8). After ordering, 
one easily finds that it is equivalent to the real condition 

(H' + I')£)" - 2H£)' + 2£) = -A (H' + 1')2 -zz. 
(3.23) 

Substituting here from (3.22) one easily finds that this equa
tion becomes an identity, as it should. 

We should now like to compute the conformal curva
ture of the obtained solution. For this purpose, we rewrite 
(3.4) in the form 

2 [IA (H' I')(H "/)' 
(H 2 + I')(H + if)2 -"3 + + I 
-(H+il)£)'+2£)j. (3.24) 

This expression is linear in £), therefore one can easily com
pute the contributions from the independent parameters of 
g, i.e, A, E, no, and zZ. The result after ordering can be repre
sented in the form 

c (]) = 2 {n 2if (E + E- f2) _ zz }. 
(H + if)3 0 + 3 (H - if ) 

(3.25) 

In the next step, we still need some additional informa
tion concerning the electromagnetic field which accompa
nies our solution. Its complex invariant is of course 

,C7 = - !z'·l!(H + if)4 (3.26) 

The form of the electromagnetic field itself, (1.3), is 

UJ= 
Z { i ( 41udv ) - -dH/\ dY- ---

(H+if)2 2 I-Euv 

+ H' + I' du /\dV}. 
(l - EUV)2 

(3.27) 

Remembering that 

udv du /\dv 
d---

1 - EUV - (l - EUV)2 ' 

one easily shows that this form is indeed closed and can be 
explicitly represented by the real electricJ>otentials Af.l and 
the pure imaginary magnetic potentials Af.l according to: 

UJ = -dX, 

(3.28) 

x: = (A,l + Af.l)dxf.l 
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udv 
1 - EUV 

+ ~ _1_ (dY _ 41udv )}. 
2 H + if 1 - EUV 

The complex potential I-form given above corresponds, of 
course, to a specific choice for the electric and magnetic 
gauges: In general we can replace X--X + dS, with S being 
complex without changing the electromagnetic field UJ. It 
can be noticed that X from (3.28) can be written as spanned 
by our tetrad, 

= Z e4 + - -- --- e' _ e' { 
U 1 I ( H - if )1/2 } 

X (H'+I')1/2 2 yfi H+if ( ) . 

(3.29) 

We can observe, however, that the result obtained can be 
represented slightly more symmetrically with respect to the 
variables U and v if we add to the form (3.28), dS = -! 
X [d (uv)/(l - EUV)]. We then have 

X = ~z{ udv - vdu + __ i_ (dY' _ 21 udv - vdu )} 
2 1 - wv H + if 1 - EUV 

= -z ue4 - vel 1 { I 
2 (H'+/2)'I2( ) 

+ -----= --- (e l 
- e2

) , 
1 (H-il)1I2 } 

Y:!2 H+il 
(3.30) 

where we introduced 

dY': = dY - 21d (uv)/(l - EUV). (3.31 ) 

The variable Y' is also more adequate on the level of the 
tetrad. Using it, we will now execute some final adjustments 
of cosmetical nature in the notation for the result obtained. 
With the tetrad: 

.------
e' + e' = Y (H2 + 1')/:!2 dH, 

el - e' = tV :!2 /(H' + 12) (dY' + 21 vdu - UdV), 
1 - EUV 

(3.32) 

e
l

} = Y H2 + 12 .{du, 
e4 1- EUV dv 

the final form of the metric is 

ds' = ~ { H 2 + f2 dH' + :!2 ( d Y' + 21 
2.@ H'+I' 

X vdu - udv )2} + 2 H 2 + I' du dv. 
1 - EUV (1 - EUV)' 

(3.33) 

Now, the coefficient! in the front of the first group of the 
terms is un esthetical. In order to remove it, it suffices to 
introduce in place of :!2 the structural function 9': = 2:!2; at 
the same time, we shall rename the variable H by the latter p; 
we have thus according to (3.22), 

,9 = - zz + 2noP - 2E(p' - 1') - A (~p4 + 2/ 2p' - 14). 
(3.34) 

The variable Y' /2 We will now name u. 
Then the metric assumes the more aesthetic form 

p' + I' 
ds' = --.-dp' + 

fY' p' + [' (
du + 1 vdu - udv )2 

1- EUV 

, 
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2 + f2 + 2 P du dv. 
(1 - €UV)2 

In the present notation our null tetrad is: 

el} = ~ {(p2 + J2 )1/2 dp + i(~)1/2 
e2 y' 2 9 . - p2 + J2 

X (d(7 + I vdu - udv )}, 
1 - €UV 

(3.35) (3.44) 

4. THE PATHOLOGICAL SUBCASES 

Because our aim is the completeness of the result, we 
should now like to examine the only subcase within our as
sumptions which we have left un discussed, i.e., the subcase 

F421 = Q----.Fl14 = 0. 
(3.36) We have here 

e
l

} = y'~ .{dU. 
e4 1 - €uV dv 

The electromagnetic field is now given by 
v 

(i) = (Iff + ig)(el l\e2 + e1 l\e4
), 

Iff + i,?jj = - z/(p + if )2, (3.37) 

or in the form 

(i) = - dX, 

r = z{ ~ udv - vdu + _1_' _. (d(7 + I vdu - udv )}, 
, 2 1 - €UV P + zl 1 - €UV 

with the complex invariant 

y = _ !Z2/(p + if)4. 

The object C' 1) can be now written in the form 

C'l)= 2 {n +2il(€+ ~f2)- ZZ }. 
(p + if)l 0 3 p - if 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

Our motivation of the so-adjusted notation is not only based 
on esthetical reasons: We also intend to compare the result 
obtained with the corresponding D's endowed with non van
ishing divergence; for this purpose we will find that the pre
sent notation is quite adequate, when we study this problem 
in one of the subsequent sections. 

We will close this section by noticing that in the present 
notation the quantities Fab which accompany our tetrad are 

F42} 1 y' 9 1 {dU 
Fll = \12 p + if· 1 - euv . dv (3.41) 

and 

FI2 + Fl4 = - i ~ (In y' 9 ) (d(7 + I udv - vdu ) 
p2+12 p+if ,p 1-€uv 

udv - vdu +€ . 
1 - €UV 

(3.42) 

The same in the terms of the tetrad amounts to 

F42} = B {e:, 
Fll e 

B= ~ y'fi 
y' 2 (p + if)y' p2 + J2 

(3.43) 

and 
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F42 = 0, FJl = 0. (4.1) 

Therefore, ~om (1.5) necessarily 
Iff + i g) = const. (4.2) 

The first two of the structure formulas (1. 9) then imply 

C'l) = -2,1,0 = - ~11 = const. (4,3) 
3 

Thus, without 11 the considered subcase as a D solution 
is empty, and all arguments hold only for 11*0, The real and 
the imaginary parts of the equation for the form C in (1,9) 
then give 

dF12 = - (11 + 1ff2 + &l2)e 1 I\e2, (4.4) 
dFl4 = - (,1 - 1ff2 - .?1heJ 1\ e4

, (4,5) 
The integrability conditions (1.10) and (1.11) are of 

course automatically satisfied in the present case. Because of 
(4.4) and (4.5) all vectors ea are surface orthogonal. There
fore, by using the freedom of the gauge (1.12), we can cer
tainly select the tetrad so that: 

e1 = nds, el = Adu, e2 = nd[, e4 = Adv, (4.6) 

with both functions n and A being real. 

Then (4.4) and (4.5) become equivalent to: 

(d Inn - F 12) 1\ e l = 0, (d InA - F l4) 1\ e1 = 0, 

(4.7) 

(d Inn + FIJ 1\ e2 = 0, (d InA + F l4) 1\ e4 = 0, 

and consequently 

d Inn - FI2 =pds, dinA - Fl4 =; du, 

(4.8) 

d Inn + FI2 = pdt, dinA + Fl4 = 1] dv, 

when p is complex and; and 1] are real. Adding and sub
stracting these equations we have: 

and 

d Inn 2 = pdt + pd[_n = n <5,f), p = (In n 2)5' 

p= (lnn 2)t, 

(4.9) 

dinA 2 = ;du + 1]dv-A = A (u,v), ; = (In A 2L, 
1] = (In A 2)11' 

FI2, = - ~dt + Jj5d[ = -!(In n 2)sdt + !(In n 2)tdf, 

(4.10) 

F14 = - !;du + !1]dv = - !(In A 2)udu + !(In A 2)flv. 

Now feeding this into (4.4) we obtain: 

(In n 2) 5t dt 1\ d[ = - (11 + Iff 2 + &l2)n 2dt 1\ d[, 

(4.11) 
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(In A ')ul'du 1\ dv = - (A - cf' - ?iJ ')A 'du 1\ dv. 

Therefore, the functions n 2 and A ' have to fulfill a pair 
of field equations: 

(Inn ')~f= - (A + 'ti' + d;2)n', 

(InA >U,. = - (A - if' - '~')A '. (4.12) 

These are Liouville equations of the same type as (3.10) 
and guided by (3.14) we can take as the most general solution 
of these: 

n' = f'(S 2('·[1 + !(A + '6'2 + .::;]2)fll', 

(4.13) 

A' = a'(u)(3'(v)[1 +!(A - 'ti' - '%>')a(3]-', 

wheref = f(S) is an analytic function which together with 
the real a = a(u) and (3 = (3 (v) is arbitrary. Becausef(S), 
a(u), and (3 (v) enter in the metric and the electromagnetic 
field only through their differentials and the denominators 
of (4.13), it is thus clear that, without loosing generality, but 
only by properly selecting the coordinates, we can assume 
from the very beginning that f = g, 1 = f, a = u, and (3 = v 
[compare the argument which led to (3.16)]. Consequently, 
defining 

rjJ: = 1 + !(A + 'ti' + .:j;')g[, 

t/!: = 1 + !(A - )5'" - .1huv, 

we have the null tetrad in the form 

el} {ds 
e' =rjJ-I d[' 

e
l

} = _1{dU 
4 if! d' e v 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

and the metric in the null coordinates (Xli] = (s,f,u,v] is 
simply 

ric is 

ds' = 2rjJ -'ds d[ + 2if!-' du dv. (4.16) 

The electromagnetic field which accompanies this met-

UJ = (/'S' + i.:fJ)(ell\e' + el l\e4) 

= ('6' + i.?1J)(rjJ -, dg 1\ d[ + t/!-2 du 1\ dv) 

= !05' + i.':fj)d (rjJ-I(sd[ - [dS) + t/!'I(udv - vdu)]. 
(4.17) 

With '6' + i?iJ = const, the field invariant is a constant, 
.'7 = - !('ti + i.'j;)" and the conformal curvature of the 
metric is characterized entirely bye' l' = - ~A. 

Of course, the solution described above is the Bertotti
Robinson solution represented in null coordinates; for its 
discussion and interpret.e-tion see the original papers. 17.18 No
tice also that for iG' + i.'i1 -+0, A=FO, it reduces to the little 
known Nariari solution," which possesses for A> 0, O(3,H) 
as the subgroup of symmetries. 

From the point of view of the present paper, however, 
we are interested in this solution only for reasons of com
pleteness, as a pathological specimen of the investigated 
class of solutions. It is clear now that the general solution 
described in the previous section by the formulas (3.34)
(3.44) and the BR solution described above by (4.14)-(4.17), 
exhaust all D solutions of Einstein-Maxwell equations with 
A, where the geodesic, shearless, and divergenceless double 
DP vectors are the eigenvectors of the electromagnetic field. 
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The question arises whether the BR solution can be ob
tained from our more general solution in the previous section 
by some limiting procedure. 

In order to answer this question, we propose to examine 
the general solution of the previous section with the param
eter I switched of. This amounts to the collection of 
formulas: 

1--+0, ;/' = - ZZ + 2nop - 2EP' - Ap4/3, (4. 18a) 

el} = _1_ {PdP . v'.,/jJ d } , _ _ +1 u, 
e v'2 v'YJi - p 

(4.18b) 

e
l

} = 
e4 

OJ = 

P {dduv' 
1- EUV 

d I {UdV - vdu 
- X' X = 2Z 

1 - EUV 

(4.18c) 

+ 2i ~}, (4.18d) 

'6' + i.':j; = - zip', 

e'" = (2/pl)(no - zzlp). 

(4. 18e) 

(4.18t) 

Now let E be a positive parameter. We then select the 
constants in the solution (4.18) in a specific manner, setting 

no=zz-.!.A+E', E=.!.(ZZ-A), (4.19) 
-' 2 

i.e., we now remain only with z, A (assumed independent of 
E), and E as the disposable parameters of the considered solu
tion. Then, maintaining u and v as coordinates, we introduce 
the new coordinates p' and u' through 

p = :1 + EP', u = E-IU'. (4.20) 

We would now like to investigate the limit of the formulas 
(4.18) when 

E--++O, ( 4.21) 

with (Xl'] = (u,v,p' ,u'] considered as independent of E. 

We have selected the constants as in (4. 19) because with 
this choice 

(4.22) 

We can now easily execute the limit, obtaining a finite result. 
Indeed, (4. 18c), (4. 1 Se), and (4.18t) all have the trivial limits: 

e
J

} = (I + !(A _zZ)uvJ-I{dU, 
e4 dv 

f/ + i.':j; = -z, 

e'l' = -~A. 
3 

(4.23a) 

(4.23b) 

(4.23c) 

Thus, combining (4.23a) and (4.23b) we have precisely 

e
l

} = if!-I{dU, if! = I + !(A _ 'ti' - d;')uv, (4.24) 
e4 dv 

which coincides with the expressions for e" e4 of the BR 
solution in our coordinates. Observing that p-Idu 
= - p'du' + d (E-IU') + 0 (e) we also have an easy limit for 

(4.ISd): 

UJ = - dX, 
v 

X = - !('6) + i.%l) ( if!-I(udv - vdu) - 2ip'du']. (4.25) 

[We substituted here for z from (lV.23b).] 
Finally, we execute the limit in (4.ISb) by using (4.22), 

obtaining easily 

/ 
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e:} = ~ dp' ± tV 1 _ 1(11 + zZ)p"dcr'. 
e 2 v' 1 _ 1(11 + zz )p" 

2 (4.26) 

Of course, the range of p' in this contracted solution 
should be confined to the region where 

1 - 1(11 + zz)p" > O. (4.27) 

We claim that the contracted solution obtained above coin
cides precisely with the BR solution. To show this, we first 
rewrite (4.26) in the form: 

e'} v' {dTJ e' = 1 - 1(11 + zz )p" dij' 

(4.28) 

1 f dp' + iu'. 
TJ: = 2 1 - 1(11 + zZ)p" 

If the contracted solution coincides with the BR solu
tion, then there exists a real function e and a coordinate 
transformation S = S (TJ) such that 

ie 
e' = v' 1 - 1(11 + zz)p"dTJ = e ds. (4.29) 

1 + 1(11 + zZ)ss 

[This formula follows by comparing (4.28) with (4.15), and 
the observation that the phase of e' in the BR solutions and 
the general solutions which we have had contracted, was 
fixed according to different criteria.] In order to show that 
indeed a real e and S = S (TJ) can be found so that (4.29) is 
valid, we first eliminate e replacing (4.29) by the condition 

dsAd[ 
[1 - 1(11 + zz )p"] dTJ A dij = ---=----=---=:--

[ 1 + 1(11 + zz )SS ]' 
(4.30) 

Integrating this differential equation for the coordinate 
transformation s = s (TJ) we must now distinguish three 
cases: 

C+:a': = 1(11 + zz) > 0, COA + zz = 0, 

C-: - a': =!(11 + zz) <0. (4.31) 

By executing the integral (4.28) in these three cases, we find: 

[ 

1 I 1 + ap' ., 
- n +IU 
4a 1 - ap' 

TJ = !P' + iu' 

_1_ arc tan(ap') + iu' 
2a 

p' = tanha(TJ + ij) 
a 

---> p' = TJ + ij 
, tana( TJ + ij) 

P = 
a 

and (4.30) thus reduces correspondingly to: 

c: dTJ Adij ds Ad[ 
[cosha(TJ + ij)]' (1 + a'sO' ' 

C: dTJ A dij = ds A dt, 

dSAd[ 
[ cosa( TJ + ij) ]' (1 - a'sO' , 
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(4.32) 

(4.33) 

which now has the obvious solution 

c:s = tanhaTJ, Co:S = TJ, C-:S = tanaTJ. (4.34) 
a a 

Knowing this, we now easily determine that (4.29) is indeed 
satisfied with the phase factor eie given correspondingly by: 

C+: . lcoshaTJ/coshaij = [(1 - a'[')/(1 - a's')] '12, 
Co: e,e = 1, 

C-: cosaTJ/cosaij= [(1 +a'[')/(l + a's')] '12. 
(4.35) 

Moreover, knowing from (4.32) the shape of p' for the three 
cases as a function of TJ + ij and 2iu' = TJ - ij, we can now 
evaluate d ( - 2ip' du') needed as the contribution to the 
limiting electromagnetic field in terms of the variables Sand 

f 
2 dTJ Adij 

C+: cosh'a(TJ + ij) , 
Co: d ( - 2ip' du') = 2dTJ A dij, (4.36) 

C-: 2 dTJ A dij 

cos'a(TJ + ij) 
But knowing that in the result of(4.34), (4.33) is valid, this 
simply amounts to: 

dSAd[ 

C+: (1 + a'SS)' 

Co: d ( - 2ip'du') = 2 ds A d[ 

C-: dsAd[ 

(1 - a's[)' 
sd[-[ds 

1 + a'SS ' 

= d Sd[ - [ds, 

sd[- [ds 
1- a's[ . 

(4.37) 

This however means that (4.25) can be written in all three 
cases in the form 

v 
X = -!(If + i.d)! ¢-'(udv - vdu) 

+ rP -'(5d[ - [ds) J, (4.38) 

where cp = 1 + !(11 + if' + dJ,)st. Therefore, in coordi
nates u, v, S, [ the electromagnetic field also coincides pre
cisely with the electromagnetic field of the BR metric. It 
follows that our contracted solution is precisely identical 
with the BR solution, with 11 and if + i.?iJ being arbitrary 
parameters. 

This conclusion is methodically very important: It 
means that permitting the limiting transitions, all type D 
solutions of Einstein-Maxwell equations with A where the 
double OP vectors are geodesic, shearless, and without com
plex expansion being at the same time the real eigenvectors 
of the electromagnetic field, are all contained in our general 
solution described by formulas (3.34)-(3.44). Thus, studying 
this type of solution it is sufficient to consider only this class 
of metrics-modulo their possible contractions. 

We will return now to our class of solutions with the 
parameter switched off, described by (4.18), and we shall 
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specialize it further, by setting: 

£ = 0, A = 0. (4.39) 

We obtain in this way a solution of the simple type 
which is described by the formulas: 

1-0, £-0, A-o, (4.40) 

e'} = _1_ {PdP . Y 9 d } 
e2 y'2 y 9 ± I pO', 

::} = p{~~, 
?/' = - ZZ + 2nop, 

C' 3l = (2/p3)(no - zz/p), 

UJ = - dX, X = !z[ udv - vdu + 2idO'/p J, 
10' + i.?iJ = - Z/p2. 

(4.40a) 

(4.40b) 

(4.40c) 

(4.40d) 

(4.40e) 

(4.40f) 

When the electromagnetic field is present, i.e., with 
z*O, this solution amounts to Melvin's interesting cosmolo
gical model of the magnetic universe. 22 

In order to exhibit this explicitly, we notice first that 
with z*O, 9 can be positive only in the presence of no*O. If 
one uses in the place of p the coordinate p/: = p - zz/2no, 
then .UJJ = 2no p' must be positive; thus, we can now intro
duce the final coordinate which shall replace p through 
::? = 2nop' = (2nop)2. At the same time, we shall introduce 
in the place of the remaining coordinates: 

¢J: = 0'/4no, u/Y'2 = S - r, v/Y'2 = S + r. 

Then, one easily sees that 

ds2/(4no)2 = (p2 + /J2)(d p2 + ds 2 _ dr2) 

+ [p/(p2 + (J2)pd¢J \ 

where 

/3 2 = zz/(2no)2. 

(4.41) 

(4.42) 

(4.43) 

We work in units with G = 1 = c; if ds2 has the dimen
sion (length)2 and the tetrad correspondingly is of dimension 
(length)', then one should ascribe to the objects in (4.40) 
dimensions according to the scheme 

p,O',no,z ~ (length), u,v ~ (length)o. (4.44) 

Therefore, p, S, ¢J, and r are all dimensionless, and /3 2 is a 
dimensionless constant. In terms of these coordinates we 
have: 

C I 31 = _1_ p2 -/32 , 
(2no)2 (p2 + /3 2)4 

Z 1 
-------

(2nO)2 (p2 + /3 2)2 

(4.45) 

UJ = - d [2z[ Sdr - rdS + i d¢J /(p2 + W)] I. 
Already at this point, we can observe a remarkable fact: 

The sign of no has been shown to be irrelevant, it disappeared 
from all pertinent quantities as a result of the sequence of the 
transformations executed above. Is the constant /3 relevant? 
In order to answer this question, we rescale the coordinates 
according to 
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(p,s,r)=/3(p/,s/,r/), ¢J=/3 4¢J', 

which leads to 

(4.46) 

~s: = (1 + p'2)2(d p'2 + ds '2 - dr'2) + ( 1 :'p'2 r d¢J /2, 

C(3) = ~ p/2 - 1 
R2 (p/2+ 1)4' 

'V' eie 
It' + ig) = - ----

R (1 + p'2)2 ' 

UJ = Reied [S 'dr' - r'ds / + i d¢J '/(1 + p'2) 1, 
where we denoted by R 

R: = 41 no 1/3\ 

and 

eie 
= - z/21 no 1 /3. 

(According to the definition of /3, 1 z/2no /3 1 = 1.) 

(4.47) 

(4.48) 

(4.49) 

Therefore, the solution depends essentially only on one 
real parameter R of the dimension of length and the trivial 
phase eie which is the subject of duality rotations. In particu
lar, if we choose ei

() = i so that the electromagnetic field re
duces to a pure magnetic field, 

'V' 1 1 
It' = 0, g) = - (4.50) 

R (1 + p/2)2 ' 

we obviously have R = ?7J ~a!' where ?7J max is the maximal 
value of the magnetic field along the manifold. 

The formulas (4.47), dropping primes, amount to the 
essence of Melvin's result in its canonical form. The remark
able scaling properties of this solution indicate that it would 
be of interest to investigate its conformal Killing vectors and, 
more generally, Killing spinors. For a further interpretation 
of these solutions, see Refs. 22 and 23. 

The solution (4.40) is also of some interest in the vacu
um case, when: 

ell 1 {p Y 9 } 
2 = ----= --=dp ± i--dO' , 

e Y2 Y.9' p 

e.1} = {dU 
4 P d ' e v 

::? = 2n op, 

C'3 1 = 2nO/p3. 

Introducing the coordinates; 

p = 2nop2, ¢J = 0'/4no, u/Y'2 = S - r, 

v/Y'2 = S + r, 
we have 

ds2/( 4no)2 = p4(dp2 + ds 2 - dr2) + p-2difJ, 

(4.51) 

(4.51a) 

(4.51b) 

(4.51c) 

(4.51d) 

(4.52) 

C'31 = _1_..!... (4.53) 
(2no)2 p3 

This metric is also insensitive to the sign of no, similarly 
to the Melvin metric, with which it is closely related. Notice 
that the change of variables: 

x: = !... p\ y: = 3213S, t = 3213r, z: = 3-'13¢J, (4.54) 
3 

/ 
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brings the metric to the form 

ds' 
-- = dx' + (x)41l(dy' - dt ') + (xt2l3dz' 
~~y , 

(6no)' x' 

(4.55) 

Thus, this is a metric of the Kasner type,26 with the 
distinguished variable being spacelike. Notice that it can be 
obtained from the well-known limit of the Schwarzschild 
metric for m_ 00 , ds' = t 4/3(dx' + dy') + t -'Ildz' - dt' by 
com plexi fie at ion and then taking another real slice. 

5. ALL DIVERGENCELESS D's AS THE LIMIT OF D's 
WITH NONTRIVIAL COMPLEX EXPANSION 

We have demonstrated in the previous section that mo
dulo limiting transitions, all D solutions of Einstein-Max
well equations with A (where the OP directions, geodesic, 
shearless, and divergenceless, are the eigenvectors of the 
electromagnetic field) are described in canonical form by the 
formulas (3.34)-(3.44). 

It is natural to conjecture that these general solutions, 
in their turn, could be considered as a contraction of a more 
general family of solutions of the D type, where the geodesic 
and shearless OP vectors are permitted to possess nontrivial 
complex expansion. This section is devoted to the proof of 
this conjecture, whose validity was already pointed out
without details- in Carter's work. I 

In Ref. 27 we studied a class of solutions of Einstein
Maxwell equations with A of type D described by the collec
tion of formulas: 

1957 

p' +q' 9 
ds' = --- dp' + --- (dT + q'duY 

9 p' + q' 
'+ ' g + ~ dq' - -- (dT - p'du)', 
g p' +q' 

tU: = !(f"l' + i",,)dx" !\ dx" 

- d { eo + igo (d . d)} - - . l' - lpq U , 
q+lP 

A 
9: = bo - i6 + 2no p - Eo p' - 3" p\ 

u-'. _ b + 2 2 + ' A 4 ~ • - 0 eo - moq Eoq - 3" q , 

( 
9 )1/2 } ± i -- (dT + q'du) , 

p' +q' 

;:} = J2 {( P'; q' y12dq 

± (~)I/\dT-P'dU)}, 
p' +q' 

y = _ I (eo + 19oY 
2 (q + ip)4 ' 
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(5.la) 

(5.lb) 

(5.lc) 

(5.ld) 

(S.le) 

C (J) = - 2 {mo + ino _ e~ + i6 }. 
(q + ipY q + ip q' + p' 

(5. It) 

The (xl'J = (pqTUJ are real coordinates here, bo, eo, go, Eo, 
mo, no, and A are constants. The interpretation of these con
stants has been established as follows: eo and go have the 
interpretation of the electric and magnetic monopole 
charges, respectively, mo and no correspond to the mass and 
NUT parameter (i.e., gravitational "electric" and "magnet
ic" charges), A is a cosmological constant; Eo by rescaling of 
coordinates can be restricted to the values Eo = 1,0, - 1; for 
Eo = 1, the field complex has a rest frame, for Eo = ° in a 
sense it moves with the speed oflight, for Eo = - 1 the field 
system permits a "tachyonic" interpretation (compare Ref. 
28). The constant bo is related to the Kerr rotation param
eter. With respect to the null tetrad selected as in (S.ld), the 
conformal curvature is described entirely by C (3) from (5.1f) 
and e3 and e4 are proportional to the pair of the double OP 
vectors: 

± K ~ ± )dx": = d (1' ± f q~q ) - p'd (U=F f ~ ). 
(5.2) 

which are endowed with the nontrivial complex expansion 
(common in value) 

Z: = 1!(q + ip). (5.3) 

The vectors e3
, e4 are here moreover the real eigenvec

tors of the electromagnetic field, if it is nontrivial. 
This family of solutions which was first encountered by 

Carter I from the point of view of the theory of the separation 
of variables, is by itself a contraction of the more general 
family of D solutions with similar structural properties (OP 
vectors aligned along the eigenvectors of the electromagnet
ic field), which has one parameter more, this parameter be
ing the Levi-Civita acceleration parameter, which is present 
in C metrics; see Refs. 9 and 10, for the definite publication 
see Ref. 11; compare also Ref. 15. 

We claim now that all the metrics without the complex 
expansion considered in this paper, can be obtained by the 
proper contraction of the formulas (5.1). 

Indeed, already in Ref. 27, a contraction of the formulas 
(5.1) was considered which was leading to the solution 
which we called "anti-NUT" type, (See Ref. 27, Sec. 10 and 
11). 

This contraction consists of the following: We replace 
the coordinates in (5.1) by the new coordinates p', q', u', 1" 

defined by: 

p = p', q = qo + Eq', U = E-IU', l' = 1" - q~E-Iu', 

(5.4) 

where qo is a constant, and E is the contraction parameter. 
Then, we arrange the disposable constants of the solution so 
that 

(5.5) 

bo = - 21JoqoE + toE' - e~ + soq~ + Aqri (eo,go,no,A are in
dependent of i5'), 

I 
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and the constants ~o, 1/0' and So are independent of the con
traction parameter E. 

Executing now in (S.l) the limiting transition 

£---+ + 0, (S.6) 

there was obtained in Ref. 27, Sec. 10, the finite result which 
we repeat here as the collection of formulas: 

, [; 4A 3 
rno = :,rl/o + -3- qo' 

ds l = rjJ -ldp'2 + rjJ (dr' + 2qrl/' do!)' + (q6 + p") 

X (dq" / oJ - oJdU'2), 

ill = - d {(eo + igo)( dr'. , + qo - i~: q'dU')}, 
qo + Ip qo + Ip 

-2 CIJ)= ___ _ 

(qo + ip')2 { 
rnb + ina _ e6 + to }, 
qo+ip' Q6+p'2 

,y= 1 (eo + igo)2 

2 (qo + ip'y 

The OP vectors of this solution are proportional to 

(S.7a) 

(S.7b) 

(5.7c) 

(S.7d) 

(S.7e) 

(S.7f) 

(5.7g) 

± K;.< ±) dxl-' = d (a'~ f dq'/oJ). (5.8) 

In Ref. 27, Sec. II, some "trigonometrical" and "hyper
bolical" parametrizations of the variables of this solution 
were considered. 

We claim now that the collection of formulas (S.7)
modulo a choice of coordinates and notation-is entirely 
equivalent to our general solution for the divergenceless D 's 
described in Sec. 3, by (3.34)-(3.44). 

In order to prove this, we first consider a two-dimen
sional space of signature (+ -) which is present in the 
structure of (S. 7) 

d " dl': = -q- -.> da'2, .>: = {;o + 21/rI/' + Seq"· (S.9) 

This is clearly a space of contant curvature. Indeed, defining 

E 1 = ~2 ( ~: - V: dU) 

E
2

= ~2 (~: + V: da) 

so that dl' = 2E 1 ® E " from the first structure equations 
dE il = E bAr a b we easily find that the connection form r l2 
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isr12 = !'>q' du'sothatdrl2 = + l'>q'q,E I AE' = soE I AE'. 
We can now describe the same space in the new coordi

nates u, v, according to 

dJ2 = (2du ® dv)l(1 - EUV)>, E to be determined. 
(S.lO) 

We compute the curvature of this line element by defin
ing E 1 = du/(l - EUV), E 2 = dv/(l - EUV); from the first 
structure equations we now find that 

udv - vdu 
r l2 = E and consequently drl2 = 2EE I A E 2, 

1 -EUV 

Because the curvatures of the two spaces coincide, we now 
have 

So = 2E. (5.11 ) 

The whole point of the present argument is that although we 
want to pass from the coordinates q' and a' to the coordi
nates u, v for the discussed 2-space, we would like to avoid 
the irrelevant explicit determination of the coordinate trans
formation which, with ~o, 1/0, So arbitrary, has plenty of both
ersome subcases. For this purpose we can use the following 
argument: If the condition (5.11) applies, then we know that 
the coordinate transformation such that 

( d' -) (d' -) dJ2 = V: -V.> da' ® V: + V.> da' 

= 2 du®dv 
(1 - EUV)2 

(5.12) 

certainly exists, and the existance of a real function J-l fol
lows, such that: 

~( dq~ _ V: dU') = el-'du , 
V2 VoJ 1 - EUV 

(5.13) 

__ + oJ U . _1_( dq' V-d') = e-I'dv 
V2 V.> I-Euv 

But then by taking the wedge product of both sides: 

dq'Adu'= .duAdv (5.14) 
(l - EUV)' 

This however means that 

d {q'dU' _ ~ udv - vdu } = ° 
2 1 - EUV 

and there exists a (real) X such that 

'd' I udv - vdu d q U = - + X· 
2 1- EUV 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 

But this is exactly that which is needed in order to ex
ecute the coordinate transformation in the formulas (5.7) 
consisting in replacing q' and u' by u and v. Indeed, in the 
metric and in e1

, e2 these coordinates appear only in the form 
of dl' known in terms of u, v as (5.12) and in the combination 
dr' + 2qeq'du', v:hich, if we introduce the new coordinate 
which replaces 1": 

1" = :p - 2qoX (5.17) 

amounts according to (S.16) to 
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d ' 2 'd' d udv - vdu T + qrl} U = P + qo ----
1- €UV 

(5.18) 

Then, q' and u' still enter into (5.7) in the potential form 
for w. But using (5.16) and (5.17) we easily find that 

_d_T_'_ + qo - ip' q'du' 
qo + ip' qo + ip' 

1 _u_dv_-_v_d_u + ___ (dp + qo 
2 1 - €UV qo + ip' 

udv - VdU) d 
X 1 _ €UV - X· (5.19) 

Therefore, in the new coordinates, the form w amounts to 

( ')d { 1 udv - vdu 
W= eo+lgo -----

2 1 - €UV 

X (dp + go udv - vdu )}. 
1 - €UV 

qo + ip' 

(5.20) 

In the next step, we will discuss the structural function 
¢ from (5.7c). In doing so, we shall replace So by the present
ly more convenient 2€; then defining 9: = (q~ + p/')¢, we 
have 

9 = - 2E(p" + q6) - ~ (p/' + q6)(p'2 + 5q6) - (e6 + g6) 
3 

+ (mb + ino)(qo - i p') + (mb - ino)(qo + i p') 

= - (e6 + g6) + 2mbqo + 2nop' - 2E(p" + q6) 

- A (f p/4 + 2q6P" + fq~). (5.21) 

By using here the value mb = 2€qo + ~liq~ and reordering we 
3 

reduce this to 

9 = - (e6 + g6) + 2nop' - 2€(p" - q~) - A (~p'4 
3 

+ 2q6P" - q~). (5.22) 

With this specific 9 our contracted metric thus has the 
form 

ds' = p"~ + q6 d /, + 9 (dp + qo udv - vdu )2 
9 P p/' + q6 1 - EUV 

2(q~ + p"~) 
+ du dv. 

(1 - EUV)' 
(5.23) 

Now compare this result with (3.34) and (3.35). We 
recognize then that these formulas are identically the same if 
we identify the present coordinate p/ with p, presentp with u, 
and the constants according to the scheme: 

jzl = v' e6 + g6, 1= - qo, (5.24) 

the remaining constants and coordinates being already de
noted by the same symbols. We can also compare the w from 
(3.38) with the present w from (5.20). They also precisely 
agree if we identify 

(5.25) 

With the metric and the electromagnetic field being identical 
in the same coordinates, all derived secondary quantities for 
both solutions must agree. E.g., the expressions for C' l' and 
.7 from (5.7), remembering our identifications of coordi-
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nates and constants, amount to: 

y = _ J.. (eo + igo)' 
2 (qo + ip')4 

- 2 {mb + ino e6 + g6 } C'l'= ----
(qo + ip')' (qo + ip') q6 + p/' 

2 { ., zz} no-lmo - -- , 
(p + if)3 P - if 

(5.26) 

[With mb = 2Eqo + ~Aq~ = - (2d + ~AI 1) this agrees as it 
3 3 

should with (3.40).] 
[A minor technical point remains: Does the tetrad of 

the limiting solution (5.7) automatically agree with the tet
rad which we have choosen describing-as is now proven
the same solution by (3.34}-(3.44)? The tetrad memberse l

, e' 
surely coincide in both descriptions of the solution; but in 
(5.13) we have left the boosting factor undertermined. In 
order to answer this question, we must recall the criteria 
according to which the tetrad gauge has been fixed for both 
cases. For the divergenceless metrics the boost gauge was 
fixed by demanding that the coefficient A in e1 = Adu, 
e4 = Adv must be the same, while the phase gauge was fixed 
by the condition that rm = r ll4 • For the metrics (5.1) we 
have fixed both gauges in Ref. 27 by the conditions that 
r 421 = r ll2 and rm = r ll4 • Thus, for the limiting metric the 
same criteria for the phase gauge lead to the agreement of e l

, 

e' in the two cases, but in general the e\ e4 of both cases can 
differ by some boost gauge. It is clear, however, that the 
gauge for eJ

, e4 from (3.36) is the most advantageous for the 
discussed class of solutions.] 

The result which we have established: that all D's with 
A but without complex expansion (with geodesic and shear
less DP vectors being eigenvectors of the electromagnetic 
field) are contained in the sense of the limiting transition 
from (5.1) by means of (5.4), (5.5), (5.6) in the more general 
class of solutions with complex expansion [i.e., (5.1), coin
ciding in fact precisely with the anti-NUT degeneration of 
these solutions studied in Ref. 27, equivalent to Carter's 
[9 ( + )] solutions] I , is of serious methodological impor
tance. The divergence less solutions are thus just a special 
case 0/(5.1), which in its turn is just a special case (contrac
tion) of the most general D solutions known, the seven-para
metric family,9.Io.11 after switching off the acceleration pa
rameter. The recent work of Weir and Kerr" has established 
that these solutions in the vacuum case (eo + igo = 0 = A) 
exhaust all diverging D's. At the present time, a work is in 
progress (by Kerr, Alarcon, and the present author) con
cerned with providing the extension of the proof in Ref. 15 to 
the more general case: The conjecture is that all D's, diverg
ing, with and the double DP vectors being eigenvectors of 
the electromagnetic field, and in the presence of Ii are ex
hausted by the seven-parametric family. 

Not denying the physical interest which some of the 
divergenceless D's may possess, one can thus say that they lie 
low in the hierachy of degenerations of the known D type 
solutions. 
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It is of particular interest to notice that because the 
physical interpretation of the parameters of the solution 
(S.I) is fairly well established, we can easily trace their de
generation into the free parameters of their genetic descen
dants, divergenceless D 's--establishing in this manner the 
interpretation of this class of solutions. 

Indeed, simply executing the limit £-0 in (S.S) we ob
tain the set of relationships: 

Eo = 2(E + I'A ), 

mo = - 21 (E + ':'AI'), 
3 

bo = - e~ + 1'(2E + AI'), 

(S.27a) 

(S.27b) 

(S.27c) 

(S.27d) 

(S.27e) 

(S.27f) 

where the limiting values on the right side are the parameters 
of the divergenceless solutions. The relations (b) and (c) 
identify the interpretation of z as the complex charge and 110 
as the NUT parameter. In order to better understand the 
remaining relations, we should consider first the simpler 
case of A absent, A = 0, where bo is interpreted by (compare 
Ref. 27, Sec. 12) 

(S.28) 

whereao is the Kerr constant if Eo = 1. In this case, Eq. (S.27) 
thus amount to: 

1 = 2E, mo = - 2£1, 8i - 116 + a~ = - e6 + 2£1 '. 
(S.29) 

This means, of course, that we confine ourselves here to 
the case where 

(S.30) 

and that the basic constants of (5.1) are submitted to the 
constraint condition 

(S.31) 

In terms of the parameters of the divergenceless D 's this 
condition means that 

a~: = /' + 116 - ZZ ;;;,0. (S.32) 

This condition is not so strange as it looks: Indeed, with 
the present values of the constants .9 in (3.34) has the form 

. jY = /, + 11~ - ZZ - (p - 110)' 

= m~ + I1G - e~ - g~ - (p - 11 0)' 

= a~) - (p - no)' (5.33) 

and aG > 0 in order to guarantee a nontrivial range for p. 
Therefore, when A = 0 and Eo = 1, the Kerr-NUT 

charged solutions which can contract to divergenceless D 's 
are only those where a~ + e6 + g6 = m6 + 116 and conse
quently in (5.1), 

(5.34) 

(It may be observed that with A present and the basic 
constants of(S.I) given in the form of(5.27), the polynomial 
,'j) also possesses a double root.] 

The moral of these considerations is that at least with A 
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switched off the interpretation of the parameters of the di
vergenceless D 's is such that when E> 0, which can be put 
equal to ~ by rescaling the coordinates, then I = - mo corre
sponds to the mass parameter and no is just the NUT param
eter, while z = eo + igo is to be interpreted in terms of the 
monopole electric and magnetic charges. Some residual ro
tation and nontrivial Kerr parameter according to (S.32) 
seems to be characteristic for the divergenceless D's. Ac
cording to (5.31), the Kerr parameter present in the solu
tions discussed corresponds to its generalized critical value: 
when eo + igo = 0 = no, (5.31) amounts to just a6 = m~. 

6. THE SYMMETRIES OF DIVERGENCELESS D's 

According to the results of the previous sections, the 
metric and the electromagnetic field of all D's with A, char
acterized by the vanishing of the complex expansion and the 
alignment of the real eigenvectors of the electromagnetic 
field along the double DP vectors, can be represented-mo
dulo possible contractions to BR solutions-in the form 

ds' = --- dp + --- d(J' + 1----p' +,' f2, :;P ( vdu - udv )2 
.-7 p' + /' I - EUV 

p' + I' +2 dudv (6.1) 
(1 - EUV)' 

and 
(lJ = - dX, 

{
I udv - vdu 

X=z -
2 1 - EUV 

+ _i _. (d(J' + I vdu - udv )} 
p + d 1 - EUV 

(6.2) 

where (p,(J',u,v I are real coordinates and 

."1' : = - ZZ + 2110 p - 2E(P' - / ') - A (~p4 + 2/' p' _ /4) 
3 

is a polynomial which depends on the constants 
E, I, 110, Z, A 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

with the interpretation established to some extent by the dis
cussion at the end of the last section. 

Our present objective will consist in investigating the 
symmetries of these solutions. 

First of all, we notice that if the constants of the solu
tions are restricted by the conditions: 

110 = 0, E + fAt' = 0, z = 0-.---+;,,/) = - (A 13)(p' + /2)', 

(6.5) 

then according to (3.40) the conformal curvature vanishes, 
while the Einstein tensor is given by G /1V = Ag1l". Conse
quently, this solution valid for A < 0 (because of .'-7 > 0) re
duces to the de Sitter space-time with its symmetry group 
O( 4,1). Thus denoting I 0- 2: = - A 13, we can assert that the 
metric 

dp' (VdU - udv )2 ds' = /2 ___ + 10 2(p' + I') d(J' + 1----
() p' + I ' I - EU V 

2 + /' + 2 P du dv 
[1-2(llloYuv]' 

(6.6) 

is, for every /, the de Sitter metric in the disguise of unfamil-

.. 
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iar coordinates. One could, of course, work out the 10 Kill
ing vectors which accompany this metric and close in the Lie 
algebra of 0(4,1). But it would be rather pointless to do so, 
because the simple geometry of the de Sitter spaces is perfect
ly well understood and its special coordinatization (6.6) 
seems to present little interest. 

Consider now our solution for arbitrary values of con
stants. We can then observe that the coordinates u, v, and a 
enter into the structure ofthe metric and the electromagnetic 
field only in the two essential combinations: 

dl': = 2dudv cA I ®A I, 

(1 - cuv)' 

/3 d 1 vdu - udv A I 
:= a+ c . 

1 - cuv 
(6.7) 

As far as the metric is concerned, this statement is self-evi
dent. As far as the electromagnetic field is concerned, we 
notice that when 1*0, then by gauging X properly we can 
represent it simply as 

UJ = - dX, X = - z p - if ./3. (6.8) 
21 P + if 

We will proceed now for a while with 1*0. The space dl' of 
(6.7) is a space of constant curvature with a three-parametric 
Lie group of symmetries. One easily finds that all these sym
metries-pIus the translational symmetry of the variable 
a-are also the symmetries of both objects of (6.7), dl', and 
the I-form /3. Indeed, it presents no difficulty to prove that 
the expressions for dl' and /3 remain invariant under the 
transformation 

Au' +B Dv' + C 
U= , v=----

cCu' + D cBv' + A 

a = a' - !..In( AD + cACu' ) + E, (6.9) 
c AD + cBDv' 

where A, B, C, D, and E are arbitrary constants restricted by 
the single condition: 

AD - cBC = 1. (6.10) 
Notice that these formulas remain valid also in the 

limiting case of c-+O. 
Being symmetries of dl' and /3, the transformations 

(6.9) are also symmetries of ds' and UJ. Knowing these finite 
transformations, by passing to the infinitesimal transforma
tions in the neighborhood of unity, one easily finds the corre
sponding Killing vectors. Indeed, by setting: 

A = 1 + oA, D = 1 - oA, 
B=oB, C=oC, E=oE, (6.11) 

and neglecting the second order quantities in 0 ( ... ), we fulfill 
(6.10) and we obtain an infinitesimal transformation: 

u' = u - oB - 20Au + oC-cu', 
v' = v - oC + 20Av + oB·cv>, (6.12) 
a' = a - oB·lv + oC-lu - oE. 
From these formulas we can now read off the Killing 

vectors which correspond to the independent oA, ... ,oE. 
These vectors are: 

oA: - 2(udu - vd,.). oB: - (du - cv'dv + IVd,,), 
(6.13) 

oC: - (d" - cu'du - IUd,,), oE: - du' 

When 1*0 and c*O, the most advantageous linear combi
nations of these vectors from the point of view of their Lie 
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algebra are: 
ro: = d", 
2rl : = (du - cv'd" + lvau) + (a" - cu'au -luau), 

(6.14) 
2r,: = (au - cv'dv + IVdu) - (d" - cu'au -luau), 
r3: = c(uau - vav) + lau' 

Indeed, one easily finds that the commutation rules among 
these four generators of symmetries are 

and 

[ro,Fi] =0, i=I,2,3 (6.15) 

[rl,r,] = r 3, [r"r3] = crl, [r),rl] = - cr,. 
(6.16) 

But if c*O, by rescaling of the constants and coordinates of 
the solution studied it can be set-without loss of general
ity--equal to ± 1. Therefore, for c = I, we recognize in 
(6.15) and (6.16) the commutation rules of the group 
IR X 0(2, 1), and when c = - 1, of the group lR X O( I ,2), re
spectively. One should observe, however, that with 1*0, ac
cording to (6.14), the orbits of the corresponding 0 groups 
are three dimensional. Therefore, the situation is parallel 
here to the well-known case of the Taub-NUT solution, 
where in the presence of the Lie algebra T X 0(3,lR), the 0 
group cannot be interpreted as spherical symmetry in the 
usual sense. 29 

In the case of c = ° but 1*0, the generators 

yo: = dc>, 2YI: = (du + d,,) -/(u - v)du' 

2y,: = (du - a,,) + I (u + v)d", y,: = ud" - va", 

have the Lie algebra 

[Yo,y,] = 0, [YI'y,] = Iyo, 

[y"y,] = Yh [YJ,YI] = - y,. 

(6.17) 

(6.18) 

This is the Lie algebra of the repulsive oscillator, according 
to the terminology of nuclear physics, 

Consider now the case of 1= 0; the situation is here 
much simpler: According to (6.1) and (6.2) the metric 

ds' = L dp' + ,~ da' + 2 p' du dv (6.19) 
,'7 p' (1 - cuv)' 

and the electromagnetic field 

UJ = - dX, X: = z{ ~ udv - vdu + p~ da}, (6.20) 
2 I - cuv 

endowed with the polynomial ,/jJ = - zz + 2noP - 2cp' 
- ("i /3)p", have the obvious group of symmetries consisting 

of translations of a independent of the symmetries of 
(1 - cuv)-'du dv. For the Killing vectors we can choose here 
the objects (6.14) with I = 0, which then generate two-di
mensional orbits and still fulfill the algebra (6.15) and (6.16), 
when c*O. When 1= ° = c the situation is the simplest: The 
Killing vectors 

(6.21) 

constitute the generators of the a translations and the 3-
symmetries of the pseudo-Euclidean plane du A dv. 

The important conclusion of these considerations con
sists in the fact that the divergenceless D 's studied always 
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possess at least a four-dimensional group of symmetries, be
ing endowed with four Killing vectors. 
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We have previously constructed an entropy functional which characterizes statistical inference 
from partial measurement by maximum relative entropy. Here we discuss the mathematical 
properties of this concept in greater detail and establish its relation to the Bures distance and the 
Uhlmann transition probability. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

We have previously defined statistical inference relative 
to an a priori state v and a measured subalgebra [!g of obser
vables as a state Wo whose generalized Radon-Nikodym de
rivative with respect to v is in [!g .1 Subsequently we have 
investigated the relative entropy Hv (w) which characterizes 
Wo as a maximum entropy state compatible with the mea
surement of [!g. 2 In this note we explore the mathematical 
properties of Hv in greater detail. 

Section 2 contains the definitions of the statistical infer
ence Wo and the corresponding entropy function Hv' In Sec. 3 
we establish the connection between Hv and Bures' p func
tion and identify Wo as the state which minimizes the Bures 
distance and maximizes the Uhlmann transition probability 
relative to v. In Sec. 4 it is shown that Hv is a concave func
tion of the states (Theorem 4.1) that does not decrease under 
restriction (Theorem 4.2) or decoupling (Theorem 4.3) of 
the states. The concept of conditioning relative to [!g pro
vides an alternative characerization of inference. 3 In Sec. 5 
we show that Hv does not decrease under conditioning. Sec
tion 6 contains some remarks. 

2. RELATIVE ENTROPY AND STATISTICAL INFERENCE 

Let ill: be a von Neumann algebra of operators on a sep
arable Hilbert space H, ill:. its positive cone, and N (ill:) the set 
of normal states on 2L Let v,wEN(ill:). Ifw is majorized by AV, 
A> I, i.e., if 

w(A tA )<;Av(A tA), VAEill:, 

a theorem by Sakai' implies that there exists a unique TEill:., 
0< T<;A 112[, such that 

w(.) = v(T.T). (2.1) 

In Ref. 2 the concept of relative entropy has been de
fined as follows: 

Definition 2.1: Let v,wEN (ill:), w<;Av, TEill:. such that 
(2.1) holds, then the v entropy of w is 

Hiw) = veT)· (2.2) 

Next we define the concept of statistical inference rela
tive to a partial measurement. I Let [!g C ill: be a von Neumann 
subalgebra, .W. its positive cone, vEN (ill:) an arbitrary a priori 

state with restriction v :/1' and Wyj EN ([!g) the normal state 
obtained from a partial measurement of the subalgebra [!g . 

Definition 2.2: Let w.,a <;AVciJ and ToE[!g. be the corre
sponding Sakai operator satisfying w",O = vjJ(To·To). 
Then the ([!g ,v) inference Wo from w'" is defined by 

wO<A) = veT oATo), VAEill: (2.3) 

We note that woEN(ill:) is an extension ofw.,a, i.e., that 
the inferred state is compatible with the partial 
measurement. 

We have shown in Ref. 2 that, among all the extensions 
w of Ww admitting a Sakai operator TEill:., the ([!g ,v) infer
ence Wo is uniquely charaterized by maximum v entropy Hv 
(w), and that up to normalization, Hv(w) is the only function
al of the form v[F(T)], F(T) analytic, which, for arbitrary 
subalgebras [!g C ill:, characterizes Wo as a maximum entropy 
state. 

3. THE BURES DISTANCE FUNCTION 

Let ill: and N (21) be as above and 1T a *-representation of 
21 on some Hilbertspace H 17'. For zENrr , Ilzll = 1, we denote 
by Wz the vector state defined on 21 by wi,) = (Z,1T(·)Z). Let, 
for any v,wEN (ill:), 

P17'(v,w) = sup! /(x,y)/: Wx = v; Wy = wj 
x.y 

d17'(v,w) = infllix - y//: Wx = v; Wy = wj 
x.y 

and 

p(v,w) = sUPPrr(v,w) 
17' 

d (v,w) = infdrr(v,w). (3.1) 
rr 

According to Bures,S d (v,w) is a distance function on N (ill:) 
satisfying 

d 2(V,W) = 2[1 - p(v,w)]. (3.2) 

Furthermore, we see that, for v = wand w = w vector x y 

states on ill: = B(H), the quantity P 2(V,W) = /(X,y)/2 can be 
interpreted as the quantum-mechanical transition probabil
ity between the pure states x,yEN, as pointed out by Uhl-
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mann.6 This suggests the following: 
Definition 3.1 : Letv,wEN (2f). Then thequantitiesd (v,w) 

andp2(v,w) defined by (3.1) are called the Bures distance and 
the Uhlmann transition probability between the states v and 
w. 

We now establish the relation between the Bures dis
tance and the relative entropy. Let v,wEN (2f), W<AV, and 
TE2f+ the Sakai operator satisfying w(.) = v(T.T). It then fol
lows from Lemma 2 of ArakF that 

d 2(V,W) = 2[1 - v(T)]. (3.3) 

Combining (3.3) with (2.2) and (3.2) we obtain 

Hu (w) = p(v,w), (3.4) 

which shows that the v entropy of w is the square root of 
Uhlmann's transition probability. Hence. we see that, 
among all extensions w of W'J{j, the (ffJ ,v) inference wofrom 
w 1II is characterized by maximum transition probability or, 
eqivalently, minimum Bures distance relative to the a priori 
state v. 

We conclude this section by computing (3.4) in the case 
where v,wEN (W) admit density operators V, W such that 
Tr(V·) = v(·); Tr(W) = w(·). Using the relations8 W = TVT 
and V 112 TV 112 = (V 1I2WV 112)1/2 we obtain in this special 
case 

H,lw) = veT) = Tr(VI12TVII2) = Tr[(V 112 WV 112)112] . 

4. PROPERTIES OF HJw) 

According to (3.4) the discussion of the v entropy Hu(w) 
amounts to a discussion of the Bures functionp(v,w) in the 
case where w is majorized to AV. Most of our proofs will be 
based on the following result by Araki> which shows that the 
extrema in (3.1) are actually reached: 

Araki's Lemma: For any vEN(2f) there exist a represen
tation ff on a Hilbert space H rr and a vector xEH rr such that 
Wx = vandsuch that, for any wEN (W), there is ayEHrrsatisfy
ing Wy = wand I <x,y) I = p(v,w). 

Our first theorem shows that Hiw) is a concave func
tion of w. 

Theorem 4.1: Let w)..EN (~I) be the convex linear combi
nation w).. = AWl + (1 - A )w2, O<A<I, ofw"w2EN(2f). 
Then, for any vEN (W) which majorizes WI and w2' we have 

HV<W;,J>AH,lw l) + (1 - A )Hu(w2). (4.1) 

Proof It is clear that v majorizes w k By Araki's Lemma 
there exist a representation ff on H TT and unit vectors 
x'YI,Y2EHrr such that v = W x ' Wi = Wy,> p(v,w) = l<x,y)l, 
i = 1,2. MultiplyingYi by proper phase factors, we can as
sume )..hat p(v,wi ) = <x,y,»O. Consider now in the direct 
sum H = H TT Ell H TT the representation # = ff EIlff and the 
vectors 

x = (A 1I2X, (1 - A )112X), 

YI = (YI'O), Y2 = (O'Y2)' 

Denoting the scalar product in if by < < . , . » we have 

«x,#(.)x» 
= «(A 1/2x ,(1 - A )112X),#( . )(A '/2x ,(1 - A )112X») 

= «(A I12X ,(l - A ) 1/2X ),(A 1/2ff( . )x,( 1 - A ) 1/2ff( . )x») 
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= A <X,ff( . )x) + (1 - A )<X,ff( • )x) 

= wi . ) = v( . ) 

and 

«A 1I2YI + (1 - A )1/2y2,#( . )[A 1I2YI + (1 - A )1/2Y2]» 

= «(A 1I2yl ,(1 - A )1I2y2 ),(A 1I2ff( . )YI,(1 - A )112ff( . )Y2») 

= AWy ,( • ) + (1 - A )wy,( • ) 

=AWI(·)+(l-A)wi·)=w)..(.). 

It then follows that 

p(v,w)..»I«X,A 1I2YI + (l-A)1!2y2»1 

= I«(A 1/2x ,(I_A)IIZX),(A 1I2yl ,(l_A)I12YZ»)1 

= IA <X'YI) + (1 - A )<x,yZ)I = Ap(V,WI) 

+ (1 - A )p(v,wz)· • 

Next we show that the v entropy HJw) does not de
crease when the states v,w are restricted to a subalgebra 
ffJ c ~r 

Theorem 4,2: Let ffJ c 2f be a von Neumann subalgebra 
and Uf(j,w 7iEN(ffJ) the restrictions of v, wEN (W). Then 

Hu "Cwxl»Hu(w). (4.2) 

Proof By Araki's Lemma there exists a representation 
ffonH" and unit vectorsx,yEH7T such that v = W x ' W = wy , 

p(V,w) = l(x,y)I.LetffYi> Uyi , Wy} be the restrictions offf, 
v, w to .;jj. Then ff. y, is a *-representation of ffJ on HTT and 
v II = M/,W 7' = W;I, with w;'(·) = (X,ff/I (.) x), 
w;'(.) = (y,ff 11(' )y). Hence, 

p(u ,/ ,W ,/» I (x,y) I = p(v,w) .• 

Finally we consider the case of a coupled system. Sup
pose that 2f1 r:;;,B(HI ) and ~I2 r:;;,B (H2 ) are von Neumann 
algebras on HI and H 2 • Let 2[ = ~[I ® 2[1 be the tensor prod
uct von Neumann algebra on H = HI ® H 2 , v,wEN (21) nor
mal states on 21 such that W<AV, A> 1, and let H,,(w) be the v 
entropy of w. Moreover, let dJ I and dJ 2 be the von Neu
mann subalgebras 211 ® 1 and 1 ® 2[2, respectively. We now 
define on ~ll ,212 the factor states VI (A I) = U Yi (A I ® I), 
VZ (A 2 ) = V /1, (l ®A 2 ), WI (AI) = WI/, (A I ®I), 
Wz (A z ) = W //,(1 ®A z ). It is easily seen that Vi,wiEN (2I i ), 

Wi <AVi , i = 1,2. Let H", (w,) be the corresponding entropies. 
Finally we define VI ® V2 , WI ® Wz EN (2I) by linear exten
sion from VI ® V1 (A I ®A 2 ) = VI (A I )V2 (Al); 
Wi®wl(A I ®A z ) = WI (AI)wl(A z )' Since 
WI ® Wl <A lVI ® Vl , the entropy H", '"' I', (WI ® wl ) exists. 

Theorem 4.3: Let V'W'V I ® Vl ' WI ® Wz be defined as 
above. Then 

H", ",,(w l ®Wz»[H,.(w)f· (4.3) 
Proof From the definition of Vi and Wi it follows that 

H,. (Wi) = H"" (w //,), and from Theorem 4.2 that 
H" (w 1/ »H:(w). Moreover, we have, with Ti the Sakai 

op~';ator~ satisfying wi(·) = vi(Ti-TJ, 

H", (WI ).H,., (wz ) = VI (TI ),vz (Tz ) = VI ® V2 (TI ® Tz ) 

=H,.,,<,,,(w l ®w2 ). We therefore obtain 

H",,><,,,(w l ®w2 ) =H",(w l )·H,,(w2 ) 

=H" (W,/ )H, (w/IJ>[H,,(w)r. 
1/1 . I /I

Z 
• 
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For methodological reasons it is useful to consider also 
the following alternative proof 

According to Araki's Lemma there exists a representa
tion 1T(t>!) on H rr and unit vectors x,yEll rr such that 
v( . ) = <X,1T( . )x), w( . ) = < y,1T( . )y), Hu (w) = l<x,Y)I· 
Let 1TI , 1T2 be the representations of t>!1' t>!z given by 
1TI(A I) = 1T(AI ®/), 1Tz(A z) = 1T(l®Az), and define on 
H tr ® HIT the representation 1T I ® 1T Z by extension of 
1T1 ® 1TiA I ®Az)zl ®zz = 1T1(A I)ZI ® 1Tz{Az)zz; ZI,zzElJrr• 

From 

«x ®X,1T1 ® 1TiAI ®Az)x ®x» = vl(AI),vz(A z) 

= VI ® viAl ®Az), 

«y®y,1TI ®1TiAI ®A 2)y®y» = wl(AI),wz(Az) 

= WI ® wz{AI ®A z), 

it then follows that 

H",®",(w l ® wz);;;,I«x ®x,y®y»1 = l<x,y)ll = [HvCw)] 2. 

5. CONDITIONING 

In this Section we consider the effect upon Hu{w) of 
conditioning w relative to a subalgebra f!lJ e t>!. J 

Let ~r be a von Neumann algebra and vEN (t>!) a faithful 
state. We define on ~r the inner product (A I ,A z) = v{A r A z) 
and denote by L 2(~r,v) the Hilbert space completion of this 
inner product space. Let 1T be the faithful *-representation of 
~r in L 2{2r,v) defined by 1T(A j )A z = A j A z . For any wEN (\?I), 
w<;>iv, with Sakai operator TEt>!. and v entropy 
H,.(w) = v(T), we have 

w( .) = (T,1T(' )T), (T,T) = 1, H,,(w) = (J,T). 

We extend w to a state on B [L Z(t>!,v)] by defining 
w(A) = (T,A T) for all AEB [L Z(t>!,v)]. Moreover, since the 
states wEN (9{) correspond to certain pure states on B [L Z 

(2f,v)], we can extend the definition of Hu to all pure states of 
the form wz(A) = (z,Az), AEB [L Z(t>!,v)], by setting 

H,.(wZ> = 1 (J,Z) I· (5.1) 

Ifnow M en is a von Neumann subalgebra, then 
L 2(:':iJ ,vd ) isa closed subspaceofL Z(m,v). LetPEB [L Z(m,v)] 
be the projection onto L 2( f!lj ,V/! ). 

Definition 5.1: Let wEN (~f), w<;>iv, and TE\?f. the corre
sponding Sakai operator. If PT=/=O, then 

(5.2) 

is a state in N (~f) called the (36' ,v) conditioning ofw. On the 
other hand the conditional expectation of AEm has been de
fined as follows': 

Definition 5.2: LetAE~r, then the (f!lJ ,v) expectation of A 
is an operator E(A )EB [L 2(91 ,v)] defined by 

E(A) = P1T(A )P. (5.3) 
Combining the definition 5.1 and 5.2 we notice that 

(wlJ&)(A)= w[E(A)]. AEm. 
IIPTW ' 

(5.4) 

If Wo is the (:':iJ ,v) inference from wj{J we have 
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follows that 

(wolf!lJ)(·)=wo(·); Wo[E(')] =wo(')' (5.5) 

The (fYJ ,v) inference Wo is therefore unchanged by (fYJ ,v) con
ditioningand does not distinguish between AEt>! and its (fYJ ,v) 
expectation €(A ). This typical property is an indication for 
the coherence of our concepts of inference and conditioning. 

Let us now show that conditioning does not decrease 
the v entropy H"(w). 

Theorem 5.1: Let t>!, f!lj, v, w, wi f!lj be as above. Then 

HU<wlfYJ);;;'Hu(w). (5.6) 

Proof From (5.2) it follows that 

/ PT PT ) 
(wi f!lJ)( . ) = \IIPT /I ,1T( . ) /lPT II ' 

and (5.1 therefore implies 

Hu(wlf!lJ) = I (I, /1;;/1) I = 1<1~:~il 
= I<Pl,T)1 I<I,T)I ;;;, l<l,T)1 = H (w) • 

/lPT/I /lPT/I v 

6. REMARKS 

In recent years much effort has gone into generalizing 
von Neumann's entropy 

SeW) = - Tr(WlogW). (6.1) 

It can be shown that, in the special case of the trace, (6.1) and 
(6.2) lead to the same maximum entropy states. But for gen
eral v this is not true since (according to the last remark of 
Sec. 2) Hu is essentially the only entropy which characterizes 
statistical inference. (For the computation of the maximum 
Lindblad and Naudts entropy states, cf., Ref. IS.) 

H(W) = Tr(WI/2). (6.2) 

I t can be shown that, in the special case of the trace, (6.1) and 
(6.2) lead to the same maximum entropy states. But for gen
eral v this is not true since (according to the last remark of 
Sec. 2) H u is essentially the only entropy which characterizes 
statistical inference. (For the computation of the maximum 
Lindblad and Naudts entropy states, cf., Ref. 15.) 

For the classical probability measures J..l < v with Ra
don-Nikodym derivative dJ..l/dv, the analogues of (6. I) and 
(6.2) read 

S,.(J..l) = - J 'J: 10g'J: dv, (6.3) 

Hv(J..l) = f (dv Yl2dv. (6.4) 

The possibility of(6.4) as an alternative to (6.3) in the classi
cal case has been considered by Kagan, Linnik, and Rao. '6 

From the proof of theorem 4.3 follows that 

H",®v,(w j ®wz ) =H",(wj)Hv,(wz ) 

is mUltiplicative for product states, whereas the generaliza
tions of S (W) are additive. This difference is, however, of a 
cosmetic nature and could be avoided by replacing the defi
nition (2.2) by 

flu (w) = 10gv(T). 

In the case where v is tracial, Araki and Liebl7 have 
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proved weak subadditivity of the entropy for coupled sys
tems. The analogous statement for our mUltiplicative entro
py would read 

Hu,@uz(w\ ®w2»Hu(w). (6.5) 

Instead of (6.5) we have only proved (4.3) which is a weaker 
result, since Oo;;;;Hu (w)..;; 1 implies Hv(w» [Hu(w) f. Wheth
er or not the inequality (6.5) holds remains an open problem 
which appears to be difficult even when v is tracial. 

We conclude our series of remarks by communicating 
the following suggestion of the referee: The relation (3.4) 
could serve as a new definition for Hu(w). The limitation to 
relatively bounded states v and w could thereby be avoided. 

IJ._P. Marchand, Found. Phys. 7, 35 (1977). 
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The class of ins tat on solutions with "extension" parameter 11.
2 positive is extended to 11.

2 negative. 
The nature of the singular sphere of radius 111.1 is analyzed in the light of the analytical 
regularization method. This leads to well defined solutions of the Yang-Mills equations. Some of 
them are sourceless (" + i 0" and" Vp "), others correspond to currents concentrated on the sphere 
of singularity (" + " and" - "). Although the equations are nonlinear, the "Vp" solutions turn out 
to be the real part of the" ± i 0" solutions. The ansatz of t'Hooft for the superposition of 
instantons is used to sum the contributions corresponding to 11.2 with positive and negative signs. A 
subsequent limiting process allows then the construction of solutions of the "multi pole" type. The 
general situation of potentials having a denominator D, with a corresponding surface of 
singularity at D = 0, is also considered in the same light. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Belavin et al. 1 and 't Hooft2 have given an important 
solution of the homogeneous Yang-Mills equation (Euclid
ean metric): 

aij = lE"ijkak' a;4 = !a;, a"" = - a"w (1.2) 

(1.1) is a solution for any real value of the constant A. It is 
natural to consider also complex values of A, in particular 
imaginary ones. In this case (A 2 = - 1,.1, 21 ) we have a sin
gular sphere of radius 1,.1, I. Outside this sphere (1.1) contin
ues to be a solution, but it is not clear what happens at the 
surface itself. [Equation (1.1) is not well defined there. ] We 
must give additional rules in order to complete the definition 
of the potential. 

In Sec. 2 we define the" ± io" prescription. In Sec. 3 we 
study the "outside" and "inside" solutions which are im
plied by the" ± " potentials. In Sec. 4, the principal value 
potential ("Vp") is introduced via a combination of the 
" + " and" - " prescription. In Sec. 5 we find the topologi
cal numbers of those solutions. In Sec. 6 we briefly treat the 
linear denominator case. Once the use of negative values of 
A 2 has been made clear and mathematically justified, it is 
then possible, following 't HooftJ method',' to superimpose 
instantons with positive and negative A 2, forming the ana
logue of what could be called a "dipole instanton." This is 
done in Sec. 7, where it is pointed out that the procedure can 
be extended to higher "multipoles." 

Finally, in Sec. 8 we discuss the general case of pot en
tials, having a denominator D, which are singular at a sur
face defined by the equation D = O. All these singularities 
can be treated by following the method of analytic regular
ization, which goes back to Riesz6 methods,7,8 together with 
the distribution theory of Guelfand-Shilov. 9 

Appendix A contains some formulas from Ref. 9 which 
are extensively used in the text. Appendix B is an alternative 
(and equivalent) way to treat the singularities. 

2. io POTENTIALS 

When A is pure imaginary in (1.1), we have a singularity 
at the sphere x 2 = 1,.1, 21. A natural way to attach a well
defined meaning to this singularity is to approximate the 
imaginary axis, from the right, for instance. For A 's with 
ReA > 0, (1.1) is a sourceless solution. Thus, we take 

,.1,=,.1,1 + iA2, (,.1,1 >0), 

,.1,2 = A i-A ~ + 2iA 1A2- - A ~ ± io, (for ,.1,1---+0). 

The ± sign corresponds to ,.1,2 O. 
For simplicity we shall work with the positive sign. So, 

instead of (1.1), we shall write 

A(+;0)=-2i a""x" (2.1) 
" (x 2 -A2+io) 

We know from the results obtained by Guelfand and Shilov, 9 

that the distribution 

(2.2) 

is a well-defined functional analytic (entire) in the parameter 
a. All powers and derivatives are well defined. In particular, 
we can compute the field F"" and the current corresponding 
to (2.1). 

F"v = a~v - a,A" + [A",Avl, 

( .) A
2
a v" F ,,7 10 = 4i ------'---

(x2_A2+io)2 ' 

J" = ayv" + [A v,Fv" 1 , 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

J~ + ;0) = O. (2.6) 

Equation (2.6) follows simply from the self-duality of 
(2.4). 
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3. " + " AND" -" POTENTIALS 

Due to (2.6) the potential (2.1) is a complex solution of 
the Yang-Mills equation. Equation (A 7) shows explicitly its 
real and imaginary parts. 

In order to study the real part of (2.1), defined through 
(AS), (A7) and (AI), (A2), we shall consider the potential 

A (a) + = _ 2ia X (X2 -...i 2)a (3.1) 
f-l /1-V 1.' +, 

which is identically zero for x 2 <...i 2. [cf. (AI).] 
Field and current corresponding to (3.1) can easily be 

computed: 

F(a) + = 4ia [X2 _ (X2 -...i 2) - a] (X2 -...i 2)2a 
vil Ill' + + 

4 · «212)a-1 + l(aVTXIl - aIlTXV)XT a x -/l, + 

+ (X2 -...i 2)2;,). (3.2) 

J(a)+ = -Sia r [3(x2_...i 2)2a +3a(x2 _...i 2)a-1 
Il 1lV"V + + 

+a(a_l)x2(x2 _...i 2)a+-2 

_2X2(X2_...i2)3;,]. (3.3) 

If we take naively the limit a- - 1, the second member 
of(3.3) gives zero. However, one must be cautious in taking 
that limit, as the distribution (X2 - ...i 2) a+ has poles at nega
tive integer values for a. When (A3) is taken into account in 
(3.1), (3.2), and (3.3), we can see that all three expressions 
give simple poles when a- - 1. The residues at the poles are 
distributions concentrated on the surface of the sphere 
x 2 =...i 2. Furthermore, the finite part of (3.3) (at a = - 1) 
is a derivative of a 8 function. In fact, by taking 

d 
P.f.IfI(a)la= -n = da (a+n)lfI(a)la= _n,(3.4) 

and using (A9) (for n = 1), we get (see AS) 

p.f.J~al+ la= -I = 12iallvxv...iW'(x2-...i2). (3.5) 

We see then that, in the limit a- - 1, the source of (3.1) is 
concentrated on the surface of the sphere x 2 =...i 2. 

A similar procedure can be followed with the potential 
[compare with Ref. 9]: 

A (a)--+2' (212)" (36) I' - lallVXvX -/1._, . 

where (X2 -...i 2)a_ is defined by (A2), and is zero outside 
the sphere of radius...i. The field and current for (3.6) are 

F,~~) -- = 4ial'v [X2 + (X2 -...i 2) = a ] (X2 -...i 2)2ct 

J(a)
Il 

4 · [(212),,-1 + I (a"T X,I - a,ITXV)XT a x -/l, __ 

+(X2_...i2)2~]. (3.7) 

_ SiaVIIx
V 

[3a(x2 -...i 2)a_- 1 + 3(x2 -...i 2)2~ 

_a(a_I)x2(x2 _...i 2)a_.2+2x2 

X (X2 -A 2)3ct ]. (3.S) 

Taking into account (A4), we again find that, in the 
limit a- - 1, the source is concentrated on the sphere. 

P.f.J,Sa)-la= -I = -12i...i 2al'v x p"(x2 -...i 2). 
(3.9) 

It is worth mentioning that, in the limit a- - 1, the 
source (3.9) is equal and opposite to (3.5). 
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4. Vp POTENTIAL 

i.e., 

We introduce the definition 

A (a) =A (a) + +A (a)-
I' Il Il' (4.1) 

A~a)=2iaIlVxV[(X2_...i2)a+ _(x2_...i 2)a_]. (4.2) 

For a_ - 1 the pole parts of the + and - distribu
tions cancel each other, leaving only a finite result, 

A~P= -2iallv xJx2_...i2]-I, (4.3) 

which is real solution where [X2 - ...i 2] - 1 is given by (AS) 
and coincides with Cauchy's principal value. 

It is easy to compute the field and current for the poten
tial (4.2). The + and - distributions do not interfere with 
one another as one of them is zero when the other is not. For 
this reason the field corresponding to (4.2) is a superposition 
of(3.2) and (3.7). 

(4.4) 

Analogously, 

J(a)=J(al+ +J(a)- (4.5) 
II 11 Ii· 

where J ~a) + and J ~a) - are given by (3.3) and (3.S). Taking 
now the limit a- - 1, we find that the current is zero. The 
corresponding field is given by (4.4) [with (3.2) and (3.7)]. 
For a- - 1 we get 

F~~=4iallv...i2[x2-A21-2, (4.6) 

where the finite part [ ] - n is given by (AS). Note that (4.6) 
is self-dual, showing again that the field is sourceless. 

According to (A 7), the potential (4.3) and the field (4.6) 
are respectively the real parts of (2.1) and (2.4). We then see 
that the ± io potential (2.1) is a complex solution of the 
homogeneous Yang-Mills equation, whose real part (4.3) is 
also a solution (see also Ref. 10). 

Note that in (4.3) and (4.6), the square brackets are in 
fact labels for the limiting process implied by the analytic 
regularization method. If one takes (4.3) directly in the 
Yang-Mills equation, one finds ambiguities due to the exis
tence of products which are not well defined. (See also Ref. 
11. ) 

5. TOPOLOGICAL NUMBER 

The Gauge fields so far considered (2.4), (3.2), (3.7), 
and (4.6) are all singular on the sphere x 2 =...i 2. For the 
calculation of the topological number of (2.4) one must take 
the integral over all space of 

Tr{F(iO)F(iOl} = - 96,1 4. (5.1) 
I'V I'V (x2 _ A 2 + iO)4 

One would think that the already mentioned singularity 
renders the integral divergent. However, it is well known, 
and easy to check, that when the denominator is 
(x 2 + A 2) + 4, the topological number comes out to be one 
independent of the value of A 2. It is then natural to expect 
that the integration of(5.1) will give also the same result as is 
obtained by a continuation in A to the imaginary axis. Never
theless, to be consistent, one would like to obtain it by direct 
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calculation using (A6), 

(x2 _ A. 2 + io)a = (x2 _ A. 2)a+ + ei1Ta (x2 _ A. 2)a_, 

as a functional analytic in a, and then take the limit a- - 4. 

To do that, we shall consider a "trial" function IJI (x 2), 
which is 1 for x 2 < 11 2 and zero for x 2 > 11 2. Of course this is 
not a proper trial function, but it can be approximated as 
much as we want by infinite differentiable functions. We 
then have 

«x2 _ A. 2 + io)a,lJI) 

A A' 
= rrf dX2X2 (X 2 - A. 2)" + rrei1Ta ( dX2X2 (A. 2 _ x 2 )a 

A' Jo 
o ( (11 2 _ A. 2)" + 2 2 (11 2 _ A. 2)" + 1 ) 

=71 +..1 
a+2 a+l 

. (..1 2),,+2 (A.2)a+l) + rre lTw 
_ + A. 2 , 

a+2 a+ 1 
where a factor 21T2 comes from angular integration. For 
a = - 4 we have 

«x2 _ A. 2 + io) 4 IJI) = _ rr( J.- (11 2 _ A. 2) - 2 + ~ 
, 2 3 

X(11 2_A. 2)-3)+: A. -4. 

(5.2) 

(5.2) gives the result of the integration over a sphere of radius 
11. If we now take limit 11- 00 we get 

lim «x2 _ A. 2 + io) - 4, IJI ) 
A 

=fd4X(X2-A.2+io)-4= rr 
6..1 4 

So, for the topological number we obtain 

__ 1_ fF (iO)i (io)d 4X = 96..1 4 • ~ = 1. 
16rr I"' f1" 161T2 6..1 4 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

One can also repeat the calculation using a Gaussian function 
exp( - x 2/ Q 2), which is a true trial function. The result, for 
Q- 00, reproduces (5.4). 

We would like to point out that it is also possible to 
directly use Guelfand-Shilov's definition of integrals for cer
tain functionals (Ref. 9, p. 65), namely, 

(X z" dz = 0 (any complex a). 
Jo 
With this definition 

f(X 2 -A. 2 + io)"d 4x 

1969 

=1T2 (X dX2X2(X2_A. 2 )" 

L 
A' 

+ 1T2eirra ( dX2x2(A. 2 _ X2)" 
Jo 

= rr r" dz(za t 1 + A. 2Z") 

Jo 
+ 1T2eiTr" r\' dz( _ Za + 1 + A. 2Z") 

Jo 
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(5.5) 

rr(A. 2)0 + 2ei"" 

(a+l)(a+2) 

which, for a = 4, again reproduces (5.3), (5.4). With the 
same procedure we can compute the topological numbers of 
the previously discussed solutions. The + field (3.2) turns 
out to have topological number zero. All the others ( - , Yp, 
± io) have topological numbers equal to one. 

Of course, if instead of using the self-dual matrix O',ll" 
we use the anti-self-dual one (j,Ll" the signs of the Chern 
number would be reversed. 

6. SOLUTIONS WITH LINEAR DENOMINATORS 

It is well known" that by choosing 

1 
p= ----

(x.n + A. ) 
(6.1) 

in the ansatz proposed by t'Hooft, Wilzcek, and Corrigan, 
Fairlie/'" we get the self-dual solution: 

. O'/lv nv 
A = -/ , 

/l (x.n + A. ) 
(6.2) 

(6.3) 

It can also be directly verified that with 

. O'/lV nv 
A = + / --'----

/l (x.n + A. ) 
(6.4) 

we get the anti-self-dual solution: 

F/lY = ; (20'/lpnpny - 20'ypnpn/l - O'/lY n2). 
(x.n + A. )2 

These solutions are all singular at the plane 

x.n +..1 = o. 

(6.5) 

(6.6) 

In order to give a meaning to those singular expression, in a 
way similar to the cases already examined, we shall compute 
the fields and currents for the + and - potentials. 

A ~a) + = - iSO'/lY ny (x.n + A. )a+, (S2 = 1), (6.7) 

A ~a) - = + ;sO'/lV ny (x.n + A. )a_, (S2 = 1). (6.8) 

Which lead to 

F~~) ± = iO'/lvn2(x.n + A. )2± + i(O'y.,. n/l - O'w nv )n.,. 

X «x.n + A. ) 2; + sa(x.n + A. )U±- I) (6.9) 

J(a) ± = isn 20' n (2(x n + A. )3u - a(a - 1) 
{t J.lV v' ± 

X (x.n +..1 )a±-2). (6.10) 

It is easy to see that outside the singular plane the current is 
zero for a = - I. So, the source (if it exists) is concentrated 
on the plane x.n + A. = O. 

As was previously done, we can now define the poten
tials with the labels ± ;0, Yp and in the present case also II, 
which is defined by [compare with (4.1)]: 

A~")II=A~a)+ _A~a)-. (6.11) 

The ±;o and Yp potentials are sourceless, while ± and II 
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are solutions of the inhomogeneous equation concentrated 
on the plane x.n + A = O. 

7. "MUL TIPOLE" SOLUTIONS 

To clarify the ideas we shall recall 't Hooft3 method4.5·11 
for two instantons. 

We chose 

A 2 A ~ 
p= 1 + _I + ----2-' 

x 2 (X-X2) 
(7.1) 

from which we get the potential 

A" = ial'V J v lop. (7.2) 

Now, once the idea of a negative A 2 has been accepted, 
we can choose in (7.1), A ~ = - A i, and take the limit 
X2~' A i-oo in such a way that A iX21' = PI' is a constant 
vector. It is then easily seen that 

p_l + p.XIX4, (7.3) 

where P defines a "dipole moment" for the above mentioned 
two instantons case. 

with 

and 

From (7.3) we obtain 

A = i al'vQv 
I' D 

D=x 4 +x.P 

Q" = Pv - 4 P.x xv' 
X2 

After a straightforward calculation we get 

Q2 a 
F v" = ial'v- + i ~ [DQrv - QAQv + Dv)] 

D2 D2 . 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 

(7.6) 

• aV'T 

-[ D2 [DQT'I'-QAQ/i+DI')j. (7.7) 

It is not difficult to check, using (7.5) and (7.6) in (7.7), that 
Fvl' is anti-self-dual, implying that we have a solution of the 
homogeneous equation, outside the surface D = O. 

It is easy to see that we can still have (7.4) as a solution if 
we change (7.5) to 

D =AX4 +x.P, (7.8) 

for arbitrary A, including A = O. The method can be general
ized to higher "multipoles." For instance, with 

1 
x.Q.x 

p= +--6-' 
X 

we have again (43), but now 

D = XO + x.Q.x, 

Q 2Q 6 
x.Q.x 

v = Vl'xl' - Xv--, 
x 2 

(7.9) 

(7.10) 

(7.11) 

(7.4) and (7.7), [with (7.10) and (7.11)], provide us with a 
new solution of the sourceless equation, except perhaps at 
the surface D = O. 
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8. REGULARIZED SINGULAR SOLUTIONS 

The solutions found in Sec. 7, are singular at the surface 
defined by 

D=O, (8.1) 

where D is the denominator of the potential (7.4). 
In order to give a well defined meaning to expressions 

such as (7.4) and (7.7), [containing a denominator D for 
which (8.1) has a real solution] we shall use the methods 
described previously. 

We can give several prescriptions for the definition of 
the singularity. All of them can be built up from the + and 

distributions which have the following definition: 

Da_{=Da, forD>O, (8.2) 
+ - = 0, for D < O. 

D 
for D>O, 

for D<O. 
(8.3) 

Both (8.2) and (8.3) are meromorphic functionals in the pa
rameter (see Ref. 9, Chapter 3 sec. 4). We now follow the 
usual pattern: 

A (a)+ _. Q n a 
I' - [al'v v'-" +. 

A~a)- = -ial'vQ"Da_. 

A (a)±io=A (a)+ +eirraA (a)-
I' I' - 1" 

A (a)Vp = A (a) + + A (a) -
I' I' I" 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 

(8.6) 

(8.7) 

For a- - 1, (8.6) and (8.7) are solutions of the homogen
eous equation, while (8.4) and (8.5) have sources concentrat
ed on the surface (8.1). 

APPENDIX A 

ifx2>A 2, 

ifx2 <A 2, 

{
(A 2 _ x 2 ) ", if x 2 < A 2, 

(X 2 _ A 2)a_ = 
0, if x 2 >A 2 . 

(AI) 

(A2) 

Equations (A 1) and (A2) are well defined distributions, ana
lytic in a with poles for a = - n (n, positive integer). Near 
these poles we have 

( _1)n-18(n-I)(X2_A2) 
(x 2 -A 2)"+ = -'-_-'--______ _ 

(n - 1)!(a + n) 

+ [X2 _A 2]:;:n+0(a+n) 

8n - I (x2 _ A 2) 

(n-l)!(a+n) 
+O(a+n), 

where 

and 

[x 2 _ A 2] :;: n = PI (x 2 _ ). 2) a± I a ~_ n , 

15 k (u) = d
k
8(u) 

du k 

( _l)k-1 (8k-l(x -A) 
2k).Xk - I 

- 15k - I (X + A » . 

We can now define 

Bollini, Giambiagi, and Tiomno 
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(A4) 
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(x2_,1,2±io)a= (x2 _,1,2)+ +e±i1Ta(x2 _,1, 2)a_ (A6) 

It is easily seen from (A3) and (A4) that this new description 
is analytical everywhere. In particular, 

(x2 _,1,2+io)-"= [x2_,1,2]-"+i1T (_1)n 
(n-I)! 

Xb(n-1)(x2 _,1, 2 ), (A7) 

where 

[x2 _ A 2] - n = [x2 _ A 2] :;: n + ( _ 1) n [x2 _ A 2] = n 
(A8) 

which, for n = 1 gives 

V p (x2 _ A 2) - I = (x2 _ A 2) :;: I _ (x2 _ A 2) = I 

It is possible to show that (Ref. 9, p. 347) 

(x2 -A 2)D(n)(x2 -A 2) + n8(n-1)(x2 -A 2) = o. 
(A9) 

Note also that if we multiply (A8) times a similar ex
pression with m in place of n, the result is not well defined. 

However, multiplying (x2 
- A 2 + io) - n times 

(x2 _ ,1,2 + io) - m, using (A 7) and then taking the real part 
of the result, we get 

[x2 _ A 2] - n - m = {[x 2 _ A 2] - m • [x2 _ ,1,2] - n 

r(_1)n+m 
b(rn-I) 

(n - l)!(m - 1)! 

X(x2 _,1, 2 )D(n-1)(X2 _,1, 2 )}. (AW) 

As a matter of fact, each of the terms on the right hand 
side is meaningless; however the complete combination is 
well defined (see Ref. 12). 

APPENDIX B 

We present here a perhaps more intuitive way to deal 
with the singularities produced by the zeros of the denomi· 
nators. Let us introduce a regularizing function 77E(X) with 
the following properties: 77E (x) and all its derivatives are null 
at the origin 

(
0) dP77E(X) 

77E' P dx 
I =0, 
x=O 

(allp). 

Furthermore 

77E(X) = 1, and also 

x,>e. 

The actual form of 77 E (x) is irrelevant, as long as it is differen
tiable any number of times. At the end of the calculations the 
limit e-D is to be taken, eliminating all pole terms in e (regu
larization), thus keeping only the finite part. We start with 
the regularized potential: 

A + = -2iu x Y (x2 _,1, 2)-I= 2' y
77E (z) 

f-L f-LY E - lUf-LY X -Z' 
(BI) 

Z = (x2 
- A 2). (B2) 

We define 
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v = 77E(Z) (B3) 
Z 

From (BI) we get 

F f-L;' = - 4iuf-LY ([Z + A 2] v2 - V) + 4i(uf-L7 x 7 Xy 

- U Y7 x"'Xf-L)[ V
2 + :Z V], (B4) 

and from Yang-Mills equations, 

Jf-L+ = -8iUf-LyXY{[(V-I+,1,2)(;;2 V-2V
3
)] 

+3[V
2

+ :Z V]}, (BS) 

from which 

J + 8' Y{~ 2[ 77'; 2 77;] =-/u XA ---f-L f-LY Z Z2 + [~ + 77"]} 

(B6) 

In order to understand the distributions of the second term 
in the limit e-D, we apply, for instance, the square bracket 
to a function </> (x). 

([ 
77'; _ 2 77; ],</» = (00 {~ </> (Z) 

Z Z2 1 dZ 2 Z 

2 ~ </> (Z) } dZ 
+ dZ Z2 

_ ~ </> (Z) 100 _ 2 </> (Z ) 
dZ Z Z=E Z2 

= _ </> '(e) + </> (e) _ 2 </> (e) 

C C C 
(where use has been made definition and properties of77E)' 
Using </> (e) = </> (0) + e</> '(0) + (e 2/2)</> "(0) and dropping 
the pole terms to get the finite part, one finally gets 

p/[ 77'; _ 2 77;2 ],</» = - ~ </>" (0). (B7) 
1\ Z Z E-.() 2 

with a similar procedure, it is shown that the finite part of the 
second bracket is zero. So, we get for the current the same 
result as given in (3.5). 
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Solutions of the Rarita-Schwinger equation in the Kerr-Newman space 
S. Einstein and R. Finkelstein 
Department of Physics. University of California. Los Angeles. California 90024 

(Received 9 February 1979; accepted for publication 4 May 1979) 

Solutions of the massless Rarita-Schwinger equation are found in a Kerr-Newman background. 
These solutions have arbitrary energy and arbitrary angular momentum about the axis of 
rotation, and in the eikonallimit define orbits that coincide with the principal null congruences. 
They are simple generalizations of corresponding solutions of the Dirac equations. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Supergravity may be characterized in terms of the co
variant coupling of a helicity 3/2 field to the gravitational 
field. Exact solutions of the supergravity equations describe 
both fields mutually codetermined so as to satisfy the full 
supergravity field equations. It would be very interesting to 
find exact solutions of the full equations. 

A less ambitious project, which is begun here, is to find 
exact solutions of the 3/2 field equations in a given gravita
tional background. This problem is very similar to that of 
finding exact solutions of the Dirac equation in a given gravi
tational field. Our more precise goal is to generalize our ear
lier solutions of the Dirac equation in a Kerr-Schild space to 
the Rarita-Schwinger 3/2 field in the same space. 

Our previous work was based on the observation that 
the Kerr-Schild metric defines a local rotation group so that 
it is possible to associate a Dirac spinor with the spin repre
sentation of this group. One could of course construct the 
3/2 representation in the same way, but that is not the path 
followed here. Instead, we shall relate this simple procedure 
to the more systematic Newman-Penrose formalism. 

2. KERR-NEWMAN BACKGROUND 

The space surrounding a rotating charged mass may be 
described by the metric 

gill' = Til'" - 2ul)v' (2.1) 

where TlJll' is the Minkowski metric, u is a scalar function, 
and III is null and geodesic with respect to both TlIIV and giLV ' 

The vector III describes the spiral motion of a massless parti
cle moving in the field of the rotating charged mass. There 
are two classes of these spirals, corresponding to incoming 
and outgoing motion, and they define the principal null con
gruences. The corresponding energy-momentum vectors 
are also the repeated null directions of the Weyl tensor. In 
the present problem these spiral orbits provide an eikonal 
limit that is satisfied by an interesting class of quantum me
chanical motions. 

3. NEWMAN-PENROSE FORMALlSM2 

Let vi; be a null tetrad satisfying the conditions 

gllAvI;v~ = Tlab' 
a b 

TI abVIIV A = gilA' 

where 

(3.1a) 

(3.1 b) 

( 

0 

- 1 

Tlab = ~ 

-1 

o 
o 
o 

o 
o 
o (3.2) 

and giL)' is the general relativistic metric. A more explicit 
notation is frequently used, namely 

(3.3) 

Here' and n are real while m and m are complex conjugates. 
The only non vanishing scalar products are 

- mm = nl = 1. (3.4) 

The Ricci coefficients of rotation may be expressed in terms 
of this null tetrad: 

(3.5) 

In the present context these coefficients are referred to 
as the coefficients of rotation or the Newman-Penrose coef
ficients. If all tensors are replaced by the invariants that re
sult from projection onto the tetrad, then all the field equa
tions depend only on tetrad indices and become coordinate 
independent. The resulting equations are then covariant un
der the six parameter group of rotations of the tetrad. In our 
problem it is convenient to eliminate the freedom in orient
ing the tetrad by choosing the n and I directions of the tetrad 
along the motion of the incoming and outgoing photons. 
Then four of the NP coefficients vanish. In the usual nota
tion these are] 

K=(J'= V=A =0. (3.6) 

By choosing a suitable scale for the vector' one may also 
make another NP coefficient vanish, namely, 

E=O. (3.7) 

All of these simplifications are to be understood here. 
Introduce the constant Dirac matrices satisfying the 

relations 

(Ya'Yb) ~ = 2T1ab (3.8) 

and the position dependent matrices: 

y'l=~:y. (3.9) 

Then 

(yfL,yV ) + = 2g1'v = _ miLmV _ miLmV + I iL n
V + nil/ v. 

(3.10) 

Equations (3.10) are satisfied by the following representa-
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tion for the y": 

[ 0 1,1 _m] 
- 0 0 _mil n" 

r"=V2 
m" 0 o . n" 

m" 1,1 0 0 

(3.11 ) 

The charge conjugation matrix will also be required: 

l ~ 1 
1 0 

~11 0 0 
c= 

0 0 0 

0 0 

(3.12) 

with the property 

Cy"C - I = - (y,,)T. (3.13) 

Although 17ab is not diagonal, Ys still anticommutes with all 

Ya: 

(ys,Ya) + = 0, 

where 

Ys = (1/4!)cabcdYaYbYcYd' 

Then also 

(Ys,Yu) + = 0, 

and 

Ys = (1!4!)v~f3A"YaYf3YAY'l' 

where v is det(v~). The numerical form ofys is 

-1 

4. THE DIRAC WAVE FUNCTION 

(3.14) 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

The discussion is here limited to massless or very high 
energy particles. Then the Dirac equation is 

yI'V"I/J = 0, (4.1) 

where V" is the covariant derivative: 

V,l = a" + 1UJ"aba"b (4.2) 

and UJ"ab are the coefficients of rotation. Here 

a"b=!(~,~), (4.3) 

so that (4.1) may also be written as 

(ylla"+!UJ,,af3Y"~yf3)I/J=O. (4.4) 

If the Dirac equation in the Kerr-Newman space is written 
in the NP formalism, it is separable in Boyer-Lindquist co
ordinates, as shown by Teukolsky3 for the massless case, and 
as shown by Chandrasekhar4 for the massive case. 

The explicit solutions of the massless Dirac equation 
that we found earlier correspond to those particular motions 
that approach the null geodesics in the eikonallimit, so that 
the corresponding fermions move along the same paths as 
photons while their spins are either parallel or antiparallel to 
their momentum, just as for photons. These particular solu-
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tions were selected by the condition 

rI/J=O, 

where 

(4.5) 

r = y,ll,,, (4.6) 

In these equations I" was the null vector directing the classi
cal motion, and the y,l corresponded to the usual diagonal 
Minkowski metric. 

We impose (4.5) again but y" is now given by (3.11). If 
one writes 

(4.7) 

then one finds from (4.5) and (3.11) that two components of 
I/J vanish: 

E=H=O. (4.8) 

For the two remaining components of I/J one finds by (4.1) 
the four equations 

and 

(D + E - ji)G = 0, 

(b + g - T)G = 0, 

(D + c - p)F = 0, 

(8 + [J - r)F = 0, 

UJ I24 = p, UJ 234 = a + g, UJ 434 = c + E, 

UJ 324 = r, UJ212 = a - g, UJ421 = c - E. 

(4.9a) 

(4.9b) 

(4. lOa) 

(4.l0b) 

(4.11 ) 

(4.12) 

By (4.9) and (4.10) F and G satisfy the same differential 
equations, and it is therefore enough to consider (4.10). 

In the Kerr-Newman space the following differential 
equations also hold if the tetrad is chosed in the way already 
described. 

Let 
F=pf 

Then with the help of (4.13) and (4.14) one finds 

Dj=O, 

(8 + [J}f= O. 

In Kerr coordinatesS 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

(4. 16a) 

(ia sinO.!!...- + ~ + _i_~)r+! cotOj= 0 
at ao sinO a¢ 

leading to the partial wave solution 

. e - ik," ( 1 - a/a )(1I2lm F(t,r,O,¢) ~e'kt __ 

UJ 1 + a/a 

S. Einstein and R. Finkelstein 
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and if constants, k and m are chosen the same for F and G, 
then 

Here 

W = r - icr, 

cr = a cosO, 

(4.19) 

(4.20a) 

(4.20b) 

where W is the complex distance l whose real and imaginary 
parts are radial and angular coordinates. 

The complete solution is the usual sum of partial waves. 

5. THE DIRAC CURRENT AND THE EIKONAL LIMIT 

The equation that is charge conjugate to (4.1) may be 
written in the form 

¢Va-yP = 0, 

where 

Va = aa - !wabcll'c 

¢=tfc. 
Define the current 

Dasa _aasa + W~bSb = 0, 

where 

W~b = di:11" = (l~)al" (Y -gdi:). 
This is the usual conservation of current: 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

One then finds by (5.4) the current associated with one par
tial wave: 

SI" = Y2(2FG )/1" = 2Y21F 12/1", 

and by (4.18) and (4.19) 

The invariant volume element is determined by 

Y - g = I W 12 sinO, 

and therefore 

soy _ g~e - 2kV( 1 - ala )m. 
1 + cr/a 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

By maximizing this expression with respect to a and passing 
to the limit of high angular momentum (mf!) one obtains the 
classical paths 

L z = - ak sin2e 
as previously noted. 1,6 

6. RARITA-SCHWINGER EQUATION 

(5.12) 

This differential equation may be written in the follow
ing form' 
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~1'P<Ty Y g: ./, = ° 5 Ii pCfla , (6.1) 

where 

(6.2) 

and Ys is still given by (3.15). Equation (6.1) may be rewrit
ten in various forms depending on identities like 

E"I'P<TYAYs = (cr1tP,;/,) + = y'lgpa _ yPg1W 

_ yU(g'tl' _ yPyll). (6.3) 

With the use of (6.3) one finds 

(gl'<T - y"y a) g ptPu = ° 
and 

)/I'( q: ./, -.'Y} ./, ) = ° . - (Tlf'p - p'l-'a • 

It will be convenient to use this last form.' 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

7. SOLUTIONS OF THE VECTOR-SPINOR EQUATION 

The procedure is the same as for the Dirac equation. 
One imposes the analogue of (4.5): 

rtf, = 0, 

where r is given by (4.6). If one writes 

(E) Fk 
tPk = G

k 
' 

Hk 

then one finds 

Ek =Hk =0. 

The differential equation (6.5) then becomes 

2-yPa[atfb I = [wabd - Wbad ]-yPtPd + !r'yyt 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

X (Wcadtfb - WbadtPc) = O. (7.4) 

In component form half of these equations may be expressed 
as follows: 

DG 1 - 8G4 - crG2 - (e: - 2l + p)G1 + KG3 + (f3 - ii)G4 

= 0, (7.4a) 

8G2 - 8G1 + f3G2 + (a - 211 + r)G1 - pG3 - (/1 - fi)G4 
= 0, (7.4b) 

- rFI + crF3 = 0, (7.4c) 

DFI - 8F4 + (l - p - p)F1 + KF3 + (a - ii)F4 = 0,(7.4d) 

DG1 - .::lG4 - 1TG 1 - (r + ii)G2 + (2l + e: - p)G3 + yG4 
= 0, (7.4e) 

.::lG2 - 8G3 + IlG1 + (fi + y)G2 - (a + 2/J - r)G3 - vG4 

= 0, (7.40 

DG2 - 8G4 - (fG 1 + (e: - p)G2 + (a - 1T + r)G4 = 0, 
(7.4g) 

(7.4h) 

The remaining equations are obtained by complex conjuga
tion and the substitution (GIGzG3G4)~(Fi;J;i;4)' 

We are everywhere assuming that /1" is a geodesic vector 
field. 
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11'1l' 1 v = 0, or W 4a4 = O. (7.5) 

Therefore, 

K= €+€=O. (7.6) 

Then 

F4= G4 =0 (7.7a) 

by (7.4h) and its complex conjugate. This last equation may 
also be expressed as follows: 

(7.7b) 

Therefore, if; a as a vector is orthogonal to 1 a. This statement 
complements the original condition (4.5) of spinor 
transversality. 

If one assumes that the background space has vanishing 
shear then 

U= O. (7.8) 

I t is also possible to scale the tetrad vector 1 I' so that € = 0 as 
in (3.7). Then just by virtue of (7.6), (7.8), and (3.7), and 
without using (3.6), one finds first that8 

F J = G2 = O. (7.9) 

Then (7.4) reduces to the following set: 

DG J =jiGJ, 

JGJ = (a - 2fj + :;:)GJ - pG3, 

DG3 = 1TG J + jiG3, 

JG3 = AGI - (a + 2fj - :;:)G3. 

(7. lOa) 

(7. lOb) 

(7.lOc) 

(7.lOd) 

The four remaining equations satisfied by (F2 ,F3 ) are just 
the same as the four equations satisfied by (GI ,(3 ) and it is 
therefore enough to discuss the G equations. 

When the background space is finally restricted to be 
Kerr-Newman there are additional simplifications, namely, 

A=O, (7.11) 

1T = a + fj, (7.12) 

piT =ji7. 

The G equations then become 

DG J = jiG I , 

DG3 = 1TGI + jiGJ , 

JG I = (1T +:;: - 3fj )G I - pGJ , 

JG3 = - (1T -:;: + fj )G3' 

(7.13) 

(7. 14a) 

(7. 14b) 

(7.14c) 

(7. 14d) 

In addition to (4.13) and (4.14) we shall make use of the 
following differential equations connecting the spin 
coefficients: 

D7 =p(7 + iT) 

07 = 7(7 + 2(3 - iT). 

(7.15) 

(7.16) 

These relations depend of course on the special Kerr-New
man geometry. To solve (7.14) set 

GJ=jigl' 

G3 = :;:g3' 

One then finds 

Dg I =0, 
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(7.17) 

(7.18) 

(7.19a) 

Dg3 = p(gl - g3), 

Jg I = (1T - 3fj )gl - 1Tg3' 

JgJ = - 3fjg3' 

Consider the special solutions 

gl =g3 =y. 

Then 

Dy=O, 

(0 + 3(3 )y = o. 

(7. 19b) 

(7. 19c) 

(7.19d) 

(7.20) 

(7.20a) 

(7.20b) 

These equations are of the same form as (4.16) and (4.17) and 
therefore the solutions are also. One finds the partial wave 
solution 

Then 

GI=jiy, 

GJ = 7Y, 

where 

1 - cosO )(1/2)m 

1 + cosO 

p = - W - I = _ (r _ ia cosO) - I, 

ia sinO 
7= - . 

Y2lwl2 

(7.21) 

(7.22) 

(7.23) 

(7.24) 

(7.25) 

In addition to the special solutions just found there are also 
solutions in which the functions gl and g3 are different. 
Introduce 

h =p(gl -g3)' 

Then h satisfies the homogeneous equations 

Dh=O, 

(J + 3fj)h = 0, 

(7.26) 

(7.27a) 

(7.27b) 

while g I and g 3 are determined in terms of h with the aid of 
the following set: 

DgI=O, 

(J + 3fj)gl = (1Tlp)h, 

DgJ = h, 

(J + 3fj)g3 = O. 

(7.28a) 

(7.28b) 

(7.29a) 

(7.29b) 

The solution of these equations may be expressed in the fol
lowing form 

gl = clh + g;, (7.30) 

gJ = cJh +~, 

where 

g; = ia[cosO ]h, 

g; = rho 

By (7.26), (7.30), and (7.31) 

p - Ih = (c I - c3)h + Cia cosO - r)h. 

This condition may be satisfied by 

h=O 

S. Einstein and R. Finkelstein 
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(7.32) 

(7.33) 
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which is the case already considered, or by 

p - I = C I - C 3 + ia COSe - r 

which implies 

C 1 = Co' 

Therefore, if h=l=O, the solution is 

gl = (c + ia cose )h, 

g3 = (c + r)h, 

where 

h=y 
as before. 

An alternative form of y is 

(7.34) 

(7.35) 

(7.36) 

(7.37) 

'L 'L (1 - (Jla )(1/2)m e + fm'" y = Ael~(e ~ 1M) _____ _ 

1 + (Jla (1 _ ~/a2)3/4 
(7.38) 

Let 

CJI s = Ae'kte ~ ikw -------
. (l-(Jla)(1I2)m e+ im

¢ 

1 + (Jla (1 _ ~/a2)(1!2)S 
(7.39) 

where S is the spin. Then the solution of the Dirac equation is 
a spinor with two nonvanishing components which depend 
on a single function: 

F = G-w ~ ICJI \/2 

E=H=O. (7.40) 

The corresponding solution of the Rarita-Schwinger 
equation is a vector spin or with four non vanishing compo
nents which depend on two functions with different radial 
and angular dependence. We distinguish two cases: 

1976 

h =0, 

F2 = G1 = pCJI 3/2 - - W ~ ICJI 3/2' 

- ia sinO 
F3 = G3 = rCJI 312 - - CJl 312 , 

Y21wl 2 

Ek =Hk =F1 =G2 =F4 =G4 =0, 

h=l=O, 

F2 =G1 =p[c-iacos(J]CJl 312 , 

F3 = G3 = r[c + r]CJl3/2' 
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(7.41a) 

(7.41 b) 

8. CURRENT AND EIKONAL LIMIT OF 3/2 SOLUTION 

One cannot give a completely satisfactory physical dis
cussion of these solutions since the 3/2 field does not in gen
eral propagate causally unless it is coupled to the gravita
tional field precisely as it is in supergravity.9 Since we are not 
discussing exact solutions of the full supergravity equations, 
however, that case is excluded here. Nevertheless, one may 
define a formal current that is exactly conserved for the free 
3/2 equation and approximately conserved in weak gravita
tional fields, namely, 

(8.1) 

Then 

a S II - --I1),b",/, /,,1, 
II -OJllllht:· 'PAYS} 'PI' (8.2) 

and allSI' vanishes at large distances since W/wb = O(l/r). 
One then finds that the nonvanishing component of SI' is 

e - 2k(T ( 1 - (Jla )m 
S/~ IG112- Ip121Y12_ ----

r + a2 cos2e 1 + (Jla 

X ( 1 )J/2 (8.3) 
1 - ~/a2 . 

The current is directed along Land 

Sly _ g-e . 2ka( 1 - (Jla )m (8.4) 
1 + (Jla (1 _ ~/a2) 

In the limit of high angular momentum and energy one ob
tains again the classical paths (5.12). 

'So Einstein and R. Finkelstein, 1. Math. Phys. 18,664 (1977). 
'E. Newman and R. Penrose, 1. Math. Phys. 3, 566 (1962). 
'So Teukolsky, Astrophys. J. 185, 635 (1973). 
'S. Chandrasekhar, Proc. R. Soc. London Ser. A 349,571 (1976). 
'S.K. Bose, J. Math. Phys. 16, 772 (1975). 
"S, Einstein and R. Finkelstein, Phys. Rev. 15,2721 (1977). 
'd. Freedman and P. van Nieuwenhuizen, Phys. Rev. 14,912 (1976). 
'In view of(7.3) Eqs. (7.7a) and (7.9) may be summarized simply as 1'.1/1 = O. 
"So Oeser and B. Zumino, Phys. Rev. Lett. 38,1433 (1977); G. Velo and O. 
Zwanziger, Phys. Rev. 186, \337 (1969). Solutions of the Rarita
Schwinger equation in an external electromagnetic potential may propa
gate faster than light. When the vector spinor is part of the supergravity 
field, however, there is no anomalous propagation. 
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Ternary algebras are algebras which close under suitable triple products. ~hey have 
been shown to be building blocks of ordinary Lie algebras. They may acqUlre a deep 
physical meaning in fundamental theories given the important role played by Lie (super) 
algebras in theoretical physics. In this paper we introduce the co~cept of superte~nary 
algebras involving Bose and Fermi variables. Using them as buildmg blocks, we give a 
unified construction of Lie algebras and superalgebras in terms of (super) ternary 
algebras. We prove theorems that must be satisfied for the validity of this constructi~n: 
which is a generalization of Kantor's results. A large number of examples and expliCit 
constructions of the Lie algebras A", Bn , C", D,,, F4 , E", E7 , Ex, and Lie 
superalgebras A(m,n), B(m,n), D(m,n), P(n), Q(n) are given. We speculate on 
possible physical applications of (super) ternary algebras. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Lie groups have found extensive applications in physics 
and playa basic role in describing the symmetries of nature. 
They are essential in the construction of fundamental theor
ies of particle interactions and via the principle oflocal gauge 
invariance they lead to unified gauge theories of elementary 
particles. I The recent development of supersymmetry and 
supergravityl based on Lie superalgebras1 may eventually 
lead to a unified theory of all interactions including gravity. 
Despite the partial success of these programs there remain 
problems of fundamental nature whose resolution may re
quire new mathematical avenues which have not yet found 
their way into physics. 

Ternary algebras is one of the more recent mathemat
ical constructs which have not yet found applications in 
physics. These are algebras that close under triple products. 
They have been shown to be building blocks of ordinary Lie 
algebras. In this paper our aim is twofold: first, to familiarize 
physicists with the concept of ternary algebras and their role 
in the construction of ordinary Lie algebras; second, to intro
duce the concept of superternary algebras and use them as 
building blocks of Lie superalgebras. To our knowledge the 
concept of superternary algebras and our construction are 
new in the mathematical literature. Given the importance of 
Lie algebras in physics and the fundamental role played by 
the ternary algebras, as explained in this paper, it is not in-

alResearch supported in part by the V.S. Dept. of Energy under Contract 
No. EY-76-C-02-3075, and the National Science Foundation under 
Grant No. PHY77-22864. 

h) A.P. Sloan Foundation Fellow. On leave from Yale V niversity on a Junior 
Faculty Fellowship. 

conceivable that they may acquire a deep physical meaning 
in future theories and help resolve some of the unsolved 
problems of theoretical physics. 

As mentioned above a ternary algebra is an algebra that 
closes under triple products. Of course, all algebras that 
close under double products will close trivially under triple 
products. In addition there are algebras that close only un
der triple products. For example, pure imaginary numbers, 
fermionic variables, column and row matrices, etc., form 
such algebras. More generally one can consider the triple 
product as a mapping of a vector space V in the form 

V® V® V ....... V 

Essentially all of the familiar mathematical structures 
that have found applications in physics can be given the 
structure of a ternary algebra under a suitable triple product. 
Here we give a few examples: Real and complex numbers, 
quaternions, octonions, vectors, tensors, spinors, fermions, 
gamma matrices, discrete groups, rectangular and square 
matrices over real, complex and quaternionic commuting or 
anticommuting fields, Lie algebras, Jordan algebras, direct 
products of any of these systems with each other, etc., etc. In 
this paper we give examples that involve most of these. 

The general outline of the paper is as follows: In Sec. II 
we give a unified construction of Lie algebras and Lie super
algebras by using ternary algebras as building blocks. Our 
treatment is a generalization to superalgebras of the methods 
used by KantOl·4

•
5 in constructing ordinary Lie algebras. His 

methods are generalizations ofthe Tits, Koecher, and FaUlk
ner constructions6 of Lie algebras. We prove two theorems. 
In the first theorem we establish the conditions imposed by 
the structure of the Lie superalgebra on the underlying ter
nary algebra. In the second theorem we prove that the re-
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quirements of the first theorem are satisfied by a very large 
class of ternary algebras which we calI "associative" (defined 
later). 

In Sec. III we give the construction of all ordinary Lie 
algebras, including the exceptional ones, by the method of 
ternary algebras. This includes the famous magic square as 
well. In Sec. IV we consider ternary algebras with purely 
fermionic parameters and build the classical superalgebras 
of type A (m,n), B (m,n), D (m,n). In Sec. V we study ternary 
algebras which include both Fermi and Bose parameters and 
construct the Lie superalgebras P(n). In Sec. VI we treat 
ternary algebras defined via Jordan multiplication (anticom
mutators). The elements of these ternary algebras belong to 
Jordan superalgebras. 7 We give explicit constructions for 
A (m,n),D(2m,n),P(2n - 1),Q(2n - 1).Theconstructionof 
the remaining exceptional superalgebrasD (2, l;a), G (3), and 
F(4) as well as the Cart an superalgebras Wn , Sn' 5", Hn 
will be given elsewhere.' 

We conclude with a discussion of our results, open 
problems and possible physical applications. The Appendix 
contains the detailed proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. 

Throughout the paper we use the notation of Cart an 
and Kac to denote Lie algebras or superalgebras, and we do 
not distinguish between compact and noncompact groups. 

II. GENERAL FORMALISM 

We consider a Lie algebra or Lie superalgebra. We will 
always combine infinitesimal parameters with generators. A 
Lie algebra has only commuting (Bose) parameters, while a 
Lie superalgebra has both commuting (Bose) and anticom
muting (Fermi) parameters. In such a formulation we only 
need to consider commutators. Anticommutators of gener
ators arise when we take the commutator of two fermionic 
generators Ga and G[3' together with their anticommuting 
parameters 81u and 82[3' in the form LI = 8 1aGa and 
L2 = 82r,G[3' 

[L 1,L21 = 8 Ia82(3Ga G{3 - 82rfJlaG{3Ga 

= 8 1,,82(3(Ga G(3 + G(3Gu ) = 8 Iu82(3! Ga ,G[3j. 
(2.1) 

We will denote bosonic parameters by W a ' bosonic gener
ators by Ga and the combination by L = waGajust as for the 
fermionic counterparts. Then both Lie algebras and Lie su
peralgebras are defined only through commutators. 

[L"Ljl = C~Lk' 
(2.2) 

[[Li,Lj],Ld + [[Lj,Lk],L,] + [[Lk,L,],Lj ] =0, 

where C t depends on the parameters and is always antisym
metric. Note that these equations reduce to the usual defini
tion] of a Lie algebra or Lie superalgebra in terms of gener
ators if the parameters are factored out in a specified order. 

Grading: Everys simple Lie algebra or Lie superalgebra 
can be given a graded structure. This can be done by choos
ing an appropriate U(I) subgroup with respect to which the 
generators can be assigned definite quantum numbers. The 
U(1) quantum number is additive modulo the dimension of 
the grading. Thus, denoting the set of elements with quan
tum number k by uk k we can group the generators of the 
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algebra 2" = ! L j in the form 
ukAffi···ffi~_lffi~offi~lffi"·ffi~.\'. (2.3) 

Because of the additive quantum number the commutators 
should close as 

[ (i' m , (-}; n ] C Uk ""1 + f/ , (2.4) 

where - N<,m + n<,N and N is the largest U(1) quantum 
number allowed in the algebra. For example, consider SI(2) 
and its subalgebra U(1). Take the 2 X 2 representation of 
SI(2) in the form 

(2.5) 

Go = (! _!). G. = (~ ~). G_ = (~ ~). (2.6) 

Then, as is welI known G + have quantum numbers ± I 
with respect to Go : -

[Go,G+]=±G±. (2.7) 

Thus, we identify uk _ I = cG_, uk 0 = aGo, uk I = bG •. 
As a second example, consider the Lie algebra SU(3) 

which can be expanded in terms of Gell-Mann's ,1-matrices. 
Here, there are two choices for the U(l) subalgebra. If one 
takes twice the isospin generator A, = C . 1 0)' Then one 
gets a five-dimensional grading with respect to the third 
component of isospin. Thus we can identify 

'k -, ~ \(1, - U,)ff= G ~ D 
u/( _ I 

= ~(,16 + i,17)Ko + 1(,14 - i,1s)K- = ( ~ 
K' 

uk 0 = ,1]1To + ,187] 

o 1 
1T + (3)112 7] 

o 

o 

o o 

o 
o 
o 

o 

o 

(2.8) 

If one takes for the U(l) subalgebra the hypercharge 
(1/3 1/2),18' one gets a 3 dimensional grading. Thus we can 
identify 

uk --1 =( ~ 
K- j{0 

o 
o 
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o 
o 
o 

o 

1T+ 

_ 1TO + 

0 

0 

_17 _ 0 
(3)'12 

~ 
(3)"2 

(2.9) 

and there is no uk + 2 space. In the above, the matrices multi
plying the parameters 1T,17,K represent generators with defi
nite hypercharge quantum numbers. 

Similar decompositions are clearly possible for super al
gebras. For example, consider the superalgebra OSp( 1 ,2). In 
the three-dimensional representation it can be written 

M=(: 
-5 

b 

(2.10) -a 

e 
where e, 5 are anticommuting parameters (Fermi) and a, b, c 
are commuting parameters (Bose). Then the matrices M 
close under commutation (no anticommutators). This alge
bra can be given a graded structure by choosing as the U(I) 
subalgebra 

Go ~ ( - I J . (2.11) 

Then we can identify 

~ -,~G 
0 

B· q;,~G b 

B· 0 0 

0 0 

,~( ~ 
0 

D· "U,~G 
0 

D· OJ- 0 0 

-5 0 e 
(2.12) 

o 
-a 

o 
Ifthe parameters are factored out in a definite order, then the 
generators in W _ 1 and OJ- 1 close into the others under 
anticommutation. 

The last example illustrates the usefulness of keeping 
the anticommuting parameters always combined with the 
generators so that we can give a unified treatment only in 
terms of commutators. 

It is clear that because of the grading, the complete alge
bra is generated by commuting the elements 
uk I(a) = a'G i+ 1 and W _ I(b) = biGi _ I' Thus, 

wo(a,b)::> [w I (a),~_ I (b)] , 

uk 2 (a,b )::> [OJ- I (a), ~ I (b)] , (2.13) 

uk 3 (a,b,c)::> [~ I (a), [uk I (b ), ~ I (c)]], etc. 
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In the above set of parameters a i (similarly b i,Ci
) can be 

purely bosonic or purely fermionic or some bosonic and 
some fermionic. For all cases [ ~ ± k l close under commuta
tors only. 

Conjugation: In such a graded algebra one can intro
duce a conjugation which maps the ~ + 1 to the W _ 1 space. 
The conjugation is defined on the generators which act on 
some representation space: 

G'+I=G'_I' (Ji I=G'+I' (2.14) 

We will distinguish between two possible conjugations. We 
shall call a conjugation of first kind if it changes the order of 
operators in a product. 

(2.15) 

Hermitian conjugation of matrices is such an example. We 
shall call a conjugation of second kind if it preserves the 
order of operators (e.g., complex conjugation): 

(GPrGk)- = G/irGk (second kind). (2.16) 

The parameters a i,byc k' etc. multiplying the generators, 
whether they are bosonic or fermionic, are left unchanged by 
either one of these conjugations. This implies that under a 
conjuation of the second kind we have, e.g., 

(~I(a)uk _ I(b »)- = OJ- _ I(a) uk I(b), (second kind). 

(2.17) 

But, under a conjugation of first kind when the parameters 
are reordered to be assembled back with the generators a 
phase ( ± 1) will arise from permuting Fermi parameters. 
For example 

(°J-I(a)~ _I(b »)- = a,b/G i+ IGi _1)- = appi + IG i
_ 1 

± bppi+ IG'_I 

= ± ~ I(b)w _ I(a), (first kind), 
(2.18) 

where the ( - 1) is present only when both ai and bj are anti
commuting parameters. We see that, given the grading, the 
complete (super) algebra is generated only from ~ 1 (a) and 
the conjugation operation. 

Five-dimensional grading and construction of Lie (su
per) algebras: In this article we will consider five-dimension
al gradings of Lie algebras and Lie superalgebras. As a spe
cial case, we will obtain the three-dimensional gradings. 
Kantor gave a formulation of ordinary Lie algebras with 
such gradings. The main tool in his formulation is the use of 
ternary algebras. These are algebras that close under a triple 
product. Here we shall present a systematic approach more 
familiar to physicists, by which we obtain his results and 
simultaneously give new constructions of Lie superalgebras. 
In our construction of Lie superalgebras we introduce super 
ternary algebras in terms of super triple products which to 
our knowledge is new in the literature. 

We argued above that it is always possible to construct 
the full graded (super) algebra from the ok + 1 space. The 
construction proceeds by commuting the uk ± 1 spaces and 
imposing Jacobi identities at each step. This is an abstract 
construction in which no explicit representations of W ± 1 

are used. The net result is a derivation of the structure con-
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stants of the Lie (super)algebra in terms of triple products. 
The concept of triple products arises naturally in this pro
cess. The Jacobi identities for !f will be automatically satis
fied if the ternary algebra satisfies just two conditions. We 
will present this result in the form of two theorems. The first 
theorem establishes the restrictions on the ternary algebras 
so that the resulting algebra !f is a Lie (super)algebra satis
fying Jacobi identities. This is a generalization of Kantor's 
results to include Lie superalgebras. Our second theorem 
specifies an infinite class of ternary algebras that satisfy the 
conditions of the first theorem. 

From now on we will denote the elements of !f as 
follows: 

uk _ 2(a,b) = K ab, uk _ I(a) = ~ a' 

uk O<a,b ) = Sab ' (2.19) 
cz, I(a) = uk m cz, z{a,b ) = K ab. 

So that we can write !f = K Ell ~ Ell S Ell cz, Ell K. Where 
Sab' Kab,Kab are obtained by commuting ~ a' ~ b: 

Sab = [~ a' ~ b]' Kab = [~ a' ~ b ], Kab = [~ a' ~ b]' 
(2.20) 

Henceforth, we shall define the sets cz, 0, ± 2 only by elements 
obtained by commuting cz, ± I . Our explicit constructions 
will show that all simple Lie (super) algebras can be given 
this structure. Next, we commute these with the ~ and ~ 
spaces and use the g];ading structure to write 

[Sab'~c] = ~Sa.(C}' (2,21a) 

[Sab'~cl = ~s (c)' (2.21b) 
[Kab' ~ cl = ~:' (c) , (2,21c) 
[Kab' uk c] = ~ k::<C) . (2.21d) 

We recall that a stands for a set of parameters, Clearly 
for the algebra to close Sab (c) must belong to the same set of 
parameters. Similarly Sab(c), kab(c), and ISb(C) must belong 
to the set. Let us denote 

sab(C) = (abc), (2.22) 

The triple product (abc) is a mapping from the tensor prod
uct of three copies of the space of parameters into the space 
itself We will denote the parameter space by V, Thus (abc) 
corresponds to 

V® V® V-v. (2.23) 

Thus, the triple product (abc) defines a ternary algebra over 
V. 

Let us express Sab(C), kab(c), and ISb(C) also in terms of 
triple products. we make use of Jacobi identities which must 
be imposed on !f : 

cz,k (c) = [Kab'~c] = [[~a'~b]'~C] 
,,' = [cz, a , [ cz, b' ~ c ]] - [~b' [ cz, a , ~ e ]] 

= [uk a ,Sbc ] - [~b ,sac] 

= cz, <",.(b) - cz, s.Ja) . (2.24) 

Since uk x is linear in x (x is an infinitesimal parameter) we 
obtain 

kab(c) = (acb) - (bca). (2.25) 

Note the antisymmetry of kab (c) in a ........ b, as expected from 
Eq. (2,21). 
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We next use the conjugation operation to obtain sab(C) 
and ISb(C). First, we treat the pure bosonic case. From conju
gating Eq. (2.21) we obtain for the conjugation of the first 
kind (which reverses the orders of operators) 

~ S",le) = ([ [ uk a' ~ b ], uk e])-

= ai bj cd Gk , [Gj,G;ll (first kind) 

= [~c,[Ukb'~all = - [Sba'~cl = - %",,(el' 

(2.26) 

where the last line follows from the definition Eq. (2.21b). 
Similarly, for the conjugation of second kind (which main
tains the order of operators) one gets 

'0- s",(c) = ([ [ uk a' '0- b ] , uk c] )-

= a,b/k [[G;,Gj],Gk ] (second kind) 

= [[ ~ a' cz, b ], ,~ c] = - [S ba' '0- e] 
- ~ - - ',.,(e)· (2,27) 

Comparing the left and right hand side ofthese equations we 
learn that in the pure Bose case both kinds of conjugations 
yield 

sab(C) = - SbaCC) = - (bac) (Bose) (2.28) 

Similarly, by conjugating Eq. (2.21c) and using Eq. (2.2Id) 
we arrive at 

k:b(C) = kab(c) = (acb) - (bca) (Bose). (2,29) 

We now return to the pure Fermi or mixed Bose-Fermi 
cases. There is a difference between the first and second con
jugation. If the conjugation is of second kind, the result is 
identical to Eqs, (2.28)-(2,29). If the conjugation is of first 
kind, we first specialize to the pure Fermi case. Proceeding 
as above by factoring out ai,bj,ck , we find that the anticom
mutator I Gi ,Gj 1 appears instead of the commutator and, 
furthermore, from reordering a,b/k = - ckbPi an extra mi
nus sign arises giving (for pure Fermi and first kind 
conjugation) 

Sah(C) = + Sba(c) = (bac), 

(2.30) 
k:b(C) = - kab(c) = - (aeb) + (bea) (Fermi). 

The mixed case of some parameters bosonic, others fer
mionic will give mixed phases ( ± I) with the result that 
when the number of Fermi parameters exceeds the number 
of Bose parameters (among a,b,e) there is a ( - I) otherwise 
a ( + I) 

Summarizing these results, we can write for all cases 

Sab(C) = - e'<PSba(c), k:b(C) = + e'<Pkab(c) , (2.31) 

where <p (a,b,c) = 0 or 1T: 

_ (0 Bose> Fermi) 
<p (a,b,c) - B F . 

1T ose < erml 
first conjugation, 

(2.32) 
<p (a,b,c) = 0 Bose or Fermi, second conjugation. 

Next, we calculate the commutators [Sab,Sed]' 
[Sab,Ked ], [Sab,Ked ], [Kab,Kcd] which completes the list of 
non vanishing comm uta tors in !f. All of these are deri ved by 
imposing Jacobi identities as follows: 

[Sab,Scd] = [[ ~ a'~ b ] ,Sed ] 
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= [~a' [~b,Sed)] - [~b' [~a,Sed]] 

- [~a'~"d(b)l + [~b'~s'd(a)l 
- Sa.s",(b) - S,,,,(a).b' 

[Sab,Ked 1 = [[ uk a' ~ b 1 ,Ked 1 
= [uk a' [ ~ b,Ked ]] - [~b' [ ~ a,Ked )] 

(2.33) 

= - [uz"a,c;kk",(b)l = -Ka.k",(b)· (2.34) 

Another expression for this commutator can be obtained 

[Sab.Ked 1 = [Sab'[ ~ c'~ d 11 

= [[Sab,Ukcl,uz"dl- [[Sab'~dl'~el 

= [Uk '",(e)' uz" d 1 - [uz" s",(d)' ~ e 1 

=K +K 5",.Ce).d e.'",(d) . 
(2.35) 

Similarly we arrive at 

[Sab.i(.d 1 = - Kk,dCa).b = K,,,.(C).d + i(."".(d) (2.36) 

and 

[Kab,Ked 1 = Sk",(e).d - Sk",(d).e = - Sk.d(a).b + Sk,d(b).a' 
(2.37) 

There remains to impose all other Jacobi identities. 
This is considered in detail in the Appendix. Here we give the 
result in a theorem. 

Theorem 1: The algebra !£ constructed as above, is a 
Lie algebra or superalgebra, obeying all Jacobi identities if 
the triple product satisfies the following two (super) general
izations of Jacobson's9 and Kantor's 4 conditions which we 
call (JSI) and (KSl), respectively: 

(JSI): (ab (cdx») - (cd (abx») + (ased (b )x) + «cda)bx) 

= 0, (2.38) 

(KSI): ! (ax(cbd») - «cbd )xa) + (ab (cxd») 

-(c(sab(x»)d)]- [c+-+d] =0, (2.39) 

where Sis given in Eq. (2.31) and switches signs depending 
on the Bose or Fermi nature of the parameters. These follow 
from commuting Eqs. (2.33)-(2.34) with ~ x and using Ja
cobi identities as shown in the Appendix. 

Corollary: The three-dimensional grading 
!£ = uk _ I ffi ~ 0 ffi ~ I is a special case of the five-dimen
sional grading when the space ~ ± 2 vanishes. In this case 
kclx) = ° and the second condition (KSl) ofEq. (2.39) is 
automatically satisfied. But now kcAx) = ° implies the su
pergeneralization of Jacobson's condition 9 (JS2) 

(JS2): (cxd) = (dxc), (2.40) 

that is, the triple product must be symmetric under the inter
change of the first and last set of parameters. Note that in the 
pure bosonic case (JSI) together with (JS2) become the defin
ing relations for the usual Jordan triple system. 9 Our result is 
a generalization that includes anticommuting variables. We 
shall call such systems Jordan superternary algebras. Clear
ly these automatically lead to a three-dimensional grading 
for the Lie algebra or superalgebra. Examples of these will be 
given in Sec. VI. 
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To summarize, we list all the nonzero commutation 
rules and comment on the general structure. 

[~a'~bl =Sab' [~a'~bl = K ab, [~)~bl =Kab , 

[Sab' ~ e 1 = ~ s •• (e)' [Sab' ~ e 1 = ~ ' .• (e)' 

[ K ab' ~ e 1 = ~ k".(e)' [ Kab, ~ e 1 = ~ 1<".(e)' 

[Sub ,Sed ] = S,,,.(C).d + Sc.s".(d) = - S",~a).b - Su.s, . .Ib) 

[Sab,Ked 1 = - Ka.k"t(b) = Ks",(e).d + Ke.s".(d)' 

[Sab,Ked 1 = - Kk,.,(a).b = K,,,.(e).d + Ke.s".(d)' 

(2.41) 

[Kab,Ked 1 = Sk".(e).d - Sk",(d).e = - Sk,d(a).b + Sk,d(b).a' 

where s, S, k, and k are given in terms of the triple product in 
Eqs. (2.22), (2.25), (2.31), and (2.32). We see that the follow
ing sets of generators close among themselves to form 
subalgebras: 

Y=!S), ~=!KffiSffiK), 

!£=!Kffi~ffiSffi~ffiK), L1=!Sffi~ffiK] 

or ISffi ~ ffiK), (2.42) 

T= !SffiK) or ISffiK), ,IV = ! uz" ffiK) 

or I ~ ffiK), 

We further point out the generators that correspond to the 
coset spaces 

!£/~=I~ffi~J, !£/Y=IKffi~ffi~ffiK), 
(2.43) 

etc. Of these cosets spaces !£ / ~ is a symmetric space. 10 

Note from the structure of the commutation rules that 
~ ffi ~ fall into a representation of j( while each of ~ , ~, 
K, j{ fall into a representation of S. 

A class of triple products: Explicit construction of Lie 
algebras or superalgebras require explicit forms for the triple 
product (abc). Here we consider a very general class of triple 
products which are generalizations of Kantor's products to 
include the super case. 

We define the triple product 
(abc) = a.(lJ.c) + c.(lJ.a) - b.(ii.c)e il/> (abc). (2.44) 

It is remarkable that all Lie algebras and most superalgebras 
(probably all) can be constructed by means of this triple 
product. Here a, b, c belong to a vector space V with a multi
plication ( . ) and a conjugation ( - ) which closes under 
this triple product V X V X V_v. This conjugation which 
acts on V is distinguished from the one discussed above that 
acted on operators. The closure property includes the re
quirements that the properties of (abc) under the conjuga
tion be identical to those of its individual arguments, a, b, or 
c. In the last term, the phase 4> (abc) takes the values 4> = ° or 
1T for the same cases described in Eq. (2.32). 

A special case of the above algebra is obtained by taking 
the product I . I associative. We shall call a ternary algebra 
an "associative" ternary algebra if it can be defined by an 
associative multiplication of its arguments. 

Thus, a class of associative ternary algebras is defined 
by taking the product ( . ) in Eq. (2.44) associative. When the 
product is associative, we adopt the convention of omitting 
the parentheses. Thus, Eq. (2.44) reduces to 
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(abc) = alic + clia - e't/>biic. (2.45) 

We define another class of associative ternary algebras by 

(abc) = alic + clia. (2.46) 

It can be checked that when the multiplication in Eq. (2.44) 
is taken as the Jordan multiplication a·b = !(ab + ba) and 
the conjugation is trivial ii = a, then the two triple products 
Eqs. (2.44) and (2.46) coincide. However, if the conjugation 
is nontrivial, this is a different triple product. Note that the 
triple product (2.46) is a super Jordan triple system by Eqs. 
(2.38) and (2.40) and therefore it leads to a three-dimension
al grading for .Y. 

We can now state a theorem whose proof is given in the 
Appendix. 

Theorem 2: The associative ternary algebras defined by 
Eqs. (2.45)-(2.46) satisfy automatically the conditions (JSI) 
and (KS1) of Theorem l. 

Theorem (2) is of great generality, because the only con
dition that is now required for the construction of a Lie alge
bra or superalgebra is merely the closure property 
V ® V ® V-V under the above associative triple products. 
This property is easily satisfied by many algebraic systems 
and gives a lot of freedom for possible physical applications. 
Examples of such systems are real numbers, complex num
bers, imaginary numbers, quaternions, fermions, square or 
rectangular matrices, Dirac r matrices, discrete groups, 
spinors, tensors, tensor products of any of the above, etc., 
etc. It is remarkable that any of these associative algebraic 
systems can serve as building blocks of Lie algebras or Lie 
superalgebras, by the construction of Eqs. (2.41), (2.45), 
(2.46) given in this paper. 

III. LIE ALGEBRAS FROM TERNARY ALGEBRAS 

Using the results of Sec. II, we now construct Lie alge
bras and Lie superalgebras. For completeness and clarity we 
shall begin with the purely bosonic case, recovering the re
sults of Kantor. We then present our results for the superal
gebras in Secs. IV, V, and VI. 

To illustrate the method, we begin from the simplest 
ternary algebras consisting of the following vector spaces V: 

1. Real number JR, complex numbers C, quaternions 1HI 
(Pauli matrices) and octonions 0 (collectively referred to as 
composition algebras) and their direct products: C ® C, 
C ® 1HI, C ® 0, 1HI ® 1HI, 1HI ® 0, 0 ® O. The vector spaces will 
lead to the Lie algebras appearing in the famous magic 
square. 16 This approach gives a simple construction of excep
tional Lie algebras and their subalgebras. 

1 a. When V = JR, a, b, c are just real numbers and the 
triple product Eq. (2.45) reduces to the ordinary multiplica
tion of these three real numbers. 

Sab (c) = (abc) = abc, kab(c) = (acb) - (bca) = O. 

The number of generators are the same as the number of 
independent real numbers associated with a transformation. 
Thus, we have 

u~ a = 11 generator], ~ b = ! 1 generator], 

Sab = 11 generator]. (3.1) 

According to Eqs. (2.41) these generators close to form the 
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Lie algebra B \ . For clarity, we give a representation of these 
operators. This can be done in any representation of this 
algebra we can write 

uk = (0 a) 
a 0 0' ~ b = (~ ~).Sab = (~b ~ ab)' 

(3.2) 

By explicitly commuting these matrices, one can verify our 
assertions. 

1 b. When V = C, a, b, c are simply complex numbers 
and ii = a* is a complex conjugation. The triple product 
(2.45) gives 

Sab (c) = (abc) = 2ab *C - ba*c, 
(3.3) 

kab (c) = (acb) - (bca) = c(b *a - a*b ). 

The number of generators are equal to the number of real 
parameters occurrring in uk a' ~ b' Kab, K ab, and Sab' 
Thus, we find 

uk a = ! 2 generators l, ~ b = 12 generators l, 
Kab = 11 generator l, Kd = ! 1 generator], (3.4) 

Sab = 12 generators l· 
Thus, recalling the subgroup structures discussed in 

Eq. (2.42) S = E EB E is the Lie algebra of the group 
U(l)XU(I), M = K EBSEBK is the algebra A \ EBE, the space 
~ EB ~ form two doublets under commutation with A \ EB E. 
The full algebra has eight generators corresponding to A 2 · 

the structure constants can be constructed directly from the 
functions Sab (c) and kab (c). In the fundamental 3 X 3 repre
sentation of A2 we may write the matrix representation 

o 
o 

a* 

ab * - ba* 

o 
o 

(

+ab* 

Sab = 0 
o 

o 
- ba* 

o 
o 
o 

o ) o . 
a*b - b *a 

o 
o 
o 

(3.5) 

Ie. When V = 1HI; a, b, care quaternions, which can be 
represented in terms of Pauli matrices 

a = ao - iiJ.ii, ii = ao + iiJ.ii, (3.6) 

where ii corresponds to quaternion conjugation which is 
equivalent to Hermitian conjugation in this representation. 

In this case we have 
Sab (c) = (abc) = (ali - bQ)c + cb a, 

kab (c) = c(b a - iib). (3.7) 

Clearly sab (c) and kab(C) are quaternions showing the closure 
property. Sab (c) corresponds to a transformation on c gener
ated by a left multiplication with an imaginary quaternion 
(traceless 2 X 2 anti-Hermitian matrix) and a right multipli
cation with a full quaternion. Thus, they generate the 
transformation 
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SU(2) ® SU(2) ® U(l) on c. 

Counting the dimensions of real parameters, we have 

~ a = (4 generators J ' ~ b = [4 generators J , 

Kab = (3 generators], Ked = [3 generators], (3.8) 

Sab = !7 generators]. 

The Lie algebras they generate are 

S = A I EB A I EB E, JI = K EB S EB K = Cz EB C I , 

x=KEB~EBSEB~EBK=C3' (3.9) 

ld. V = 0, which means a, b, care octonions. For the 
definition and properties of octonions we refer the reader to 
Refs. 11 and 12. Even though the octonions form a nonasso
ciative algebra, the ternary algebra they generate under the 
triple product of Eq. (2.44), 

Sab (c) = (abc) = a(b c) + c(b a) - b (ac), (3.10) 

satisfies the conditions (JSI) and (KSI) of Theorem 1. iJ 

We have further, 
kab(C)=c(ba-ab). (3.11) 

In this case the Sab (c) considered as a transformation on c 
corresponds to automorphic rotations of octonions (gener
ators of the exceptional group G (2)] and multiplication by 
octonions, 14 thus generating the Lie algebra ofSO(7) X U(l). 

Counting the number of independent parameters is 
much more complicated in this case due to the nonassociati
vity of octonions. We find 

va a = (8 generators], ~ b = (8 generators], 

Kab = (7 generators], Kab = (7 generators J, 
Sab = (22 generators J . 

The Lie algebras they generate are 

S=B3 EBE, JI =KEBSEBK=B4 , 

x = K EB fj EB S EB U EB K = F4, (3.13) 

where F4 is the exceptional group of Cartan with 52 gener
ators. It is known to be the automorphism group of the ex
ceptional Jordan algebra of Jordan, von Neumann, and 
Wigner. 15 

2. Tensor products of composition algebras: Let us now 
consider the case when the vector space V corresponds to the 
tensor product of two composition algebras A = (C,lHl,O) 
considered above. That is, V = AI ® A2 = (C ® C, C ® lHl, 
C ® 0, lHl ® lHl, lHl ® 0, 0 ® 0]. The conjugation in V will be 
defined as the tensor product of conjugation in AI and A z ' 
i.e., 

(3.14) 

We shall also adopt the convention of denoting the elements 
of AI by small letters, the elements of A2 by capital letters 
and dropping the tensor product sign ®, i.e., a l ® a2-aA. 
The triple product in the tensor product space V = AI ® Az 
becomes 

SaAbB(CC) = (aAbBcC) 

1983 

= (aA )[(bB)(cC)] + (cC)[(bB)(aA)] 

- (bB )[(aA )(eC)] 
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= a(bC)A (BC) + c(ba)C(liA) - b (ac)B (AC). 
(3.15) 

This can be written in the form 

SaAbB (cC) = (a,b )c[A (liC) - B (AC) + C (BA )] 

+ [a(bC) - b (ae) + c(ba)](A,B)C 

- (a,b )c(A,B)C + !e(ba - ab )C(liA - AB) 

= (a,b )CSAB(C) + sab(c)(A,B)C - (a,b )c(A,B)C 

+ !c(ba - ab )C(BA - AB), 

where we defined the scalars 

(3.16) 

(a,b) 1(ab + bii) (A ,B )-1(Ali + BA) (3.17) 

Similarly, 
kaAbB(CC) = - cC[(aA)(bB) - (bli)(aA)] 

= - c(a,b)C 1(AB - liA) 

- c1(ab - ba)C(A,B). (3.18) 

As an illustration we present the case of tensor products of 
two quarternions a and A aAElHl ® lHl. Referring to the equa
tions above we see that SuA.bB generate the following trans
formations on cC [see Eqs. (3.7) and (3.9)]: 

(3.19) 

In addition we have the right multiplication of both quater
nions cC by the product of imaginary quaternions 
(ba - ab) ® (liA - AB)(3 X 3 = 9 parameters). These latter 
transformations combine with the right handed A I 's of 
SAB(C) and Sab(C) to form D3leaving us with left-handed 
A I + A I + E. Therefore, the total transformation corre
sponds to the Lie algebra 

S = Al + Al + E + D3 = (22 generators]. (3}0) 

Examining kaA,bB(CC) we see that it corresponds to right 
multiplication with imaginary quaternions (3 + 3 = 6 pa
rameters). Thus, we find 

K = (6 generators I , K = (6 generators]. (3.21) 

Noting the combination K + K + D3 + E = D4 , we arrive 
at 

JI = K + S + K = D4 + Al + Al = (34 generators]. 
(3.22) 

Finally combining these with va = [ 16 generators] 
and ~ = ( 16 generators] we arrive at the full Lie algebra 

x = ~ + if + s + ~ + K = Do 
= [66 generators]. (3.23) 

We now list the results for the remaining tensor product 
cases 
2a. V=C®C, 

S=E+E+E+E, 

j( =A 1 +Al +E+E, X =A 2 +A 2 , 

2b. V= C®lHl, 

S = D2 + Al + E + E, j! = A 3 + Al + E, 

(3.24) 

x = As, (3.25) 

2c. V= C®O, 

S=D4 +E+E, JI =Ds +E, x =Eo , (3.26) 
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TABLE 1. Magic square. In each entry the first line refers to S, the second to J/ = K + S + K and the third to !f = K + 0i + S + uu + K. 

IR C 

E E+E 
E A,+E 
B, A2 

E+E E+E+E+E 
A, +E A, +A, +E+E 
A, A2 +A2 

A,+A,+E D2+A, +E+E 
C,+C, A , +A,+E 
C, As 

B, +E D, +E+E 
B, D,+E 

F. E6 

2d. V = lHI ® lHI, as given above explicitly, 

S=D3 +AI +AI +E, 

j( =D4 +AI +AI' X =D6, 

2e. V = lHI ® 0, 

(3.27) 

S=Ds +AI +E, J( =D6 +Al' X =E7 , (3.28) 

2f. V= O®O, 

S = D7 + E, J( = Ds , X = Es' (3.29) 

Recapitulating, the results of l(a)-I(d) and (2a)-(2f) are 
summarized by the so called magic square l6 given in Table I. 
In each entry the first line refers to S, the second to 
j( = K + S + K and the third to X = K + ~ + S 
+ (i-' + K. 

Note that the magical property of this table, namely its 
symmetry under "transposition," is not magical in this con
struction, as it follows automatically from the symmety of 
the tensor product. 

This table is useful in analyzing the subgroup structure 
of the groups it contains, in particular the exceptional 
groups: Any set of algebras (S,J( ,x) appearing above or to 
the left of any entry is a set of subalgebras of the algebras 
appearing in that entry. Of course within each block the usu
al subalgebra structure SCJ( C X appears. 

3. Higher tensor products 0/ composition algebras: As a 
generalization of the previous structures, one can consider 
higher tensor products of composition algebras A = (R
,C,lHI,O) in the form 

Al ® A2 ® ... ® A". (3.30) 

When the Aj are associative (i.e., not octonion) Theorems 1 
and 2 are satisfied, leading automatically to a Lie algebra. 

As an example, we develop the case of n copies of the 
quaternion algebra 

a~lHIl ® lHIz ® ..• H". 

Here we find 

Uk' a = 122n generators J, ~ a = ! 22n generators), 

Kab = 12n-I[2"-(-I)"]generatorsl, 
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(3.31) 

IH! 0 

A,+A,+E B, +E 
C2+ C, B. 
C, F. 

D2 +A, +E+E D. +E+E 
A , +A,+E Ds +E 

As E6 

D3 +A, +A, +E Ds +A, +E 
D.+A,+A, D6+ A , 

Db E7 

D, +A, +E D7+E 

Db+A, D8 

E7 E8 

Kab = ! 2" - 1[2" - ( - 1)"] generators J, (3.32) 

Sab = ([(22" + 22n - I) - ( _ 1)"2" - I] generators l. 

Thus, we arrive at the algebras 

n=even,S=D(2" ') +A(2"_1) +E, 

J( =D(2" ') + D(2") , X =D(3X2" 'I' (3.33) 

n =odd,S=C(2" ') +A(2"_I) +E, 

J( = C(2" ') + C(2") , X = C(3X2" 'I' (3.34) 

4. Rectangular matrices over R,C,lHI: We consider the 
ternary algebra of n X m rectangular matrices 

(3.35) 

where the entries au are taken over R,C,lHI. Conjugation is 
defined by taking the transpose and conjugation in the com
position algebra, 

- (-.11 
a= : 

1m 

Clearly the triple product 
sab(C) = (abc) = abc + cba - bac 

closes for such a space. Similarly, 

kah(c) = c(ba - iib). 

(3.36) 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

Sab consists of a transformation on c in the form (ab - bii) 
acting from the left and ba acting from the right. Clearly, 
(ab - bii) is an n Xn anti-Hermitian matrix over the given 
composition algebra, while ba is an arbitrary m X m matrix 
over the same algebra R, C, or lHI. Of course, the left and right 
multiplications commute with each other. From kab(c) we 
learn that there are as many Kab generators as there are real 
parameters in the m X m anti-Hermitian matrix (ba - iib ). If 
we denote the dimensions of the composition algebras R, C, 
lHI by d = 1,2,4, respectively, we find the following counting 
of the generators: 
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u2' a = ! dmn generators), ~ a = ! dmn generators), 

Kab = ! !dm(m - 1) + m(d - 1) generators), 

Rab = ! !dm(m - 1) + m(d - 1) generators), (3.39) 

Sah = ! !dn(n - 1) + ned - 1) + dm' generators). 

These combine to give the following Lie algebras: 

JR: n = even = 2k, 

S=Dk +Aml +E, J(=Dk +Dm' 

Y =Dk +m' (3.40) 

n = odd = 2k + 1, 

S= Bk +Am. 1 + E, j,( =Bk +Dm' 
:.!/=Bk + m, (3.41) 

C: S=A n .. 1 +A m_ 1 +A m_ 1 +E+E, 

jl =An_ 1 +A Zm .1 +E, Y =An+ 2m - 1 , (3.42) 

lHI: S = Cn + AZm _ 1 + E, 

.. 11 = Cn + C2m , :t" = Cn + 2m' (3.43) 

Therefore, we see that the construction on these rectangular 
matrices over associative composition algebras cover all 
"classical" Lie algebras. Including 1 X 1 matrices over oc
tonions and tensor products of octonions with other compo
sition algebras (as we have done for the magic square) we get 
all Lie algebras in a unified approach!! (except G2 ) 4. 

IV. LIE SUPERALGEBRAS FROM SUPERTERNARY 
ALGEBRAS-PURE FERMION CASE 

In this section we consider constructions of Lie superal
gebras based on ternary algebras whose elements are purely 
fermionic. Therefore, we shall use the triple product with a 
sign change from the bosonic case as indicated in Eq. (2.44) 

(abc) = a.(b-e) + db-a) + b·(a·e). (4.1) 

The same sign changes occur in Eqs. (2.38)-(2.39) lSI and 
KSI, as given by (2.32). 

We will specialize to the associative cases: 1) 
V = lR,C,lHI, 2) V = C ® C, C ® lHI, lHI ® lHI, 3) 
V = lHI ® lHI ® •.• ® lHI 4), V = rectangular matrices over JR, C, 
lHI. These are parallel to the Bose case considered above ex
cept for oct onions 0, but generate Lie superalgebras instead 
of Lie algebras, as we show here. 

la: When V = JR, a,b, e are real anticommuting varia
bles, with the trivial conjugation a = a. Taking into account 
the anticommuation property ab = - ba, the triple product 
Eg. (4.1) becomes 

sab (c) = - abc, kab (c) = e(ab - ba) = 2eab. (4.2) 

Therefore, we obtain the number of generators by counting 
the number of real Fermi or Bose parameters in each class of 
generators 

u2' a = ! 1 Fermi generator I, ~ a = ! 1 Fermi generator), 

Kab = ! 1 Bose generator I, Rab = ! 1 Bose generator), 

Sab = ! 1 Bose generator ). 

Then according to the commutation rules Eq. (2.41) we find 
the algebras 

S = E, .11 = C1 , :t" = B (0,1). (4.4) 
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In denoting the superalgebras we are following the notation 
ofKac, 3 and we are not distinguishing between compact and 
noncom pact cases. 

I b: When V = C, the parameters a, b, e are complex 
anticommuting numbers with complex conjugation a = a*. 
The triple product (abc) reduces to 

Sab(e) = - a*be, kab(e) = e(a*b - b *a). (4.5) 

Note that for anticommuting numbers a*b - b *a is real and 
not imaginary. 

Counting the parameters as usual we arrive at 

c;2' a = [2 Fermi generators J, 

~ Q = [2 Fermi generators), 

Kab = i 1 Bose generators), 

Rub = ! 1 Bose generator 1 , (4.6) 

Sab = ! 2 Bose generators). 

These combine to give the algebras 

S=E+E, .1I=Al +E, f=A(I,O). (4.7) 

Ic: When V = lHI, a, b, care quaternions with anticom
muting parameters, which may be written in terms of Pauli 
matrices a = ao - io-·a. The conjugation is just quaternionic 
conjugation, however now we must watch the orders of the 
Fermions when conjugating products. That is, 

ab = - ba, 

abc = - cba, 

abed = + dc7Ja, 

etc., 

(4.8) 

where the ( - ) signs arise from reordering the anticommut
ing parameters ai' bi' etc. The triple product takes the form 

sab(e) = abc + eba + bae, kab(e) = e(ab - ba). (4.9) 

Here we see that Sab generates on the quaternion e the left
handed transformation (ab + bii)e and the right-hand trans
formation e(lia). These transformations commute with each 
other. Using the anticommutation property of a, b, etc., we 
can write 

ab + ba = ab - (ab)] (4.10) 

showing that it is an imaginary quaternion with three Bose 
parameters. Thus, this is just an SU(2) transformation on e 
from the left. The right-hand transformation e(ba) contains 
four Bose parameters corresponding to SU(2)XU(1). By 
similar arguments kab (c) is a one-parameter transformation 
as seen from 

ab - ba = ab + (ab) = 2a(a,b ), (4.11 ) 

where (a,b) = a/hi is the scalar product of two quaternions. 
Summarizing, we have the following numbers for the 
generators: 

'1/ Q = ! 4 Fermi generators), 

% a = [4 Fermi generators), 

Kab = [I Bose generator), 

Rab = [1 Bose generator), 

Sab = ! 7 Bose generators). 
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These form the algebras 

S=A 1 +AI +E, .If =A 1 +AI +A 1, Y = D(2,1). 
(4.13) 

2. Tensor products C ® C, C ® lHl, lHl ® lHl: The tensor pro
ducts defined here must be overall anticommuting numbers. 
This can be achieved by taking one factor bosonic and the 
other fermionic. Since the factors commute with each other, 
it is irrelevant which is the fermionic one. We shall use the 
convention aA where the first factor a is fermionic the sec
ond factor A is bosonic. We shall treat the lHl ® lHl case. The 
others are analogous, and we will give the results at the end. 
The triple product takes the form 

S,,4.bB(CC) = [abc][ABC] + [cba][CBA] + [bac][BAC], 

k"A.bB(CC) = [cab ] [C4B ] - [cba)[CBA ). (4.14) 

This can be rewritten as 

SuA.bB(CC) = [abc + cba + bac][(A,B )C] + [(a,b )c] 

X [ABC - CBA - BAC] + [(a,b )c][(A,B )C] 

+ [c(ba + ab)/2][C(BA - AB)12], (4.15) 

kaA.bB(CC) = 2[c(a,b)][C(A,B)] 

+ 2[c(ab + ba)12][C(AB - BA )12], (4.16) 

where as usual, we are denoting by (a,b) and (A,B) the scalar 
product between two quaternions. By taking into account 
the anticommuting property, the reader can convince him
selfthat the transformations generated by SaA.bB on (cC) are 
identical to those of the corresponding pure bosonic case. In 
fact, this is in general true for any associative V with the 
triple products that we have given for these pure Bose and 
Fermi cases, Eq. (2.45) with <f; = ° and <f; = 1T, respectively. 
Thus, the results for the algebra S can be obtained from the 
corresponding Bose case. Here it is given by 

S= \22 Bose generatorsJ =A\ +A t +E+D). 
(4.17) 

On the other hand, with anticommuting parameters the 
space K generates a transformation different from the corre
sponding pure Bose case. The number of parameters are ob
tained from Eq. (4.16) 

(a,b) ® (A,B)~ 1 parameter, 

(ab + ba)/2) ® (AB - BA )/2)~3 X 3 = 9 para-
meters, (4.18) 

giving a total of 10 parameters. Summarizing, we have 
'1t" = [16 Fermi generatorsJ, 

,1/ a = \ 16 Fermi generators J, 

Kab = [10 Bose generators J, 
Kuh = \ 10 Bose generators J , 

Sab = [22 Bose generators J. 

(4.19) 

These form the algebras [noting A I + At ;::;;D (2)]: 

S = Dz + E + D3 , j( = Dz + C4 , Y = D (2,4). 
(4.20) 

We now summarize the results for the C ® C and C ® lHl 
cases which are analogous to the lHl ® lHl case treated above. 
The resulting algebras are subalgebras of the lHl ® lHl case by 
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virtue of the fact that the ternary algebras on C ® C and 
C ® lHl are subcases of lHl ® lHl. The results are: 
C®C: 

'1t a = [4 Fermi generators J, 
~ a = [4 Fermi generators J, 
Kab = !2 Bose generators J, 
Kub = [2 Bose generators I , 
Sab = [4 Bose generators I, 

giving the algebras 

S=E+E+E+E, 
jl=A\ +AI +E+E, 

.:.1' = A (1,0) + A (1,0). 

C ® lHl: 

uti a = 18 Fermi generators J , 

c1/ a = [8 Fermi generators J, 
Kah = [4 Bose generators J, 

Kab = [4 Bose generators J ' 

Sab = [11 Bose generators J, 
They lead to the algebras 

(4.21 ) 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

S=A 1 +AI +E+E, vlf=A3 +AI +E, Y=A(3,1). 

(4.24) 

Weare now ready to write down the analog of the magic 
square for superalgebras. The results are given in Table II. 
The octonionic row and column have not been completed at 
this stage of our work, although for R ® 10 or 10 ® R we be
lieveweshould have the superalgebraF (4) withS = B, + E, 
vii = B3 + A\ and 51' = F(4). The properties of the super 
magic square are clearly analogous to the Bose case. 

3. Higher tensor products of associative composition al
gebras: These tensor products are defined by taking an odd 
number of Fermi factors with any number of Bose factors. 
However, in our construction an even number of Fermi fac
tors lead to identical results as the same even number of Bose 
factors. Therefore, it is suficient to specialize to a single Fer
mi factor with (n - 1) Bose factors. As an example, we will 
work out the case when all factors (Bose or Fermi) are qua
ternionic. Other cases can be treated similarly. Thus, we take 
the tensor product (we denote [at ® a2'" ® an] by [al,aZ· .. anJ) 

a = a\a2• .. an , (4.25) 

where a I is a quaternion with anticommuting parameters 
and ai i = 2, ... ,n are qaternions with Bose parameters. The 
triple product Eq. (4.1) takes the form 

Sah(C) = (ataz···an)(b/;;··.b,,)(CIC2·"Cn) 

+ (CIC2·"Cn)(h;h;···b,,)(ata2···an) 

+ (b\b2···bn)(ala2···an)(CIC2·"Cn)' 

kab(c) = (CIC2···Cn)[(ala2···an)(blb2· .. bn) 

- (h;h; ... b,,)(a1a2···an)]. 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

The transformation generated by Sab is the same as the cor
responding Bose case treated in Sec. III, and corresponds to 
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TABLE II. The super magic square. In each entry the first line refers to S the second to JI = K + S + K and the third Y = K + Uk + S + "} + K. 

III C 1HI 0 

E E+E AJ+AJ+E 
IR C I AI+E AI +AI +AI 

B(O,I) A (1,0) D(2,1) 

E+E E+E+E+E AI +AI +AI +E+E 
c AI+E AI +AI +E+E A,+AI+E 

A (1,0) A (1,0) + A (I,D) A (3,1) 

AI +AI +E AI +AI +AI +E+E D2 +E+D3 
1HI AI+AI+AI A3+ A I+E 

D(2,1) A (3,1) 

o 

the algebras 
n = even, S= D(2" ') +A(2"_I) + E, 

n = odd, S = C(2" ') + A(2" _ I) + E. (4.28) 

The K space differs from the corresponding Bose case. 
Counting the number of real parameters in 

(ala2···an)(blb2· .. b n) 

(4.29) 

we find 2n - 1 [r + ( - 1 r] parameters. Therefore, we have 

u~ a = ! 4n Fermi generators J, 

% a = ! 4 n Fermi generators l, 
Kab= pn-I[r+(-It] Bose generatorsJ, (4.30) 

Kab = P" - 1 [r + (- It] Bose generators!, 

Sah = ! (22n + 22
" - 1 - ( - It2" - 1) Bose generators 1. 

These lead to the following superalgebras: 
n = even S=D(2" ') +A(2"_I) +E, 

JI=D(2" ') + C(2") , 2'=D(2n- I ,2n
). 

n=odd S=C(2" ') +A(Z"_') +E 
(4.31) 

j{ = C(Z" ') + 2(2")' 2' = D(2",2n - I). (4.32) 
4. Rectangular matrices over IR,C,H with anticommut

ing parameters: We consider the ternary algebra of n X m 
rectangular matrices 

(4.33) 

where the entries aij are taken over IR, C, H with totally 
anticommuting parameters. Conjugation is defined by tak
ing the transpose and conjugation in the composition 
algebra: 

__ ( a: I aIm ] 
a- . . , 

ii1m Q
nm 

The triple product 

Sab (c) = (abc) = abc + cba + bac 

closes for such a space. Similarly, 
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(4.34) 

(4.35) 

D2 +C. 
D(2,4) 

kab (c) = c(ab - ba). (4.36) 

Sab generates a transformation on c which corresponds 
to a left multiplication by (ab + bii) and a right multiplica
tion by (ba). Since the parameters are anticommuting, these 
transformations correspond to a left multiplication by a 
n X n anti-Hermitian matrix over the given composition al
gebra and to a right multiplication by an arbitrary (m X m) 
matrix over the same algebra IR, C or H. Clearly, the left and 
right multiplications commute with each other. To find the 
number of generators in K ab, we note that (ab - ba) appear
ing in kab (c) is a Hermitian (m Xm) matrix due to the anti
commutativity of its parameters, Denoting the dimensions 
of the composition algebras IR, C, H by d = 1,2,4 respective
ly, we find the following counting of generators: 

% a = ! dmn Fermi generators J, 

% a = ! dmn Fermi generators J, 

Kab = {(d 

Kab = {(d 
Sab 

m(m - 1) 

2 
m(m - 1) 

2 

+ m) Bose generators}, 

+ m) Bose generators}, 

= {(d n(n; 1) + (d _ l)n + dm 2
) Bose generators}, 

(4.37) 
These lead to the following Lie superalgebras: 
IR: n = even = 2k, 

S=Dk +Am_ 1 +E, j{ =Dk + Cm' 

2' =D(k,m), 

n = odd = 2k + 1, S = B k + A m I + E, 

JI =Bk + Cm' y =B(k,m), 

C:S=A n_ I +A m _ , +A m_ , +E+E, 

JI =An ___ I +A Zm _ , + E, 

!.t' = A (n - 1,2m - 1), 

H: S = Cn + A 2m -- I + E, 

(4.38) 

(4.39) 

(4.40) 

JI=C,,+D2m , Y=D(2m,n). (4.41) 

This construction of Lie superalgebras can be directly gener-
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ali zed to the case of rectangular matrices taken over tensor 
products of division algebras. 

V. TERNARY ALGEBRAS WITH MIXED BOSE AND 
FERMI VARIABLES 

In this section we consider constructions of Lie superal
gebras based on ternary algebras which contain both Bose 
and Fermi components. Furthermore, we take the conjuga
tion of the generators of type II as explained in Sec. 2. Thus 
for the triple product we take: 

(abc) = a.(b.c) + c.(b.a) - b·(a·c). (5.1) 

Furthermore, we recall that with a conjugation of type II the 
conditions (JSl) and (KSl) have the same sign patterns as the 
pure bosonic case as given by Eq. (2.32). 

First we shall consider the case of rectangular matrices 
taken over R which have the form 

k k 
a = I WJ (5.2) 

where the A and B are bosonic (l) X (k ) matrices and the 7] 

and S are fermionic (l ) X (k ) matrices. The conjugation in 
this space will be defined as 

I 1 

r-~J~J 
L-~TT-AT 

(5.3) 

With the product ( . ) being the ordinary matrix multiplica
tion the triple product defined above gives 

Sa,,,,(a1 ) = (alaz -aZal)a1 +a3 (a2 a l ), 

ka,a,(aJ)=aj(a2al -a j a2 )· 

Now, the left mUltiplication by the 21 X 21 matrix 
(a j a2 - a 2 al ) has the form 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

where/3 is an 1 X I symmetric matrix/3 T = /3, and y is an I X I 
antisymmetric matrix y T = - y, and both /3 and yare fer
mionic. C is a general bosonic matrix. Such 21 X 21 matrices 
(with traceless C) close under commutation to form the Lie 
superalgebra PI _ I' The right multiplication by the 2k X 2k 
matrix (aza l ) generates the Lie superalgebra 
A (k - 1,k - 1) + E. 

Counting the number of independent parameters, we 
find (note that the supertrace of a laz - a2al is equal to two 
times the supertrace of a2 a I • hence 1 less independent pa
rameter in Sab) 

11" = (21k Bose generators, 21k Fermi generators I, 
0- h = (21k Bose, 21k Fermi generators I, 
Kah = (k' Bose ,k' Fermi generators I, 
Kah = (k 2 Bose, k' Fermi generators j, (5.7) 
Sah = !l' + 2k 2 - I) Bose,(l' + 2k ') Fermi generators j, 

These generators form the following superalgebras 

1H:S=P(l-I)+A(k-l,k-I)+E, 
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JI = P(l- I) + P(2k - I) + E, 
2'=P(l+2k-l). 

(5.8) 

The above procedure can be repeated when the ele
ments of the ternary algebra Eq. (5.2) are taken over the 
complex commuting and anticommuting numbers C. In this 
case the counting of the generators gives 

~ a = t 4lk Bose generators,4lk Fermi generators I, 
cP; a = t 41k Bose, 41k Fermi generators I, 
K ab = 12k ' Bose, 2k' Fermi generators I, 
Kab = (2k 2 Bose ,2k' Fermi generators I, (5.9) 

Sah = t (2/' + 4k' - I)Bose,(2I' + 4k ')Fermigenerators I, 
The resulting superalgebras are 

c: S=A(l-I,I-l)+A(k-l,k-l) 

+ A (k - l,k - 1) + E + E, 

j( =A (1- 1,1-1) +A (2k - 1,2k - 1) +E, (5.10) 

.Y = A (I + 2k - 1,1 + 2k - I). 

Finally we take the ternary algebra over the quater
nions 1HI. We find that the number of generators in 
:/;/,t a' cP; a' K ab , Kab are quadrupled compared to the real 
case R The resulting superalgebras are 

1HI: S = P(21- 1) + A (2k - 1,2k - I) + E, 

j(=P(2/-1)+P(4k-I)+E, 

2' = P (21 + 4k - 1). 

VI. JORDAN SUPER TERNARY ALGEBRAS 

(5.11) 

In this section we shall consider the construction of Lie 
superalgebras over Jordan super ternary algebras. We recall 
that by definition a Jordan super ternary algebra has a triple 
product (abc) which is symmetric under a+-+c interchange 
[as in Eq. (2.40)]. 

(abc) = (cba), (6.1) 

and satisfies the identity JSl of Theorem I. An example of 
such triple products was given in Eq. (2.46). Since, as men
tioned before, a class of such algebras can be constructed via 
Jordan products a·b = !(ab + ba), we may use Jordan su
peralgebras to construct Lie superalgebras. All Jordan su
peralgebras have been classified by Kac.' 

We find that every Jordan superalgebra under the triple 
product of Eq. (2.44) with the trivial conjugation, defines a 
Jordan superternary algebra: 

(abc) = a·(b·c) + db·a) - b·(a·c). (6.2) 

We specialize to special Jordan algebras a·b = !(ab + ba) 
with a,b associative matrices for which this triple product 
reduces to 

(abc) = !(abc + cba), (6.3) 

and is a special case ofEq. (2.46). From this form it is evident 
that the Kab space vanishes and the grading is three-dimen
sional. Following the classification of Kac' for the Jordan 
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superalgebras, we construct the corresponding super ternary 
algebras and Lie superalgebras. 

1: Consider the Jordan superalgebras defined by matri
ces of the form [em + n)X(m + n) matrices] 

a=m 
n 

m n 

[m] (6.4) 

where A, B are bosonic and 5 and 17 are fermionic. These 
matrices close under multiplication. The triple product gives 

(abc) = !(abe + eba). (6.5) 

This has the form of a left multiplication by (ab ) and right 
multiplication by (ba) which are independent. Thus we have 

Wa = ! m 2 + n2 Bose generators,2mn Fermi generators], 

~ a = [m 2 + n2 Bose generators,2mn Fermi generators], 

Sab = ! 2(m2 + n2) Bose, 4mn Fermi generators], 

The resulting algebras are 

S = A (m - 1,n - 1) + A (m - 1,n - 1) + E, 

(6.6) 

X = A (2m - I,2n - 1). (6.7) 

2: Consider the Jordan superalgebras generated by ma-
trices of the form [(2n + m)x(2n + m) matrices] 

:(:r ! ~\ 
n :!ST D Bi) 

a= (6.8) 

whereA,B,C,D are bosonic and 5 and 17 are fermionic, and A 
is symmetric, C and Dare antisymmetric. 

A T = A, C T = _ C, D T = - D. (6.9) 

These matrices close under anticommutation. The triple 
product 

(abc) = (abc + eba), (6.10) 

can be regarded as simultaneous left and right multiplication 
by (ab) and (ba), respectively. Note that just left or just right 
multiplication does not maintain the form of the matrix e. 
The number of parameters in the transformation is obtained 
either from ab or ba (not the sum). To see the independent 
transformations clearly, one can rewrite the above triple 
product in the form 

(abc) = U[a,b ],e] + 1! !a,b J,eJ, (6.11) 

where the first term is interpreted as derivations and the 
second term as multiplication by the elements of the algebra, 
generating the so called structure algebra. 17 Each term corre
sponds to independent transformations maintaining the 
form of the matrix e. The first term generates a subalgebra; in 
this case it is the B «m - 1)/2,n) or D (m/2,n) for m = odd 
integer or m = even integer respectively. Counting the pa
rameters in (ab ), we find 
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2mn Fermi generators}, 

~a = {[m(m
2
+ 1) +n(2n-I)] Bose, 

2mn Fermi generators}, (6.12) 

Sab = I [m 2 + 4n2] Bose ,4mn Fermi generators], 

The superalgebras they generate are 
S=A(m-I,2n-I)+E, x=D(2n,m). (6.13) 

3: We now consider the Jordan superalgebra defined by 
the matrices of the form 

a=n 
n 

n n 

(6.14) 

where A is an n X n bosonic matrix 5 is a symmetric n X n 
fermionic matrix and 17 is an n X n antisymmetric fermionic 
matrix. Such matrices close under anticommutation. Then 
the triple product reduces to 

(abc) = abc + eba = ![[a,b ],e] + 11 1 a,b ],e]. (6.15) 

From the second form we see that the derivations gener
ated by the commutator term [a,b] correspond toaP(n - 1) 
transformation on e. The remaining anticommutator term 
! a,b J has n2 Bose and n2 Fermi generators. Thus, we find 

~ a = ! n2 Bose, n2 Fermi generators], 

~ a = [n 2 Bose, n2 Fermi generators], (6.16) 

Sab = [2n2 - 1 Bose, 2n2 Fermi generators), 

The superalgebras they generate are 

S=A (n - l,n - 1), X = P(2n - I). (6.17) 

4: Consider the Jordan superalgebra defined by matri
ces of the form 

n n 
(6.18) 

These matrices close under ordinary multiplication and of 
course under Jordan product. The triple product can be writ
ten as in the previous case. The derivation algebra [a,b ] on e 
has (n 2 

- I) Bose and (n2 - I) Fermi parameters corre
sponding to Q (n - 1). The remaining anticommutator alge
bra has n2 Bose and n2 Fermi parameters. Thus, we obtain 

~ a = ! n2 Bose, n2 Fermi generators], 

~ a = [n 2 Bose, n2 Fermi generators J, (6.19) 

Sub = ! (2n2 - I) Bose,(2n 2 
- 1) Fermi generators]' 

The superalgebras they generate are 

S=Q(n-I)+Q(n-I)+E+F 

X = Q(2n - 1) 
(6.20) 

Here we have denoted the 1 Fermi parameter Lie superalge
bra [analogous to U(l) group] as F. 

This list of Jordan type constructions is not complete. 
The remaining Jordan algebras in Kac's classification in-
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cluding the exceptional ones (D,D1 ,E,F,K) can be used in 
conjunction with our construction to form Lie superalge
bras. These will be discussed elsewhere. 8 

5: As mentioned previously, the triple product 

(abc) = abc + cha, (6.21) 

with a nontrivial conjugation b=f=b is also a Jordan super 
ternary algebra, however it cannot be written in terms of 
Jordan products. Here we give one example of this case. 
Consider rectangular matrices of the form 

(6.22) 

where aij are real Fermi parameters. According to the triple 
product above, they generate left and right transformations 
on c by the n X n matrix ab and m X m matrix ha, respective
ly. Thus we have the counting 

,;,k a = [mn Fermi generators)' 

~ u = I mn Fermi generators J, (6.23) 

Sub = I (n 2 + m 2 
- 1) Bose generators J, 

They form the algebras 

S=An~ 1 +Am~ 1 +E,X =A (n -I,m - 1). (6.24) 

Clearly, the above algebra may be taken over complex and 
quaternionic parameters leading to further generalizations. 

VII. OPEN PROBLEMS AND POSSIBLE PHYSICAL 
APPLICATIONS 

In this paper we did not discuss the superalgebras 
D (2, l;a),G (3)andF(4). These are associated with octonions, 
and we will present them in a separate publication. 8 The Car
tan superalgebras1 are also under investigation8 by the meth
od of ternary algebras. 

The incomplete super magic square of Table II presents 
an interesting mathematical question: Is there a set of super
algebras that correspond to a complete magic square? The 
triple product of Eq. (2.44) fails to satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 1 when the elements of the ternary algebra cover 
the simplest possibilities, namely direct products of octon
ions with other composition algebras. On the other hand, 
Kantor4 has shown, in the bosonic case, that exceptional Lie 
groups can be constructed from a variety of ternary algebras. 
We conjecture that a complete super magic square exists and 
can be constructed by an appropriate superternary algebra. 
Further investigation of this point is in progress. 

It would be interesting to embark on a complete classifi
cation of ternary algebras and superternary algebras and 
provide a list of all possible constructions of a given Lie (su
per) algebra from (super) ternary algebras. A partial list will 
be presented by us in a future publication. 

An important question for physicists is whether ternary 
algebras playa role in physical theories. Modern physics 
relies heavily on symmetries, as illustrated most dramatical
ly in "gauge theories" of particle physics, 1,2 as well as many 
other disciplines in physics. In this paper we have illustrated 
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the mathematically fundamental nature of (super) ternary 
algebras in relation to Lie (super) algebras. The fact that Lie 
(super) algebras are completely characterized by the much 
smaller ternary algebras is of special significance. It is then 
natural to ask whether (super) ternary algebras may playa 
corresponding fundamental role in the formulation of phys
ical theories and whether they may acquire a fundamental 
physical meaning? Although speculative, we wiII suggest 
some areas for investigation: 

(1) Unified gauge theories 1 introduce a variety of de
grees offreedom. A large number of these degrees offreedom 
are not observable either because they correspond to super
heavy particles, or because they carry "color." The number 
of "observed" quarks is growing, and there is no convincing 
theoretical argument that limits the number of fundamental 
constituents. If more and more quark "flavors" are discov
ered in experiments, it will be very doubtful that unified 
gauge theories in their present form are fundamental theor
ies. What, then is the alternative? It may be possible that 
theories withfewer degrees of freedom can simulate the suc
cessful aspects of gauge theories, thus giving a more funda
mental view of Nature. The partially successful picture pro
vided by gauge theories relies heavily on gauge symmetry; 
therefore, a new theory should reproduce such features. 
Since (super) ternary algebras characterize Lie (super) alge
bras with fewer parameters, it is natural to consider them as 
possible building blocks in more fundamental physical 
theories. 

(2) Nambu18 has generalized Hamiltonian dynamics to 
systems involving two Hamiltonians HI and H2 in such a way 
that the time development of an operator F (t ) is given by 
(dF Idt) = (H1,H2,F). The triple product (Hl'H2,F) that oc
curs in this formulation can be viewed as forming a ternary 
algebra. Thus, in this framework our (super) ternary algebra 
formalism may be used to provide examples and further gen
eralize Nambu's mechanics by relating it to the theory of Lie 
(super) algebras. 

(3) If quantum mechanics is cast into a density matrix 
formalism, it can be shown how some of the well known 
structures can be reformulated 19,20 in terms of Jordan triple 
products which form ternary algebras. Thus, the method of 
ternary algebras is a natural path to consider generalizations 
of quantum mechanics such as octonionic quantum mechan
ics. 15,20 In fact, some recent attempts to try to incorporate the 
color degrees of freedom through octonionic quantum me
chanics, 21,22 suggest some algebraic structures which are just 
special cases of Kantor's ternary algebras. 4 Thus, our super
generalization of ternary algebras defined by the conditions 
JSI and KSI of Theorem 1, provide a natural framework to 
investigate generalizations of quantum mechanics. 

(4) It is both of mathematical' and physical interest to 
consider gradings larger than 5. For example, 0(8) supergra
vity has a nine-dimensional grading structure. This mayor 
may not be associated with the grading of a super group. 
Mathematically, ternary algebras are not in general suffi
cient to describe such gradings for all groups. It would be 
interesting to study larger grading structures in general. 
Some work in this direction can be found in Kantor's paper.' 
To illustrate a possibly physically interesting case, consider 
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l!3 Y2 Y, Uo U, U2 U3 

the seven-dimensional grading of G2 with respect to the third 
component of an isospin subgroup (formed with short roots) 
as illustrated by the Cartan root diagram in Fig. I. ~ 0 forms 
a 4-parameter SU(2)XU(I) subgroup, ~ -3+ ~o+ ~3 
forms an S-parameter SU(3) subgroup, ~ _ 2 + ~ 0 + ~ 2 

forms a 6-parameter SU(2) X SU(2) subgroup. Similar grad
ing patterns can be envisaged for many Lie groups, including 
exceptional groups as well as supergroups. We shall call this 
type of seven-dimensional structure G(2) structure when
ever it applies to a given (super) algebra. Since ~ ± I gener
ally playa more fundamental role, we may try to give them a 
fundamental physical meaning. Thus, let us associate ~ ± , 

with some fundamental constituents. We will try to assign to 
these constituents a role similar to the more conventional 
quarks (or perhaps subquarks??). Then it is natural to think 
of the remaining generators as follows: 

~, = "quarks", ~ _ 1= "antiquark", 

~ 2 = "diquark, ~ _ 2 = "anti-diquark", 

UJ' 3 = "baryon", ~ _ 3 = "antibaryon", 

u.:~1 0 = "meson". 

If this is done for a superalgebra where ~ + l( = "quarks") 
are purely fermionic, then ~ + i = "baryons") will also be 
fermionic. Furthermore, ~ _ ~ + ~ 0 + ~ i = "Baryons
" + "Mesons") will form a closed (super) algebra. Although 
at present we do not have a realistic scheme to compare to 
Nature, we find this structure amusing and worth of further 
study and speculation. 

It is our belief that the (super) ternary algebraic ap
proach is useful not only for formulating the known physics 
in a more general, perhaps more fundamental framework, 
but also for discovering new relevant structures and study
ing their symmetry properties. 
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APPENDIX 

I: In this part we prove Theorem I which specifies the 
conditions imposed by the Jacobi identities on the ternary 
algebra. 

Let us denote the Jacobi identity satisfied by three gen
erators L"L2,L3 by J(L,L2L3) = 0, 

J(L 1L 2L 3)=[ [L 1,L2],L3] + [[L2,L3],Ld 

+ [[L 3,Ld,Lz] = 0. 

The complete list of Jacobi identities to be satisfied by the 
operators in .!£ = K EB ~ EB S EB ~ EB K are 

J(~'~2~3)=0, (AI) 

J (~ , ~ 2 ~ 3) = 0, 

J(K,K2K3) = 0, 

J (K,K2K3) = 0, 

J (K,K2 ~ 3) = 0, 

J(K,K2~3) = 0, 

J(K,K2~3) = 0, 

J (K,K2 ~ 3) = 0, 

J (K,K2S3) = 0, 

J (K,K2S 3) = 0, 

J (~ , ~ 2K 3) = 0, 

J (~ 1 ~ 2~) = 0, 

J(K, ~2S3) = 0, 

J(K, ~2S3) = 0, 

J (~ , ~ 2 ~ 3) = 0, 

J (~ 1 ~ 2 ~ 3) = 0, 
J (~ 1 ~ 2K3) = 0, 

J(3J; 1 ~2K3) = 0, 

J(~, ~2S3) = 0, 

J(~1~2K3)=0' 
J(~ 1 ~2S3) = 0, 

J (uJ' , 3J; 2K3) = 0, 

J (~ 1 ~ 2K 3) = 0, 

J (SIS2 uJ' 3) = 0, 

J(SIS2~ 3) = 0, 

J(SIK2~ 3) = 0, 

J (S1K2 ~ 3) = 0, 

J (K1K2 UJ' 3) = 0, 

J (K1K2 ~ 3) = 0, 

J (SIS2S3) = 0, 
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(A3) 

(A4) 
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(A2S) 

(A29) 
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J(SlS2K3) = 0, (A31) 

J(Slsi<3) = 0, (A32) 

J (K/[2SJ) = 0, (A33) 

J(K 1Ki(3) = 0, (A34) 

J (K/<2KJ) = O. (A35) 

Because of the grading structure identities (A I)-(A 14) are 
trivially satisfied. Identities (A 15)-(A23) were already im
posed in deriving the commutation rules Eqs. (2.41) among 
the generators. So far no conditions are required on the triple 
product (abc). The remaining identities can no longer be true 
with an arbitrary triple product. From imposing Eq. (A24) 
and Eq. (A26), the conditions lSI and KSI of Theorem I, 
respectively, can be derived as shown below. It can be proven 
that the remaining lacobi identities are automatically satis
fied provided (lSI) and (KSl) are true. Furthermore, in Eq. 
(2.41) it is seen that [S,S], [S,K], [S,K] and [K,K] can be 
expressed in two different ways; the equivalence of these ex
pressions can be demonstrated if (lSI) and (KSl) are satis
fied. Now, we show how (lSI) and (KSl) are derived: Let us 
write out the Jacobi identities 

J(SI S2Jd 3) = 0 = J(SIK2 %3): 

[[Sab,Scd],ud x ] + [[Scd,0'/x],suh] + [[udx,Sab],Scd] =0, 

[[Sab,Kcd]'~x] + [[Kcd,%x],sUh] + [[Zlix,sab],Kcd ] =0. 

Now we substitute Eqs. (2.41) in them and evaluate the com
mutators. We find that each of these equations reduces to an 
expression of the form (-21 a = 0 which implies that the pa
rameter a = O. These are the conditions JSl and KSI 

(ab (edx») - (cd (abx») + «ascd(b )x) + «eda)bx) = 0, 

I (ax(ebd») - «ebd)xa) + (ab (cxd») 

- «dab (x)d) 1 - ! e~d 1 = O. 

This proves Theorem 1. 
2: Let us now prove that these identities are satisfied by 

the ternary algebras considered in this paper. We will first 
consider the (super) triple product ofEq. (2.44) which is in 
general nonassociative. We will omit the product symbol ( . ) 
for ease of writing, but will keep the parentheses. Note that 
in calculating these nested triple products, in some terms we 

- --
need to evaluate (eda), (deb ), etc. We remind the reader 
that the conjugation in the algebra changes the order of ma
trices, quaternions, octonions, etc., and that whenever Fermi 
parameters need to be permuted, some ( - I) factors must be 
taken into account. For the super ternary algebras consid
ered in this paper the result of these considerations is as fol
lows: If the triple product is 

(abc) = a(lJc) + e(ba) - e i<bb (ae), 

then the conjuation gives (with e i2<f; = 1) 

(abc) = ei<b(cb)a + ei<b(ab)c - (ca)b, 

where the angle ¢ (a,b,e) is given in Eq. (2.32). 
Inserting this triple product in JSI and rearranging 

terms, we obtain the expression 

(lSI) = a! b[e(dx)] 1 - a! [(bc)d]x I - c! d[a(bx)] 1 

+ [c(da)](bx) - xl [(dc)b]a I + [x(dc)](ba) 
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+ X [b[a(dc)] J - [x(ba)](dc) + a! b[x(dc)] J 

- [a(bx)](dc) - e! d[x(ba)] I + [c(dx)](ba) 

- a! [(dc)b]x I + [a(dc)](bx) + x! b[e(da)] 

- X [[(bc)d]a I + b [ard (ex)] I - b [[(ad )C]X I 
- d ! c [b (ax)] I + [d (cb )](ax) - b I [(cd )a]x j 

+ [b (cd )](ax) - e i<b(a I b[d (ex)] j - a I [(bd )C]X j 

- d I C[a(bx)] 1 + [d (ca)](bx) + xl b[d (ca)] I 
-x[[(bd)C]al-d[C[x(ba)]j + [d(cx)](ba) 

+ b I a [c(dx)] j - b [[(ae)d]x j - e! d[b (ax)] j 

+ [c(db )](ax) + b I arx(dc)] 1 - [b (ax)](dc», 

where we have used ei2<b = 1 for the pure Bose and Fermi 
cases. For the mixed cases considered in this paper this rela
tion is still satisfied despite the fact that various angles 
¢ (a,b,e),¢ (e,d,x),¢ (a,b,(edx»), etc. could occur. This results 
from the conjugation properties ofthe super ternary algebras 
we considered e.g. in Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3). 

From the expression above we immediately conclude 
that if the multiplication is associative (i.e., can remove all 
parentheses) neighboring terms cancel each other so that 
(lSI) = 0 [Eq. (2.38)] is automatically satisfied, while nonas
sociative cases have to be considered one by one. We will not 
discuss the nonassociative super ternary algebras in this pa
per, but for the ordinary Bose case we refer the reader to 
Kantor's paper. 4 

Similar considerations apply to the condition (KSI) in 
Eq. (2.39). This equation acquires a simpler form because of 
the antisymmetry under the interchange of e+->d. Noting [for 
the triple product (2.44)] 

(cxd) - (dxc) = e i<bx(dc - cd), 

and inserting in (KSl) we find, after using e,2<b = 1 as in the 
previous case, 

(KSl) = x! arb (cd - dc)] 1 - [x(ab )](cd - dc) 

+ b I arx(cd - dc)] 1 - [b (ax)](cd - dc) 

+ e i<b(X I [(cd - dc)b]a 1 - [x(cd - dc)](ba) 

+ [a(bx)](cd - dc) - at b[x(cd - dc)] I)· 
Again, if the product is associative, this expression is auto
matically zero, as desired. 

Similar considerations apply to the triple product in Eq. 
(2.46), which is associative. In this case (KSI) is automatical
ly satisfied, since this triple product is symmetric, i.e., 
(cxd) = (dxc), while (lSI) is also satisfied by explicit 
calculation. 

Thus, we have proven Theorem 2. 
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